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CONVERGING SOURCES OF EVIDENCE. ON SPOKEN AND PERCEIVED RHYTHMS OF SPEECR: dowt

CYCLIC PRODUCTION OF VOWELS IN SEQUENCES OF MONOSYLLABLIC STRESS FEET*

Carol Pbwler+

Abstract. The manuscript reviews the literature from psychology,

phonetics, and phonology4bearing on production and perception of

syllable timing in speecl, A review of the psychological and

phonetics literature suggests that the production of vowels and

consonants is interleaved in syllable sequences in such a way that

vowel production is continuous, or nearly so. Based on that

literature, an hypothesis is developed concerning the perception of

syllable timing seeming that voiel production is continuous.

The hypothesis is that perceived syllable timing corresponds to'

the timed sequencing of the vowels as prodUced and not to the timing

either of vowel onsets as conventionally measured or of syllable-

ini tial consonants. Three experiments support the' pypo thesis. One

shows that information present during the Portion/ of an acoustic

signal in which a syllable-initial consonant predominates .is used by

listeners to identify the towel. Compatibly, tliie information for

the vowel contributes to the vowel' s perceived duration. Finally, a

measure of the perceived timing of a syllable correl.ates signifi-

cantly with the time required to identify syllable-medial vowels but

not with time to identify the syllable-initial consbnants.

ibrther support for the proposed mode of vowel-consonant pro-

duction and perceptitin is derived from the literature on phonology.

language-specific phonological conventions can be identified that

may reflect exaggerations and Conventionalizations of the articula-

tory tendency for vowels to be produced continuously in speech.

'lb their speaker/hearers, both wave (Donovan & Darwin,_1979;LLehiste,

1972) and expert (Abercrombie, 1964; Classe, _1939; Pike, 1945), languages

sound rhythmical. The term "rhythm" as applied to speech refers generallyto

an ordered recurrence of strong and weak elements. In this general sense ,

languages clearly are rhythmical:. consonants and vowels approximately alter-

nate and, in stress languages such as English, so do stressed and unstressed

*Also Journal of Experimental Psychology: General, in press.

+Alao rartmouth College.
Acknowledgment. This research wa supported by KT Grant BNS-8111470 and by
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Conveming Sources of Evidence on S ken and Perceived Rhythms of Speech:
Cyclit Production of Vowels in Sequences of Monosyllabic Stress Feet

syllables. However4 attempts to validate the intuttuion that speech is

rhythmical have focused on recurrence defined temporally--in particular, on
the queation whether the regular recurrence of ceripain spoken units
isochronous.

,

Three classes of rhythm bare been proposed for languages: They are
stress-timing (English,-Swedish), syllable timing (Spaniah, Italian, French),
and mote timing (Japanese). In rhythmical utterances, a unit of speech--the
stress-foot, the syllable, or the moralis said to be regulated temporally,
So that between units are approximately isochronous. In

IVa stress-tim uage, for example, intervals between onsets of stressed
syllables are s ii----to approach isochrony even though some intervals may be
monosyllabic and others di- or trisyllabie (e.g., Abercrombie, 1964; Catford,
1977; Classe, 1939; Pike, 1945).

. The bases for linguists' and Other listeners' impressions of isochronous
rhythMs in speech are unknown. However, it is .known that, with the possible
exception of mora timing in Japanese (e.g., Dalby & Port, 1981; Han, 1962),
the basis is not acoUstid isochrony, or, in stress-timed languages, (Wen near
isochrOny, of the intervals that have been propOsed as relevant. English, is

probably the most studied language in this `regerd, and many researchers have
reported large. departures from measured acoustic isochtony of stress feet.in
spontaneous (Lea, Note 1; Shen & Peterson, 1962) and more constrained-(Classe,
1939; Lehiste, 1972) Utterances.

It is-unlikely, then, that any unite OfThaturally produced Speech are
realized isochronously. In view of that, the interesting queskionsAo-ask now
are where the impression of rhythmicity comes from, Whether recurrence of any
of the units of speech that do recur is perceptually significant, whether it
is linguistically significant, and whether it is articulatorily significant.
Evidence bearing on these questions derives from research reported in the
psychological literature and the linguistics literature on phonetics and

phonology. , This manuscript and one -following are intended to bring tOgether
these research lines and thereby to assess the state of our understanding of
spoken and perceived rhythms of speech.

The two papers in the series differ in scope. The current one considers
only ponesyllable utterancee in which All syllables ate stressed (e..g., from
Bolinger: "You make John tell who stole that calf"). The reason for -thiv

,narrow focus is that fairlf extenefiV,e, .but disparate lines of reemarch-i-in
psychology relating to perception,'in phonetics concerni:ng articulation, and
in phonology concerning strUcture in sound sequencesconverge to suggeet a
coherent perspective on rhythmic speech production and on perception of
rhythmic speech in an idealiZed stress-timed language where feet are monoayi-
labic. Lees extensive lines of research provide a less conerent picture of
production and perception of speech where unaccented ayliables are prOduced.
This latter literature is the subject of the second manuscript.

In the present paper, discussion is limited also in a 'second way.

Initially, I consider Ways in which talkers comply with instructions to

produce stress (syllable)-timed speech and the ways in which Iiateners assess
those productions. Before it is possible to draw realistid conclusione
conderning rhythms that may or may not underlie produotion of spoken

2



Converging Sovxces of Evidence on Spoken and Perceived Rhythms of Speech:
Cyclic Production of Vowels in Sequences of Monosyllabic Stress Feet

languages, and before we can ascertain whether the impression 'of rhythm is

realistic or ilausory, it is imperative that we learn how to recognize rhythm

in speech when it occurs.

I will first review the literature concerning production and perception

or sequences of monosyllabic stress feet. The literature under review

suggests two conclusions, one -concerning the production of vowels in fluent

speech and one concerning their perception. -These proposals are tested in a

series of three experiments.

In the second part of the paper, I introduce evidence from the linguiai

tics literature on phonology that may converge with the experimental evidence

reviewed or presented in Paft I. In Part II, I attempt to introduce and

defend three basic ideas. One is the general idea that direct investigation
of linguistic structure can provide a useful source of converging evidence
with that provided by experimental investigations of language use. The second

is the more specific idea that soma phonological rules can be identified as

exaggerations and conventionalizations of articulatory dispositions, and as

such, can provide converging evidence for the identity of dispositio

Third, I attempt to identify several instances of phonological rules that a

"natural" (that is, reflect articulatory dispositiona) if the manner of vowL
production proposed in Part I is in fact an articulatory disposition.

A
the final part of the paper, conclusions are drawn from the array of

findings reviewed and presented in Parts I and U.

PART I. MONOSYLLABIC STRESS FEET

The Perceptual Evidence and Some,Articulatory Correlates

Several years ago, Morton, Marcus, and Frankish (1 976; see also Marcus,

1981) reported a systematic discrepancy between the measured timing of a

sequence, of digits and ite perceived timing. In particular, they found that

sequences of digits with acoustically isochronous onset-onset intervals sound

unevenly timed to listeners. Given an opportunity to adust the intervals_

between digits , until the timing sounds isochronous, listeners introduce

systematic departures from measured acoustic isochrony. This finding is

almost cazplementary to one reported by Lehiste (1 97;0 and others (Donovan &

Darwin, 1979) on listeners' perceptions of sentential rhythms. This liters-

ture (reviewed in Fowler, Note 1) reports that listeners may fail to detect

deparpres from measured ieochrony in spoken sentences. Although this latter

collection of studies is interpreted as revealing listener insensitivity to

foot durations, the findings by Morton et al. cannot have t iterpretation.

Indeed, taken toeether, the two sets of findings sugg t at listeners'

impressions of speech timing are_not based on the same i ervals maasured by

iinvestigators. This was the interpretation offered by Morton et al. of their

own findings.

An investigation of, talkers' productions of isochronous sequences aug-

gests one important difference between measured and, perceived rhythmic inter-

vals. In particular, the latter but not the former sometimes can be

3



Converging Sources of EviAence on Spoken and Perceived Rhythma of Speech:
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identified with rhyttynic articulatory intervals (Pbuler, 1979; Fowler &

Tassinary, 1981). Asked to produce isochronoua sequences of monosyllables,
talkers produce sequences with just the measured departures from isochrony
that listeners require in order to hear the sequences as evenly timed (Fowler,

197')

This research indicates that talkers' and listeners' notions of rhythmi-
city in speech agree but differ fran those of experinrenteps. Such a pattern

of agreenent and Oisagreement 'invites two interpretations. One is that
talkers and listeners are subject to an illusion that experimenters, working
on visible rather than -audible displays of speech, evade. Another is that
talkers produce rhythmic speeah on. request. in these studies and listeners
recoghtne it as such. , For theirs4 part, experimenters, fail to detect the

rhythnicity because their experimental measurements somehow_fail to refleet
the natural structure of the spoken sequences. Me latter is the more
conservative of the two views because it ascribes no special processes or
behavioes to listeners and talkers. The talker is assumed simply to follow
instructions and the listener to detect structure of the acoustic
signal provided by the talker. In additi , this interpretation appears a
realistic one in view of the welliknown difficulties involved in the measure-
ment of speech because it is coarticulated.

Fran the perspective of this second interpretation, assessments of the
rhythmic structure of naturally-produced speech sequences will be inacèurate
until experimenters discover what csounts as rhythmicity for talkers and

listeners. This beat can be determinei to begin with, perhaps, by studies in
which talkers are asked to produce sequences with specified timing and their
performances are examined. s

In the study by Fbuler (1 979), talkers produced sequences consisting of a
pair of rhyming consonant-vowel-consonant (OW) syllables in alternation (for
example, /bad sad bad.../). In these sequences, talkers produced long inter-
vals between measured acouetic onsets of syllables when the first syllable in
the interval began with a lohg-duration prevocalic segakent. .Indeed the

departures from measured. isochrony of successive intervals could be 'predicted
very closely from differences in the measured durations of the syllable-

initial consonant's. Figure 1 displays the relationship found in Fowler

(1 979). Me oneet-onset time differences in these productions ranged from a
minimum of aboui` 35 maec for sequences such as /mad nad.../ in whibh initial
consonants were similar in manner class to a maximum of about 200 msec when
consonants differed in manner and in oth r features (e.g., /bad sad.../).

Although measured vowel onsets tend to be aligned more evenly than onsets

of acvuatic .energy for the initial consonants of the syllables, intervals
between vowel onsets are not isochronous either; instead they show departures
'from isochrony complementary to ,those of syllable onsets.

Articulation may be isochronous in these Prciductions, however. When

monosyllables in a sequence are rhyming CV(Csmeasures of intervals between
onsets of muscle 'activity involved in segment production have revealed

isochrony both of initial consonant and oft vowel-related muscle activity.
This is found even in sequences showing substantial departures from measured
acoustic isochrony (Tuner El Fowler, 1980). For example, in a sequence
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/bak fak"bak.../, EMG activity of the orbicularis oris muscle involved in lip
closure was found to be isochronous; this implies that lip closures for /br-
and. /f/ also were isochronons in these utterances. Necessari/y, however,
acoustic intervals from stop. releasa 'for /b/ to onset of frication for /f/
were shorter than the opposite intervals from frication to -release. This
departure. from isochrony of acoustic-energy onsets follows from the timing
relation between the consonant articulations and their acoustic correlates.
Consonants are produced ili three broad phases: a closing phase, a closure
iliterval, anil a release phase.. During the closure interval for the stop
consonant /b/, the lips are shut and in stressed, syllable-initial position,
the \tnterval is silent. --The' stop burst occurs on release of the closure in
the final; phase of consonant production. In contrast-lo the stop consonant
/b/, the fricative* /f/ has a npisy closure interval. During clehure, the
lower lip\approximiltes the upper teeth, but does not seal off the oral cavity
to the passagetof air.. Air passing through the narrow constriceion produces
frication. Consequently, a talker who alignsclosure phkses of syllable-
initial stops and fricatives will produce syllables with systematically
anisochrdnous onsets of acoustic energy.

Mese studies suggest, then, that talkers comply with instructitins to
produce isochronous monosyllables by produding isochronous articulations.
They do not try to compensate for the different times after articulatory onset
that .different manner classes of consonant have acoustic consequences. For
their part, in these experimentp, listeners only h ar isochrony when articula-
tion is ikchronous. They hear uneven ing e acoustic energy onsets of
different manner classes of consonants are alig . We conclude, therefore,
that in these experiments listenets' perceptions of theirhythmic structure of
speech is based on theit eitraction of acoustic information specifying
articulatory timing (cf. Libermem, Cooper, 'shankweiler,.& Stiiddert-Kennedy,
1967). This conclusion is compatible with that drawn based on other evidence
(e.g., Fitch, Halwes, EricksOn, & Liberman; 1980; Lehiste, 1970). For example
(Lehiste, .1970)., listeners' judgments of the relative loudness of two vowels
corresponds more .closely to the artticulatory effort required to.' produce them
than to their relative intercolties.

The conclusion that perceived timing, is produced timing does not tell the
whole sthry, however. The 4perimexit by puller and Fowler found isochrony
both of consonant-- and of voial-relafed mufacle activity. A later experiment
(lbwler & Tassinary, 1981) allowed that initial consonants are not always
articulated at isochronous intervals in sequences that talkers intend to be
isochrOnous. Figure 2 displays, measurements of a set of syllable' produced in
time to a metronome by three tal (se.e Rapp, .1971, for similar data on
Swedish talkers, and -Allen, 1972a,, 19'Mb, for analogous data on English
obtained using a different procedure) The location of the metroncee pulse in
the CVCs is ind-icated by the vertic line at zero in the figure. Points
generally just to the left of the metronome pulse inilicate the onset of
acoustic energy of the syllable. Poidts generally just to the right of the
pulse indicate the measured vowel onset:- and points farther to the right
indicate measured vowei., offset. By showing0he alignment of rhyming syllables
with the metronome pulse, the figure also igsveals how syllables are aligned in
relation to one another. Toe figure shows the effect reported by Morton et
al. (1 976) and studied further by Fowler (1 979) and by Tuller and Fowler
(1 980). Acoustic energy onsets for fricatives are early relative to those for

41
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Figure 2. Measures-of synables produced bY tplkers in Fowler and Ta'ssinary

(1981) in time with a metronome. The vertibal line at zero
represents the metronome pulse. Different syllables are plotted
top to bottom in .the figure. The points generally to the left of
the line represent the onset of acoustic energy for each syllable
relative to the metronome pulse. Points generally just to the
right of the pulse represent Otte measured vowel onset (that is, the,
onset of voiced oral formants for the vowel). Points to the far
right represent measured vowel offset (the beginning of closure for
final /d/).
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voicea stops. Of interest here is another finding, however. Acoustic energy
onsets of intervals beginning with consonant clusters are early relative to
others. A talker producing the sequence /sad strad sad.../ in time with the
metronome does not produce isochronous acoustic onset-onset times--as he or
she would if /8/ production were initiated at tamporally equidistant inter-
vals. Consequentaiy, whatever the talker may have been prodbcing rhythmically
in these utterances, it\r&not initial-consonant production.

The alignments are not related to the amysitude contours of the syllables
(Morton et al., 1976; Tuller & Fbwler, 81), ore, apparently, to their
fundamental frequency contours (Rapp, 1 971).

...-

In this study, the only acoustic measure temporally equidistant from the
metronome pulse, and consequently isochronous in these productions, was the
measured vowel offset. This finding perhaps can be rationalized by examining
two separate research lines that investigate the temporal and articulatory

.microstructure of syllables: studies of phonetic shortening and of coarticu-
lation.

The Temporal and ArticulatorY Microstructure of Syllables

Figure 2 reveals a pattern of vowel shortening in the context of various
syllable-initial consonants. Ibis pattern of shortening has been reported by
other investigators for other languages (e.g., Lindblom, Lyberg, & Holmgren,
1981). In Figure 2, the meaSured duration of the vowel shortens as that of
the prevocalic consonant or consonants increases in duration. Figure 3ar
replots the shortening effects in Figure 2- beside others (3b) reflecting
effects of syllable final consonants on vowel duration.2 These data resemble
those reported by Lindblom, Lyberg, and Holmgren (1 981) on speakers of Swedish
and show that a vowel's measured duration also shortens as syllable-final
consonants are added to the syllable.

Two interpretations of the shortening effects suggest themselves.
According to one, talkers atiempt to maintain a constant syllable duratiOn in
production (e.g., Shaffer, 1982). This might be a manifestation of a
syllable- or stress-timing tendency. If, for whatever reason, talkers, are
trying to maintain,a constant syllable duration, however, they are unsucdess-
ful as Figure 2 reveals. An examination of the articulatory evidence suggests
a different interpretation.

In syllables, the production of consonjits and vowels is context-
sensitive, usually in an assimilative way. Me context-sensitivity, called
"coarticulation," occurs very generally in syllables (e.g., MacNeilage &
DeClerk, 1969). For example, closure for a /b/ followed or preceded by the
close vowel /i/ is achieved with a more closed jaw than that for /b/ followed
or preceded by the open vowel /a/ (Sussman, MacNeilage, & Hanson, 1973).
Similarly, the place ofarticulation of /k/ is fronted in the context of a
front vowel as compared to a back vowel (e.g., Perkell, 1969).

Coarticulation has various explanations in the literature. One explana-
tion, first proposed by bhman (1 966), appears to account for .the voyel-
shortening effects just described as well as for the context-sensitivity of
segment production. ttihman proposes that syllable-initial and -final conso-
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nants are superimpord on a vowel's leading and trailing edges. Moreover, in
a VCV disyllable, vowel-to-vowel gestures of the tóngue, body are produced
somewhat separately from articulatory gestures for the consonant. Inman' s
evidence for hie rather counterintuitive view of disyllable production was
meager, but it has been substantiated by several subsequent studies. His
evidence derived from acoustic measures of implosive and explosive formant
transitions in VCV disyllables produced by a Swedish talker. In bhman's
data, implosive transitions, representing the closing phases of voiced stop
production, were affected by both vowels in the disyllable. So were the
explosive transitions following consonant release. This seemed to indate
diphthongal production of the two vowels in the disyllables .dur4ng production
of the consonant.

Compatible articulatory data have been provided by several investigators..
Carney and Moll (1 971) provide cinefluorographic tracings of tongue movements
during production of C1V1C2V2 disyllables in which the second consonant is a
fricative. They find movement of the tongue body from V1 to V2 during
production of C2. Similarly Kent_ and Moll (1 972) find indistintudshable
trajectories- and velocities of the tongue moving from /V to /a/ in "he
monitored" and "he honored" even though in one but not the other utterance the
"two vowels are separated by a bilabial consonant. Compatible findings are
reported iy several other invastigators (Barry & Kuenzel, 1975; Butcher &
Weiher, 1976; Perkell, 1969). This set of findings establiettes the vowel as
the articulatory foundation of a syllable in the sense that it is produced
throughout the syllable's articulatory extent, and suggests that in VCVs,
(stressed) vocalic gestures are realized in relation to production of other
(stressed) vowels even if a consonant intervenes. In addition, this view of
vowel and consonant production may explain the measured shortening effects
that consonants exert on vowels.

Figure 4 illustrates the relationship between coartioulation and shorten-
ing implied by these studies: Me figure's horizontal dimension represents?
time and its vertical dimension an abstracit.attribute, prominence. Praninence
refers at once, to the extent to which vokal-tracteactivity is given over to
the production of a particular segment, and the extent to which the character
of the acoustic signal reflects articulatory gestures associated with the
segment. Airing the closure phase of a consonant, for example, the character
of the acoustic signal is largely determined by the consonant's manner and
place of closure; the signal is noisy if the segment is a fricative, silent if
it is a stop, and so on. Even though a coproduced -yowel can influence the
signal during consonant closure, giving rise to the cont t-sensitivity of the
signal for the consonant, the voiced formant structure m et characteristic of
vowels is absent.during consonant closure. This is indic ted in the figure by
giving the vowel a lesser degree of prominence than the consonant during
consonantal closure.

Measuring conventions locate segment boundaries approximately where ordi-
nal changes take place in the prominence of two segments. Thus, boundaries
delimit acoustic intervals during which .an individual phonative segment is the
most praninent one in the signal. (Moreover, ambiguities arise cioncerning
where a boundary should be located--for example, between a voiceless stop and
a vowel [e.g., Lisker, 1972]--when it is not obvious over a certain extent of
the signal which of two segments is predominant.) In the VCV depicted in/
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Figure 4, vowels would be given boundaries a nd "b" and at "d" and "e,"
while the consonant would extend from "b" to "d." If the consonant were

'deleted and a VV were produced, the first Obwel's measured etent4 would be
fran "a" to "c" and the second vowel's fran- "c" to "e." Because of these
conventions, even if the vowels in the VCV and the VV had identicS1
articuhatory extents, both would be measured to shorten in the VCV se compared
to the VV. A firet-auroximation hypothesis, however, in view of the
bidirectional coarticulation and shortening effects, would be that vowels do
not change their produces durations in consonantal contexts. Rather, the
consonants overlap them more or less. Although this most conservative
hypothesis almost certainly will have to undergo revision, it is the simplest
one to explain 'both coartiCulation and shortening in syllables.

Now let us consider syllables produced in sequence. thman proposes that
in VCc_,Vs, transconsonantal vowels are produced as continuous diphthongal
gestures, to a first approximation, unperturbed by a medial consonant (ewe
also, Kent & Moll, 1972). ItctrfRolation of this view to longer speech
sequences ( at least to longler sequeinces of stressed syllables) suggests that
vowels are produced cyclical.ly--that is, continuously, one after the other--
and constitute a somewhat separate articulatory stream from gestures involved
in consonant production.3

This hypothesis gives rise to the question how onsonants might be timed
relative to the vorl stream. Some research by `Buller, Kelso, and Harris
(1 982) suggests part of an answer. Across utterahces of the form pV1cv2p,
produced at various rates 14th different stress patterns and two different
medial consonants, 'Buller et al. found an invariant linear relationship
between duration of a vocalic cycle (that is, the interval Xtieen the onset
of muscle activity for V1 and that for V2) and the time lag between onsets of
activity for V1 and C. That is, timing of consonant production relative to
vowel production wae invariant over substantial changes in the duration of a
vocalic cycle. The evidence suggests a strategy of initiating production of a
consonant at an invariant phase in the production of a vowel's cycle.
(Evidence of vowel shortening as consonants are added to a cluster implies,
however, that the critical phase in production of -a vowel at wh'ich consonant
production is initiated would be different for the single consonanife studied
by Puller et al. than for clusters.) As Puller et al. point out, preservation
of relative timing of muscle activity or gestures over changes in rate and
amplitude of movenent is commonly observed across a variety of activities (-for
tiaample, handweiting: Hollerbach, 1980; Viviand & Terzuolo, 1980; Wing, 1978;
lo;nanotion: Grillner, 1975; respiration: Grillner, 1977 ) .

Sken and Perceived Syllabic Isochrony Reconsidered

The temporal structure of the syllable se just outlined may help to
ralionalize the behaviors of talkers and listeners in the experiments by
Morton et al. (1 97 6), Fowler (1 979), and Fbwler end Tassinary (1 981) summer-
ized earlier. By interpretation, the measured shortening of a vowel estimates
how much it has been overlaid by surrounding donson'ants.4 Estimates of the
effective overlapping of a vowel by a consonant can be obtained by examination
of Figure 2. In the figure, the metronome pulse is temporally equidistant
from the measured vowel offset across the syllables. Moreover, in lad!, with
no initial consonant, the metronome pulse nearly coincides with the measured
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Figure 4. Schematic representation of, vowe,1 and consonant production. The

horizontal axis represents tithe ahd the vertical axis an abstract
dimension, prominence. (See text for explanation).

4

*Figure 5. A display used by Johanason (1950) to study perceptual vectOr
1hts A and C move horizontally back and. forth in,

- phase; light B moves diagonally.
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vowel Onset. In other syllablea, then, vowel shortening 1.8 .the aame as the
interval from the/ metronome .-pett'ee to meaaured vowel oneet. This interval
estimates the interval of erffective consonant-vowel overlap in these syll-
ables. Etsr hypothesia, baked on the ENG evidence provided in 11iller and Fowler
(1 980), talkers initiate vowels at temporally equidistant intervals under
instructions to produce iaochronous sequences of syllables. Por their part,
lietenbrs appear to hear vowel timing; mkreover, their judgments evidently are-
based on the articulatory timing of vowea, not on the timing of their periods
of prominence in the acouaticv-sighal as reflected by usual ways of identifying
their onsets.

Fdr listeners to hear produced rather than meaaured vowel timing, they
must aegment the speech stream :in an unetpected way. They must do so in such
a itay that the rimmed duration of the segmented con3onant:3 and vowels excefsis
the duration of the spoken syllable from which they have been aegmented. The
duration of the vowel must be it:3 meaeured duration plus the extent of ita
effective overlap by the consonant.

Experiments 1 and 2 are deaigned, to ask "'whether such a segmentation
occurs in perception. Firat, however, we ask, in an abstract way, how such a
segmentation might occkur.

In the literature on perception, inv stigators are familiar with an
analogous segmentation in which aeparate contributions to 'complex events are
perceptually dietingui,hed . Figure 5 displays an exafple from Johanason'
research (1 950; see leo 1 974) The figure represents a ,visual display in
which three moving lights are ahown to subject:3. The top and bottorti lights, A

,and C, move horizontally in phase, while a third light, B, move8 j.n a diagonal
trajectory.' Viewers do not report seeing two lights moving horizontally and
one diagonally. Instead they report horizontal movement of an apparent rod
extending from A to C, with B moving vertically along the rod.

Baaed on this and aimilar evidence, Johansson conclude:3 that) viewers
perform a "perceptual vector" analysia in which movements common to a set of
pointa aerve as a perceptual frame relative to which residual motions are
perceived. In *le figure, all points include vector:3 of horizontal motion.
'Horizontal motion extracted from points A and C exhausts the deacription of
their movements,. but extracted free B leaves a residual, vertical motion
vgc tor.

Perceptual vector analysia is, a realistic perceptual behavior.
Ordinarily when components of a Visual scene move together, they belong to the
same event; conaequently, the common movement:3 are appropriately ascribed to
coherent movanent of a common frame. Imagine, for example, watching a child
on a merry-go-round. If the child is seated on a horse that moves up and down
relative to the surface on which it is mounted, then the child on the horse in
fact move8 in a complex, cycloid, motion. The complex motion ccmbines the
rotation of the merry-go-round with the up and down movement of the horse
relative to the floor of the merry-,go-round. Observers do not aee the complex
movement, however. Instead, and appropriately, they see rotational movement
of the merry-go-round as a whole, and an up-and-down motion of the child and
the horse relative to the rotational movement. That is, they extract
rotalional mOvement, which is common to the merry-go-round and its components.
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This exhausts the movement of the merry-go-round's &fixed structure, but,
extracted from the motion of the horses, it leaves a vertical.motion vector.

When we ask whether a listeneocan detect a vowel's produced extent
despite coarticulatory overlap of, part of it by a consonant, we are asking
whether listeners can do the speech-perception equivalent of a perceptual
vector analysis. We have seen that the vowel serves' as the articulatory
foundation of the syl1abi/6; for clarity in making the analogy to the visual
examples, we call the vowel the frame. It is produced during syllable-initial
and -final consonants as well as during its own interval of prominence in the
signed. Therefore, acoustic reflections of the vowel's component tongue body
and jaw movements provide the analogue to the vectors of common movement.
These reflections exhaust the contributions to the acoustic signil during the
time that the vowel is the most prominent segment in the syllable, but not
during consonant production. During consonant production, two kinds of

0° articulatory gesture contribute to the acoustic signal--the relatively slow
gestures of the tongue body and jaw associated with the vocalic frame, and the
relatively fast gestures of the articulators (possIbly ingluding the tongue
body and jaw) associated with the consonant. If a&erceptual vector analysis
is possible, the. gestures common to the vocalic fraqe may be "factored" from
those specific to the consonantal portion, leaving on the one hand, perception
of the whole vocalic frame and on the other hand, as residual, a relatively
context-free version of the consonant.

This proposed analysis, like its vtsual counte'rpart, would be a realistic
one for perceivers, because it recovers thtr natural structure of speech
eltents.

Experiments 1 and 2 were designed to test two predictions derived from
the h'jpothesis that listeners perfonp a perceptual vector analysis on syll-
ables and, hence, may attend to articulatory timing of vowels in the
exper ents outlined at the beginning of Part I. One prediction is that the
effec ive duration of a vowel for a listener is its measured duration plus its
effec ive overlap by a syllable-initial consonant. The second prediction is
that information for vowel identity is available to listeners during the
production of an overlaid segment. Experiment 1 tests the first prediction
and Experiment 2 the seconds. aperiment 3 is designed to assess the relation
between vowel perception and the perceived timing of syllables in experiments
such as that by Marton et al.

EXPERIMENT 1
s

To ask whether listeners are sensitive to the temporal microstructure of
syllables and in particular to the relationship of overlap between syllable-
initial consonants and post-consonantal vowels, we used a technique developed
by Raphael Raphael (1 972) has shown that a syllable-final stop or fricative
can be synthesized that is identified as voiced after a long-duration vowel
and voiceless after a short-'dura'tion vowel. This is compatible with the fact
that, particularly in English, voiced syllable-final consonants are preceded
by longnr vowels than voiceless consonants. By generating a set of stimuli
with a range of vowel durations before the final consonant, and asking
subjecte to label the final consonant as voiced or voiceless, Raphael was able
to identify a voicing boundary within the continuum of vowel durations. Me

)
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boundary is defined as the vowel duration at which subjects label th& syllable
equally often as /d/ or /t/--that is, the 50% crossover 'point. In later
studies, Raphael, Ibrman, and Liberman (1975) and Raphael and Dorman (1 980)

: showed that-the crossover point is shifted toward the /t/ (short-vowel) end of
the continuum by a syllable-initialConsonant. That is, the final consonant
is heard more frequently as /d/ when a consonant precedes the vowel than when
the vowel is sylla le-initial. This may indicate that the vowel is heard as
longer when preced by a consopkint than when it is syllable-initial. For
syllable-initial jd , all or_most of the transitions--which in these stimuli
were necessary to specify the initial /d/--were also heard to belong to the.
vowel. This interpnetation is consistent with the facts of production; the
direction and extent of F2 transitions appropriate for /d/ are conditioned by
the following vowel because the two -segments are coarticulated during the
release of the consonant.

In the study by .liaphael et al,. (1 975), an initial Iry also shifted .the
/t/-/d/. boundary substantially, whereas 'steady-state frication characteristic
of /s/ shifted it only slightly. This latteriboutgome Was replicated in
'Raphael and Dorman with natural speech. These experiments made it clear that
the pergeived voicing of a final stop can be affected by vowel length. In the
fallowing experiment, I attempt to extend these findings to some of the
syllables depicted in Figure 2. If adding initial consonants to a vowel
increases the-vowel's effective duration, then, following Raphael et al., we
should observe a change in the voicing boundary of pyllables beginning with

/b/ , /m/, and /e/. ihrthermore, we predict a greater effective lengthen-
lee of the vowel by consohantd that according to Figure 2 shorten the vowel
substantially (for example, /BO' than by those that shorten it very little
(for example, jbj). (This prediction may appear contradictory to the findings
of Raphael et al., who found limited effects of /s/ on apparent vowel duration
and substantial effects of /d/. The difference in prediction and outcome
derive from a difference. in measurement criteria for the vowel. In experi-
ments by Raphael et al., voiced formant transitions following release of /d/
were identified as belonging to the consonant and not to the vowel; hence when
the addition of transitions affected the voicing judgments, the influence was
identified as one of the consonant on the effticp.ve duration of the vowel. In
our measurements, however, voiced fonnant transitions are included in the
measurement of vowel duration. Therefore, the predicted additional effect of
a voiced stop such es /d/ or /b/ on voicing judgments is smal

Method

Stimuli and materials. We selected the syllables /ad/, /bad/ , /mad/, and
jsadr Tmpocen, by two of the talkers who provided the data for the experiment
reported by Fowler and Tassinary (and were two of the three talkers who
provided that data shown in Figure 2).6 These syllables had shown a range of
vowel shortening that spanned 20 msec collapsed over the two talkers. The

order of measured vowel durations decreased in the series: /ad/ , /bad/,
/mad!, and /sad/.

For each talker, a single token of each of the four syllables was

selected from the nonmetronome condition of the experiment reported by Fowler
and Taesinary (1981). These syllables were digitized. and edited using the
pulsit-code modulation system at Haskins Laboratories.
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The final Obrtion of the syllable /ad/ was spliced fran the rest (50 meec
for talker 1 and 85 msec for talker 2). The portion excluded any voicing
during the closure for the /d/ and any release of the /d/ to facilitate a
shift in identification from /d/ to /t/f. This final section of the syllable
/ad/ replaced the final poition of the other three syllables to ensure that
the final consonant of the four eyllables was equivalently /d/- or /V-like.
Finally, the vowels in each syrlfble were made eval* in duration .(within a
pitch pulse) by deleting pitch pulses fran the steady-state portions of
syllables with longer yowl durations. The initial vowel durations of the
four syllables sveraged 2 25 msec for talker 1 and 236 meec for talker 2. Fran
each oeltese syllables, a 10-step continUum wae constructed by .Successively
deleting one pitch pulse for talker 1 and two for talker 2 (a female) taken
insofar ae* possible fran the relatively steady-state portion of the vowel.
This gave continua with a r\nge of approximately 75 msec for talker 1 and 90
msec for talker 2.

For each talker, four test orders were constructed, one for each
eontinuum (syllable). Each 4test order began with twenty trials in which the
tire endpoints of the continuum were repeated ten times each in ' alternation.
Mese served to familiariw the listeners with the most /d/- and /V-like

_sounds they would hear. The introductory series of 20' trials was followed by
100 trials in which the 10 stimuli were presented 1 0 times each in random
order. This pattern, 20 trials in which the endpoint stimuli were repeated in
alternation, and 1 00 randomized trials, was repeated twice more for a total of
60 introductory trials and 300 test trials. The first thi,rd of the test
served as practice; the data to be reported are from the last set of 200 test
trials. There were 2 seconds between trials with a longer delay of 4 seconds
following every tenth trial.

Design. Subjects were nested within the four levels of the independent
variable, Syllable (/ad/, /.bad/, /mad/, and /sad/), and the two levels of the
variable, Talker. With a single exception, eight subjects were assigned to
each cell in the design. Only seven subjects were run .for the syllable /bad/
produced by the first talker. We expected a shift in the /d/-/t/ boundary
toward .the short-vowel (N) end of the conleinuum progressfvely in the
sequence /ad/, /bad/, /mad/, and /sad/.

Procedure. Subjects listened to the test 'orders over earphones in groups
of one to four in a sound-treated room. They were instructed to listen to the
initial twenty sounds of alternating /d/- end /t/-final syllables on each
third of the test, writing "d" or "t" as appropriate on their answer sheet as
they followed along. On the next 100 trials in each third of the test, they
were instructed to write "d" or "t" depending on which final consonant they
heard, choosing only between the responses "d" and "t."

Subjecte. Subjects were 63 introductory psychology students at Dartmouth
College.

_Results and Diecuesion

The predictionthat -the voicing boundary would shift toward /t/ progres-
eively in the series /ad!, /bad/, /mad/, and /spd/--was assessed by comparing
the four syllables on the measure of number of "d" responses to each stimulus
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in the continuum. Figure 6 displays the reaults of this procedure collapsed
' over talke're 1 and 2. Me ogival curves for the four syllablei cross over the

50% point in just the predicted order. Interpolating from the figure, the
botmdaries for /ad/, /bad/, /mad/, and /sad/ are 5.36, 5.70, 5.90, and 6.39.

In an analysis, the -averrage number 'of "d" responses given tO the four
syllables me compered for stimuli 'near the voicing . boundaries, that is,
stimuli'5, 6, and 7. Collapsed over Talker and Stimulus number (5-7), since

1. neither variable interacted with Syllable, the average nunber of "d" responses
out of 20 to the four syllables was 7.4,,8.7, 91, and 11.4.1 This increase
reflects the increasing resistance to labeling the final consonant as
throughout the' series. Me increase was significant accoriiing to a trend test
in which the mean for each syllable was wighted according to its measured
vowel shortening in the syllables displayed in Figura 2.' In the analysis,
both subject and talker were treated as random factors, F(1,3) 18.86, 2 is
.02.

In this analyait, listeners' judgments of syllables produced by talker 1
showed just the predicted increase' while their juigm4nts of talker 2 showed a
reversal of /bad/ and /mad/. This reversal in fact occurred on -just one of
the three crossover stimuli.

The outc_cmie of this analysis, though certainly not striking, is compatj.-
ble with the hypothesis that the duration of the vowel as perceived by

'listeners increases with increases in the vowel's measured overlap by the
conaonant (its measured shortening). Nonetheless, whereas the range of
shortening was about 20 msec in the experiment by Fowler and Thssinary, the
difference in perceived vowel duration as assessed by the present experiment
was only about 10 msec.

EXPERIMENT 2

Experiment 1 has an alternative interpretation to the one that we have
proposed. Possibly, listeners are familiar with different durationb of vowels
fo41.owing /b/, /m/, and /s/; consequently they expect relatively shorter
vowels following /5/ than /m/ and following /m/ than /b/. If so, the results
of likperiment 1 document those expectations, but do not revaal a tendency to
hear a vowel during that pert of the acoustic signal in which vowels and
consonanta coarticulate but consonants predoninate in the signal*

Experiment 2 was designed to provide evidence converging with Experiment.
1 that perceivers extract vowel infonnation during production of segments that
coarticulate with it. If they do, then time to identify a ,vowel, timed frac:
the vowel's measured acoustic onset, should be shorter the more extensive its
effective overlap with preceding segments. Estimating overlap by vowel

1 shortening, then, time to identify ILV, should be shorter in /ea/ than in /ma/
and shorter in /ma/ than in /ba/. &pert:lent 2 was designed .to test that
pred ic tion.

Method'

Stimuli. Stimuli were naturally 'produced VCV disyllables in which the
first vowel was unstressed schwa, the consonant was /h/, /01/. /eh or /Ph and
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Figure 6. Number of /d/ responses to four different vowel-duration continua.
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the second yowel we /a/ or /i/. A diayllable with /p/ replaced the syllable
/ad/ in Experiment 1 . Az Figure 2 shows, vowel shortening after /p/ is
greater than that following /a/. Therefore, predicted time to identify a
vowel is expected to decrease in the series abV, amV, asV,, apV.7

Three tokens of eacl disyllable dwere produced, giving 24 different
stimuli in all. Me stimuli were randomized into five 48-trial blockS with,
the constraint that in each block each token occurred twice. Stimuli were!.
recorded on audiotape with 2 seconds between trials and 10 seconds between
blocks.

- Table 1 provides durational measures of the stimuli. Measures of schwa
duration were taken from the onset of periodicity in the signal to closure for
the consonant. For the consonants, the onset o t closure .interval to the
onset of voicing for the vowel was measured. Str set,vowels were measured
from the earliest evidence of voicing following rel as of the consonant i Co-
signal offset. As others have found (see also Figure 3), the durations of
consonants and stressed vowels were negatively correlated (r = -.76).

Table 2 provides measures of F2 during the initial schiat of each
disyllable. (Measures were obtained using the ILS analysis package at Haskins
laboratories.) Measures were taken during the four 20 msec time frames
preceding closure for the consonant. The table shows that F2 for schwa is
lower when the forthcoming stressed vowel is /a/ than when it is /V. This is
compatible with the substantially higher F2 for the high vowel /V than for
the low vowel /a/ and indicates that anticipatory coarticulation of the
stressed vowel precedes closUre for the consonant (see also Fbwler, 1981a,
1981 b) .

Figure 7 displays this more clearly by plotting the difference betweetr F2
for La/ preceding /V and /a/ separately for each disyllable pair during he

last four 20 msec intervals preceding consonant closure. This evidence
coarticulation is cmpatible with tkman' s findings and other evidence c
earlier.

thatil the final frame, disyllables including /b6 and /m/ appear to beJ more differentiated than those coetaining. /5/ and 4/. If listeners use
airrage frequency of the second formant of schwa over these time frames as a
source of information about the forthcoming vowel, they will not show the rank
ordering of response times we have predicted. However, the predicted ordering
is reflected in tbe rate of chenge in the plotted difference 'score over-the
last thre frames where the change iamonotonic; /b/ shows the lo st rate of
change , .. /p/ the highest. If this measure reflects info ation about
ongoing adj. )- ents in vocal tract shape for the forthcming oweln to which
listenere are sensitive, then Figure 7 may offer acoustic support- for the

L
I predicted ordering of resNo ponse times: ...

.

Design. The major independent variable was con.sonant identityl a second
was vowel identity. All subjects participeted at an levels*of the indepen-
dent v-eriables. The dependent variable wasXime to ccl ify the vowel timed
frau the vowel's measured onset. Based on the fi MI of P3wler and
Tassinary dieplayed in Figure 2, I expected reaction time classify a vowel
as /i/ or /a/, measured frm the acoustic oqpet of the vowel's period of
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Table 1

Durational Neasuree (maec) of the Disyllables Used in Ibcperimente 2 and 3 ,
Averaged Over the Three Thkens of pi c h Ty pe .

dipyllable /a/ V

aba 61 1 28 434
abi 61 123 465
OWL 43 144 402

ami 56 .. 1 23 390
a sa 45 189 387
as i
apa

,
42

195
206

337
370

api 40 218 371

9
Table 2

Neaelres of 12 of Schwa Airing the Four 2 0 mseC Frames Preced ing Consonant
Closure.

Frame number before closure

disyllable 4 3 2 1

8

aba 1464 1406 1 334 1 304

abi -,}1676 1 641 1628 1 61 9

Ma 1469 147g) 1403 1314

ami 1755 1 687 1-640 1 670

asa ,

asi
1689

1794

1 698

1791

1 693

1853

1702
1 921

s apa 1451 1415 1 373 1328

api 1517 1 426 1 51 7 1 683

20
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Frames before clostre (20 alsec per frame)

Figure 7. Anticipatory coarticulation of
ables of Experiments 2 and
subtracted from F2 of schwa in
disyllable pairs and for four
the consonant.
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stressed lu and ./a/ in the disyll-
3. F2 of ipitial schwa in aCa

aCi is plotted for each of the four
20-msec frames preceding closure of
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prominence, to decrease in the series abV, inV, sV, apV because the measured
vowel duratigna decrease in the series. I had confidence that this rank
ordering of vowel gluratione is 'stable because the same rank, ordering is
rerorted by House and Fairbanks (1 953) for vowels in symmetrical bVb, mVm,

-sVs, and pVp contexts. Having previously examined only stimuli in which the
stressed vowel was /a/ , there was no reason to expect a difference in reaction
time to /1/ or /a/ nor any interaction between the variables, consonant and
vowel identity.

Procedure. Subjects were tested individually. They listened to the test
sequence over earphones, classifying the stressed vowel on each trial as li/
or /a/ by making a button-press response. For half the subjects, li/
corresponded to the left-hand button and for the other half, /a/ correeponded
to the left-hand button. Responses am1 reaction times were collected by
microcomputer. Times were measured from the acoustically-defined vowel onset
by placing a click on the second channel of the audio tape, 100 msec prior to
Measured vowel onset on the first channel. In the experiment, these clicks
caused a millisecond clock to be read; the clock was read again on receipt of
the subject's button-press response, end the difference in the Aimee minus 100
msec was the subject's reaction time.

Subjects were instructed to make their responses as quickly as possible
but to minimize errors.-

Subjects. Subjects were 14 undergraduates at Dartmouth College.

Results

t Results are reported for the final four blockS of the experiment, the
first block serving as practice. Subjects were quite accurate, averaging 95%
correct everall.

Average reaction times to the disyllables abV, amV, .asV, and apV were
483. 468, 463, and 424, respectively. Me effect of consonant identity is
significant, F(3,39) = 33.7, 2 < .001. Wire importantly, however, the
decrease i,n reaction time in the series occurred as predicted. Based on the
measured shortening in Figure 2 (averaged over three talkers, those whoee
productions provided atimuli for Reperiment 1 and one other), the predicted
differences in...reaction time in the series is 14 rasec for abV versus amV., 8
msec for WI versus asV and, 8 maec for asV 'versus apV. The first two
predicted differences fit the obserVed differences fairly well; however, the
obtained difference between asV and apV is 39 msec rather than the predicted 8
msec. A planned comparison weighting reaction times according to the predict-
ed differences is highly significant, F(1,39) = 81.10, 2 < .0001."

The main effect of vowel identity is nonignificant in the analysis, F
1.65, 2 .22, but the interaction between consonant and_ vowel

identity is significant, F(3,39) = 9.55, _EL< .001. One reason for the
interaction is that the oginal relation of_a V and .asV is as predicted when
the vowel is lu (465 msec versus 441) but is reversed when the vowel is IS/
(472 versus 484). In addition, when the vowel is /V, reaction times to asV
and apV are the same (441 msec) but differ when the vowel is /a/ (406 versus
484). We had no reason to predict a difference in rank ordering of reaction

3 Li.
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times based on vowel identity because in earlier studies the vowel was

invariably /a/. Whereas- articulatory support for this interaction or other
reasons for it will have to be investigated, the reasons for the ,interaction
will not be pursued here. lbwever, a similar interaction will be sought in
listeners' assessments of the timing of the syllable sequences in the next
ex pe rim ent .

Discussion

This experiment provides evidence that vowels are detected during inter-
vals, when the vowels coarticulate with prevocalic segments (including initial
consonant and the preceding schwa). Experiment 2 shows that the tithe to
identify a vowel, timed relative to measured vowel onset, is correlated with
the vowel's measured shortening. Eased on the coarticulation evidence cited
earlier (and represented schematically in Figure 4), we interpret the relative
shortening as an index of relative overlap by the prevocalic consonant (and,
perhaps, by the unstressed schwa; , see also Ibwler, 1981a, 1981b). Therefore
we interpret the decrease in vowel classification time with shortening as
tavidence that listeners use information for the vowel in the prevocalic
segments as information-fisr vowel identity.

These results converge with those of Experiment 1. That experiment found
that the measured duration of a vowel at which judgments of voicing of a
syllable-filial consonant shift from voiced tc; voiceless decreases progressive-
ly in the series /ad/, /bad/, /mad/, and /sad/. One interpretation of this
outcome is that listeners are sensitive to the shortening effects of conso-
nants and vowels displayed in Figure 3a, but another interpretation is
prombted by the results of Experiment 2. It is that the effective duration of
a vowel for a listener is the vowel's measured duration plus the overlap of
part of its perceived extent by a syllable-initial consonant.

Previous experiments in this series (Fowler, 1979; Fowler & Tassinary,
1981) have used the vowel /a/ exclusively. Experiment 2 introduced the vowel
/i/ and obtained an interaction between initial consonant and vowel in vowel,
classification times. In Ebtperiment 3, assessments are made of the relative
rhythmic aligment of the syllables used in Experiment 2. If perception of
vocalic timing 'underlies the perception of speech rhythms as we propose, then
the interaction found in Experiment 2 should be reflected also in listeners'
rhythmic alignuents of these disyllables. Experiment 3 tests this prediction.

EXPERIMENT 3

In this experiment, we relate listeners' vowel classification times,
obtained in ,Itcperiment 2, to listener perceptions of rhythmicity, which we
propose have their bases in perception of cyclic vowel production. In
addition we also assess the relation of listeners' consonant classifications
to their perception of rhythm. According to the view of perception bsing
developed here, consonant classifications are not related to the perceived
timing of syllables.
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Method
-

Stimulus materials. Me experiment used the audio tape devised for the
vowelsi ic-771-1task of Experiment 2.

Procedure. In Experiment 2 subjects were asked to classify the stressed
vowel . on- each trial as /1/ or /a/. In the present experiment, one group of
subjects was asked to tap a key in time with the successive disyllables,
tapping once for each disyllable at a point corresponding to the syllable's
"beat." This technique, like the metronome technique used by Rapp (1 971) and
lOwler and Tassinary (1 981), enables discovery of the perceived temporal
aligrinent of different syllables (see Figure 2).

A second group of subjects was asked to classify the consonants on each
trial as /b/, /m/, /p/, or /8/, making a4button-press response as quickly as
possible. Assigment of phonete labels to buttons was varied over subjects.

Diesign. As in Experiment 2, independent variables are consonant identity
(/b/, mi, /e/) and stressed vowel identity (lV, /a/). Me dependent
measure is response time, initially measured relative to measured vowel onset
and next relative to measured stressed syllable onset. We expected vowel
classification times obtained in 1Nperiment 2 to correlate with tap times in
the present experiment. This would suggest a close relation between informa-
tion necessary to identify a vowel and perceived relative timing of the
disyllables. No such relation was predicted between consonant-classification
times and tapping times.

Subjects. Subjects Were 30 Dartmouth undergraduates. Fifteen partici-
pated in the tapping task and 1 5 in the consonant classification task.

Results

When tapping times are measured relative to vowel onset, the effect of
consonant is highly significant, F(3,42) C2 297.780 < .0001. Tap times
follow vowel onset by: 207 msec, 187 msec, 137 msec, and 125 msec for the
disyllables abV, amy, asV, and apV, respectively. This is exactly the rank
ordering of disyllables obtained in Experiment 2 altfiough responses to asV are
closer in reaction time to apV in the present experiment and to amV in
Experiment 2.

As in Experiment 2, the effect of vOwel identity is nonsignificant,
F(1,14) 2.16, .16, but the interaction is significant, F(3,42) = 20.63,
2 < .001. In Ettperiment 2, there were two reasons for Fhe interaction.
First, the rank ordering of times to amV and aeV were as predicted (based on
measured shortening in Figure 2) when the vowel was /i/, but reversed when the
vowel Was /a/. Next, there was no difference in reaction time to asi and api
but a large difference between asa and apa. In the present experiment, the
predicted rank ordering of amV and asV was obtained for both vowels. However,

as in likperiment 2, there was essentially no difference in tapping times to
asi and api (1 23 versus 121 msec), but the predicted direction of difference
appeared between asa and ape.
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Table 3

Measures of Response Time (msec) in Reperiments 2 and 3 Timed from IOnset of
Acoustic Enemy for the Consonant. (In parentheses, timed . from onset of
closure for /b/ and /p/. In brackets, the standard deviatj.on.)

disyllable tap consonant vowel

aba (328)205[45 (728)605 83 (618)495 74

abi A (338)218 46 (757)637 82 (600)480 79
ama 328 .55. 670 83 616 72

ami ,313 .54. 668 83 588 77

asa 339 .59. .683 59 673 73

asi 320 673 73 638 94

apa (335)233

aPi (339)246

,58,

49-

(762)660

(703)610

127] (612)510

99] (660)567
83
76

-7-

Table 3 provides mean response times in the tapping and consonant
classification tasks, respectively, with response times now measured relative
to onset of acoustic energy for the consonant'( that is, release for /b/ and

/p/). Table 3 provides comparable times for- the vowel classifications of
Dtperiment 2. As predicted, vowel and tap times pattern similarly. The

correlation between them, computed over the eight disyllables, is .95.

Consonant times aleo rattern similarly to tap times ( r - .79). Moreover, the

pattorna of vowel and consonant times are correlated (r .73). All of these

correlations are significant. However, the significant 'relationship between
tap times and consonant response times is due to shared variance between vowel
and consonant times,. When that variance is partialed out, the correlation
between tap times and consonant times falls to .46, a nonsignificant value-

In contrast, when variance shared by consonant- and vowel-identification times
is partialed from the tap-vowel correlation, the partial correlation remains

significant (r .90). In a multiple regression analysis, only the vowel
times contribute significantly to predictions Of tap response times. This

suggests that perceived timing of streased syllables is a function only (or

primarily) of perceived information pertaining to vowel identity as predicted,
and is not significantly a function of perceived consonant identity.

DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTS 1-3
-

We have attempted to establiska relationship on the one hand between the
temporal and articulatory structures of spoken syllables, and on the other
hand between both of these systematic properties of produced speech and the

perceived timing of syllables in productions that talkers intend to be

rhythnical. We have proposed that measured vowel shortening in the context of
surrounding consonants is An index of coarticulatory overlap of the vowel by
consonants. This proposal is supported by the coarticulation literature,
which shows that vowels are coproduced with consonants (Parry & Kuennel, 197.5;
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hatcher a Weiher, 1976; Carney & MU, 1971; Ohnan, 1966) and provides
evidence for vowel-to.:vowel gestures of the tongue body occurring concurrently
with medial consonant production. Based on our elaboration df Ohnan's
proposal suggesting that vowels are produced continuously in sequences of
stressed vowels, we hypothesised that the perceived timing of syllables is
baaed on the perceived timing of vowels.

The researCh presented here supports this view,- showing that the per-
ceiVed duration of,vowel (Experiment 1) and .the time necessary to identify a
vowel .(Experittent 2) both are .affected cby the identity of the syllable-initial
consonant. In partieular, Experiment 1 shOwed that the _mere extensive the
shortening effect of a consonant on a vowel (and hence, by hypothesis, the
more the consonant overlaps thd' vowel) the more the consonant . helps resist
shifts in perceived voicing of the syllable-final consonant, which Occur as
the vowel's measured duration decreases. Itcperiment 2 found that the more
extensive the shortening effect of a, consonant on a vowel, the shorter the
subject's repponse time to Classify the' vowel as /i/ or la/ timed from the
vowel's measured onset.

Itcperiment 3 established a relation between perception of the stressed
vowel in a sequence of disyllables and the perceived timing of the sequence.
Vowel classificetion times and tap times were highly correlated.

Some problems with the present view of vowel production as continuous
have been raised in a recent paper by Shaffer (1 982 ). Shaffer points out that
with changes in rate of production, vowels change in duration more than
consonants. hat if vowels and consonants were produced coordinately but
separately as proposed here, either of two different outcomes would be
expected. Just one segment type might be affected by rate change without any
effect on the other; alternativ/ely, being coordinate, consonants and vowels
might change proportionately. Neither outcome corresponds to what is ob-
served.

There is a way in which separate, but coordinate segment types could
change disproportionately, however. There is nonlinearity in the articulatory
aystem in the form of an upper limit on segment shortening due to rate ,
changes. If, at blow rates of talking, consonants are closer to this limit
than are vowels, then they,would shorten less with an increase with rate than
do vowels. Coneonant gestures are faster than vocalic gestures at slow or
conversational rates of talking. In a recent study, TUller, Harris, and Kelso'
(1982) report a shorter duration of muscle activity supporting consonant than
vowel production at a slow rate of talking. At a fast rate, duration of
activity for the .coneonant and vowel is more similar, that for the consonant
having decreased by 13% and that for the vowel by 23%.

' Shaffer also argues that the present proposal "fails to account for the
coarticulation of consonants and for coarticulatron across .syllable
boundaries; it does not consider the timing of postvocalic consonants or show
why syllable duration is affected by the size 0.1 the consonant clusters"
(p. 121). The present view does fail to account for the coarticulation of
'consonants, but only because it does not yet address consonant production
except in relation_ to vowel production. Consonants are considered primarily
as they may aftect perceived rhythm, or, more often, as they mask evidence of
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vowel production used by listeners to guide rhythm judgments. However, I do

not detect anything in principle that will prevent incorporation of informa-

tion about relative timing of consonants-into a theory of vowel production s

aeparate from consonant production. The timing of postvocalic consonants

relative to the vowel, and coarticulation of consonants with vowels across

syllable boundaries are addressed.

As for increases in syllable duration with increases in consonant cluster

size, the theory can offer two possible hypotheses. Segments have compression

limits (e.g.,. Klatt, 1976). In particular, the constraint that consonants be

initiated at a particular phase in the production of vowels'(Tuller et al.,

1982) may prevent excessive overlap of the vowel by consonants in a cluster.

If so, then production of a large cluster may force a discontinuity in vowel

production with the consequence that initial consonants in a prevocalic

cluster may not coarticulate with the following vowel but may with a preceding

vowel; similarly, final consonants in a postvocalic cluster may not coarticu-

late with the preceding vowel, but may with the subsequent one. However, in

view of the findings that stressed vowels coarticulate over,long extents when

unstressed vowels follow (Bell-Berti & Harris, 1979; Fowler, 1981a, 1981b), a

different outcome is also possible. Consonant clusters may force an increase

in the duration of a vowel cycle to preserve continuity of the vowel stream.

Further research will have to distinguish these possibilities and to distin-

guish them from others that might be proposed.

PART II: CONTRIBUTIONS FROM PHONETICS AND PHONOLOGY

In this part of the paper, I will develop the three ideas outlined in the

introd.uctiOn. First he general idea that investigat.iqn of language

structure, which proceeds 1 rgely independently from studies Of anguage use,

can provide a useful sou e of evidence converging (or failing to_converge)

with results of experim ntal studies. The second more Specific frdea is that

eome phonological rules are "natural" in the specific sense th they reflect

exaggerations and conventionalizations of articulatory dispositions. Insofar

as they can be identified as such, they offer a source of evidence concerning

the nature and identity of some dispositions. THird, I provide examples that

I suggest are exaggerations and conventionalizations of the articUlatory

tendency to produce vowels in a continuous, cyclic fashion.

Phonological descriptions of languages characterize systematic properties

in the phonological forms of lexical items. That is, the descriptions factor

systematin (general) phonological prOperties common to lexical iteMs, ex-

pressed as general rules, from propertiet idiosyncratic to individual items.

This factoring reveals a number of characteristics of 'the lexicons of

languages that are relevant to psychological interests. Spoken language

systems exist only as they are used by speaker/heaters; moreover, they are

evolutionary acquisitions of speaker/hearers. In view of these facts, system-

atic phonological properties provide clues to the nature of the

speaker/hearers themselves (see, East) Chomsky [1980], who, however, focuses on

their revealed cognitive nature, rather than on,their perceptual and articula-

tOry natures as I Vill emphasize here).

Some of these clues appear to be more fundamental or significant than

others. They are ayatematif properties that are popular aCross languages.
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For example; many ianguagea devoice final obstruente. Iri German,- the noun
Bund is pronounced /bunt/ in the norninative, but /bund/ in the genitive

.Bundes. In Fblieh, "snow" is Is' n' ek/ in the nominative, but /a' ega/ in the
g7Effiv e . In Russian, the nominative of "leg" is /noga/ but the genitive
plural ia /nok/. (The Gelman example is from Comrie, 1980, and the Polieh and
Rusaian examtples from Kenstowiscz & Kisseberth, 1979). 'That this phonological
rule is soiehow natural to language users is suggested by the fact that
children-learning language also have a tendency 'to devAce final consonants.
This occura-even in Stylish where it is inappropriate (011er, Nieman, Doyle, &
R0889 1976) .

Systematic phonological properties that are popular across languages may
be pmpular ,for a reason. Indeed, there may be many reasons why a particular
kind of systematic property is favored by languages, but-of interest here is
the poesibility that many properties are natural in resembling artidulatory
dispositions. Word-final devoicing may be an example.

If some phonological regularities do resemble articulatory dispositions,
then phonological investigation can serve a useful function for psychological
investigation of speech production. Articulation is difficult to study with
respec t to issues o f psychological ( as o pposed , say, to physiological)
interest; not simply because the articulators are difficult to access, but
also because direct study of articulation tends' to provide more detail than
current psychological perspectives on speech-motor control can organize and
explain. Identification of popular systematic properties of' the phonologies
of languages can contribute to direct study of articulation in two ways.
First, it can suggest the kinds of articulatory regularities that have served
as resources for the evolution of phonologies. Mese sUggestions can help to
focus the search for regularities or organizing principles in articulation.
Next, it can serve as converging evidence for hypothetical organizing princi-
plea--such as that of cyclic vowel production--that may have emerged, perhaps
dimly, from articulatory or perceptual investigations of speech.- Mat is the
use-to which phonological evidence will be put here.

Systethatic and Idiosyncratic Propepies of Language

Not all systematic properties of lexical items are factored out in
phonological rule systems. Two kinds of systematic properties of lexical
items can be identified that I will call "conventional" anck "necessary."
Conventional systematic properties are expressed by general rule, while
necessary ones are not. Conventional systematic properties ere specific to
individual languages; they are conventions, which are used to convey linguis-
tic infonnation. An example is the formation of the ,plural in English. The
plural is fonzed by adding (morphological) "s" to a word. The pronunciation
of the "a" ia conditioned in a ruleful way by properties of the phonological
segment adjacent to which the "s" is appended. If the segment is unvoiced,
anti is neither a fricative or an affricate, the plural is realized as /5/. If
the pegment is voiced and neither a fricative or affricate, the plural is /z/.
Otherwise the realization is /FE/. This conditioning is systematicit can
be expreased as a rule--but it is a convention. An alveolar fricative after a
voiced segment need not be voiced (witnesa "dance," phonemically /deens/).
And other languages have other plural formation rules.
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()thief systematic properties of language are "necessary"; that is, they

are essentially universal and (to a first and close approximation) could not

be other than they are. An,example is the F0 contour of a vowel following a

voiced or voiceless stop. Following release of a voiced stop, the fundamental

frequency of the voice is low and gradually rises over a period of more than

100 msec (e.g., Hombert, Qhala, & Ewan, 1979; Oha la, 1978). After a/oiceless

'atop, Fo is high and gradually falls. The reasons for this patterning are not

fully understood, but it is generally agreed that the F0 contour is a

necessary consequence of the aerodynamic and articulatory adjustments made to

maintain or resist voicing during stop closure (Oha la, 1978). Me Fo contour

following a stop is a systemakic property of a eord, but is not a convention

and is not expressed as a phonological rule in the phonologies of languages.

In the subsequent sections, I will focus on both necessary and conven-
, tional phonological properties. Necessary systematic properties are direct

sources of evidence about articulatory constraints on production. For this

reason, tiilty are very paeful to study. However, I will focus primarily on a

second aspect of necegsary properties--they may serve as a sodrce of new
linguistic conventions as languages change.. Thus it will be important to look

at the evolution of -conventions to gain insight into necessary systematic

properties.
1

Leakages from Arti.'culation into the Phonologies of Languages

%ale has argued that exaggerated versions of necessary systematic

'properties of languages occasionally enter the language as conventions due, in

his view, to systematic misperceptions by listeners. For example, Ohala

suggests (1974; 1981) that tone languages such as Punjabi may have evolved

from atonal languages with voicing distinctions among stop consonants.

This evidence derives from comparisons of related languages, one of which

is. a tone language and. the others of which are not. Punjabi, for example, is

a ,tone language related to Hindi and other languages that are not. In

Punjabi, the distinction between aspirated voiced consonants and unaspirated

unvoiced consonants, present in Hindi, is absent. Words starting with an

a.ppirated voiced consonant in Hindi have a low tone on the vowel in Punjabi.

In the history of Punjabi, apparently, the distinction between voiced aspirat-

ed and unvoiced unaspirated consonants was lost, leaving behind a tonal

distinction between words formerly differing in voicing of the initial

consonant.

Ohala ascribes this sound change to consistent misperceptions by lis-

teners. Hearing the Fo contours produced by voiced and voiceless consonants

on following vowela, language learners may have interpreted the contours

mistakenly as systematic conventions. Consequently, when these listeners

produced voiced or voiceless stop-initial syllables, they intentionally pro-

duced a tone on the following vowel. Being exaggerated, thencontours were

more salient than the unintentionally produced contours tha't necessarily

acccorany atop voicing or voicelessness. As numbers of language learners made

the error (uncorrected for unexplained reasons) ,8 syllables differing in

voicing of the initial consonant were marked in two ways--one by the voicing

distinction itself and the other by the tonal pattern on the vowel. In some

languages, the tonal contOurs rep/aced the voicing difference as the critical
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difference between certain syllables. These languages became tone 1anwages.

ahala (1981) offers many other examples where conventions apparently entered

languagea ad exaggerations of necessary systematic properties of speech. (See

alao Wright's [1980] analysis along similar lines of the [continuing] vowel

thift in Englis.)

If the examples are real, they imply that some systematic conventions

that are ,popular ameng unrelated languages may reflect exaggerations of
necessary regularities in speech production and hence in fact 'may provide
el:use to the identity of some of these regularities. Review of the phonologi-

cal literature reveals several systematic properties suggeetive of the mode of
vowel productiOn proposed here to underlie (in part) the impression, of

rhythmicity of topeech. As we have characterited (stressed) vowel production,
it has two central aspects. Vowelee leading and trailing edges are overlaid
by consonants, and vowels ant produced as a cyclic stream somewhat separate
from the production of conaonanta. Reflections of both of these aepects can

be found in the phonologies of languages. I know of no conventions that
contradict ge proposed mode of vowel production.

Language Conventiois SUggeative of Continuout Vowel'Production

Vowel shortening and lengthening. A number of languages have adopted
conventions whereby consonant and vowel length serve a distinctive function in

the language. (That is, a long vowel, V:, or long consonant, C:, is

considered a ,different vowel or consonant from its short counterpart.) In

wee of these languages, rules ensure that consonant and vowel length are
complementary. These rules may coltstitute eXaggerations and conVentionaliza-
.,

tions of'the shortening effects- of consonants on vowels depicted in Figute .3.

For example, Swedish distinguishes long and short versions of vowels and

consonants phonologically. In Swedish, constraints on syllable structure

prevent long postVocalic consonInts and long vowels from coocourring in a

syllable and they prevent short owela and (only) short postvocalic consonants
from cooccurring in stressed syllables (Elert, 1964; cited in Lindblom A Rapp,

1973). Allowed stressed syllabAle structures are (C)V:(C) and (C)VC:(C).

(Parentheses indicate that segments are optional.),.. This reciprocal relation-
ahip between vowel and consonant length at the phonological level of descrip-
tion of the language is not the same as the (pponetic) shortening depicted in

Figure 3. Lindblom et al. (1981) show that giediah longAtowels are shortened
by intra- or tranasyll c consonants, just as English vowels are. But the

phonetic shortening th -long vowels does not transform them into phonologi-

cally short vowe (Thus, although V: in V:C is shorter than V: in

isolation, both are phonologically long vowels.) In Swedish, then, a recipro-
cal relation exists between consonants and vowels at two levels,-at a phonetic

level where it also occurs generally acrosa languages, and at a phonological
level where it is a convention special to Swedish.

Yawelmani, a native American language once spoken in California, like

Swedish, distinguishes phonologically long and short vowels.. Also like

Swedish, Yawelmami maintains a reciprocal relation between vowel length and,

in this case, the number of following consonants. In Yawelmani, a phonologi-

cally long vowel in a stem ip made short if a suffix is added to the stem

causing the stem vowel to be followed by more than one consonant.
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According to Kenetowiscz and dKiseeberth (1979):. "EXamination .of a

variety o.f other languagea reveals that alternations in.[phonological] vowel

length typically revolve around differences in the consonant-vowel structure

of words, with long vowels preferred in "open syllables" ( CV) and short

vowels preferred in "closed pyllablea" ( CC)" (p. 83). Thie is just what we

would expect if languagee tend to conventionalize, by exaggeration, properties

of production that already are necessarily systematic in language. itr virtue

of the coproduction of vowels and consonants in syllables, vowels are overlaid

by consonants, leading to their measured shortening. In many languages, vowel
lenglh is made phonologically distinctive and, in some of these languages

(3Wedish, Yawelmaai, and others), rules conVentionalize the reciprocal rele-
tion between yowel duration and consonant duration.

Historical soundchange. Some historical sound changes reflect a similar

reciprocal relation between vowel length and the vowel's consonantal context.
These changes are called "compensatory lengthening" (e.g.,--4Ingria, 1980) and

are occasions where a consonant is lost in a ward or set of words and a vowel

in the vicinity of the consonant, formerly phonologically short, becomes long.

Thie occurred both in Latin and Greek. Both languages lost /s/ in certain

contexta. In Latin, /sisdo:/ became /si:do:/, for example, and in Greek,

/ekrinsa/ tecame /ekri:na/ (Ingria, 1980). Phonetically, loss of a consonant
should "uncover" part of a vowel's produced extentigiving it a longer measured

duration. The historical change appears analogous except that the lengthening

of the vowel is.phonological. (However, see deChene & Anderson, 1979, for a
skeptical look at the historical phenomenon of compensatory lengthening.)

Vowel infixine and vowel harmony. Lqnguages reveal two other conven-

tional structures suggetari7- of the basic organization of consonants and

vowels that we have suggested. In contrast to the conventions just described,

which reflect (so I suppose) the overlap of consonants and vowels in

production, the following conventions may reflect the separateness of the

vowel "stream" from the production of consonants. In particular, they are

conventions in which phonetically nonadjacent vowels are treated in some

respects as if they were adjacent (amd hence a separable stream from the

consonants).

In Arabic (McCarthy, 1981), derivationally related words may share a

triconsonantal root. For example, words in which "ktb" occurs all have to do

with the concept "to write." Examples of words are /katab/, /ktaabab/,

/kytib/, /uktabY. McCarthy does an analyais of these word systems in which

separate vocalic and consonantal tiers are proposed to underlie word genera-

To generate a particular verb form in Arabic, three choices are made.

The choice of the triconsonantal root determines the word-family. The choice

of a "prosodic template" selects the derivational form of the verb. Finally,

selection of a vocalic infix determines the voice and aspect of the verb.

The prosodic template is a word schema that specifies the numbers and

orderings of the consonants and vowels- in the word (e.g., CVVCVC). Some

tempaates have more vowel slots than vowels in the infix and more consonant

alota than consonants in the root. In general, consonants in the root are

assigned left-to-right to the C slots and vowels in the infix left-to-right to
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the V slote of the template. If there are unfilled C or V slots, the right-
most consonant or vowel is "spread" to the unfilled slots of the appropriate
type. So, for example, /ktb/ and the infix /s/ (perfective, active), inserted
into the template CVCVC give /katab/ ("write"); inserted into CCVCVC gives
"ktabab."

McCarthy has captured this system's structure using a at-called "autoseg-
mental" analysis (Goldraith, 1976). An autosegmental approach differs from
the usual zegmental/suprasegmental approach in allowing several segmental
tiers to underlie the expression of an utterance. Traditionally one or two
are allowed: one for phonological segments, and, perhaps, another for tonal
contours and other aspects of prosody. However, according to Goldsmith,
utterances cannot be sliced vertically (perpendicular to the time axis) in
such a way that the'utterance is partitioned into coherent units. Instead,
different features ot the utterances start and stop at -their own individually
appropriate intervals and to a degree independently of the startings and
stoppings of other featUres. In an autosegmental- formulation, properties
regulated separately are assigned to dtfferent tiers of a structure represent-
ing the utterance. The different tiers are related by simple rules of
association.

In McCarthy' 13 analyais, vowels and consonants are assigned to separate
tiers. So, for example, /katab/ is represented by the structure in Figure 8a
and /ktabab/ by that in Figure Sb. In this kind of formulation, the
"spreading" to unfilled consonant 'or vowel slots now can literally be a

spreading. For /a/, there are no relevant segments (see discussion below of
the Relevancy Condition) intervening between two V slots.

This autosegmental structure, proposed by McCarthy, obviously is canpati-
ble with the articulatory dynamics proposed to underlie syllable production.
It differs from the structure, however, in being a convention of Semitic
languages, not a necessary property of syllable production. Nonetheless, its
existence suggests that of an underlying necessary property of production not
unlike the one proposed in Part I.

Another, more frequent, language convention possibly reflecting the same
articulatory structure is, ,"vowel harmony"--that is, a tendency, for certain
voitels to assimilate to other vowels in their neighborhood. Vowel harmony
occurs in many languages, including ilrykish, HUngarian, Yaweimeni, and igbo.
In Turkish, for example, properties of a suffix vowel are assimilieted :in
backnese and rounding,, to the stem vowel tO which it is attached. Rulesof
vowel harmony operate over any number of intervening Consonants. Mire, vowel
harmony, like vowel infixing, is captured naturally in 'an autosegmental
analysis in which vowels and consonants occupy saparate tiers.

Vowel harmony may be an instance of a class 'of rUles tending to conform
to a Constraint on phonological rules known. a the,KRelevancy Condition"
(Jensen, 1974; Jensen & Stong-Jeneen, 1979)10 The corstraint specifies the
conditions under which phonological rules can refer to influences of segments

nonadjacefit segments ("action at a distance").

Phonological rules may be characterimed as having the following abstract
fors:
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1,

foe= structural change/detenainant, irrelevant segments,

lor example, a rule of vowel harmony in Yawelmani can be Written as follows:

syll
4, high + back

- low

] ,
xound Co

high

Iw words, a vowel (focus) is realized as rounded, back and nonlow (strItural
change) following a rounded vowel matching it in height (determinant) nd by
any number-of intervening coneopants (irrelevant segments). According to the
Relevancy Condition, any featres phared by the focus atid the determinant
(here, any vowel) define a class of "relevant segments." The complement of
that class, the irrelevant segments, serves as the "distance" over which a
phonological segment k4,n exert its effect. Me influence cannot skip over
relevant aegments. Hence in .the Yawelmani harmony rule, the ,irrelevant
segments skipped over are all 'and exclusively consonants.

Conceivably, the relevancy conditions of a language may be useful in
defining its autoaegmental 'tiers. Me relevant segments defined by a rule may
define segments that share a tier and irrelevant segments define a differenttier or tiers. If so, it is interesting that in the examples of rules
conforming to the coestraint provided. by Jensen and Stong-Jensen (1 979),
relevant .segments are either consonants only or vow:g only, neVer both.

s.

(CONCLUSIONS

Talkers

When talkez5oduce sequences o*stressed vowels and consonants, produc-
tion of the t segment types overlaps. This is shovel by coarticulatory
evidence, evidence of measured shortening of vowels1 in consonantal contexts
and, by inference., by the exierbenee of phonological rules in some languages
that ensure a complementary rblation between consonant and vowel length.

In addition, evidence suggests a degree of separateness of vowel from
consonant production, which in fact allows ',the overlap just described.
Eridence for the separation of vowel from consonant production is threefold.
Coarticulation suggesta it, the patterning of speech errors suggests it, and
so, inferentially, does ,phe existence of phonaogical rules in which an
autosegmental analysis distinguishes a vocalic from a consonantal tier.

When talkers,. intend to produce a rhythmic sequence of stressed monosyll-
ables, evidence suggests they produce evenly timed vowels. Timing of syllable-
initial consonants depends on the in which consonants OT clusters are
produced relative to vowels. A re]7ed cyclicity in production of stressed
vowels in natural speech may explain in Part the impression of temporal rhythm
in stress- and syllable-timed languages.

As to y_hz talkers might produce
answers may be giien. Liberman and
speech is coarticulated ("encoded") for
produced at a rapid rate to eAble
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syntactic analysis. Ebt at the required rate, we re speech a sequence of
discrete sounds, listeners would be unable to recover the segments or their
order (see, e.g., Warren, 1976). Coarticulation, allows a large number of
relatively long sodnds to occupy the same interval as a much smaller number of
shorter, but temporally discrete, segments. We have shown here that listeners
make use of information for a vowel during the portion of the signal domimated
by coneonant information. This is entailed by the proposal of Liberman ahd
Studdert-Eennedy that coarticulation facilitates the perceptibility of serial-

, ly-ordered speech sequences ( see also , Shankweiler, , St rang e , & Verbrugge ,
1977).

<apt/
A second reason for eeparate vowel and consonant production may have to

do with production rather than ,perception. Easewhere (lbwler, 1977;'Fowler,
Rubin, Remez, & Turvey, 1980) I have proposed that talkers may exploit the
fact that 'vowels constitute a natural articulatory class. All vowels, in
contrast to coneonants, are produced as relatively slow changes in the global
shape of the vocal tract effected lareely by movements of the tongue body and
jaw.

ch particular vowel itself is a class of tongue body and jaw positions
that yield approximately the same global vocal tract shape. This is shown by
perturbation studies where, for exempla, talkers produce vowels clenching a
bite block between the teeth so that the jaw is fixed. In these studies, the
acoustic properties of the 'vowels are near-normal (e.g., lkowler & Turvey,.
1980; Lindblom, Lubker, & (ay, 1979) suggesting that tongue movanent has
compensated for the inability of the jaw to move. It is shown, too, by-
studies of coarticulation where' positioning of the jaw in CV and VC syllables
is affected jointly by-the identity of the consonant and vowel (Sussman et
al.", 1973). These observations are displayed schematically in Figure 9. ,- In
the figure, each vowel is represented as a curve in a jaw-tongue coordinate
space. This is meant to show the capacity that e speaker has to achieve any
given vowel by a class of jaw positionings and, tongue,. positionings relative to
the jaw. Due to this capacity, when a bite 'block prevents jaw movement, or
when a consonant perturbs it, all is not lost; an acceptable version of the
vowel is achieved by adjusting the tongue to the epecial constraints on jaw
position.11

Vowels differ one frail the other largely (but not entirely) in terms of
the tongue-body's positioning (front/back, high/low) relative to the palate.
The idea that vowels constitute a natural articulatory class is indicated in
Figure 9 by showing hif, /V, and /6e./ as if the functions for each vowel
relating jaw position to the position of the tongue relative to the jaw were
parallel. Py hypothesis, producing a. vowel, any vowel, involves organizing
the musculature of the jaw and tiltrigue body so that the twO structures work in
a compensatory fashion: Producing a particular Vowel may be modeled is
choosing a parameter value for the jaw-tongue relationship that enstires an
"equilibrium position" for the jaw-tongue systen appropriate to the ,selected
vowel.

.
This proposal is analogous to Rizzi' s (1978) hypothesis that' pointing to

positions by monkeys is achieved when the monkey establishes appropriate
levels of activation 'of agonist and antagonist muscles in the arm.
Appropriate activation levels create an equilibrium position of the arm (that
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high

low
lowered

jaw
raised

retracted

rounded

Figure 9. Schematic representation of constraints on the jaw and tongue

during production of vowels lu, /f/ anf /eel and on the jaw and
lips during bilabial conaonant production. A vowel is produced, by
a range of negatively correlated jaw and tongue positionings that
yield the same tongue-palate approximation. Similarly, a bilabial

atop is realized by a variety of' negatively correlated jaw and lip
positionings that achieve bilabial closure (e.g., Folkina & Abbs,

1975)
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is, the position of the anm when the opposing muscle forces balance) at the

target position.

lthat would such a system buy,a talker? First, establishing a compensato-
ry relationship between jaw and tongue may constitute an exwnple of a general
way in ithich movement systems responsible for reproducing positions (as

opposed to movements) tend to be organized. The organizations have the
advantage of "equifinality"--that is, of enabling achievement of the goal
position in a variety of ways without requiring reorganization (see, e.g.,
Keels, 1980; Kelso & lb lt, 1980). This makes vowel production context-

sensitive.

Second, the spects of vowel organization that hypothetically are shared

mamong vowels ay buy the talker an increment in' efficiency in facilitating
cyclic vowel pro uction. Cyclic activities such as locomotion and respiration
(see Grillner, 1977) are efficient in tenns of the motor organizations they
require. In locomotion, muscle systems are organized to generate a step.

Cmice so organised, the sezde muscle systems will produce an indefinite number
o f subsequent steps without requiring any change in organization. Cyclic
vowel production may provide another example of this kind of motor organiza-
tion. If it is possible for a talker to abordinate his or her tongue and jaw
in a compensatory fashion but also in a way that is general to the class of
vowels, then once established, the organization can serve the production of
vowels throughout an utterance, individual vowels being produced by cylicA
reparameterizdtions of the tongue-jaw system.

Of course, this proposal currently begs a number of critical questions:
Most importantly, how :night the muscles of the jaw and tongue be coordinated

in a compensatory fashion? Second, ie the notion of a difference in values of
parameters of an invariant organization of muscles a realistic way to describe
the different jaw-tongue relations characteristic of different vowels?

However, if vowel production were cyclic, it would help to rationalize
the linguist's and naive listenerrer-judgments of rhythm in speech. Indeed,

this is our tentative proposal, based on studies of monosyllablic stress feet,
and subject to revision when we turn to more natural productions (Fbwler, Note
1)

Listeners

The most important conclusiOn to be drawn about listeners' perception of

- rhythnic speech is that it mirrors the natural structure of the spoken
utterance. Listeners hear speech sequences largely as talkers produce them
and essentially ae talkers intend them to be heard.

Doing so involves hearing throw3h coarticulatory overlap of segments, and
we have shown at least one circunstance in which listeners appear to do just

that (Experiment 2). We have proposed that their hearing through coarticula-
tion is analogous to their perceptual segmentation of visually complex events
and involves something like a perceptual vector analysis of the acoustic
speech strewn.
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Ay interpretation, listeners hear isochronous speech when talkers produce
it by attending to acoustic information specifying timing of (stressed) vowel

production. In the isochronous sequences of stressed monosyllables, talkers
produce vowels cyclically and listeners attend to the timing of vowels.

Measurement

A. we have suggested elsewhere (Fowler & Tassinary, 1981), conventional

measurements of phonological segments and measures of acoustic segments do not
always reflect the psychological structure of the spoken or perceived utter-

ance. This is not because (or only because) listeners "interpret" the

acoustic message while measurements are "objective" assessments. Rather,

there are other possible objective segmentations of a signal than conventional

ones, and the listener'', perspective on the signal may constitute an alterna-

tive objective segmentation. In particular, conventions for measurement in
Wich phonological segments are demarcated as if they were temporally discrete

do not reflect the possibly equally objective perspectives that respect-

coarticulatory overlap. The judgments of listeners may in the future guide
decisions concerning natural measurement criteria for speech.

Sources of Evidence

Products of linguistic analysis offer a reservoir of evidence, largely

untapped by psychologists, that can converge with evidence obtained from
experimental investigation. Although the procedures of phonological analysis
are nonexperimental, the products of the analysis, systematic phonological
properties of languagea, are behavioral systematicities because they reflect

language use. As such, they are relevant to psychological theories of

language use including theories of speech production and perception.

Here we have used evidence from phonological antaysis of language to

buttress proposals that the talker's overlap of vowels and consonants is

perceptually real and that separate, perhaps cyclic, vowel production is

sufficiently real fbr language users that it gives rise to analogous phonolog-

ical phenomena.
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FOOTNOTES

1A foot is a unit Of metrical structure in speech consisting of a strong
syllable and one or-eore weak syllables. In English, the weak syllables of a
foot always follow the etrong syllable. A more is a "light" syllable (that
is, a short vowel optionally preceded by a consonant) or it is part of a
"heavy" syllable; a heaVy syllable consists of a syllable-initial consonant,
if any, a long vowel ozyi short vowel and a post-vocalic consonant, and is two
movie in length.

2The data in Figure 3b were collected from a single talker (the author)
who produced CVC syllables in a carrier phrase.

37urther _evidence in support of the view that vowel and consonant
production are 'separate is available in the literature on speech errors.
AnticApation errors, perseverations, exchanges, and substitutions never in-
volve interaction between consonants and vowels. Instead, vowels intrude on
other vowels and consonants on coneonants.
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Cyclic Production of Vowels in Sequences of Nmosyllabic Stress Feet

4This may be an oversimplification in two senses. First, vowels shorten
for some reasons hav nothing to do with coarticulation--for exple, whenam

speech rate increase Therefore, whereas coarticulation implies shortening,
the reVerse need n be true. Second, stressed vowels coarticulate with
consonants and with unstressed vowels, that precede or follow them (e.g.,
Fowler, 1981a, 1981b; and see Experiment 2 below). To coarticulate with an
unstressed vowel, stressed vowel production necessarily extends throughout
(and beyond) production of a medial consonant at leant in utterances where an
unstressed vowel -precedes the stressed vowel. But the vowel' s measured
shortening is less than the full extent of its overlap by other segments
(*gain, at least in utterances including unstressed vowels). Possibly, the
effective duration of a stressed vowel for a listener does not include the
e.-7aFfi'eperiod of time during which it influences the acoustic signal.

5This experiment was carried o t in collaboration with iAtlis Tassinary
nda has been sunmarised in Fowler Tassinary (1 981).

6We attempted to create continua using the syllables of the third talker
in the metronome study. However, we were not successful in creating continua
of syllables that listeners could label consistently.

7This prediction requires clarification. The observation that vowel
shortening in /pV/ is greater than in other syllables is true if vowel onset
is defined as the onset of voicing following release of a syllable-final
consonant. If the onset were located instead at the onset of the forwent
transitions following release of the /p/--an equally defensible location
because the transitions provide vowel information as well as being sufficient
to specify the /p/ to a listener--the rank ordering would change. However, it
is not necessary for the aims of the present experiments to be met to defend
either of these measuring points as superior. Indeed, according to the
present arguments, any measuring point is indefensible that purports to divide
an acoustic signal into nonoverlapping phonetic segments. The aims of the
experiments can be met if a reference point is selected and used consistently
in assessing syllable timed productions (Figure 2), judgments of vowel
duration (Experiment 1), vowel and consonant classification (Experiments 2 and
3) and syllable-timing judgments (Experiment 3). If syllables are aligned
eimilarly around the selected reference point for syllable-timed productions
and judgments as for assessments of vowel durations and for vowel classifica-
tions, but not for consonant classifications, then the ,conclusion is warranted
that syllable timing is related to vowel sequencing more than to consonant
sequencing .

8Louis Goldstein (personal communication) has_ suggested a reason for
this. Locke's research (e.g., 1979) on the so-called " fie" phenomenon in
children reveals that, immediately after producing a word, children are more
aware of what they meant to say than of what they in fact uttered. locke's
research focuses on children whose speech does not seem to distinguish pairs
of sounds (e.g., /w/-Ill or /r/-/w/) that are distinct in aduit language.
After having produced something like /weyk/ meaning "rake," they will deny
having said "wake." lilt if their production is recorded and replayed to them
one day later, they are no better than other listeners in distinguishing their
"Wilkes" from their "rakes."
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91 am grateful to Judy Kegi for minting out the relevance of McCarthy' a
analysis-to4my proposal that vowel production is continuous.

101 thank Alan Bell for directing me to the work of the Jensens.

11In Piure 9, I have drawn the curves for each vowel as if they were
straight lines and the -lines for different voweLe as if they were mrallel.
There is no reason to suppose that either constraint is accurate. Itte lines
are meant to serve as schematic representations.
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SONS DIYMENCES BETWEEN PHONETIC AND AUDITORY MODES OF FERO EFTION'

Virginia A. Mann+ and Alvin M. Liberman++

Abstract. When third-fonmant transitions are appropriately incorpo-

rated into an acoustic syllable they provide critical *support for

the phonetic percepts we call [d] and, [g], but when presented in

isolation they are perceived as time-varying 'chirper.' In the

present experiment, both modes of perception were made available
simultaneously by presenting the third-formant transitions to one
ear and the remainder of the acoUstic eyllable to the other. Cm the

speech side of this duplex percept, where the transitions supported
the perception of stop-vdwel syllables, perception was categorical
and influenced by the 'presence of a prepoeed [al] or [ar]. Ca the

nonspeech side, where the same transitions were heard as 'chirps,'
perception was continuous and free of influence from the preposed

'syllables. As both differences occurred under conditions in which
the acoustic input was constant, we should suppose that they reflect
the different properties of auditory and phonetic modes of percep-
tion.

In the phonetic domain, the relation betwen acoustic cue and percept has

serveral characteristics that have been taken to imply a special mode of
processing (for recent reviewa, see: Liberman, 1982; Liberman & Studdert-

Kennedy, 1978; Repp, 1982; Studdert-Kennedy, 1980; but see, for example:

Kuhl, 1981; Kuhl & Miller, 1975; Miller, 1977). Ike such characteristic is
that frequency-modulated acoustic cues are integrated with other cues into,

unitary percepts that seemingly lack the qualities we might have been led, on

purely psychoacoustic grounds, to expect. A case in point, and the one with

which we will be concerned, is in the perception of the stop consonants [d]

and [g]. As hae long been known, sufficient cues for the perceived distinc-

tion between these phones are transitions--that is, frequency modulations--of

the second or third foioante. Thus, when appropriate transitions of the third
formant--the cue that will be the subject of our investigation--are presented

in an otherwise fixed acoustic context, listeners perceive a syllable consist-

ing of [d] or [g], followed by a vowel. Of special interest to us is that one

hears in theee percepts none of the time-varying quality--a 'chirpiness,' for

example, or a glissando--that might be thought to correspond to the time-

*Also Cognition, in press.
+Also Bryn Yawr College.

++Also University of Connecticut and Yale University.
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varying hature of the frequency-modulated signal'. Indeed, one finds it
difficult to characterise the Id] and [g] percepts, and especially -the
differences between them, in auditory terms of any, kind. It is.aa if the
percepts were as abstract as the Flionetic segments «they represent. 1

We might nevertheless account for the percepte without reference to
specialised processes of a phonetic sort. Thus we might aesume, moat simply,
a low-level process of sensory integretion, similar, perhaps, to the integra-
tion of intensity and time into the perception, of illoudness. aat sueh an
assumption is ruled out by the finding that listenere do, in fact, hear the
to-be-expected chirps and gliseandi when the transitien cues are removed from

. the larger context and sounded alone (Mattingly, Liberman, Sirdal, & Halves,
1971). Still, we might save an auditory account by hoting that the transi-
tions are normally presented in a larger acoustic context, and that they are,
therefore, subject to the effects of a purely audito!ry interactien with the
remainder of the pattern. Oa that account, the peculiarly abstract character
of the percept would be thought to ec;terge fro the 4n terac goo. Nothing we
know about auditory perception ,suggestai the existence of sue% an interaction,
but the poseibility is not precluded. Y.

0

Mere is, in any case, another characteristic of the way foment
transitions function when they cue sto sonantar, the phonetic percepts
they support are appropriate to their role langhage, not only, in their
abstractness, but also in the extent to which they" are categorical. Given
transitions that change in relatively small Ehysical mteps, from one eppropri-
ate for (d] to one appropriate for [gl, the Percept changes, not in
correspondingly small steps, but suddenly (LiberMan, Harris, Hoffman, &

Griffith, 1957; Mattingly et al., 1971; Repp, mail press; Studdert-Kennedy,
Liberman, Harris, & Cooper, 1970). This nearly eategorical shift marks a
sharp boundary between 'the two phones PO and [gb it is commonly reflected
and measured as a relative increase in discriminability of the stimuli at the
category boundary. Rat such tendencies toward categorical perception do occur
in nonspeech perception as well (see, for estample: Burns & Ward, 1978; Locke
& Kellar, 1973; Hiller, Wier, %store, Kelly, & fooling, 1976; Parka, Wall, &
Bastian, 1969; Siegel & Siegel, 1977), so the question is not whether it is
unique to the perception of stop coneonanta (and other phonetic eegments),
but, more properly, whether the categorical boundary between the phonetic
segments .0 of an auditory sort. We have reason to believe it is not, for
when thik-an foment transitions ere presented in isolation (and 1:erceived as
nonspeech chirps), the obtained discrimination function is continuous--that
is, it does not display the abrupt peaks and troughs that typify categorical
perception. This result has been obtained in adults (Mattingly et al., 1971)
and in infants (gimes, 1974). It follows, then, that if the categorical
effect in the full eipeech context is to be assigned a purely euditory cauee,
then, as in the previously-noted caae, it must be referred, ad hoc, to some
aseased auditory interaction between the tranaitione and the ranainder of the
acoustic pattern.

A quite different characteriatic of the way foment transitions cue [d]
and [g] is that their effects are subject to the influences of phonetic
context. Thus, given abutting vowels, the trahaition,must, of course, move
into or out of the vocalic nucleus; hence, the boundary between [d] and (g]
will occur in transitions that are at different positions on ,the spectran for
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different vocalic contexts (Delattre, 'Liberman, & Cooper, 1955; Liberman,

Delattre, Cooper, & Gerstman, 1954). More relevant to okur concern here,

however, is the fact that, given a fixed continuum of- formant transitions, a
shift in the [d-g] boundary. can be produced by neighboring consonants. Such

effeots have been found with proposed fricatives (Mann & Repp, 1981; ,Repp &

Mann, 1981) and across a syllable boundary wi.th preposed [al] or [ar] (Mann,

1980). In bs,th case's, the shift in the position of the boundary was found to
be consisterit with the way the formant transitions for [d] and [g] are

affected in normal speech by coarticulation with fricatives or with liquids.
Therefor, 'the, movement of the category.. boundary is most plausibly to be

V understood as a perceptual compensation. for the effects .o-f coarticulation. As

auc#, it would presumably reflect a phonetic rather than an auditory process.
lb/apAsal, instead, to an auditory interaction would require not only that we
set aside the coarticulafory facts, together with the reasonable interpreta-
tion based on them, but also that we make a seemingly unreasonable assumption
about why speech perception finds parallels in speech production--to wit, that
speakers adjust the behavior of their *articulatory organs so as to produce in
every context just those acoustic effects thet will fit boundary shifts caused

by pre-existing auditory interactioae. Su.,ch an interpretation becomes, in the..,.

end, hopelessly ad hoc and, given what wesknow of constraints on articulation,

quite implausible. Itit, agaln, it cannqt, in principle, be-ruled out.

lb control for' auditory interaction, we should contrive acoustic patterns

that can, depending on specifiable circumstances, be perceived either as

speech or as Jionspeech. Two techniques are available for this purpose, and
both heve been used inrother studies to gain the.control we seek. One employs

stripped-down versions of synthetio- speech that can be heard as speech or
nonspeech, dependidg e the natural proclivities of the listeners, how long
they have been ]fistening, and just what has or has not been suggested to them

(Best, )orrongiello, &J Robson, 1981.; Remez, Rubin, Pisoni, & Carrell, 1981).

The other method, and 'the one we will use, takes advantage of a phenomenon in

h, with auditory input held cdhstant, the acoustic cue of interest is

Cil,tper Axed' simultaneously as a nonspeech chirp and as critical support for a

phonetic segment. This phenomenon, called 'duplex perception,' was first

reported by Rand (1 974 ) Recently, it has been further studied in an

investigation of the cues-for the liquids [1] and [r] (Isenberg & Liberman,
1978), and it has been used to control for auditory interaction in a study of

silence as a cue for stop consonants (Liberman, Isenberg, & Rakerd, 1 981).

Here, we will exploit it to provide an .appropriate control for auditory
interaction in investigations of the thkrd-formant transition as a cue for the

rceived distinction between [d] and [g]. In the first of these, we will be

cóitcrned to find out uthether the integration of such transitions into unitary

phonetic categories is to lie attributed to processes of a generally auditory

sort, 'opwhether it ' is the result of processes that are distinctively
phonetic. Me Second part of our, study is designed to determine if context-

conditioned movement of the boundary betwisen the [d] and [g] categories is

also to be regarded as a special attribute of phonetic perception.

'EXPERIMENT I

Our aim in the first experiment was to measure discriminability of third-

formant transitions on both sides of a duplex perceptthat is, when, on the
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'SpeeCh! side, the- transition provide Crucial support for the aerceived
difference between [da] and [gal, and when, on the 'nonspeech' side, they are
heard as unspeeehlike 'chirpt.' The stimu].us patterns werAl-Ihree-formant
synthetic syllables in which the third formant varied in nine stepe, from a
setting appropriate for [da] to one appropriate for [ga].

To produce duplet* perception of these thirdformant.transitions, we

eeparated them froM the (fixed) reMainder of the pattern--which:se will, for
convenience, call-the "base"--and presentee the separated conitituents dichot-
ioally. Thus, the transitions, which in isolation sound like chifrps, and the
base, which in isolation sounds like a syllable (most commonlY, [da]), are
free to mii and hence-to interact in thelistener's nervous system. The usual
result is two percepts, present simultaneously. On one side of
is a syllable, [daj or Lga], which is perceptibly different fr
very similar, perhaps.identical, to what is heard when the t

(transition and base) are mixed electronically and presented
anner (Liberman et al., 1981; Repp, Milburn, .1 Ashkenas, 1982)
side is a nonspeech 'chirp' that seems identical to what it§
transition is presented in isolation.

Given systematic variation in ttermant transitions, we can measure
discriminability, hence tendencies to categoricalness, of the resulting
speech and nonspeech components of the duplex percept. To the' extent that
there is categorical discrimination of the foment transitions heard gn the
epeech side of the duplex percept, the discriminatiot -function should have
marked peaks and troughs that accord with predictions derived from phonetic

categories themselves have a purely aud ry basis, the discrimination func-
labeling responses (Liberman et' al., 195.il To the extent that the phonetic

tion for the same foment transitions when heard on the nonspeech side of the
duplex percept should also have marked peaks and troughs and1 like the

function for discrimination of speech percepts, should meet with predictions
derived frim phonetic labeling.

is duplexity
the base but'

rd constituents
in the normal

. On the other
heard when the

METHOD

Materials

Stimdius continuum. At the top of Figure 1 is a schematic representation
of the stimulus patterns. ThSse patterns, 4 similar to those used,by Mann
(1980) in the study referred to in the Intr duction, . were designed to be

synthetic aPproximations to the syllab'1* Ldai and ga]. They were produced
on the parallel resonance,synthedizer at Haskins Laboratories. The lower half

of Figure 1 shows hort the stimuli wbre dcvided into the two constituents--the
fixed 'base' and the variable. 'isolated transitions'--that will, when present-
ed dichotically, produce the duplex percept. The base is 250 msec in total
duration, with a 50-msec ramp in overall intensity at onset and offset, and a
fundamental Srequency'that falls linearly from 110 to 80 Hz. The first- and
second-foment transitions are 50 msec in duration and step-wise linear in 5-
Asec steps; they begin A 279 and 1764 Hz, arriving finally at steady-state
values of.765 and 1230 Hz, with bandwidths of 60 and 80 Hz, respectively. The

third foment of the base begins 50 msec later than,the others ana maintains a
steady state at 2527 Hz. with a bandwidth of 120 Hz. In accordance with
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one
of

these

iormant vowel
transitions steady state

Formant 3

Formant 2
I Formant 1

TIME .

[dal to [gal
NORMAL (BINAURAL) PRESE jNTATION

/011111B
base

(to one ear)

Stimulus 1

Stimulus 2

isolated transitions
(to other7ear)

DUPLEX-PRODUCING (DICHOTIC) PRESENTATION

Figure 1. Schematic representition of the patterns used to produce the duplex

percepts, including the constant base portion and the continuum of

sine formant transitions.
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natural mooch, this third formant is slightly leas intense than the other
two.

lhe continuum of nine fortnant transitions ins synthesized separately from

the base. Ranh transition is 50 msec in duration and step-wise linear in 5-
woo steps; fundamental frequency and mnplitude contour are as in the.first 50

mow of the base stimulus, the offset 'frequency is the steady-state third-
-iormant frequency of the base, and 'the bandwidth is 120 Hz. Onset frequency

systematically varies across the continuum in eight equal steps, from 31 96 Hz

in Stimulus 1 to 1853 Hz in Stimulus 9. As can be seen in the figure, the
first four transitions have falling slopes, the fifth is fiat, and the final

four are rising. The elopes of the four rising transitions are equal in value
to the slopes of the transitions that fall. For convenience, we will refer to
the transitions hereafter by ntmlber, as shown in the figure, from most falling

to most rising.

Teat tapes. Me base stimulus and the continuum of transitions were
digitized at 10,000 Hz prior to being recorded onto magnetic tape for the
purpose of testing. As was...appropriate for dichotic presentation (and duplex
perception), the base vas recorded onto one track, the isolated transitions
onto the other.

A (duplex perception) labeling tape was constructed for use in the

initial screening of stdijects and for determining how the subjects identified
the stimuli. This tape) comprised a practice sequence consisting of four
repetitions of the base in conjunction with each of the two endpoint

transitions, followed by a test sequence with four sets of 27 stimuli each.
Across these sets, the nine transitions occurred twelve times each in a,

randanized order. Me inter-stimulus interval vas 3 sec, the inter-set

interval was 6 sec.

Our measure of discrimination performance was obtained by the method

known as AXB. (A and -B are the two stimuli to be discriminated; X is one or
the other. Me subject's task is to decide if X is less like. A or less like

B.) We chose to present stimuli at three-step intervals along the continuum
of formant transitions, because pilot work (Mann, Madden, Russell, & Liberman,

1981) had suggested that for most subjects a separation of that size puts
discrimination of the chirps and the speech in a sensitive region--that is, it
keeps discrimination from falling to the floor or rising to the ceiling. This
step size also provided a sensitive measure of the context-induced shiftia in

phonetic category boundary that were to be the concern of our second

experiment.

Me duplex-perception discrimination tape consisted, then, of sets of
stimulus triads, one practice set and six test sets. Bach such set contained
randanized sequences of the six possible three-step combinations of stimuli
along the continuum (i.e., by stirpulus nanber; 1 vs. 4, 2 vs 5, 3 ye 6, 4

vs. 7, 5 vs. 8, and 6 vs. 9), occurring once each in AAB,' ABB, BAA, and BBA

triads. Thus, over the course of the test sets, listeners responded to a

total of 24 triads for each pair. Within triads, the inter-stimulus interval

ins 500 msec, the inter-triad interval was 3 sec, and the inter-set interval

was 6.sec.
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An additional AXB discrimination tape was constructed to be used in

pretest screening of the subjects, since pilot work (Mann et al., 1981) had

suggested that some subjects encounter, specific difficulty in discriminating
isolated chirps at three-step intervala along the continuum, and that such
subjects also fail to discriminate chirp components of the duplex percept.
Thia same tape served the further purpose of providing a basie for comparison
with the nonspeech aide of the duplex percept. The stimulus arrangement was
analogous to that of the duplex-perception discrimination tape, save that
there was no base stimulus for presentation to the other ear, and different
randanisatioas determined the order of triade within each set.

ProcedUre

Subjects in an initial pool of 14 were pretested in groups of three or
foul; while seated in a quiet room as the stimuli were played over earphones.
Fbr convenienpe, the third-formant transitions were always presented to the

right ear and the base stimulus.to the left. The purpose of -the first pretest

was to see if the subjects could discriminate the transitions when they are
presented in isolation. lb that end, subjeCts listened to the discrimination
tape that contained the isolated transitions and were instructed to respond

'A' or 'B' according to whether the first or the third stimulus of each triad
ins less like the other two. Completion of the practice and test sets of item
triads was followed by a second pretest. This served two purposes. First, it
was a screening device by which we could determine whether stubjects were
consistent in their labeling of the endpoint stimuli of the dupa. [da]-{ga]
continuum. While the vast majority of' subjects give consistent responses to
the endpoints of our continuum when the base and third-formant stimuli are
electronically fused, some subjects tend to give inconsistent responses when
base and transition are .dichotically presented, and we wished to exclude such
subjects from our study. The second purpose served by' the pretest was to

provide a full identification function by which to determine, for those
subjects in the main experiment, the extent to which discrimination on the
speech side of the duplex percept is categorical. Both purposes of the second
pretest were accomplished by having the subjects listen to the practice and
teat sequences of the duplex labeling tape and respond 'd' or 'g' as

a ppro pr ia te .

The subjects who survived the pretest participated in experiments that
provided the results, we will present. These experiments were divided into two
sessions, one week apart and counterbalanced in order across subjects. In the

test sessions, as in the- preteit, the third-formant transitions were always
presented to the ,riglit ear and the base stimulus to the left., In one session,
subjects were instructed that the goal was to determine hovi well speech sounds
could be discriminated in the face of some nonspeech didtractors. They then

listened to the practice and test sets of the duplex-perception AXB discrimi-
nation tape, responding on the basis of' the perceived similarity in the speech
percepts of each stimulus triad.. In the other session, the subjects were
instructed that the goal was' to determine how well nonspeech sounds could be
discriminated in the face of speech sounds as distractors. At this time, they
also listened to the practice and test sets of' the duplex AD discrimination
tape, but responded on, the basis of the perceived similarity among chirp
percepts. Subjects listened to the same tape in the two sessions, but were
kept in ignorance of this fact. They were instructed to listen to the target
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speech sounds or chirps, according to the session, and to ignore the

ndistractoe on the grotmd that attention to it could only impair their

performance on the assigned task.

Sulgesta

The subj ec ta were paid student volunteers rec ruited from an in trod uc to ry

psychology course. All were female, and none had extensive experience in

listening to synthetic speech. Of an initial pool of fourteen, six subjects

were jtaiged on the basis of the pretests to be insufficiently consistent in

t4eir responses and were therefore excluded from the experiment proper, two

for having been unable to discriminate the isolated transitions at a level

above chance, and four for having been inconsistent in the way theY labeled

the endpoints of the duplex continuum as 'd' (stimulus one) and 'g' (stimulus

nine). Thus the final subject group included a total of eight subjects who
participated in each of two sessions.

RESULTS

lie should first report the phenomenological results of the experiment,

which were clear. Given the variable third-formanft transitions in one ear and

the remaining, fixed part of the acoustic pattern the base) in the other, the

subjects did report duplex percepts: a syllable, [da] or [ga], depending on

the transition, and a nonapeech 'chirp.' The chirps on the nonspeech side of

the duplexity had a time-varying quality corresponding, apparently, to the

time-varying nature of the fonnant transitions. This is to say, they were not

noticeably different from what the subjects perceived when the transitions

were presented in isolation. On the speech side, the syllables [da] or [ga]

lacked the 'chirpiness' that characterized perception on the nonspeech side,

and they were not different from what listeners perceive when transitions and

base are mixed electronically and presented in the nonnal manner. The base,

which sounded like [da], was not perceived. That is, when the transition was

appropriate for ga], listeners typically perceived [ga], not [ga] and also

(or half the time ) [da]. Mus, perception was duplex not triplex: listeners

perceived only speech (the fusion of base and transitions) and nonspeech (the

transitions as if in isolation).

Beyond these observations, the data (averaged homes the eight subjects)

consist of discrimination functions for the speech and chirp components of the

duplex percept (Figure 2); a labeling function for the speech component of the

duplex percept (Figure 3a) t together with the discrimikation function (Figure

3b) that' is predicted froin it on the assumption of' categorical perception

(Liberman et al., 1957); and a discrimination function for chirps presented in

isolation (Figure 4). Consider, first, Figure 2, which compares discrimina-

tion' of the.duplex percepts under instructions to concentrate on speech (solid

line) with that under instructions to concentrate on chirps (dashed line).

Note that, while the overall level of performance on the two taski is roughly

comparable, the shapes of the two functions differ markedly. This is verified

statistically by a significant interaction between the nature of the attended

percept and ths stimulus pair being discriminated: F(5,35) 13.9,"2 < .001.

,

The overall ahape of the speech function--its marked peaks and tro4ghs--

is consistent with categorical perception. To see how consistent, however, we
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nonspeech %ides of the duplex percept.
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suet compare the speech-discsimination finiction that was obtained with the one
that is predicted on the assumption of perfectly categorical perception.
Plainly, the predicted discrimination function, which is in Figure 3b, is
quite similar to the one we obtained. We conclude, therefore, that when the
third-fonaant transitions were integrated into a phonetic percept, where they
provided critical support for the distinction between [da] and [ga], they were
perceived quite categorically.

In contrast to the way the transitions were discriminated on the speech
side of the duplex percept is the discrimination function obtained with the
same transitions on the nonapeech side, where they were perceived as chirps.
As shown in Figure 2, the 'chirp' function has no marked peaks or troughs and
is similar in shape to the function obtained with isolated transitions in
Figure 4, although the absolute level is lower, F(1,7) se 7.3, p < .05. The
initial pair of rising chirps (Pair 1-4) is signIficantly more discriminable
than the final pair of falling chiriz (Pair 6-9), both for isolated chirp,
t(1 4) 4.37, p < .005 and for the chirp canwnents of the duplex percept,
t(1 4) 2.6, 2 < .02.

As noted by Mattingly et al. (1971), there are at least two strategies
that listeners might we in discriminating the isolated transitions: they
could, in effect, judge their slopes or, alternatively, their most apparent
pitches. If our subjects had opted for the first strategy, as the subjects in
the Mattingly et al. study appear to have done, then discrimination would have
been best for the transitions that straddle the horizontal transition (Transi-
tion 5). Bit that was not the result. Rather, discrimination became poorer
as the transitions changed progressively from most falling to most rising.
That result leads us to take into account an observation by Brady, House, and
Stevens (1 961), who noted that the most apparent pitch of frequency rampe,
which resemble isolated transitions, is closer to the frequency of their
offsets than' their onaeta. They also observed, however, that thia effect is
stronger for rising ramps than for falling ones. Since our tranaitions have
variable onset frequencies but the same offset, we should suppose that if, as
in the study by Brady et al., the tendency to judge pitch by the offset
increased as the transitions changed from falling to rising, then we should
have obtained the decrease in discrimination that our results do, in fact,
ahow. We are inclined to conclude, therefore, that our subjects were, to a
considerable extent, discriminating the transitions on the basis of their most
apparent pitches.

Though the overall level of discrimination for the two sides of the
duplex percept was roughly equal, as noted earlier, discrimination of the
transitions on the speech side ma, in its most sensitive region, better than
discrimination of the transitions on the nonspeech side. But, surely, we do
not therefore conclude that speech diecrimination exceeds the resolving power
of the system, only that we have no idea how the resolving power is to be
°pleasured. Beyond this truism, two observations are pertinent. One is that,
as can be seen by comparing Figures 2 and 4, the general level of nonspeech
discrimination obtained when the transitions were presented outaide.the dupleX
context waa somewhat higher than when they were perceived inside it. Perhaps
this should be attributed to distractions provided by the circumstance that,
in the duplex case, the two percepts, speech and nonapeech, were present at
the same re. The other observation is that we should not, in any case, rule
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out the possibility that the human listener is, in fact, more sensitive to the

formant transitions when they support a phonetic percept than when they do
not. Indeed, Boutin and Mann (Note 1) have evidence that, in the matter of
absolute threshold sensitivity, the speech context does provide the more
senaitive measure--tbat is, the closer approximation to the physiological

limit--and for interesting reasons.

In amegary, the difference between the two sides of the duplex percept is

very great indeed. On the nonapeech side, the formant transitions evoke a
percept that has the time-varying, chirpy quality that paychoacoustic consi-

derations should haveipled un to expact, and the discrimination function is

continuous. Oa the speech side, where the same formant transitions provide
critical support for the stops in the syllables [da] and [ga], there is ho
apparent chirpiness in the percepts, and discrimination is nearly categorical.

EXPERIMENT II

The second experiment draws on the fact, noted in the Introduction, that

_the category boundary along a synthetic [da]-[ga] continuum in which the
third-formant onset provides the sufficinnt cue, can be systematically shifted
by the presence of a preposed [al] or [ar] (Mann, 1980). For stimuli preceded

by [al], the category boundary shifts towards a higher third-formant onset

(more 'g' responses), whereas a preceding [ar] causes a shift in the opposite

direction. Both perceptual shifts are consistent with observations about the
acoustic consequences of articulatory accommodation to the new contexts: stop

consonants that are coarticulated with a preceding liquid apparently assimi-

late toward the place of liquid articulation. Mat is, stops preceded by [al]

tend to contain a higher third-formant onset frequency than those preceded by

[ar], suggesting that they receive a more forward place of articulation. On

that basis, Kann (1980) aupposed that the perceptual context effect of the

(prepased) liquids reflects the application to perception of some tacit

knowledge about speech production. This in turn implies the existence of some

specialised phonetic process.
4

But, as we pointed out in the Introduction, the possibility of auditory

interaction exiats, at least in principle. To control for such interaction,

we will again take advantage of duplex perception. Mat will be done by
putting the syllables [al] and [ar] in front of the 'base' of the dichotically

presented (and duplexly perceived) [da[]-(fa] stimuli of Experiment I. We can

find out then whether the preposed al and [ar] affect perception of the
foment transitions on both sides of the duplex percept or, as we suspect,

only when they are perceived as speech.

METHOD

Materials

Stimulus continua. Two continua of disyllables were constructed by

putting in front of the synthetic stimuli from Bcperiment I naturally produced

syllables whose fundamental frequency and foment structure approximated those

of the synthetic stimuli and thus permitted the disyllable to be perceived as
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a ooberent utterance pro ed by one and the same I/J3Cal tract. An [al-da] to

[al-ga] continuums was f ed in this way, using the base stimulus from

Experiment I and a token cif-[al] that had been excised from an utterance of
(al-da] produced by a male native speaker of Sig lish. An [ ar-da] to [ar-ga]

continuum was constructed by putting in front of the base a token of [ar

excised frota an utterance of Lar-did produced by the same speaker. In each

case, a 100-msec silent gap separated the offset of the natural syllable from

the onset of the synthetic one. The continuum of fonnant transitions that
cued the [d]-[g] distinction was as in Experiment I.

Test tapes. All stimuli were digitized at 10,000

recorded onto magnetic tape for the purpose of testing.
the stimuli on the magnetic tape waa as in Experiment I,
that the 'base'_ was preceded by [al] or [ar].

To determine how the subjects would identify the stimuli, and thus

provide a basis for predicting what perfectly categorical discrimination
functions should look like, we made a dichotic 'labeling' tape , a ppro pria te

for duplex perception. It consisted of a practice se q uence containing four
inrepetitions of each endpot transition paired with ial pl base, and fourus

repetitions of each endpoint transition paired with ar plus base, followed./

by a test sequence containing eight sets of 27 stimuli each. Over the test

sets, each of the nine transitions occurred, in random order, a total Of
twelve times in conjunction with each preposed syllable.

lb teat discrimination by the method of AXB, another dichotic tape was

prnered in which the stimuli were recorded in triads, exactly as in

Experiment I, except that the base stimulus in half the triads was preced ed by
[a.l] and in 'half by [ar]. Which syllable ((Eel]] or [ar]) preceded ihe base was

omrandized from trial to trial. For both al and [er] conditions, the six
pairs of to-be-discriminated transitions were equally represented acrodse the
triad's, as were the various orders of transitions within each pair. As in

Experiment I, listeners gave a total of 24 responses to each pair of
transitions aa preceded by each of the two syllables.

Hz prior to being

The arrang em en t o f

except, of course,

Pr. edure

Experiment II was run in two experimental sessions that also included
riment I. Thus, in one session--the session in which the instruction was

to attend to speech percepts--the subjects first heard the labeling tape and

then the discrimination tapes for the two experiments. Order was counterbal-

anced. In 'the other session, where the instruction was to attend to chirp

percepta, they also listened to the two discrimination tapes. Here, too,

order was counterbalanced.

Subjects

The subjects were ,the same eightl young women who participated

Experiment I.
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RESULTS
. .

The point of this experiment !. it will be renumbered, waa to teat the
effects .of proposed [al] or Ler] on the perception of third-formant
transitione when, in the one case, they are integrated 'into a speech percept
and when, in the other, they are perceived as nonspeeph chirps. lb diapiay
those effects, we have, in Figures 5 and 6, combined the results of
Ecperimente I.and II. Discrimination functions for the speech side of the
duplex percepts are in Figure 5 and those for the nonspeech side in Figure 6.
A glance at these two figures reveals our main finding: context had a strong.
effect on discrimination of the transitions on the speech side of the percept
but not on the nonspeech side. looking more closely at the speech side in
Figure 5, we see that the peak in the function foi [da]-[ga] syllable.
preceded by [ar] (eolid lines and open circles) is shifted to the right of
that obtained in Ecperiment I, where there was no preposed [ar] (solid linea,
cloned circles). On the 'assumption that the location of the discrimination
peak reflects the location of the phonetic boundary, an asaumption we will
justify later, the direction of the shift in the peak is consistent with the
earlier results of Kann (1 980). Those same earlier results led us to expect a
ahift in the opposite' direction when [al] is preposed. A. can be seen in the
function described by the dashed linee (filled circles), the nature of the
shift due to [a].] is somewhat leas clear. Ibseible reasons for this will be
discussed later. For the :accent, however, the point to be made la that the
speech function obtained in thie context is, in any case, different from both
of the other two.

In contrast to the reaults obtained on the speech side, the functions of
Figure 6 indicate that preposed [al] and [ar] had no effect on discrimination
of the tranaitiona whnthey were perceived, on the nonspeech side, as chirps.

lb support the assertions of the preceding paragraphs, we offer the
results of a three-way analysis of variance, conducted with the factors
attended percept (speech or chirpe), context (isolated duplex stimuli, stimuli
preceded by [a]], or stimuli preceded by [ad), and stimulus pair. Although
there was no significant effect of attended percept, suggesting that the
average level of performance in our experiments was equivalent for speech and
chirps, there was an effect of context: F(2,14) 5.38, < .025, and an
effect of stimulus pair: F(5,35) 5.83, < .001. Most important to our
observations about the specral influence of context on speech perception are
the interactions among the three main factors. First, there was an interac-
tion between attended percept and stimulus pair, revealing that the relative
difficulty of discriminating individual pairs depended on whether the instruc-
tion was to attend to speech or to the chirps: F(5,35) 1 3.18, < .001.
Second, there was an interaction beiween atterided percept and context,
revealing that the effect of context was greater for speech percepts than for
the chirps: F(2,14) 11.59, 2 < .001. Finally, there was an interaction of
context and ecimulus pair: F(1 0,70) 2.46, < .025, and a three-way inter-
action: F(10,70) 2.00, < .05. Separate analyses of variance for the two
percept. Teveala that, in the case of the speech percept., the preceding
syllables influenced both the level: F(2,14) 1 2.35, 2 <1.001, and also the
petters of speech discrimination across stimulus pairs: F(1 0,70) 3.17,

< .005. For the nonspeech chirps, on the other hand, an analysis of
variance indicates that the prepoaed syllables had nveignificbant effect on
either the level or the pattern, of performance.,
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Having seen that the discrimination functions reflect an effect of
context on the speech aide of the duplex percept, we should now consider the
extent to which those functions are predicted from the, phonetic labeling

results, given the assumption of categorical perception. Consider, first, the

results obtained for stimuli preceded by Ear], as shown in Figurto7a. We see

that the [dal-lga] boundary occurs somewhere between Stimulus, 5 and Stimulus

8'. Comparison with the boundary obtained for the isolated [da.1-[ga] stimuli

of Ptcperiment I (Figure 3) shows that, as in the earlier experiment by Mann

(1980), the [ai] context moved the boundiry toward the [ga] end of the

stimulus continuum, thus increasing the nunber of [da] responees. Cm the

assumption of completely categorical perception (Liberman et al., 1957), we

should have expected to obtain the 'discrimination function shown in Figure 7b.

In fact, the discrimination function -we did obtain (solid lines and open
circles of Figure 5) is quite similar to the expected One. Certainly, the

peak is in the right place and only slightly higher (as it so often is in such
situations) than it should have been. Thus, the obtained discrimination
function does reflect. the phonetic boundary; moreover, it can be seen, by
comparison with the result for the isolated syllablee, to reflect the context-

conditioned shift in that boundary caused by the preposed Ear].

Azi for the labeling function obtained with the preposed [al], seen in

Figure ea, we note, first, a large inversion in the responses to Stimulus 1.

Putting that aside .tor the 'moment, we see that, byi comparison with the

labeling data for the isolated syllables (Figure 3), the [da]-[ga] boundary

with preposad [al] is shifted strongly toward [dab producing, thus, an

increase in the number of [get] responses: This, too, is consistent with the

earlier finding by Mann. However, the most extreme falling transition of her
earlier study did' not evoke the large nunber of [ga] responses that its

counterpart (Stimulus 1) did in the present one. Of course, the conditions of

the two experiments were not identical. In the pre-Sant experiment, but not in

the earlier one, the judgthents Were made on the speech side of a duplex

percept. Another difference between the experiments and a second likely
cause of the difference in result, is that the stimuli ,were not exactly the

same. Perhaps, then, the moet extreme falling transition of this experiment

went'beyond the limit fpr [cia]. At all events, we should note 'that in the

other two labeling functions obtained in this experiment ([da]-[ga] in

isolation, as in Figure 3, and [da]-[ga] with Ear] preposed, as in Figure 7)
there is 'also a tendency for the responses to the extreme falling transition

of Stimulus 1 to show some inversion toward [ga]. Perhaps the inversion in

the [al] context is simply an exaggeration of that tendency, and, as such, a

further"reflection of the,' strong bias toward [ga]' produced by the prepoeed

7.n any case, the labeling results for the [al] context yield the

predicted discrimination function seen in Figure 8b. There is only a low
peak, but its position reflects a shift in the phonetic boundary opposite to

that whi.ch was produced by the preposed Ear]. looking now at the obtained

discrimination function in Figure 5, we see a moderately good fit to the one

that was predicted. We conclude, then, that in the [al] context,, as in the

Ear] context, the discrimination function reasonably reflects the phonetic

boundary and the effect that context has on it.
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In striking contraat to the effects of phonetic context on the speech
side of the duplex percept is the absence of such effects on the nonspeech
side. As shown in Figure 6, and as previously noted, the discrimination.

" functions for the transitions perceived as chirps are much the same when [ar]
or [a]] ia ',reposed aa when, in Ekperiment I, they were not. Moreover, the
shape of the functions reflects perception that is more nearly continuous than
categorical. The slopes indicate that, as in the case of the isolated
patterns of Experiment I, discrimination of falling transitions vs. less
falling ones Was, other things equal, better than rising vs. less rising:
t(1 4)-2.75, p<.02 for stimuli preceded by [al], and t(1 4)022.7, p<.02 for those
preceded by Ler].

DISCUSSION

Our concern has been to accotmt for two effects previously observed in
the perception of formant transitions as cues for stop consonants: tendencies
toward categorical, perception and shifts in the positions of category boundar-
ies with phonetic context. Categorical perception, which we will consider
first, haa two manifeatations, at least in the case of speech perception. The

one, and the one to which attention has hitherto been directed almost
exclusively, is the dkiscontinuity in perception that defines a boundary on
some physical continuum. Me other is in the phenomenal nature of the
perceivird category, which is more appropriate to a linguistic object than to
an auditory one (Liberman, 1982). In speech perception, these two manifesta-
tiona presumably reflect the same underlying process, but they are separable,
at leaat in principle, and we should take a mcment to say how.

Given that the fonnant transitions are modulations in frequency, they
might be perceived, correspondingly, as modulations in pitch. If so, percep-
tion could be- 'nonetheless categorical. 'Thus, given a continuum of transi-
tions, the listener might perceive them disoontinuously--for example, as
rising or falling pitches. Such automatic sorting of auditory percepts would,
of course, be of use to listeners since it woul& relieve them of having
deliberately to make the categorical assignments that the phonetic and
phonological, structure of the language require. But ,if, as in this example,
perception of the transition cues, and all -the other cues for the same phone,
retained their auditory character, then perception of speech would be like
perception of Morse code or some other arbitrary acoustic cipher. `In that
case, a listener would perceive rising or falling pitches, together with the
auditory correlates of the many other acoustic cues, and have then to
'interpret' the resulting melange as a unitary phone. Presumably, the process
of interpretation would, in time, become automatic, as, indeed, it does with
people skilled at Morse, but the purely auditory charac,ter of the, percept
would continue to intrude. This would be the more distressing because the
auditory percept has little or nothing to do with the linguistic function of
the phonetic unit it conveys.

'lb draw an analogy from visual perception of depth,, consider how

confusing it would be if, in the use of the retinal disparity cue, we were
'aware, not just of the distal depth, but also of the proximal disparity
doubling of images) that provided the relevant information. Fortunately,

processing is accomplished in this case by a specialized module that uses the
proximal disparity to yield in consciousness only perception of the distal
depth relationships among visual surfaces.
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We would aqua, then, that a similar module operates in speech perception
to yield in consciousness only the distal phonetic object, free of the chirps
or glissandos we would otherwise hear. This would, as we have indicated, be
especially appropriate for the purposes of language, given that everything
,Vhat we need to know about a stop consonant, for example, has been provided
when any particulnr token has been, identified as this stop consonant and not
that one. In that Sense, a stop consonant represents nothing but the

categorical and abstract segment the speaker intended. Hence, awareness of
the auditory attributes of its various acoustic cues would, like awareness of
proximal retinal disparity, be irrelevant, at best, and, at worst, seriously
distracting.

As pointed out in the Introduction, listeners are, indeed, quite aware of
the aud.itory attributes of the transitions when they are, presented in

isolation, in which case they sound like chirps, but not when, as part of a
larger acoustic pattern, they support perception of stop consonants. This
difference, as was also pointed out, occurs in conjunction with a difference
in categorical perception in the mare' usual sense: disrimination of the
transitions is continuous or categorical, depending on whether they are
perceived in isolation, as chirpe, or, together with the rest of the acoustic
pattern, as stop-vowel syllables. As we have indicated, we find it plausible
to supPose that incorporation of the transitions into stop percepts, and, in
particular, the contraat this presents to their perception as chirpe,,reflects
a specialized phonetic process, well-adapted to providing just the abstract
categories the larger language system uses. But it is at least conceivable,
if implausible, that ordinary auditory perception is (tt work--that in this,
and in all the many similar cases where there exist paiallels between speech
perception and speech production, the articulators are so controlled as to
produce exactly those combinations of cues that fit into independently
exioting interactions of an auditory sort.

.
The second effect that concerns us, namely, that the positions of the

category boundaries shift with phonetic context, has been taken as a

reflection of the context-conditioned variation in the acoustic signal that

results from the way it is produced. Specifically, the variations in the

signal are the consequence of the coarticulatory arrangenents that make it
possible for speakers to fold phonetic segments into larger unitssyllables,
for exampleand thus produce the segments much faster than they otherwise
could. (To do otherwise, in this case, would entail making each segment a
syllable--that is, to spell.) Nt listening to speech would be awkward if all
the auditory consequences of these context-conditioned variations were

prominent in consciousness. Given, in the cases we are concerned with, thatlthe perceptual c cae ntation is made automaticallythat is, that the category
boundaries shift a propriatelywe assume that in this instance, too, we are
seeing the effect of a highly adaptive and distinctively phonetic process.
But, again, one might suppose, however implausibly, that the effect is simply
auditory--that in this, and in every other such case, coarticulation occurs,
not to make it easier to speak, but only to accommodate the sounds of speech
to the characteristics of the auditory system, and especially to auditory
in terac tions .
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The purpose of the experiments reported here was to exploit the phenome-

non of duplex perception to provide data relevant to 'deciding between these

phonetic and auditory interpretations of stop consonant categories and their

movement with context. The results were quite clear. Given an isolated

third-formant transition appropriate for the stop in [da] or [0] to one ear,

and the remainder of the acoustic syllable to the other, listeners perceived

the transitions in two phenomenally different waya: as nonspeech chirps, just

like those they perceived when the transitions were presented in isolation,

and as critical support for the stops in syllables [de] and [ga], in which

case the percept was just like the one that was evoked when the transitions

were electronically mixed With the rest of the acoustic pattern and presented

tn the normal manner. The remainder of the acoustic syllable, which in

isolation sounds like speech, was not also perceived, which is to say that the

percept was duplex, not triplex. On the nonspeech side of the duplexity, the

chirp percept conformed reasonably to what psychoacoustic considerations might

have led us to expect. Moreover, perception of these chirps was continuous,

and there was no measurable effect of phonetic context. On the speech side,

there was a phonetic percept--a stop consonantnot readily describable in

auditory terms. In addition, perception was strongly categorical and the

category boundary moved in expected ways as a function of phonetim context.

We should emphasize that the two classes clif percept yere evoked by

transitions that were always paired, albeit in the other ear, with the

remainder of the acoustic syllable. Tnus, the two constituents of the

dichotically presented pair, having been mixed in the nervous system, were

free to interact or not. If, in that circumstance, we were to attribute the

results on the speech sid of the percept to interactions of an auditory kind,

what would we say then abo t the results .on the other side? libw would we,, on

such an auditory accoun , explain why the dichotic constituents interact to

produce a normal [d or [ga], but also fail to interact, not for both

constituents, but only for one--the isolated transitions? Why, that is, was

there perception of the isolated transition as such, but *no comparable

'isolated' perception of the stimulus to the other ear, the 'base' that, by

itself, sounds like speech? To account for the fact that the percept Was, in

this way, only duplex, ye should suppose that there are two modes of

processing at work in the perception of the transitions, and that, happily

from our point of view, the peculiar conditions of the dichotic presentation

make the results of both modes available to consciousness. In the one mode,

which is auditory, are the processes that underlie perception of the transi-

tions as nonspeech chirps. In the other, which is phonetic, the transitions

are incorporated into the speechlike pattern that was presented to the other

ear, where they serve the singularly linguistic purpose of distinguishing the

abstract categories [da] and [ga].

BEFERENCE NOTE

1. Bentin, S. , & Mann, V. A. Using the duplex phenomenon to distinguish

speech and nonspeech perception,ef second formant transitions. Manuscript

in preparation.
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DUPLEX PERCEPZION: CONFIRMATION OF FUSION

Bruno H. Repp, Oiristina Milburn+, and John Aehkenas+

Abstract. Duplex perception--the simultaneous perception of a
speech syllable and of a nonspeech "chirp"--occurs when a single

foment transition and the remainder (the "base") of a synthetic

syllable are presented to different ears. Two experiments were

conducted to test whether the speech percept derives from the

dichotic fusion of the transition with the base or from phonetic

infonnation extracted directly fran the isolated transition.

Experiment 1 showed that subjecte were unable to assign speech
labels to isolated transitions in a consistent manner, although
the same transitions led to accurate identification when paired
with the constant base. in the other ear. Experiment 2 used an AKB
paradigm to show that selective attention to the ear receiving the

base does not prevent the contribution of the contralateral

transition to the speech percept: Both experiments support the
hypotheeis that the apeech percept in the duplex situation reeults
fran dichotic fueion at a fairly early stage in processing.

INTRODUCTION

The phenomenon of duplex perception has been taken to support the

existence of a specialized phonetic mode for perceiving speech (Liberman,

1979; Liberman, Isenberg, Rakerd, 1981; Mann & Liberman, in press). Lupien

perception occure when a synthetic consonant-vowel syllable is split in a

certain way and presented dithotically (Rand, 1974) If the initial formant

transition that identifies tre -co'nsonant is removed from the acoustic context
of the rest of the syllable and played in isolation, listeners report hearing

a nonapeech "chirp." When the rest of the syllable without the transition, the

"base," ie played in isolation, listeners report hearing a syllah4e, sometimes
beginning with the same consonant ea the whole syllable and sometimes not. If

the chirp is now presented to one ear and the base to the other ear, with the

two stimuli timed to coincide ae they would in the whole syllable, listeners

report a duplex percept. In the ear to which the chirp was preeented, they
hear a nonspeech soundthe chirp as it sounds when played in isolation. In

the other ear they hear speech that they correctly identify as the original

syllable from which the two stimuli were derived.

Yale College, New Haven, CT 06511
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The standard explanation given for thia phenomenon ia that the base and
the chirp are fused to form the whole syllable that ia heard in one ear, while
the chirp alone is alma heard separately in the other ear (Cutting, 1976;
Liberman et al.., 1981). According to thia account, the chirp is heard
simultaneoualy s part of the fusecP*peech ayllable and as nonapeech (aa it
sounds in isolation). The duplex phenomenon therefore supports the exiatence
of two distinct modea for perceiving sound: one auditory, for nonspeech
sounds, and the other phonetic, a mode of perception apecialised for process-
ing speech (Liberman et al., 1981; Mann & Liberman, in preaa). Both modea
seem to be engaged simultaneously in the duplex situation.

The above account is based on listeners' introapections and has never'
been tested directly. There are alternative theoretical possibilities,
however, that make such a test deairable. It has been suggested (Nusbaum,
Schwab, & Sawusch, Note 1) that although the formant transition in isolation
sotnide like a nonapeech chirp, it, may contain enough phonetic information for
listeners to identify the consonant that it cues. In the duplEX situation,
listeners may then identify the syllable correctly on the baais of the chirp
alone, and aince the base in -the other eat sounds like (perhaps ambiguous)
speech, listeners merely attribute the speech percept to that ear. According
to thia hypothesis, no fuaion of the chirp and base occurs, and the formant
transition ia perceived in exactly the same (simplex) way when it is preaented
with the baae aa when it is not.

Ilro easily testable predictions folic:WC-Wm this nonfusion, hypothesis:
(1) Isolated foment transitions should be identifiable, as the tonsonanta they
are intendbd to cue, and (2) listeners in, the duplex situation should report
hearing the base when they focus their attention on the ear in which it
occurs. We conducted two experiments to 'examine these iasues-.

EXPERIMENT 1

The hypothesis that aubjecte might be able to assign phonetic labele to
isolated format transitions ia in apparent contradiction .to claims in the
literature that these stimuli are, pure nonapeech sounds (e.g., Mattingly,
Liberman, ,Syrdal, & Ralwea, 1971). However, these claims .may have 'been 4
exaggerated. Inveatigatora familiar with stimuli of this kind will have neted
that, tor example, isolated aecond-formant tranaitions derived Iran /ba/ and
/ga/ sound vagUely like bra and /ye/, respectively. Since these glides share
place of artiCulation with -the relevant atop categeries, subjects may be able
to aaseciate the two manner classes and thereby arrive at consistent labeling
reel:oases., To .make such an association la different from actually hearing
/ba/ and /ga./ (Which it3 what subjects experience in the duplex condition).
Nevertheless, a recent .d-emonatration that subjects indeed can label isolated
emceed-foment .,tranaitiona in a consistent manner (Nuabatmn et al., Note 1)
rsises the queetion whether the speech 'percept in the duplex situation 18
similarly derived Iran the chaips alone.

Emperiment 1 used synthetic stimuli that formed a /da/-/ga/ continuum and
were diatinguished only by the transition of the third formant. Thene
transitiona are in a much higher frequency range than the necond-formant
transitiona employed by Nusbaum et al. (Note 1) and sound considerably lesa
apeechlike. Duplex perception has been obtained with aimilar stimuli by Mann
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and Liberman ( in press) . The present study attempted to Aplicate this
finding and tested, in addition, whether subjects can label third-formant
chirps consistently as /de/ -or tga/. 1 The goal of the vpetriment was to
demonstrate that duple/ perception can be obtained with chirps that, by
thentselves, are not readily associated with phonetic categories.

Method

Subjects. A total of twelve subjects participated. Eight of them were
student vol-finteers with little or no previous experience in speech perception
experiments. Me other four were familiar'with the purp3se of the experiment
and included two relatively experienced (BIM and a fellow investigator) and
two" relatively inexperienced listeners (CM and JA).

Stimuli. The Atimuli were six three-formant synthetic syllables created
on the Haskins Laboratories parallel resonance synthesizer and forming a /da/-
/ga/ continuum. All syllables weire 250 msec long and had linear 50-msec
initial transitions in all three formants, followed by- a 200-msec steady
state. The first SOrranint rose from 285 to 771 Hz, the second fonnant fell
from 1 770 to 1 233 Hz, And the third fonnant, which alone distinguished the "'six
syllables, started1 at a variable frequency and went to 2525 Hz. The onset
frequencies of the third formant in the six stimuli were 2862, 2694, .2525,
2348, 2180, and_ 2018 Hz. The "chirps" consisted of :the 50-msec transition of
the third fonnant in isolation; the "base" consisted of a syllable without
that distinctive transition, i.e., with no energy in the third-formant region
during the first 50 meec. Consequently, there were six different chirps but
only one base.

blree tapes were recorded. On the first, the six chirps occurred in
isolation. On the second, the six full syllables were recorded, with the base
thrown in as a seventh stimulus. The third tape contained the six duplex
syllables; with the chirp on one' channel and the base on the other. On each
tape, the stimuli were repeated 2 0 times in random sequence, with interstim-
ulus intervals of 3 sec.

Procedure. The subjects listened in groUps over TDH-3 9 earphones, in a
quiet room. The isolated chirps were presented first,, to avoid any effects of
etcperi@nce. The subjects were told that,they would hear chirlike sounds bat
sEould do., their best .0 ,label these sounds as "d" or "g," guessing if
necessary. The chirps were presented monaurally to the right ear. Next, the
full syllables arid the base were presented monaurally to the' left ear. The
subjeCts were instructed to identify the consonant in these syllables as "d"
or "g." This was.followed by the duplex tape, with the base always in the left
ear and the chi?ps in' the right eqr. The subjects were told to ignore the
chirps and identify the syllables in their left ear. Finally, the eight
inexperienced subjects listened to the isolated chirps for a second tIme, to
determine whether exposure to the duplex, condition had any beneficial effect
on chirp identification.

Results and Discussion

A first inspection of the data revealed no difference' between the results
of the first and second chirp identification tests for the naive subjects, so
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both were combined. Ikrthermore, there were no systematic differences between
the results for naive and experienced or informed listeners, so their results
were pooled, too. The average results of all twelve subjects are displayed in
Figure 1.

The results are very clear. First, in both the full-syllable and .duplex
conditions, the stimuli were labeled quite consistently, whereas labeling of
isolated chirps was totally random for the subject group as a whole.. Second,
there was a sizeable difference between the full-syllable and duplex labeling
functions; there were generally more "d" responses in the duplex condition,
F(1,11) = 11.7, 2 < .01. /

NI
Me poor labeling performance for isolated, chirps was expected. Mese

stimul i bore no rpsemblance to speech. While soma of them sounded discrimin-
ably different, at least to some listeners, they could not be consistently
associated with the two phonetic categories, "d" and "g." Inspection of
individual data revealed only two. listeners (both from the inexperienced
group) who did label the stimuli in a consistent way: One labeled stimuli 1
and 2 "cl" and stimuli 3-610"s" most of the time, while the other labeled
stimuli 1-3 "g" 'and stimuli 4-6 "d" throughout. These subjects, at least,
could discriminate quite accurately between different chirps, but the oppoSiteild rections of their category assignnents suggests that the phonetic labels

re used arbitrarity-to designate the psychoacoustic categories of rising and,
falling pitch. (StimuluS 3 had a level pitch.) The experienced listeners
probably could have made use of these categories also, but did not because
they tried hard to follow the instructions to hear the stimuli as "d" or "g",
which led to random performance. .

Since all subjects gave orderfir labeling responses in the duplei condi-
tion, these data strongly suggest that the speech percepts in the duplex
situation were due to dichotic fusion and not to phonetic labeling of the
chirps. By implication, dichotic fusion may be assumed to occur also in
duplex situations involving somewhat more speechlike (viz., second-formant)
chirps. '

The finding of a difference in labeling functions between the full-.
syllable and ;duplex conditions is in need of explanation. One possibility is
that, in the duplex condition, fusion was not complete, so that the phonetic
category associated with the base exerted a bias on identification. The base
on the full-syllable tape was identified as "d" on 87.1 percent of the trials;
that is, it sounded essentially like /da/. The shift of 'the duplex labeling
function in favor of "d" responses is consistent with the hypothesis just
proposed. However, other data (Nusbaun et al., Note 1; Mann, Note 2) do not
seem to follow this pattern. An alternative possibility is that the duplex
condition favored the category assosiated with a falling critical formant
transition over the category associated witha rising transition. It has long
been known that-the first fontant exerts an "upward spread of masking" effect
on the perception of the higher formants; indeed, this effectmotivated the
original research using/duplex and split-fonnant stimuli (Rand, 1974; Nye,
Nearey, & Rand, 1974). This "masking" may be partially due to an incompati-
bility in the direction of formant transitions (cf. Schwab, 1981): Since the
first innzant in initial stop consonants is always rising in frequency, the
perception of simultaneous falling_ transitions in the higher formants may be
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selectively impaired. Dibhotic presentation may reduce this inccepatibility
effect, and this may explain the increase in responses corresponding to the
category cued by falling formant transitions. This explanation seems in
agreement with data reported by Nusbaum et al. (Note 1) but may not be
universally valid (Mann, Note 2),

EXPERIMENT 2

Dcperiment 2 examined the hypothesis that subjects, when selectively
attending to the ear containing the base, might actually perceive the-syllable
represented by the base and not the one thought to result frce the fusion of
the base with a contralateral chirp. Despite instructions to ignore the
chirp, the labeling task of Experiment 1 may not have provided a sufficient
incentive for directing full attention to the ear containing the base. In the
present study, an AXB forced-choice paradigm was used instead, which required
subjects to make judgments about stimuli-in one ear only. Subjects' inability-
to recover the base under these conditions would provide further-aupport for.
early dichotic fusion as the cause of the reported spec(ch percept. .

'Method

pubjecte. The same subjects aa in Expertient 1 participated in this
test --which was adminiatered, at the end of the same single session.

Stimuli. The stimul i were the two endpoints of the /da/-/ga/ continuun,
their duplex versions,. and the isolated base. Mese five stimuli were
arranged into AXB triads in the following way: The A and B stimuli, which
were always different from each other, were either -the two full syllables or
done of them and the base, in either order. The' X stimai inserted into these
six possible frames were the two duplex syllables and the base. This resulted
in 18 different triads that were recorded five times in random order, with
interstimulus intervals of 1 sec within triads and of 4 sec between triads.
All stimuli were recorded on the left channel except for the chirps of the
duplex syllables, which occurred on the right channel.

Procedure. The subjects were instructed to pay attention only to their
left ear and Ito judge in each triad, whether the middle stimulus sounded more
similar to the first (response "1") or td the third stimulus (response "31!),
guessing if necessary. Note that the A and B stimuli were always monaural,
which forced attention to the ear receiving the base of the duplex X stimuli.

Results and Discussion

The majority of the stimulus triad-a were uninforinative and merely
provided the background for the critical triads. Since it was known from
Experiment 1 that the base by itself sounded like /da/, it was to be expected
that for a triad sUch as "full /da/, duplex /da/, base" subjects' judgments
would be fairly random, for they would hear "/da/ , /da/ , /da/ ." The critical
triads were those in which duplex Jga/ occurred between full /da/ and full
/ga/, or between the base and full /ga/. Because the base of duplex /ga/
sounds like 4da/, duplex /ga/ should be judged to be mdre similar to either

, 4
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full. /da/ oz: to the base than to' full /ga/ if fusion can be avoided. The
fusion hypotheais, of coUrse, predicts exactly the opposite.

Mere were ,no systematic differencee between experienced and inexperi-
enced subjects, although the former provided somewhat more 'consistent results.
The results for all 12. subjecte combined are displayed in Figure 2. The
figure shows the percentages of trials on which each of the three X stimuli
was judged to be miore similar to either A or B. Each line shows one of the
three A-B frames, combining the two possible orders. The results are

' unambiguous. When both A and B sounded like /da/ (line 1), subjects responded
randomly, although.the duplex /ga/ was judged' to be somewhat more similar to
the base than to the full /da/. When one frame stimulus sounded like Ida/, and
the other like /ga/ (lines 2 and 3), the base and the duplex /da/ were judged
to be more similar to /da/, whereas the critical duplex /ga/ was judged to be
more aimilar to /ga/. Note in`particular that, in the sequence "base, duplex
Igai, full /ga/," the attended ear received two identical stimuli (the base)
followed by a different one; nevertheless, subjects chose the third stdmulus
as being significantly more similar to the second than to the first,
indicating that the perception of the second stimulus was significantly
altered through fusion with the contrarateral chirp.

CONCLUSION

The present results strongly support the hypothesis that chirp and base
fUse at a fairly early stage in processing (see Cutting, 1976). This fusion
seems to be obligatory and, unlike some higher-level dichotic fusions (Sexton
& Geffen, 1981), to be unaffected by selective-attention strategies. The
present findings definitely refute the hypothesis that the phonetic percept in
the duplex paradigm derives from the assignment of speech labels to the
unfused chirp. The interpretation of duplex perception provided most recently
by Libeman et al. (1 981) and by Mann and Liberman (in press)_ therefore
appears 'valid and provides a sound basis for further demonstrations of a
dissociation between phonetic and auditory modes of perception (Mann, Note 2).
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ON ME KINEMATICS QF ARTICULATORY CONTROL AS A FUNCTION OF STRESS AND BATE*

Betty Tuller,+ J. A. Scott Kelso,++ and Katherine S. Harris+++

Abstract. In this article we examine the effects of changing
speaking rate and syllable stress on the space-time structure of
articulatory gestures. Lip and jaw movements of three subjects were
monitored during production' of selected bisyllahic utterances in
which stress and rate were. orthogonally varied'. Analysis of the
relative timing of articulater movements revealed that the time of
onset of gestures specific to consonant articulatiOn was tightly
linked to the timing of gestures specific to the flanking vowels.
Me observed temporal stability was independent of large variations
in displacement-, duration, and velocity of individual gestures. The

---,kinematic results are in close agreement with our previously report-
ed Et4G findings (Tuner, (eileo, 'it Harris, 198,4..)--%and .together provide
evidence for rela,tionel invariance in articulation.

Many` studies of speech motor control have examined the effetts that
linguistic constraints, such as phonetic context, level Of stress, and
speaking rate, may, have on movements of the articulators and their underlying

'muscle activity. An alternative approach that we adopt here, '3 to ask what
aspects of articulation might be preserved w ross these linguistic variations.
In a previous paper (Tuner, Kelso, & Harris, 1982) we suggested- that it is
the internal timing relations of an utterance that rmain stable across
variations in speaking rate and syllable stress.. In that study we anelyzed
the phase relations among various articulatory muscles and found, that the time
of onset of activity for consonant production was relatively fixed in ielation
to the time of onset of activity for Ole flanking vowels. This temporal
stability held across substantial changes in the peak ampfitude and duration
of EMG activity in the individual muscles (Tuner, Harris, & Kelso, 1982). It
is not known, however, ,whether the kinematic structure of the articillatory
movement trajectories erhibits an analogous pattern.

ib this'end, we had one male and two female subjects produce utterances
of the fonn b-vowel-consonant-vowel-b, with the medial copsonant presented and
spoken as the first element of the ;3.3::oni syllable. The first vowel (1/1) was

*Paper presented at the 104th meeting of the Acoustical Society of America,
-

Orlando, Florida, 9-1 2th November, 1982
+Also Cornell University Medical Center.

4+Also, University of Connecticut.
+4+Also The Graduate S.Thool, City University of New York.
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On the Kinematics of Articulatory Control As a hinction of Stress and Rate

either /0./ or /a, the second vowel (V2) was always /0-/, and the medial

consonant (C) was either /b/, /p/ /w/, or /v/. In the rest of this paper,
9.,

will be symbolized as /a/ and /te/ as /ae/. Each utterance was spoken with

two stress patterns, with primary stress placed on either the first or second

syllable. The subjects read quasi-random lists of these utterances at two

sal f- eel ec ted speaking ra te s-- one cony eraational ( termed " sl ow" in the fig-

ures) and the other somewhat faster. Each utterance- was embedded in the

carrier phrase "It's a again" to reduce the effects of initial and final

lengthening and prosodia variations. Twelve repetitions were produced of each

utterance.

Articulatory movement in the up-down direction was monitored usUig an

optical tracking system that followed the movement of lightweight inTrared

light-emitting diodes attached to the subject's lips, jaw, and nose. In order

to minimize head movements during the experiment, output of the LED on the

nose was displayed on an oscilloscope placed directly in front of the subject,

who was told to keep the display on the zero line.

Acoustic recordings were. made simultaneously with the movement tracks and

both were computer-analyzed on subsequent playback from FM tape. Acoustic

tokens were first excised from the carrier phrase using the PCM system at

Haskins Laboratories,_then played in random order to four listeners who judged

each token's phonetic make-up and stress pattern. Tokens were omitted- from

further analysis if more than one listener judged the token as having a

different stress pattern from the appropriate one or if any phonetic errors

were noted. .After this procedure, at least nine tOkens generally remained for

each utterance type.

The movement records were' input into a PDF' 11/45 computer, using a

ipampling :rate of 200 Hz. To correct for up-downT head movements, output of the

nose LED was subtracted (by a- cotputer program) .froM output of the' LEDs

attached to. the lips and jaw. Similarly movements of ,the lower lip weo

corrected by subtraction for movementa of the jaw. For each token, displace-

ment maxima and minima, and the .tiMes at which they occur, were obtained

individually for the jaw, the upper lip, and the lower lip corrected for jaw

movement.

Recall that. the main thrust of this study is to examine the relative

timing of articulatory movements.. In keeping with various studies of non-

speech motor skills, we ,cho se to define articulatory timing in terms of the

phase relations among events in the movement trajectories. 'This requires

delimiting some period of artictilatory activity and the latency of occurrence

of an articulatory event within the defined. period . Cver linguistic varia-

tions, in this case stress and rate, these intervals will change in their

absolute durations. The question is whether they change in a systemat

related manner.

Our earlier electromyographic study (Tuller, Kelso, 4 'Harris, 1982)

showed this temporal systematicity only when the latency of consonant ons4't

was considered relative to the period between vowel onsets. We used this

result to guide our investigation of articulatory kinematics, Although the

phase relations of other events were also examined .
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On the Kinematics of Articulatory Control As a %notion of Stress and Rate

Figure 1 shows one kinematic measure that is intuitively commensurate
with the temporally stable ENG measure for one subject' a productions uf the
utterances /babab/, /bapab/, /bavab/, and /bawab/. Me x-axis represents the
interval (in msec) from the onset of jaw lowering for the first vowel to the
onset of jaw lowering for the second vowel. The y-axis is the interval from
the onset of jaw lowering for the first vowel to the onset of lower lip
raiaing for the medial, labial conaonant. In thia figure ani thoee following,
the jaw component has been subtracted from the lower lip movanent. The

measurements for the axes are indicated schematically in the upper right-hand
corner. Ehch point on a graph is one token of an utterance type. Pilled
circles are &ram tokens spoken slowly (that is, at a conversational rate) with
primary stress on the first ayllable; open circles are tokens spoken slowly
with etress on the second syllable; filled triangles are spoken faster with
primary stress on the first syllable; open triangles are fast, stress on the
aecond ayllable.

A Pearson's product-moment correlation arid a linear regreesion were

calculated for each distribution. High correlations would signify that the
relative timing of these articulatory events was maintained over variations in
syllable stress and spealdng mate. Obviously the calculated linear correla-
tiona are very high: .93, .96, .91, and*.94. The slope of each function (m)
is also indicated. Notice that the slopes for ,/pil and /b/ are steeper than
for /v/ and /w/. This means that as the yawl-to-vowel interval increasee,
the latency of lower lip movement increases proportionately more for produc-
tion,of the stops than fur prodtiction of /v/ and /w/.

Figure 2 shows the same measures for utterances whose first vowel was"
/ae/ , produced by the same subject. Me interval from jaw lowering for the
first vowel to jaw lowering for the second vowel is on the x-axis; the timing
of lower lip raising for the medial consonant relative to jaw- lowering for the
first vowel is on the y-axis. In these aeCa utterances, ire find eseentially
identical results as for the aCa utterances. The temporal changes are highly
correlated (.91, .87, .95, and .93), with the slope of the functions for 4/
and /b/ steeper than for /v/ and /w/.

Figure 3 agaie shows the timing of medial consonant articulation relative
to the timing of the flanking Vowele. Th -this case, however, .nre have defined
the onset of consonant articulation as the onset of the love ring geeture
the upper lip. Utterancee with medial /v/ are not included because no
systematic upper lip moveinent was noted. Again,,,:the changes in ,duration of
the two measured interials are highly correlated, ranging free .90 for
/baewab/ to .98 for ibabab/.

Although 'Figures 1 through 3 :illustrate the data from ,only a single
-SUbject (-,111), the two other stlbjects shelled eseentially the Roma pattern. The

left half of Table -1 shoes the values for all three bubjee te obtained by

42, orreintifig tha period between the oneets of successive vowel, articurationa
With the :latency of OtitiO of consonant artictilation. Correlations obtained
When consonant articulation is defined by the raising gesture of the lower lip
are shown aeparately from correlations in* which cbasonant erticirlation
defined by the lowering genture of the,.upper lip. The lowest correlation
obtained for any utterance was, .84. Uot us underscore that .these high
correlations occur even though other aspecta of the movemente,rouch au their
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Cm the Kinematics of Articulatory Control As a Motion of Stress andRate

Table 1

Pearson's Product-Moment Correlations for All Three Subjects De ac ing

tionships^Between Varioue Periods and latencies, as Indicated

ab;k1 atom' aba2 aeba2 aba3 aeba3 aba4 aeba4

CH .93 .91 98 .97 41
NM .84 .89 .92 .94 _ .64 .46

JE .93 90 .97 .90 .63 .55

Rola-
.

CH

NH
JE

CH
NM
JE

CH -

NM
JE

apa aepa apa aepa

.96 .87 .95 97

.93 .94 .91 .92
.92 94 .97 .89

awe aewa awa

91 .95

93 91
94 92

ava aeva

.94 93

.86 .89

92 95

91

95
.89

aewa

90

.94
84

apa aepa

-.02

49
39

35
. 22

.29

awa wawa

71

51

. .24

31

.51

.72

ava aeva

69

51

.46'

.21

0 .63
.52

.49

.28
31

. 13

.62
22

apa aepa

.22

.61

.36

awa aewa

.61

43
37

.os

. 69

.05

1Latency
period.

2Latency
period.

3Latency
period.

41110ency
period.

of V1 (jaw) to medial C (lower lip) relative to

of Vi (jaW) to medial C (upper lip) relative to

of C2 (lower liP)

of C2 (upper lip)

to V2 (jaw) relatiVe to C2 to

to V2 (jaw) trelative to C2 to

87

Vi to V2 ( jaw)

Vi to V2 (jaw)

C3 (lower lip)

C3 (upper lip)
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Oa the Kinematics of Articulatory Control As a Flanctioto ofStreas and Hatt

lk
displacement, velocity, and duration, change substantially. ,We also examined
the correlation between the duration of consonant-to-consonant periods and the
latency of production of the intervening vowel. The calculated correlationS,
shomi in the right half of Tabfre 1, spanned a wide range, of values (-.02 to
.72), with moat correlatione in the .2 to .65-range.

stuMarise, in this experiment, the timing of movement onset for
gestures 4,ppropriate to consonants was tightly linked to the tiling of

.movement onsets for vowel-related gestures. This stability of relative
ar.ticulatory timing was observed for all utterances and all apeakers examined
and we:independent of often large variations in duration, displacement, and
velocity of individual articulators. These kinematic results mep rather well
onto the earlier 144G findings (Tuller, Kelso, & Harris; 1982) and together,
provide evidence for relational invariance in articulation. The independence.
'of the relative timing of movements and muscle activities from modulations-in
power or force appears to be an organizational scheme that, epeech production
eh)Lcke with many. other ,forms of coordinated activity (see FowlSr, Rubin ,
Eames, & Turvey, 1980; Grillner, 1982; el.so & Tuller, in press; Kelso,
Tuner, & Harris, in press, for reviews). In fact, it appears to be the :pin
signature of muscle-joint ensembles when they cooperate to accomplish particu-

,elar tasks.
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ON SIMUTAIllOU8 NEURDMUSCULAR, MOVEMENT; AND ACOUSTIC MEASURES OF SPEECH

ARTICULATION,' 's

Thomas Baer and Peter J. Alfoneo+.

INTRODUCTION

Speech production is a process in which neuromuscular signals are

transferred into movements of the articulators; these signals are in turn

transferred, with coordinated acivity of the larynx and reepiratory system,

into the acoustic waveforms that form the ultimate output. As this brief

deicription .implles, there are a number of levels, at which the' speech

production process can be studied.' Elect1omyography can be used to study the

patterns of muscle activity,, viewing techniques and indirectsmeasures can be

used to monitor the resulting movements, and acoustic processing techniques

can be used to study the final output. In addition, aerodynamic measurement

teclmiquei can be used to monitor the patterns of pressure and airfloW that

coptribute to speech movements and that provide the acoustic source for the

speech-signal. 1,

Few stud iea.-havcv measured, and compared aspects of speech production at

several of these levels simultaneously. The reason that ouch studies are

scarce is due mainly to the fact that they are technically difficult.

However, modern advanom in instrun en ta tion have made such studies more

feasible, and- the information to be gained by collecting data simultaneously

from several levels justifies increased effort. toward these ends.

Da to obtained from several measurement levels simultaneously could not

only help in obtaining a better understanding of the interrelationships

betwien these levels, but also -would be. helpful in interpreting the informa-

tion in any one. The, acoustic speech signal depends in a complex way on the

positions and movements of the various articulators, 'and .these movements

depend, in turn, on the activity of several muscles. Given the compleiity of

-these relationships and the llevel of our understapding of their details, we

connot always use the measurements at any one level to,infer those, at the next

A version of this manuscript was prepared as a chapter' in D. Beasleyt

C. Prutting, T. Gallagher, and R. G. Daniloff (Eds.), Current issues. in

language science. Vol. II, Normal and disordered speech. San Diego:

College Sill,Press, 1982.
+Also tepartment of Ommaunication Sciences, University of Connecticut
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On Simultaneous Neuromuscular, ?lova4tit,* and Acoustic Measuree of
Speech Articulatimn

level. ?or example, measurementa of acoustic torment frequencies cannot be
reliably used to 'infer articulator movements.. Hy studying speech production
at multiple levels simultaneously (for example, articulator movements in

fparallel with acoustic .output), we gain reliable information not only abut
each level but aleo about their interactione, so that in the future,
intormation at one level may beeome a better .predictor of inform:Orion at the
other. FUrthermore, we know that the purpose of the speech production
mechaniam is to communicate phonetic information.. Although it is assumed that
the input is in an invariant salsmented form, the output as realized at any of
these measurement levels is of continuous and variable form, that is, the
output is highly encoded. Develo)ment of a complete understanding of the
nature of this code based on meatiurements at any single level--acoustic,
articulatory, or neuromuscular--hae been elusive. Comparison of data at all
of these levels should help in determining the way in which the system is
organised to perform its function of transmitting phonetic information:

INSTRUENTATION

The purpose of this section is- to revilw briefly recent advances in
instrumentation that sake simultaneous measurements more feasible than they
have been in the pest. Ibis instrumentation falledginto two general classes:
(1) improved 'measurement devices for obtaining physiological signals, and (2)
improve& computer techniques for analyzing, storing, and displaying these
signals.

Measurement Devices

Cline or video films represent the moat common source of speech Jr:ova:teat
data. Hire, the use of compute3-assisted measurement procedures; for example,

. digitizing tablets, significantly facilitatem the extraction of quantitative
data from these filrnis. More significantly, however, there are a number oftnew
inMtrunentation techniques trmAt can; be used to obtain movement da directly,
without the .need for hand mleasurements of frame-by-frame records One such
inetrument is the x-ray microbeam system (1%jiroura, Kiritani, & Is id -*k--1,87

Kiritani, Itoh, & FUjireura, 1975), which uses a narrow computer-at r x-ray
beam to track in real' time the movements of small metal pellets at ched to
the articulators. The pellet positions themselves, as functions of time, are
the output. This precedure not only eimplifies the analysis of the data, but
also reduces the x-ray exposure to the subject, allowing more data to be
colkOted with.greater aafety. Otiter instruments that may provide measure-
ments or tongue movements without the use of potentially harmful x-rays are
being developed. These include magnetometers and similar field sensing
devices (Perkell & Oka, 1980; Sonoda, 1977), ultrasonic measurement and
imaging 'devices (Niimi & Simada, 1980; Watkins & Zagmebeki, 1973), and
photoelectric devices (Chuang & Wang, 1978). Dynamic electropalatographe for
real-time monitoring of tongue-palate contact patterns are now commaccially
available. Many of the measurement techniques lieted above can also be used
for-monitoring lip and jeiw movemente. In iddition, strain gauge (Muller &
Abbe, 1979; Sussmati & Smith, 1970-a, 1970-b) and video (McCutcheon, Fletcher,
& Hasegawa, 1977). techniques. have, been ueed for these measurements. A

. . cotimercially.,.ayailes opto-eleotronic, device originallytdeveloped for moni-
toring gait movements (Lindholm & Oebe'rg, '1974) is especially well suited for

90 ltL
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On absultaneous Neuroisusoular, Ibvimment, and AnOustic Measures of
Speeoh Articulation

monitoring lip and jaw movesints by automatically measuring the positionts.of
miniature light-emitting diodes attacted to these articulatorC

Por monitoring laryngeal and velopharyngeal activity, the fiberoptic
endoscorm permits th e. observation and measurement of movements during unimped-
ed speech (Simmhima, Abramson, Cooper, j4Thker, 1970). Mese measurements
will become more quantitative vith tl#rdevolopoent of stereoscopic 'viewing
techniques (Phj'imura, Brier, & PIiiai, 1979). Tranaillumination methods, which
say use the fiberoptic endoicope as a light source (Löfqvist & Yoshioka,
1980), can be need to measure glottal movements without frame-by-frame hand
measurements. SeVeral 'other glottographic methods, most notably electroglot-
tography ( Fourc in , 1981 ) and acoustic' inverse fil tering (Rothenberg , 1981 )

have recently been Improved. Ultrasonic measurement (Hamlet, 1981; Kaneko,
Uchida, Suzuki, Komatsu, Kanesaka, Kobayaahi, & Naito, 1981) and imaging
techniques alao hold potential for future applications.

14)

41.-

Coaguter Techniques

Figure I illustrates the magnitude of the problems asaocioated with data
analysis, storage, and display of simultaneous speech ;measurements. - This
figure shove a small sample of the ENG, aerodynamic, acoustic, and movement
data collected during the courito of one experiment. Alithough there seems to
be a great deal of data in this figure, in fact it represents only a small
sample of the complete data set. Each column represents a different channel.
Me top row represents thelaverage pattern of activity for each channel for a
singleype of utterance. These averages are calculated from ten repetitions,
or tokens of the utterance. In the remaining rows, we show the patterns of
activity r only four of these tokens. The left column shows the EKG

patterns, ricorded from a single insertion into the levator palatini muscle,
and the second column shove. the same data after smoothing. Aerodynamic and
acoustic measures are shown in columns three and four. The mcalement data,
shown on the rightmost dolman, were measured frame by frame from a eine film.
An [experiment of this type may Zontain 20 to 30 different types of uttarances.
Thus, the volume of data obtained from multiple-level measuremente of speech
production can be staggering and the problem or synchronizing and co-analyzing
these data ia significant. The development and improved accessibility of
computer processing equipnent and tecfiniques contribute in an important way to
the feasibility of this research., Improvements in size, speed, and price of
modern computers and their 4aseociated peripheral equipnent haie greatly
facilitated the problem of sampling and digitizing a large number of signals,
bringing them inte, eynchrony, and performing analysis and display operations.
Because of the large number of signals involved in these experiments, it is
important to have flexible, rapid, interactive access to the data, . especialely
for generating comparative displaya, to aid in forming hypotheses about the
relationships amOng the signali. The ability to submit the data to formal
analysis procedures, such as cross-correlations, is also important °for quanti-
fying these relationships. - The developtent of facilities to perform these
operations is greatly simplified using the hardwire and software support
available with odern computers. For some of the more difficult procedures,
such as analysis of the acoustic signals and statistical analyais, application
software can be obtained commercinlly.

91
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shows the same data smoothed with a 35 mac window.
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On Simtiltaneous Neurimuscular, Movement, and Acouatic Measures of4.
Speech Articulation

SINIJLTANEOUS MEASURES

Measurements of Vocal Tract Dynamics

Aa an example of the usefulness of',simultaneous measures, we id.11

consider in this section out own research on the dynamics of vowel production
(Alfonso & Baer, 1982). The purpose of this study was to examine the dynamics
of vowel production in a specific environment, namely /apVp/ by simultaneously
monitoring muscle activity using electromyography, articulatory movements'

using cinefluorography, and acoustic output. A single speaker produced
multiple repetitions of ten vowels in the frame environment. Per two of these

repetctiona, cinefluorographic films were made at a rate of 60 frames per
second. Lead pellets were glued to the tip; blade, and dorsum of the tongue

and to the upper and lower incisors to serve as discrete reference points for

measurements. throughout the run, DIG signals were recorded through hooked
wire electrodes flom a number of articulatory muscles, incl-uding the posterior

parts\of the genioglossue muscle. Good quality aeouatic recordings were alao

made.

mjaeurements during the vocalic period. Considering first the acoustics,

we analyzed 'the foment freoency trajectories for each token and, produced a

traditional F1-F2 plot using; the peak foment' frequencies representing each
vowel. The plot is shown in Figure 2. Such plots are often used to infer.

vocal tract ahape characteristics:. However, these vocal-tract shape charac-
teristics depend on the positions of several articulators, most significantly
tongue, lip, and jaw. The F1 and F2 dimenaions shown 'in Figure 2 are often

associated with the tongue front-back end high-low..dimensions, respectively.

These generalizations ignore the separate effects of' lip and jaw positions

that are uaually a.esumed to vary in a manner dependent on tongue poaition.

That is, jaw position is assumed to vary with tongue height, and lip

configuration (spread-round) is assuthed to vary with tongue (front-bacic, high-

low) dimensiqns. Thus, the vowels /1/ and /u/ are assumed to have both high

tongue and high jaw positions, while /ae/ and /a/ are assumed to have both low

tongue and low jaw positions.

Analysis of the x-ray film in this experiment showed ,that tongue position
varied as dexpected across vowels but that jaw movements were negligible.
Figure 3 shows the trajectories of the tongue doraum pellet foi each vowel

during the interval from its voice onset until lip closure for the final

consonant (i.e., the vocalic period). The pattern of locations of the

endpoints of the trajectories grossly resembles the vowel pattern in the

acouatic domain shown in Figure 2; although it may be noted that the

diphthongized vowels /e/ and /o/, as might be expecTed, do not fit this

pattern as well as the remaining vowels. Thus, comparisons of acoustic and

cinefluorographic measurements from this experiment show that the foment
frequency measurements piovide, in this case-, a reasonable estimate of the

position of the tongue (as indicated by the position of the tongue dorsum

pellet), but4that jaw position cannot be inferred, from thei acoustic data.

The movement data thus show 'that tongue movements did not con tain any

components due to jaw movements, but rathier were controlled independently

during this experiment. Looking one level deeper into the system, we

confirmed by recording from a jaw mascle--namely, the anterior belly of ,the
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digastric--thaty there wee little or no jaw-related muscular actrvity. lb
investigate further the control of the tongue movemente, we examined the
activity of the posterior ;art of_ the geniogloseus muscle, which is thougy to
participate in tongua fronting and bunching.

-A comparison of peak G values for the ten vowels is shown in Figure 4.
The figure shows that there is greater aciivity for the high vowels than for
low vowels. Among the high voweler there is greater activity for those with
front than back tongue positions, as expected. Dynamic measurement/a were used
to doom-eat further the function of the posterior genioglossus muscle in
fronting and raiating+ Figure 5 shows, on the left, the relationships between
geniogloesus ENG activity and tongue movemente in the horizontal and vertical
dimenaions during /1/. Me lino:up point, zero on the abscissa, represents
the voice onset of the vocalic segment. Me right sicie o'f the figura ahows
correlation functions between the pairs of curves shbwn on the left. Me
correlation funetione'reabh nearly unity at latencies of about 110 maec, a
reaaonable value for the mechanical response time of this muscle-articulator
system. This result is consistent with the view that posterior genioglosaus
activity contributes -to botkvertical and horizontal tongue movemente. Thus,
E'NG reiordinga from the materior genioglossus muacle and the anterior belly
of the digastr'i$ are consistent with the tongue and jaw movement data in that
jaw position is stable and that tongue; maition is independently controlled by
the extrinsic tongue muscles.

In au:emery, results to this point show that ENG, movement, and acouatic
aleaaurements are in general agreement with each other regarding Lingual
behavior during the vocalic period. Next, we wanted to consider anticipatory
tongue movements for the vowels.

Measurements preceding, the vocalic period. considering first the acoue-
tics during the period preced-ing the vocalic segment, measurements in this,
domain are obviously not very informative, since the schwa segment preceding
the vowel is Of short duration and low intensity, making apectral analysis
difficult. jurthermore, no acouatic measures other than duration can be made
d ur ing the atop occlusion or preceding the schwa, since there is no acoustic
energy during these. periods.

Considering movement data next, Figure 6 shown eagittal plane trajecto-
ries for the tongue dorstm pellet for four of the vowels. The time interval
for theae plots begins at the voice onset for the schwa `and ends at
contact for the final consonant. Lines forming 'ellipse-like enclosures have
been superimmeed on the trajectories in Figure 6 to indicate three different
time intervals. The trajectories during the production of the schwa are
enclosed by the inner line: The trajectories during the production of the
bilabial closure are enclosed by the- outer line. With the exception of
trajectories after the consonant 'release appear outside the; region enclosed by
the lines.

Considering tongue positionLng during the schwa., we note that the region
is long and flat. Anticipatory movement for the back vowel /u/ occurs
primarily in the horieontal direction but very little in the vertical
direction. The front vowels cluster near the left end of this region, and
demonetrate only small movements before the Teriod of tonsonantal' closure,.
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Within the /p/ closure region, the trajectories continus to spread horizontal-
ly and also lower. Finally, the trajectories move toward the extremes of the
space.

t
11 hie next two figures show the tirne course of tongue dorsum movanents for

all" n vowels. First, we consider the vertical dimension, shown in Figure 7.
In this plot, the lineup point--zero time--is the onset of voicing for the
vowel. Implosion for the consonant occurs ept different times depending on
vowel type, and ranges from about 120 to 1 60 meec. Vertical tongue position
curves for-all ten vowels begin to diverge from each other at about the time

1 of implosion. Therefore, the onset of vertical ,vowel-related movements
appears to be time-loc.ked to the consonant.

Horizontal movements shown in ,Figure 8 are different. Mese curves are
separate even at the earliest time measured.1_550 /moo before voice onset for
the vowel. More significantly, the curves for back vowels and high front
vowels begin to diverge-from each other almost immediately. Notice that while
backward movements for the back vowels begin much earlier than their vertical
movements, the fronting movements for front vowels begin only at about the
same time as their vertical movements--that is, at about the manents of .
imtlosion. .

tl"
.

Finally, tie consider ENG data related to antioipatory tongue movements.
The posterior genioglossua ENG data for /11, shown in Fil_ure 5, demopstrate (
that vowel-related" EMG activitrbegine over 2 00 meec before the lineup point,
the voice onset, or slightly more than 100 meec before the onset of vertical'.
and horizontal tongue movements. Data for /u/ are sho.wn in Figure -9. As

indicated in Figure *4, the value of peak activity for /u/ is less thart. that
for /i/. The timing of ENG activity for the two vowels is similar, although
the onset of activity for /u/ appears to be somewhat later than that for /1./.
Comparison of Figures 5 and 9 shows that tongue vertical Inovanents forlu/ and
/1/ begin at about the same time, but horizontal tongue movements for /u/,
begin much earlier. This observation is supported by a comparison of the
correlatron functions between ji/ and /u/. The- correlation functions for
vertical, and horizontal movements for /1/ and vertical movements for /u/ all
appear, roughly similar, showing a peak in the vicinity o f 100 moec , while the
correlation function for horizontal movements for /u/ has its peak at or
before 0 msec and has the ,opposite sign. These results suggest that the
posterior part of the genipglosaus muscle contributes 4 r o fronting and bunching
movements for these vowels, but not to the backing movements for /u/.

Similar patterns of genioglossua activity were reported by Raphael and
Bell-Berti (1 975) for the same talker producing six of these vowels in a
similar frame. pie Raphael and Bell-Berti study, in addition, reports data
from other lingual muscles. Their data, as well as our own, demonstrate that
the onset of gehioglosaus activity never preceded the onset of voicing for any
vowel by- more than 250 msec. For back vowels, however, styloglossus muscle
activity begins at least 500 msec before the onset of voicing. This muscle is
thought to parti6-ipate in tongue backing. Thus, ENG data suggest a timing
difference for backing and fronting maneuvers for this subject.

We 'can perhaps explain the difference betweeV fronting and backing on
physiological groUnds. At least for the high front vowels, a single muscle--
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namely the genioglossus--may be primarily responsible for moving the tongue
both forward and upward. On the other hand, tongue backing is achieved by
muscles other than the geniogiossus--for 'example, the styloglossus. Mus,
backing movements could occur independently from vertical mov ents in high
back vowels.'

Why the timing of vertical movements should be different from that of
horizontal movements cannot be determined -from the above data alone. Several
explanations are, possible. On physiological grounds, it may be that backing

.movernents must begin earlier because they are intrinsically slower than
raising and fronting movements. co perceptual grounds, anticipatory vertical
and horizontal movements may be necessary in that"they spread phonetic
infortsation across neighboring segments. However, in this context, there mays
be physiological contraints that restrict anticipatory vertical tongue move-
ments. Other explanations might, rest o,n acoustic/aerodynamic grounds. The
point we wish to emphasize, however, is that the conclusions about differen-
tial control of tongue horizontal and vertical movements could not have been
reached without simultaneous movement and DIG measurements.

Measurements of Laryngeal Fumction

Phonatory function. Simultaneous measurements are particularly important
in studies of laryngeal function. In studies related to phonation, the
relationships among acoustic output, vocal-fold vibration patterns, aerodynam-
ic cohditions above and below the folds, and patterns of muscle activity are
imperfectly understood. It is important to make these measurements simultane-
ously in order to understand the phonatory mechanism better (Baer, 1981). In
addition, because of the anatomical cgmplexity of the larynx and its inacces-
sibilty for measurements, most of the desired information cannot be obtained
directly, but must be inferred from indirect measureinents. Mere are a nunber
of complementary methods fbr monitoring phonatory vibrdtions, each of which
provides only partial information. Taken together, however, they significant-
ly increase our understanding of phonation. Figure 10, for example, shows
simultaneous signals obtained by acoustic recording, by electroglottography
(EGG), and by transillumination, or photoglottography (PGG), during sustained
phonation of the vowel /i/ at varying intensities. The acoustic signal
provides information about the pattern of airflow through the glottis, but
this infermation can be obtained indirectly only after the signal has been
filtered by its passage through the vocal tract, and it is thus difficult to
interpret. The electroglottographic signal contains information mostly about
the closed period, while the photoglottographic signal ,contains information
mostly about the open period. Across the three levelS of intensity, the PGG
signal showe an inconsistent pattern of changes, but the EGG signal shows
systematically sharper deflections. A canparison of the EGG with PGG shows
significantly leas time overlap as the intensity is increased. This evidence
can be interpreted as showing the the closing of the glottis occurs more
abruptly and with lees phase difference along ita anterior-posterior extent
with increases of intensity. lbgether, the signals thua contain significantly
more information about the mechaniem used for varying intensity than could be
obtained from any One of them alone.

While acoustic measurements can reveal some infonnatfon about the larynx
during phonation, they contain little information about the state of the
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larynx during the production of unvoiced -speech segments. For example, it
cannot be determined froin actuatic anklysis alone whether the glottis is open
or closed during voiceless periode. Thus, measurements of laryngeal function
in any single domain have limited value. ftrthermore, simultaneous measure-
ments are particularly important to understand the coordination of laryngeal
with respiratory and articulatory information.

Laryngeal behavior of stutterers laryngeal function in stuttering has
been a subject of considerable reaearob interest, in recent years. Many of the
studies in this area have concentrated on voice onset time and laryngeal
reaction time (Adams & Hayden, 1976; Cross & Luper, /979; Cross, Snadden, &
Luper, 1979; Reich, Till, & Goldsmith, 1981; Starkweather, Hirschman, &

Tannenbaum, 1976; Watson & Alfonso, 1982). More generally, these studies
concern tranaitions between unvoiced and voiced states in speech and nonspeech
environments. Many of these studies have been based entirely on acoustic
measurementat and have concentrated on meaaurement of acoustic latencies such
as voice onset time or voice initiation and termination time. These measures
are useful in bidentifying differences between stutterers and their' controls.
However,' acouatic measures alone have limited usefulness in identifying the
natureif defIcits that contribute to any such difference.s. In the following
section, we all consider a series of our own encperiments based on acoustic
meisures, and will indicate how measures of laryngeal movements and EKG could
contribute to the interpretation of the results.

In many of the experimente designed to investigate laryngeal function in
atutterere that have been documented in the literature, subjects are asked to
respond to a stimulus by initiating phonation as rapidly as possible. Using
this experimental paradigm, Adams and Hayden (1 976) and Starkweather et
al. (1 976) were the first to demonstrate that stutterers, as a group, have
longer onset latencies than normal speakers. Recently, the size of the
latency has been found to vary with stuttering severity (Alfonso, Watson, a
Russo, 1981; Borden, 1981). While these experiments are useful for identify-
ing group differences, 'they give little insight into the cause of the
differencee. Our own experimenta can serve as an example. In our initial
study (Watson & Alfonso, 1982), we followed procedures similar to- those of
Adams and Hayden (1 976) and Starkweather et al. (106) except that subjects
were first presented withja warning cue, and after a variable interval of one
to three seconde, were iresented ,with a cue to phonate. The interval between
the warning cue and the phonate cue is referred to se the foreperiod. In this
first experiment, stutterers rated in severity as mild to moderate and normals
did not have significantly different response timea. This led us to speculate a

that foreperiods of _one to thrte aeconds could apparently be utilized by
subjects in the stuttering group to prepere for the upcoming response so that
they could then perforn the remaining initiatory movements with the same
latency as nonetuttering subjecta. We further speculated that the group
differences reported in other experiments were aaaociated with abnormal
preparatory activity associate# with the voice onset rather than with the
initiation of voice. We conducted further experiments to test this hypothesis
by extending the duratione of the' foreperioda from 100 to 3000 meec (Alfonso
et al., 1 981). The results, are shown in Figure 11. At short foreperiods,
when there is little preparation time, mild and severe stutterers have similar
reaction times, and these timea are significantly longer than those of
nonstutterers. At longer foreperioda, mild stutterers are significantly
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faster than severe atutterere. Therefore, the preparation time afforded by

the foreperiod allowed mild stutterers to phonate nearly as quickly as nOrmal

speakers, whereas preparation times even as great se three seconds did not
allow severe stutterers to reach normal values.- We hypotheeised, on the baais
of the acoustic data alone, that mild stutterers' delayed onset latenciea are

primarily related to laryngeal poaturing difficultiee whereas Bevere atutter-

era' delayed onset latencies are related to some undetermined combination of

posturing and -vibratory initiation components of phonation.

'Mile we believe that we have puahed acouatia measurements to their

limits with respect to characterising 'the differences between subject groups
in reaponding to the reaction stimulus, there remain many unanswered questione
with respect to the strategies that aubjacts use for preparing their responsea
and finally initiating,vocal fold vibralione. For instance, is the coordina-

tion between laryngeal and respiratory activity different? What are the
effects of supra-laryngeal articulations on stutterers' delayed onset laten-

cies? Of course, we are interested in characterizing ihe laryngeal contribu-

tion to the delay in phonation. For inetance, aa euggested by the results of
Freeman and Ushijima (1978), it may be that some stutterere aimultaneously
contract abductor and adductor muscles so that they are unable to position the

vocal folds for phonation until they achieve appropriate control over therm

muscles. Som stutterers may be able to position the vocal folds auoceseful-
ly, but delay the initiation of vibration due to an inappropriately high level

of vocal fold teciaion, perhaps by inappropritite levels of cricothyroti

vocalie muscle activity. 'Dm investigate questions at therm levelo, more
direct meaeuremente of respiratory, laryngeal, and articulatory behaviors are

required. For inetance, to investigate further the "positioning" versus the
"initiation of vibration" hypothesia, we plan to complement acoustic data with
movement data from high-speed filming and transillumination, and with MG data

from laryngeal adductor and abductor muaclea. Only through sitmultaneoue

measurements taken from acouatic, movement, and MG levels can a fuller

description of abnormal laryngeal control be ultimately understood.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented evidence that acountic meheuremente

alone, or in fact meisauremente in any single domain, often provide incomplete

information in atudies of speech production. While we realize that some of
the measurement tchniques are prohibitively complex and expeneive, modern
developments have increaeed the repertoire of instrumenta that are kinancially

and technically accessible to a typical speech laboratory and that can be used

without Medical supervision. &maples of these are surface electromyography
for the lips, meatsurements of airflow and pressure in the upper vocal tract,

elactroglottography, and strain gauge meaeurement of. lip and jaw movements.
Other instrrmenta such as opto-electronic movement transducers (e.g., Sol-
spot), dynamic electropalatoemphy, and ultrasonic devices are more evenbive

but easy to use. With the cooperation of a physician, the repertoire can be

increased to include techniques that include mildly invasive procedures. They

include hooked-wire lectromyography of the articulatory muscles, cineradiog-

raphy, fiberoptic endoecopy and the associated procedure of tranaillumination.

Altheugh, theee procedures may require the coo.peration of a medical doctor,

they do not require a high degree of speClalized medical training.
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There remain eome meseurement techniques that cannot be perfonned without
ccaplex and expensive equipment, such as the ccaputer controlled x-ray
miorobeam system mentioned above, or the assistance of a specially trained
phyeician to perform procedures such as electromyography of the laryngeal
muscles. Only a few research centers throughout the country are presently
equipped to perform experiments at this level, and as technological advances
make even more complex equipment available; it is not likely that more than a
few laboritories will ever be able to purchase, maintain, and operate the
laboratory equipment of the future. We have argued in this, paper that the
information gained from simultaneous measurements is worth the difficulties
associated with making them. Me complexity of experimentation, and the value
of coordinated measures, taken together, argue for tkie support of at -least
some centralised laboratories, which maintain appropriate facilities for
cooperative experiare-iition.
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THE RELATION BETWEEN PRONUNCIATION AND RECOGNITION OF PRINTED WORDS
IN DEEP AND SHALLOW ORTHOGRAPHIES

Leonard Katz+ and Laurie B. Feldman++

Abstract. The proceises responsible for recognition and

pronunciatiOn of printed words.were studied by means of lexical
decision and naming experiments. Two languages wet-re examined:.

English, which has a complex and'. deep corresponOence between
spelling and speech, and Serbo-Croatian, in which the correspondence
is simpler and more direct. It was hypothesized that reliance on
phonetic coding would be greater 'for Serbo-Croatian because its
shallow orthography would allow more efficient uae of spelling-to -
speech correspondences. Each target stimulus was preceded by a word
that was either related or unrelated semantically. Semantic priming

of target words facilitated performance in both lexical decigion and
naming for English, suggesting an influence of the internal lexicon
on both processes. In contrast, semantic priming facilitated only
lexical decision for Serbo-Croatian, suggesting that naming, at
least in that language, te not strongly influenced by the internal
lexicon. Further, in Serbo-Croatian, lexical decision and naming
latencies were correlated only when both tasks were not semantically
primed and were uncorrelated when either or both tasks *AipeiVed
semantic priming. This suggested that phonetic coding is-teed in
lexical decision, at least under conditions where contpxtual

semantic facilitation is absent. In contrast, in English, lexical
decision and naming were correlated uniformly whether semantic

facilitation was present or not, which, when considered with the
effect of semantic facilitation on naming, suggested a stronger
influence of the internal lexicon on both recognition and

pronunciation.

The present experiment is concerned with the relation between word

pronunciation and word recognition. The alphabet is, of course, the primary
tool for specifying the pronunciation of written words; children are instruct-
ed in its grapheme-to-phoneme correspondences when they are taught to read.
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The Relation Between Pronunciation and Becognition of Printed Words
in Deep and Shallow Orthographies

Young readers demonstrate this know1edge4y-reading aloud and, particularly,
by sounding out words that are new to them. Even so, skilled reading involves

silent reading, and it is not clear to what extent phonetic coding still
mediates word recognition for'the skilled reader.

A related question concerns the pronunciation of familiar words. Does

the skilled reader pronounce thee() words directly by means of spelling-to-
speech correspondence rules (as the beginning reader might) or, instead, is
the pronunciation accessed as a stored lexical memory along with the meaning
of the word? In other words, is pronunciation mediated by the internal

lexicon.

The correspondence between English orthography and speech is highly
abstract (involving complex rules), because the orthography principally refer-
ences the mOrphophonemic level of English (Chomsky & Halle, 1968). It has

been argued, therefore, that faster word recognition will occur with a

strategy that avoids phonetic mediation. According to this argument, then,
languages with different degrees of complexity in their spelling-to-speech
correspondence should show appropriately different degrees of dependence on
phonetic coding. In particular, readers should utilize phonetic coding more
often when reading an orthography that has ,a more direct correspondence
between.grapheme and phone than does English. In addition, because phonetic
coding may be easier for readers of a more direct orthography, these readers
may depend less on lexical mediation for the pronunciativ of printed words.
Instead, the simpler spelling-to-speech correspondences may be more efficient
(in terms of speed of access and storage space) than a lexically mediated
system. We are suggesting, then, that a reader's use of phonetic coding for
either word recognition or pronunciation or both may depend, in part, on the
nature of the relation between the orthocraphy and the spoken language.

The present xperiments test these notions in two ways. First, we

tompare the prfreéeee8 of pronunciation and word recognition in English (with

its deep orthography) and Serbo-Croatian, a language whose shallow alphabetic
orthography was designed in the last century on the principle, "Spell it as it
sounds; say it as it is written." The spelling-to-sound correspondence is so
consistently simple that' even minor dialectal variation in the speech is
mirrored in the orthography.1 Secondly, we attempt to manipulate the degree
Of lexical mediation by varying the semantic relation between a prime and the
target stimulus on each trial (e.g., the stimulus to be either pronounced or
recognized). If the internal lexicon is involved in pronunciation as well as
in recognition, then there should be an effect of semantic priming on both.
For lihglish, we expect that lexical decision and naming will both be affected
by semantic priming, showing that naming is, to some extent, lexically

mediated. For Serbo-Crbatian, on the other hand, we expect that lexical
decision, but not naming, will be affected by semantic priming, showing that
naming occurs without lexical involvement. The most likely basis for a pre-
lexical naming response is a process based on spelling-to-speech correspon-
dences,,i.e., a process culminating in a phonetic code. Thus, we have a basis
for asseesing the notion that the complexity of the relation between orthogra-
phy and phonology will determine a skilled reader's reliance on phonetic
medAation.

1')
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in Deep and Shallow Orthographies

In the present experiments, lexical decision and naming tasks are used to
study word recognition and pronunciation, respectively. The experimental

rationale is similar to that used by Fbrster and Chambers (1973) and consists

of two parts. Firet; because the same words are presented in both lexical

\..r

amdecision and naming, t e relative reaction times ong words can.be compared

between tasks; a positi correlation.between tasks indicates a commonality of

origin for lexical dee sions and naming. Conversely, a zero correlation

suggests that the lexical decision and naming proceases are independent. If a

positive correlation ie found, an attempt can be'made to determine the causal
direction of the variables in the correlation. A positive correlation could
mean that naming mediates lexical decision, that lexical decision mediates

naming, or that both are determined by a third factor. This ambiguity can

potentially be resolved in the second part of the approach, in which a
variable is manipulated that affects lexical search but, putatively, should
not affect any phonetic recoding that precedes lexical search.

Forster and Chambers (1973) found a moderate correlation between reaction

times in lexical decision and naming (r .55). This suggested that the two
tasks had substantial coamonality. The authors believed that word frequency
dietermined the underlying organization of the internal lexicon and, therefore,
should affect those processes that were dependent on lexical access. Because
Forster and Chambers considered word frequency to be a principle of lexical,
organization exclusively, they interpreted a word frequency effect in the

'naming task (high frequency words were named faster) as evidence that naming
ie lexically mediated. Lexical mediation for naming effectively precludes the

first of the possibilities, described above; that is, if lexical access
precedes the phonetic processes leading to the articulation of a printed ward,
it is unlikely that the code a reader uses for input to the lexicon would be
an articulatory code. Forster and Chambers' results suggested that the

specification for pronunciation is stored in memory and is accessed along with

a word's meaning. They report some internal experimental assessment of the
assumption that word frequency is a variable that affects lexical access but
not pre-lexical processing.

In the present study, we chose semantic priming as a manipulation that
should affect lexically mediated processing but should not affect pre-lexical
processing. Other investigators have demonstrated, in Enal.sh, a facilitating
effect of semantic context on both lexical decision add naming (Becker &
Killion, 1977; Meyer, Schvaneveldt, & Ruddy, 1975), which suggests that, for
English, the naming task involves at least -same mediation by the internal
lexicon. However, because none of theee investigators presented correlations
between the two taska, we do not know the extent of processing similarity.
For Serbo-Croatian, no previous data exist that indicate semantic facilitation
of either lexical decision or naming.

In summary, we tested two hypotheses concerning the role of phonetic
coding in lexical decision. First, we tested the hypothesis that phonetic
coding precedes lexical access in word recognition by looking for (1) the

absence of semantic priming effects on naming, and C2) a positive correlation
between lexical decision and naming. The second hypothesis we tested was the

notion that readers' reliance on phonetic recoding for lexical access is
directly related to the simplicity of the correspondence between the orthogra-
phy and the classical phonemics of their language. Thus, readers of Serbo-

Croatian (a language thai has a simple, shallow orthography) should depend
more on phonetic coding than readers of English.
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The Relation Between Pronunciation and Recognition of Printed Words

in Deep and Shallow Orthographies

METHOD

Subjects

Fifty-six students from the Faculty of Philosophy at the University of

Belgrade and 67 students from the University of Connecticut participated in

the experiment in partial Ailfillment of requirements for a course- in

Introductory Psychology. All Yugoslav subjects had ritrticipated previously in

reaction time experiments, but the American subjects, in general, had not.

All subjects were native speakers of their respective languages. There were

14 Yugoslav subjects within each of four experimental conditions. The number

of English subjects in each group varied between 16 and 1 8; 72 subjects were

tested, but the data of five were excluded due to error rates exceeding 1 5%.

No Yugoslav subjects approached thi's error rate and no data were excluded.

Stimuli

Target words were 59 nouns in English and 59 nouns in Serbo-Croatian, all

judged to be familiar to college students. The two sets of nouns contained

largely words that were mutual translations. For both languages, the length

of target words v,aried from four to .nine letters. Fifty-nine English

pseudowords and 59 Serbo-Croatian pseudowords were generated from the real

words by changing two or three letters of each word. Vowels were substituted

for vowels and consonants were substituted for consonants. For each word, a

semantically related priming word was selected such that this prime represent-

ed either a synonym or a superordinate semantic class for the target word.

Pseudowords were also paired with primes that were not related to the

pseudowords in any obvious way. Stimuli were typed in the Rockall alphabet in

the center of 35 ram Prime U Film slides.

Three experimental lists were composed for each language. 'One list (used

for the,."semantically related prime" condition) contained 59 prime-target word

pairs, each of which was semantically related, and 59 prime-target paeudoword

pairs. Also, two lists consisting of semantically unrelated words were

constructed for purposes of generality. Both contained the same prime-target

pseudoword pairs as in the semantically related list but different prime-

target word pairs. The sequence of target words was constant for all three

lists.

Procedure

Subjects received either a "Semantically related" or a "semantically

unrelated" list. In both conditions, a prime was presented for 300 msec in

one channel of a three-channel Scientific Prototype Model GB Tachistoscope.

After the prime, a lighted blank field appeared for 300 msec, and then the

target itsp\was presented in another channel for 3000 msec. A *influence of 28

practice items, identical for all experimental groups, preceded the experimen-

tal sequence. In practice, the relation of prime to target was semantically

neutral.

In the lexical decision task, subjects had to decide whether the target

was a word and indicate their responses by pressing one of two telegraph keys.

In the naming conditions, subjects were required to pronounce each target word

a
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or paeudoword as quickly and as. distinctly as possible. Reactipn time was
measured from the onset of the target word by a voice-operated Schmitt trigger
relay. In order to insure that subjects were reading the primes, they were
asked by the experimenter to report the prime item. sale inquiry immediately
followed the subject's response. Inquiries occurred quasi-randomly with at
least one inquiry _within a run of ten target items. Subjects were almost
always able to report the prime.

In sumutary, orthography (Serbo-Croatian/English), task (Lexical
Decision/Naming), and prime condition (Semantically Related/Unrelated) were
between-subjects variables. All four groups within a given language received
the same 59 words and 59 pseudowords as targets. In the semantically related
condition, the word targets were preceded by sedantically related prime words,
and the pseudowords were preceded by (necessarily) unrelated prime words. In
the unrelated condition, the same prime words were reordered randomly so that
there was no obvious semantic relation between each target and its prime.

RESULTS

Errors

Mean error percentages are presented in Table 1. In the lexical decision
task, error rates are low in all experimental conditions but are slightly
higher for English than for Serbo-Croatian. In the naming task, most errors
were made in pronouncing English pseudowords. The error rates in the other
conditions are low. Nearly all errors were mispronunciations or incomplete
utterances (e.g., only the first syllaVle of a multisyllabic pseudoword).
There were a few omissions of an entire pseudoword. A liberal crfterion was
used by the experimenter in judging the acceptability of a pronunciation. If
the pronunciation appeared -to be based on an analogy with a real English word,
or was otherwise reasonable according to common pronunctation rules, it was
accepted. Furthermore, slight hesitations or slurring of sounds within the
pseudoword were not counted as errors. Thus, most errors consisted of
consonant substitutions. In cases of doubt, the experimenter transcribed the
subject's response, and consulted the first authqr.

Analyses of variance swere performeAor the two tasks, using the error
percentage on words and pseudowords for eath stibtetrt. For the lexical
decision task, only the overall difference between English and Serbo-Croatian
was significant F(1,58) 10.96, ms----e .0009, 2 < .01. The difference
between the two languages was also significant in the analysi's of vaeiance for
the naming task, F(1,58) 11.86, MSe .002, 2 < .01, and, in addition, the
difference between words and peeudowords was significant, F(1,58)
MSe .001 4, 2 < .001. The three-way interaction between orth;graphy (English
vs. Serbo-Croatian), word-pseudowerd, and semantic relatedness was marginally
significant, F(1,58) 4.34, MSe .001 4, I .04, reflecting the presence of
a slight simple interaction between semantic pelatedness and word-peeudoword
for English but not for Serbo-Ctbatian. Most importantly, the interaction
between orthography and word-peeudoword was strongly significant,
F(1,58) 1 9.67, M-Se .001 4, I < .001, consistent with the observation made
ibove that the highest error mac, occurred for English pseudowords.
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Table 1

Mean Error Percentages for Word and Peeudoword Targete as a Function
of theSemantic Relation Between Prime and Target Word.

Lexical Decision Naming

Serbo-Croatian

Unrelated Related Unrelated Related

Pseudoword 2 1 5 5

Wo rd 1 1 3 4

Enirridi

Peendoword 4 3 10 12

Word, 3 3 4 2

Reaction TiSes

Nean reaction times were calculated for correct responses on word trials
and pseudoword -trials. Figure 1 presents the mean reaction times for the
lexical decision and naming tasks. Inspection of the figure suggests that,
for both English and Serboa.Croatian readers, lexical decisions to words were
facilitated by semantically related priming. However, for the naming task, a
different result obtains. For Serbo-Croatian readers, word naming is not
facilitated by semantically related priming, while for English readers, the
naming taek resulte are similar to those of the lexical decision task in that
both are facilitated by semantic priming. For pseudowords, a seemingly odd-
result was found. The piitern of results parallels lhat for the words;
semantic facilitation for both English and Serbo-Croatian readers in lexical
decision but semantic facilitation for only the English readers in, naming.
This apparent anomaly--semantic facilitation for pseudowords--will be die-
cuseed later.

Comparison of error rates from Table 1 with reaction ttles from Figure 1
does not suggest any systematic relation between the two measures. In

particular, there is no evidence for a speed-accuracy tradeoff.

Analyses of variance for the lexical decision and naming tasks were
performed on the mean reaction ttse of correct responses both for (a) each
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ed by control words.
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'stimulus item averiged over subjects (stimUlus analysis) and (b) each
subject's word and pseudoword triale (subject analysis). For Ile lexical
decision task, the only significant factors were .(1 ) word vs. peevdoword, min
7'(1,127) 57.88, 2 < .001 and (2) semantically related vs. semantically
unrelated priming, min F'(1,59) 4.69, 2 .03. For the naming task, the
significant factors were (1) semantic relatedness, min F'(r,60) - 4.91.
.2 .03,,and more importantly (2) the interaction of semantic relatedness and
orthography (Rnglish vs. Serbo-Croatian), min F'(1,60) 6.092, 2 .02. In
addition, the naming task analysis produced siinificant effects for (3) word
ve. pseudoword, ain F'(1,167) 108.71, < .001 and (4) the interaction of
orthography and word-pseudovord, min r(1,169) - 11.869, p < .001. These
results suggest that semantically related priming aids English readers in both
word recognition (lexical decision) and word naming but, for Serbo-Croatian
readers, seiantically related priming aids only word recognition.

C orrelations

The suggestion of a similarity between lexical' decision and naming for
English readers but not for Serbo-Croatian readers receives further support
from correlations calculated between lexical decision and naming." Mean
reaction times were calculated (averaged over subjects) for each of the 59
words and 59 pseudowords in each of the four experimental conditions within
each language, i.e., for the semantically related and semantically unrelated
treatment conditions in the leMical decision and naming tasks. Table 2
presents these intercorrelatione. In addition to the correlations between
conditions within each language, we have included correlations between English
and Serbo-Croatian. These latter correlations are based on each item's
ordinal position in the list of trials, i.e., the first item on the English
liorcvse paired with the first item on the Serbo-Croatian list, etc. These
correfations are included because they given an index of the covariation
between conditions due to secondary sources such as practice, fatigue, etc.,
and so provide a baseline against which the other correlations may be
eyaluated. Correlations based on means reaction time for each of 59 woide in
each of the eight experimental conditions are entered above the diagonal in
the eorrelation matrix. Below the diagonal are the correlations based on the
mean reaction time for each of the 59 pseudowords in each of the eight
experimental conditional. All correlations have 57 degrees of freedom; corre-
lations above 0.26 are significant, 2 < 05.

Paeudoword Correlations

For pseudowords, some strong correlations obtained. In . both Serbo-
Croatian ,and English, correlations between semantically related and unrelated
conditions were high for the naming task (r .e2 and r .83, respectively).
For the lexical decision task, the same correlations were lower but still
substantial (r .57 and r .68). These high correlations indicate, for both
languagee, a strong consistency within tasks in the processing of pseudowords.
They indicate that reliability was sufficient to produce substantial correla-
tions. Nevertheless, four between-task correlations for Serbo-Croatian were
nonsignificant, suggesting that there was little or no commonality between
lexical decision and naming in the processing of pseudowords. In contrast,
two of the four between-task correlations were statistically significant for
English. The correlation between the related prime conditions for lexical
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Table 2

Correlations of Pisan Stimulus Item Reaction Time Between Semantically

Unrelated and Related Priming Conditions in Lexical Decikion and

Naming Tasks for Serbo-Croatian and Engliah Readers. (Correlations

for words are entered above the diagonal and correlations for

pseudoworde are entered below the diagonal.)

SerbogrC roatian English

Unrelated Related Unrelated Related

rbo-Croatian

LD Name LD Name LD Name LD Name

Unrelated LD 32 35 22 -11 -06 -1 6 03

Nami 0 9 06 31 -1 0 06 -04 21

Related LD 57 01 06 1 5 11 26 -1 5

Name 11 82 04 -05 -1 0 -04 00

English

Unrelated LD 28 -21 26 -1 6 44 71 36

Name -1 0 -1 9 -09 -1 0 20 37 , 68

Related LI) 13, -2 0 -21 -08 68 3 8 30.

Name 00 -07 -1 5 -05 13 83 34
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decision and naming was .34 and tile correlation between related lexical
decision and unrelated naming vas .38. Their difference was not statistically
significant. Nevertheless, only the larger correlation was significantly
different from its Serbo-Croatian counterpart (r .01). Thus, there is
strong evidence that pseudoworde were processed similarly within tasks,
whther or not the experimental manipulation involved semantically related
priming. In addition, there is no evidence to suggest processing similarities
between tasks for Serbo-Croatian. Finally, there is equivocal evidence
suggeating some between-task commonality for English peeudowords.

Word Correlations

Of major interest are the four correlations between lexical decision and
naming for words. For Serbo-Croatian readers, only one of these is signifi-
cant: the correlation between the two conditions in which the prime was
imeantically unrelated to the target (r .32). This correlation ie as strong

that found by Feldman (1981) and is about as etrong as the correlations
within tasks (i.e., between mmsantically unrelated and, related priming for
lexical deciaiton, r .35, and for naming, r .31). Otherwise, the remaining
correlations between tasks are nonsignificant. Thus, the commonality between
lexical decision and naming changes as a function of the semantic relatedness
between prime and targets. Tbe similarity between tasks is strongest when
there is least involvement of the internal lexicon, that is, when there is no
smsantically '.related priming. The process of word recognition is most like
the process of word naming when subjects cannot uae semantic coding ae an aid.

A quite different pattern of .correlations was found for the English

readers. Here, the correlations between lexical decision and naming were'all
significant, although only of moderate site, ranging from .30 to .44. There
are to statistically significant differences mmong them nor do they differ
stet etically from the only significant Serbo-Croatian correlation between
tasks (r .32). Thus, in contrast to Serbo-Croatian, lexical decision and
naming is English shdre a moderate amount of processing canmonality among all
experimental conditions. This sommonality is not affected by the semantic
relatedness between prime and target.

The differences between Serbo-Croatian and English in the site of thd

1

orrelations did not appear to be dus to artiftots related to differences in
he variances of the contributing variables. Inspection of the standard
eviations of the sixteen variables whose correlations are given in Table 2

indicated general bmgogeneity. In addition, not all of the critical compari-
sons discussed above could be attributed to any heterogeneity that did exist.
For example, the standard deviations for semantically related and unrelated
word naming, respectively, were 49 msec and 95 msec for Serbo-Croatian and 54
msec and 52 mop for Bhglish, but the correlation for English was by far the
larger (.68 vs. .31) in spite of its having a smaller standard deviation for
semantically unrelated naming.
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Word Naming

DISCUSSION

These results address, most directly, the question of the mechanism by

wlich printed words are. pronounced. For English, the word naming process

appears to be mediated, at least in pert, by the internal lexicon. The major

sWidence that supported this,suggestion was the finding that word .pronuncia-

tion was facilitated when the target word was preceded by a semantically

related word. This result is direct evidence of lexical involvement because
semantic relationa between words are viewed as an exclusive property of the

lexicon. Secondly, there was correlational evidence consistent with the

hypothesis of lexical involvement in prominciation; naming latencies and

lexical decision latencies were not uneorrelated. Because the lexical deci-

sion task requires the subject to access his or:her internal lexicon, the

absence of a positive correlation would have been inconsistent with the major

find ing.

The present results are in agreement with studies of Becker and Killion

(1 977) and Meyer et al. (1 979), both of idiom found semantic priming effects

on word naming in English. In addition, the argument for lexical involvement
in pronunciation is strengthened by the studies of Forster and Chambers (1 973)
and Frederikeen and Kroll (1 976), who found word naming latencies to be

affected by word frequency, a putative lexical factor. Nevertheless, none of

the data ve have discussed indicates thst lexical mediation is the sole

mechanism for pronouncing printed English words. It is obvious that pronunci-

ation in English 'is not 'slways accomplished solely by lexical look-up;

application of sole spelling-to-speech correspondences must be applied,, at

least to new words. Further, Baron and Strawbon (1 976) presented data

supporting the suggestion that pronunciation in English is accomplished, even

by skilled readers, by using the two mechanisms of lexical mediation and

spelling-to-speech correspondence rules. Recently Navon and Shimron (1 981)

demonstrated that grapheme-to-phoneme coding is typically used in naming, at

least in part, by readers of Hebrew, despite the Hebrew orthography, whose

design would seem to favor an alphabetic principle (i.e., grapheme-to-phoneme

coding) even less and a lexical mechanism even more than the orthography of

English.

In the present etudy, we compared the English orthography, which has a

deep, complex correspondence to speech, with the Serbo-Croatian orthography,

whose simple,.direct correspondence to speech .constitutes an extreme applica-

tion of the alphabetic principle. The question of interest waa whether the

degree of lexical mediation found in English word naming would also be found

in Serbo-Croatian, or, instead, lexical involvement would be reduced in Serbo-

Croatian because of the more efficient spelling-to-speech correspondence in

that orthography. The data clearly supported the latter alternative; semantic

priming did not facilitate Serbo-Croatian word naming. Also, with one

exception (discussed below), pronunciation latencies were uncorrelated with

lexical decision latencies, further supporting the notion that lexical media-

tion plays a lesser role in naming in Serbo-Croatian than in English.
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Word Lexical Decision

The major questions asked about word recognition were whether it iel

mediated, at least in part, by phonetic coding, and if so, whether the

influence of phonetic coding is greater for the Serbo-Croatian orthography
than fot English. For English, there was no evidehce in support of a

mediating phonetic process. This is consistent with previous results that
offer little support for the use of phonetic codes in skilled word recognition
in English (see HaCusker, Hilliager, it Bias, 1981, for a reiiew). However,

for Serbo-Croatian, the resulte.suggested that phonetic coding precedes word
recognition, at least sometimes. Although a facilitating effect of semantic
priming occurred for both English and Serbo-Croatian (and, therefore, indicat-
ed at least some involvement of .the internal lexicon for both), the two

orthographies differed importantly in the pattern of correlations between

lexical decision .naming, quggesting some coding differences. For English

1:
there were moder te sized correlations between the two tasks, but the

correlations did n t vary as a function of the semantic relatedness between
prim, and target. That is, whether the prtae had been related to the target
or not, the relative reaction times among the target words remained fairly

constant. This occurred in spite of an overall decrease in reaction time for'
all words when the prime was, in fact, semantically related to the target.
Thus, for English there vas a general consistent commonality of processing
between lexical decision and naming.

In contrast, for Serbo-Croatian, the two tasks were not correlated when
either or both ef the tasks had received semantic priming. Only when neither

task was semantically primed did they correlate. It appears that there was a
processing similarity between word recognition and naming only when there was

the least involvement of the internal lexicon. This suggests that, when the
lexical search process in lexical decision received ne semantic priming, it

utilised, to a degree, the same kind of informational code as that which the

pronunciation process used when it received no semantic priming. Preewsably,

this was not a lexical code because semantic priming had no facilitating

effect on naming. Further, because this pattern of correlations odeurred for

, Serbo-Croatian and not for English, it is plausible to ascribe the differenCe

to their differences in orthographic depth; for Serbo-Croatian, phonetic
coding is more easily achieved and, therefore, more likely to be used for word
recognition.

There is, however, one result that is superficially inconsistent with
this interpretation: semantically primed naming did not aloe correlate

significantly with semantically unrelated lexical decision. 'If semantic

priming truly had no effect on Serbo-Croatian naming, then both the semanti-
cally unrelated and the :semantically related naming conditions should have

behaved similarly and should have correlated significantly with unrelated

lexical decision. However, this failure is somewhat mitigated by a nonstgni-
ficant difference between the two correlations. A tentative explanation for

the smaller correlation may be that (1) semantic priming did occasionally

stimulate the use of a lexical route to pronunciation, but (2) this route was

not more efficient than the other. The occasional use of the alternate

eemantic route could' have been sufficient to weaken the correlation between

semantically related naming and semantically unrelated lexical decision.
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Pseudowords

The pseudoirord drror data support the argument that the use of phonetic
coding in naming is more prevalent in Serbo-Epiatian than in English. The
Ektglish readers made many more errors in pronouncing pseudowords (1 0% and 1 2%)
than did the Serbo-Croatian readers (5%) even though there was no such
discrepancy in pronouncing real word& (where all error rates were in the range
of 2% to 4%). If it can be assumed that peeudowords in both languages were
equally wordlike with regard to spelling pattern (no peeudowords were ortho-
graphically irregular), then these error data underline the relative difficul-
ty in pronouncing unfamiliar likiglish 'print, whatever the pronounciation
strategies are, whether a strict application of spelling-to-speech correspon-
dence or a dependence on analogies to_ the pronunciations of familiar words.

A second result that we found for peeudowords appears, at ffrst glance,
to be emulous: the effect of semantic relatedness on pseudoword latency in
all experimental groups ekcept Serbo-Croatian naming (see Figure 1). However,
a retrieval strategy effect may account fo.r this result. Obviously, pseudo-
words could not have been helped by receiving Jpriming cues that pointed to a
semantically defined address in memory--pseudowords have no address in memory.
But; subjects in the semantically related conditions may have depended on
using the information in the primes to facilitate a menory search for the
target and, accordingly, may have used this expectation to reduqe 'their
criterion time for converging on a true lexical -entry; targets not found
before the criterion limit would be classified as nodwords.

Other investigators have also observed semantie facili,tation for pseudo-
words, under certain conditions. Posner and Snyder (1 975), using a match-
mismatch paradigm, found that reaction times to mismatched target items wpre
faster following a word or letter that did not predict the target than when
following an asterisk that was equally unpredictive. In two studies, Neely
(1976, 1977) found that reaction times to pseudowords that followed word
primes were faster than those that followed a neutral 'string of X's. Neely's
(1 977) explanation of these results suggested that subjects adopted a strategy
of attempting to find commOn semantic features between the prime and the
target, an explanation not incompatible with our own explanation for' the
results cif the present experiment. According to Neely's approach, subjects in
our semantically related conditions could have tried (more than other sub-
jects), to use the semantic information that was common between prime `-aild
target in order to .decide on thelexical existence of a target item. The
presence of common semantic features (as fOr word targets) or the absence of
common semantic features (as for pseudoword targets) could have speeded the
time to make appropriate responses. Note that if this explanation is
accurate, then the presence of semantic facilitation for pseudowords in a
naming task is additional evidence that the naming process is at least partly
mediated by the internal lexicon. For the present experiments, the pseudoword
data contribute to the evidence that naming is lexically mediated in English
but not in Serbo-Croatian. Unfortunately, any detailed explanation for the
priming effect' on pseudowords must wait for a future experiment; only
explanations of limited generality can be proffered here. Nevertheless, it is
an important question to pursue. The appearance of the phenomenon in several
experiments attests to its robustness and its explanation should shea light on
the process of word recognition.
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WANT INTERKODAL SPEECH PERCEPTION IS A LEFT HEMISPHERE FUNCTION*

Kristine S. IfacKain,+ Michael Studdert-Kennedy;++ Susan Spieker,+ and Daniel

Stern+

Abstrac it. Prelinguistic infants 'recognized structural correspon-
dences in acoustic and optic properiies of synchronized, naturally
spoken disyllables, but did so only when they were looking to their
right side:. This suggests that intermodal speech perception is
facilitated by-rightward orientation of attention and subserved by
the left hemisphere.

Five- to six-month-old infants recognized structural . correspondences
between synchronized aconstic and optic displays of naturally spoken disyll-
ables only when they were looking to their right side. This auggests that
intermodal perception of speech is a left hemisphere function with a potential
role to play in the infant's learning to speak.

Research on infants' capacities for intermodal perception has demonstrat-
ed repeatedly that infante are sensitive to correspondences in the acoustic
and optic properties that specify an event (Dodd, 1979; Spelke, 1976, 1979;
Spelke & Cortelyon, 1961). Such attulies have two alternative interpretations.
Infants may prefer a natural pattern of structural correspondence between the
optic and acoustic dimensions of an event by which, in apeech for example, an
opening mouth is correlated with a rise in amplitude and with an upward shift
in overall spectral structure, a closing mouth with the reverse.
Alternatively, infants may simply prefer a temporal pattern of correspondence
by which gross points of change in acoustic and optic structure are synchron-
ized (Spelke, 1979). If infanta prefer mere synchrony, we would expect them
to be satisfied with any arbitrary pattern of acoustic-optic correspondence:
Thus, in speech they might have no preference for syllable amplitude peaks
synchronized with an open mouth over syllable amplitude peaks synchronized
with a cloeed mouth. But if infants prefer natural patterns of structural
correspondence, we would expect them to look longer at the synohronized video
monitor display of a woman producing articulatory patterna that specify the
speech they are hearing than at an alternative, synchronized video display of
the same woman displaying a different articulatdry pattern. We therefore
investigated infants' capacity to recognize acoustic-optic correspondences in

4To,appear in Science.
+Also Department of Psychiatry, Cornell Medical College, New York. .

++Also Queens College and Graduate Center, City University of New York.
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speech structure when the synchrony between an acoustic and two competing

optic displays was maintained.

Cur preliminary analyses suggested that when acoustic and optic speech
displays specified the same disyllable, intermodal recognition was enhanced if
intants were watching the right, rather than the left, video display.

Kinabourne and colleagues (Kinabourne, 1970, 1974; Lempert & Kinsbourne, 1982)

have ahown that when adults look to the right (or. left) as they complete a
task, their performance is facilitated if the task demands are better
aubeerved by the hemisphere contralateral to gaze direction. Such results

have been interpreted se evidence that attention, behaviorally manifested by
game, may selectively activate the hemisphere contralateral to direction of

gaze. We therefore expected that upon fuller investigation, only rightward
looking would significantly enhance recognition of acoustic-optic correspon-
dences in speech structure.

Eighteen infants, eight males and ten females, 5-6 months of age
(mean a 5 months, 25 days) participated in the experiment. We used three

pairs of naturally produced consonant-vowel-consonant-vowel (CVC11) disyll-

ables, spoken wtth equal stress on both syllables: /mama, lulu/, /bebi,
zuzi/, and /vaya, zuzu/. Me enhanced the opportunity to detect acoustic-optic
correspondences by making .the, articulatory dynamics of the contrasting video
displays highly discriminable. lb prepare the experimental materials, an

adult female silently articulated each CVCV in synchrony with either the
corresponditig or the contrasting spoken disyllables of another adult female.
The voice and the articulating face were recorded simultaneously to appear on
one aide of a 28 x 22 cm video monitor screen. The video recording procedure
was then repeated so that the articulating face appeared on the other half of
the split video screen, silently articulating the second CVCV in the pair in
synchrony with the audio playback of the original disyllable. Deviations in
acoustic-Optic synchrony were below the adult threshold for detecting asyn-
chronies.1 The resulting recording of the acoustic signal synchronized with
two competing articulatory displays was output to two video monitors.

The infant sat 46 an from the video monitors on its mother's lap at the

open end of a wooden box. The infant viewed a different articulatory display
on the split screen of each*monitor, one appearing through the right back

window of the box, the other through the left. The speech corresponding to
one of the two video displays was played at equal loudness from the speakers

of both monitors. A camera placed centrally between the monitors filmed the

infant's visual responses. The mother looked over the roof of the box and

could not see the video displays.

Infante were presented with each of the three CVCV pairs on four trials
for a total of 12 trials. Each member of a CVCV pair occurred twice as an
audio signal, with its matching video display occurring once on the left video

monitor and once on the right. The trials were randomized under the

constraint that no two trials with the same video output immediately followed
one another. Each trial lasted 20 seconds and consisted of 11 auditory-visual
my repetitions. Disyllable durations were about I'm msec, separated by
interatimulus intervals of about .800 msec. Successive trials began without
interruption betwben trials. The experimental session lasted four minutes.
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From video recordings of the child's face, independent observers recorded
for each trial the duration in seconds of the first fixation to the right and

of the first fixation to the left. We preferred first fixation over total
fixation time because it is less vulnerable to contamination by factora such
as attentional lapse. Interjudge reliability, based on a Pearson product
moment correlation coefficient for 41 randomly selected trials, was r .96
for left looking time and r .98 for right looking time.

The direction of the infants' first looks after trial onset was to the
right side on 58% of the total trials (N - 21 6). Table 1 presents mean first
fixation times in seconds for acoustic-optic matches and mismatches on right
and left sides. The means were taken over six disyllables and summed over 18
infants. It is evident that the longest first fixation times are to matches,
particularly on the right side.

First fixation times varied across infants. Therefore, we obtained
proportions of first fixation time spent looking at acoustic-optic matches
occurring on the right and the left side from each infant for each disyllable.
We thus normalized for variability over subjects and disyllables and, at the

same time, for any general preference for one side over the other.
Proportions were computed by dividing the first fixation time spent looking at
a match (right, left, or both sides) by the total first fixation time for that
comparison, summed across two trials (see Table 2 for comparisons) .

The overall proportion of total (right and left) first fixation time
spent looking at matches (mean = .54) rather than mismatches was significant
(z = 2.64, p < .004; this and subsequent tests are Wildoxon matched pairs
signed ranks tests0One-tailed). Table 2 summarizes the remaining results.

On the right side, the proportion of first fixation time spent looking at
matches was significantly greater than for mismatches overall ( z = 2.66,
p < .004) and for three of the six disyllables: mama, bebi, and zuzu (with
respective values of z = 2.46, p < .007, n = 17, one-tie; z = 1.94, p < .03,
n = 1 7, one-tie; z 2.27, p < .01). Proportions were greater than .50 for
all six disyllables. On the left side, the proportion of first fixation time
spent looking at matches was not significantly greater than for mismatches
overall or on any of the six disyllables. Proportions were greater than .50
for only three of the disyllables.

On the right side, the number of infants who spent more than hen' of
their first fixation time looking at matches versus mismatches was signifi-
cant, on a' binomial test, for two disyllables (mama, 13/18, p < .05; zuzu,

1'4/18, p ( .02), but no corresponding tests for left-side looking were

aignificant.

In a right-left comparison, the proportion of first fixation trim spent
looking at acoustic-optic matches wae significantly greater on the right side
than on the left side overall ( z in 2.02, p ( .02) and for three out of the six
disyllables: mama, bebi, and zuzu (respectively, z = 1.87, p < .03; z' = 1.68,
p < .05; z 1.96, p < .03). Right aide proportions were greater than left
for all six disyllablea (Able 2).
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Table 1

First Fixation Times in Seconds, Averaged Across Six Disyllables, to the loft
and Right Video Display When the Display Matched or Itlanatched the Audio CVCV.
Mean Fixation Times are Summed Across 18 Infants.

s'S

Video Display

Direction Hatchets Mionatches
of Game Aud io CVCV Audio CVCV

Left

Right

66.0 59.3

81.2 67.0

Table 2

Proportion-BY First Fixation Time, Averaged Over 18 Infants, Spent ',poking at
Right Matches vs. Right Mismatches, Left *Aches Vs. Left Mismatches and Right
vs. loft Patches on Six Disyllables.

Proportion of time Disyllable
spent looking at bebi zuzi mama lulu vava zuzu Overall

Right Matches vs.
Right Mismatches 59 .52 .62 .53 .52 .61 57

-Left hitches vs.
loft Mismatches 54 .50 .54 49 49 .52 .51

Right vs. loft Mstches .57 .57 .61 .52 .58 59 . 57
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Me potential source of bias, a preference for an optic articulatory
pattern irrespective of the acoustic pattern that accompanied it, might have
influenc these results. Wcheck for this, Spearman rank order correlation
ooeftio ts were computed fbr preferences for a video display when the audio
signal ma hod the video display and when it did not match the video display.
Ye computed correlations for right and left sides combined as well as for each
side separately. ' A significant positive correlation would indicate .that
J.:Omits preferred to look at a particular articulatory pattern irrespective of
the CVCl/ to which they were listening. None of the correlations was
significant.

In summary, infants looked, significantly longer at synchronised video
displays of a woman articulating a disyllable synchronised and matched with
what they were hearing, than at an alternative display synchronised but not
matched with what they were hearing. Their preference was therefore fox
acoustic-optic correspondences in structure, not for mere synchrony.
Moreover, they displayed this preference only when attending to. their right

These findings demonstrate, first, that infants are sensitive to natural
structural correspondences rather than merely temporal ones, between the
acoustic and optic properties af articulation. Second, and more important,
they indicate mutual facilitation of two left hemisphere functions: rightward
orientation of attention (Kinsbourne, 1770, 1974; Lempert & Kinsbourne, 1982)
and intermodal speech perception. Taken with the well-known dominance of the
left hemisphere in the motor control of speech for adults (Milner, 1974) and
in speech perception for both adults (Studdert-Kennedy & Shankweiler, 1970)
and infanta (Mulfese, Freeman, & Palermo,. 1975; Best, Ibffman, & Glanville,
1982), these results suggest that the nonnal infant's capacity to begin
reproducing native la4uage speech sounds in prelinguistic babbling (de
Boysson-Bardies, Sagart, & Bacri, 1981), may rest on a predisposition of the
left hemisphere to recognise sensorimotor connections between the auditory
structure of speech and its articulatory source.

a
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FOOTNOTE
/

, 1Temporal disorepencies in audio-video speech events must reach 131 msec
before they can be detected by adults (Dixon & Spitz, 1980). In our study,
temporal discrepancies between corresponding events on any two video displays
did not excee0 48 meec. Furthenpore, there were no significant differences in
seven adults' perceptual judgments of temperal discrerancies between acoustic-
optic matohes versus mismatches for any of the six disyllables. We assume
that infante' eensitivity would not be superior to adults' on this task. The
prooediwee are detailed in NacKain, Studdert-Kennedy, Spieker, and Stern (in
press).
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PERCEPTUAL ASSESSMENT OF COARTICULATION IN SEQUENCES OF TWO STOP CONSONANTS*

Bruno H. Repp

Abstract. This study investigatdd whether any perceptually useful
coarticulatory information is carried by the release bursts and
formant transitions of two successive, nonhomorganic stop conso-
nantm The VC or CV portions of natural VCCV utterances were
replaced with matched synthetic stimuli from a continuum spanning
the three places of stop articulation. When the VC and CV portions
in the resulting hybrid VCCV stimuli were separated by a fixed

silent interval, the context in which the natural portion had been
produced had no influence on listeners' identification of the
synthetic portion; suggesting that VC and CV foment transitions and
CV release, bursts contained no perceptually salient coarticulatory
cuss. However, when a natural VC portion was separated from a

synthetic CV portion by the original closure interval, which includ-
ed a brief release burst of the first stop, there was a sizeable
effect of the original CV context on the perception of the second
atop consonant. Thus, the release burst of a syllable-final stop
containa significant coarticulatory information about a following,
nonhomorganic stop. This was confirmed by acoustic analyse:9 of the
stimuli. The perceptual data also revealed contrast effects between
two successive stop consonants, which were attributed to the closure
interval as a cue for a change in place of articulation.

INTRODUCTION

It has long been known 'that the perception and production of stop
consonante varies with vocalic context (e.g., Dorman, Studdert-Kennedy,'&
Raphael, 1977; Ohman, 1966; Sharf & Ohde, 1981). This is hardly surprising,
since. a stop "consonant" is essentially just an abrupt way of stopping,

*Parts of this paper were presented at the 103rd Meeting of the Acoustical
Society of America in Chicago, April 1.982. The portion dealing with contrast
effects has been revised and is reported as Erperiment 3 in "Bidirectional
contrast effects in the perception of VC-CV sequences," Perception &

Psychophysics, in press. The remainder is to bepublished in revised form in
the Journal of the Acoustical Society of America under the title, "Coarticu-
latiRETireequencetrlar7ERTionhamorganic atop consonants: Perceptual and

&Cc:untie evidence."
Acknowledgment. This research was supported by NICHD Grant 141)01994 and BRS
Grant RR05596 to Haskins Laboratories. I am grateful to Janette Henderson
for her assistance in several stages of the experiment.
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-7
starting, or interrupting continuous articulations, such as vowels.

articulation). Although some acoustic properties of stop consonants are

roughly invariant across different vocalic contexts (Hlumstein & Stevens,

1979; Stevens & Bluestein, 1978), these properties are by no means the only

perceptual cues (Dorman & Raphael, 1960). There is a considerable literature

on vowel-dependent effects in stop odhsonant perception; these effects gener-

ally reflect the way natural speech is patterned in the acoustic and

articulatory domains (Dorman et al., 1977; Liberman, Delattre, & (ooper, 1952;
Summerfield & Haggard, 1974).

Recent studies have revealed that 'stop consonants also interact with

other consonantal segments in their vicinity, not only with regard to voicing

(e.g., Klatt, 1975) but aleo with regard to place of articulation. This

evidence has come primarily from perceptual studies. ahus, Repp (1978, 1981)

has shown that the perception of a syllable-initial stop day be influenced by

a preceding, syllable-final atop (and vice versa), Mann (1960) found an

influence of a preceding, syllable-final liquid, lend Mann and Repp (1961)
found an influence of a preceding fricative: Listeners are more likely to
perceive a syllable eabiguous between /da/ and /ga/ as "ga" when it is

preceded by /d/, /s/, or /1/ than when it is preceded by fe, 11/, or /r/.

The general principle seems to be that an ambiguous stop is more likely to be

perceived as having a posterior place of articulatioa when it is preceded by a

consonantal segment that has an anterior place of articulation (relative to

smme other possible context: /d/ vs. /g/, /s/ vs. /S/, /1/ vs. /r/). There

are several possible explanations for these findings.

(1) The perceptual interaction between the precursor and the target

segment may take place at a purely auditory level of processing: The spectral

properties of the acoustic segment preceding the atop closure interval may
prime the auditory syetem in ee way that modifies the internal spectral
representation of the signal onset following the closure, which contains the
important cues for the perception of stop place pf articulation. If such an

auditory interaction takes place, it is likely to be conttastive: Prominent

spectral components of the preceding segment would adapt the neurone sensitive

to these frequencies, so that they respond more weakly to the following

segment. Indeed, there is evidence from phyaiological studies in animals that
such adaptation does take place in the auditory nerve (Delgutte, 1980; Harris

& Dallos, 1979). Considering the spectral complexity of the speech stimuli
used in the various perceptual studies, it is not clear whether auditory

adaptation of this sort really could account for the contrast effects

obtained, but the possibility certaidi deserves attention. The present

research, however, i8 more directly concerned with a second class of hy-

potheses.

(2) The other possibility is that perceptual contrast arises from

listeners' tendency to maximally differentiate successive phonetic segments on
the dimension of place of articulation--i.e., that the effect originates in

phonetic, as distinct from general auditory, properties of the stimuli. In

this case, it may be either a true perceptual effect or a response bias of

some sort. (a) If it is a response bias, its cause may be found in

statistical properties of the language, such as the frequencies of occurrence

of particular consonant sequences. This argument was effectively rejected by

Mann and Repp (1981) for one of the cases described (fricative-stop se-
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quenoes). (b) /f it,is a true perceptual effect, its cause may be found in
allophonic variability of stop consonants due to coarticulation with neighbor-

ing segments. Since coarticulation is invariably assimilatory in nature,
listeners' perceptuml compensation for such effects, to the extent that it
occurs, would have b) result in contrastive effects. It is this possibility--

the boarticulation hypothesis, for short--that has received the- greatest

attention in previous studies and that was also the primary concern of the
present experiment.

Evidence for the coarticulation of stops with preceding fricatives has
been obtained by Repp and Mann (1981, 1962). They demonstratedthat, when the'

fricative noises of natural fricative-stop-Vowel utterances are excised to-
gether with the stop release 'bursts, and the remaining periodic stimulus

portions are presented to listeners for identification, the (somewhat ambigu-
ous) stop consonants cued by the vocalic ferment transitions are more often
assigned an anterior place of articulation When the excised fridative context
was /s/ than When it was /3/. Repp and Mann (1.081) also found that, when the

fricative noise of a fricative-atop-vowel utterance was replaced with a

synthetic noise ambiguous between /s/ and /5/, listeners' fricative identifi-
cation was biaaed in the direction of the replaced segment. Both findings
suggest that the ferment transitions following the stoP closure (and, in the
later study,.the stop release burst as well) carried coarticulatory informa-
tion about the preceding fricative. Repp and Mann (1562) subsequently
Conducted acoustic measurements that confirmed an influence-of preceding /13/
or /$/ on the-formant onset frequencies in the- following aignal portion,
although the articulatory interpretation of these effects was not etraightfor-
ward and there was large variability acrose different speakers and utterance
typee. Still, the evidence in this case does favor the hypothesis that

compensation for fricative-atop coarticulation is the basis for the effect of

a preceding fricative on stop perception. Results reported by Mann (1960)
suggest that the coarticulatien hypothesie may account also for the perceptual
effect of preceding liquids on stopeonsonant 'identification.

The preterit study was concerned with the contrastive influence of one
stop consonant on the perception of another (preceding or following) stop

consonant. The phenomenon of interest was first reported by Repp

(1978: Exps. 5 41 6). He precedld synthetic syllables ambiguous between /bt/
and /de/ with either an unambiguous /ab/ Or an unambiguous /ad/ and found

that, When the silent interval separating the two syllablee was roughly
between 100 and 200 maim, listeners tended to report two different stops

(/abdt/, ./adbm/) more often than a single stop (/abt/, /adt/). A similar

contrastive effect was found when syllables ambiguous between /ab/ and /ad/
were followed by either /bt/ or /dt/. In a subdequent atudy, Repp (1960a)
mapped, the time course of these effects in coneiderable detail. He found

retroactive contrast (the effect of the second atop consonant on perception of
the first) to be considerably stronger than proactive contrast (the effect of

the first stop on perception of the second). Retroactive contrast was highly

dependent on the range of silent intervals employed and seemyd to extend to

intervals beyond 200 msec; proactive contrast, on the other hand, was not
affected by range and was absent at intervals beyond 200 meec. No contraat

was obtained at short intervals of silence (less than 100 meec) where

listeners tended to report only a single (the second) stop consonant--an
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interference phenomenon that has been studied extensively and will not concern
us here (see Donlan, Raphael, & Liberman, 1979; Repp, 1978, 1980b).

Let us consider these findings in the light of the two hypotheses

outlined above. Me possibility of an auditory interaction in the, case of two
stop consonants is.perhape increased by the fact that the spectral correlates
of the ease stop in initial and final position are roughly similar, though far
from identical (especially not in different vocalic contexts: Repp, 1978).

Studies of selective adaptation, a phenomenon similar to contrast, have failed
to find effects of VC adaptors on (mirror-image) CV test stimuli (Ades, 1974;

Sawusch, 1977). In those studies, adaptors and test stimuli were separated by
several seconds of silence, which may have prevented the interaction studied
here. However, any auditory explanation'would also have to account for the
existence of large retroactive effects and for the particular time course and
range-dependency of these effects. The form that such an elaborate auditory
explanation might take is not clear at present.

When we consider a phonetic explanation of the perceptual contrast
between successive stop consonants, we might first ask whether it could be
sone kind of response bias. One relevant consideration is that listeners may
prefer hearing two different stops because sequences of two identical stops
(as in /abba/) rarely occur in Ehglish. However, this argument applies Only
at rather long silent intervals, where contrast effecti are small or absent;
at intervals between 100 and 200 msec, the choice is generally between hearing
'either two different stops or &single stop. Since single intervocalic stops

are"more frequent in the language than sequences of two different stops, the
response bias hyp9thesis must be rejected. Nevertheless, it could be that,
listeners adopt alias for reasons connected with their interpretation of the
experimental task; e.g., they might think that their ability to distinguish
two successive consonants is being tested. Clearly, such a bias cannot be the
whole explanation, considering the differences between proactive and retroac-
tive contrast and their changes over tLne. However, to examine that possibil-

ity, Repp (1980a: Exp. 2) used an. AXB task in which the listeners had to
discriminate stimuli drawn from a /ba/-/da/ (or /ab/-/ad/) continuum in the
presence of fixed /ab/ or /ad/ precursors (or /ba/ or'/da/ postcursors) at two

different.eilent intervals. Contrast effects were found in all conditions,
suggesting that these effects are, at least in part, perceptual in nature.

Turning to the pcseible basis of such perceptual effects, we must take
note of the fact that, in production (of nonsense disyllables, at least),

sequences of two different atop consonants have much longer closure intervals

than single'intervocalic stoisp in fact, the ratio of average durations is

about two to one (Westbury, Note 1). It so happens that perceptual contrast
effects occur precisely at those intervals that are, oharacterisqc of two-stop

sequences. Thus, if these interval durations signal to the listener that two
stops have occurred rather than one, "contrast effects" would be a natural
result: Listeners would automatically adjust their phonetic interpretation of

an ambiguous stimulus portion so as to yield a place of articulation different
from that conveyed by the less ambiguous portion. Effects of interval range

on the magnitude of contrast may then be attributed to perceived changes in

speaking rate, and the bidirectionality and "time course" of the contrast

effects are readily piecticted. The finding that retroactive contrast is
larger than proactive contrast requires an additional assumption: Perhaps,

listeners delay phonetic decisions until the cues for both stop consonants
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have been processed, and the fact that the cues for the first stop must be
held longer in auditory memory makes them more vulnerable to contextual
influences.

There is a third alternative hypothesis to consider, which is encouraged
by the findings on fricative-stop and liquid-stop sequences (Mann, 1960; Mann
& Hepp, 1961; Rapp & Hmnn, 1981). It is the possibility that the perceptual
contrast effects- derive from listeners' compensation for a coarticulatory
dependency between tvo successive stop consonants. If it were the case that
the place of articulation of a atop shifO slightly toward that of a preceding
or following stop, as it seems to do in the case of a preceding fricative or
liquid, then a coarticulatory basis would exist Tor perceptual contrast. The
difference between proactive end retroactive contrast may then correspold to a
difference in the extent of forward Or backward coarticulation, and the

decline of the perceptual effects over time may parallel a decline in the
extent of coarticulatory shifts as the closure interval is lengthened.

Quite apart from the question of Whether coarticulation in two-stop-
sequences is the cause of perceptual contrast effects, Which would be
difficult to prove directly, we cadet ask whether such coarticulation exists at
all. If evidence of coarticulation were found; the hypothesis that relates it
to perception could be maintained; however, if no coarticulatory effects were
found, the hypothesis would be eliminated (barring the possibility that
coarticulatory variation was really present_but not detected becausei e.g.,
the methOds Of aseesament Were not 'sufficiently sensitive). The present study
investigated coarticulation using an ihdiredt, perceptual method that was,used
with some success by Mann (1960) and by Rapp and Mann (1961); The basic
technique is to replace a portion of a natural utterance with a matched
synthetic segment that, hemever, is phonetically ambiguous, and to see whether
listeners tend to interpret the ambiguous segment as matching the replaced
segment. If so, it may be assumld that coarticulatory cue9 in the remaining
natural signal portion provided clues to the iegment that had been replaced.
To support the perceptual results, an acoustic analysis was aleo condUcted.

In the coUree of its search for coarticulatory variation, the present
study further investigated one aspect peculiar to two-atop sequences: The
closure period separating the two vocalic segments often containi a noise
buret generated by the articulatory release of the first stop. This release
burst, Which occure roughly in the middle of the closure interval, tends to be
shOrter and ,Jef lower amplitude than the release bursts of utterance-final
stops (Abercrombie, 1967; Henderson & Rapp, 1982; Repp, 1960b). Nevertheless,
it seems possible that these brief release bUrste do carry some perceptual
information, either in their spectral properties or in their timing within the
two-stop closure. Since the burst derives from the release of the first stop,
it obviously contains aollk information specific to that stop's place of
artieulationthe question could only be how important that-information.is to
a listener. The more interesting possibikew studied here is that the burst
might alec contain information about tM,- following atop consonant, *hose
closure is 'established at (or slightly before or after) the time at which the
cleft:re of the first stop is released. Therefore, the present experiment
included a condition in Which an ambiguous synthetic CV portion was preceded
by i natural VC portion (taken from a VCCV utterance) that included a final
release burst; this 9ondition was compared to one in which the release burst
was replaced by silence
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Besides probing for coarticulatory -Variation, `the present study aleo

investigated further the generality and nature of the perceptual interactions

between two successive 'top consonants.- For this purpose, it used all thiee

places of articulation; thus, for exemple, a stop ambiguous between /b/ and

/d/ was preceded not only by an unambiguous /b/ or /d/ but also by a /g/. If

perceptual contrast effects operate solely among members of the same category

(e.g. ,hearing the fitst Stop as Aq reduces the probability of hearing the

secold stop as /b/), then a /g/ precureor should have little effect on a stop

ambiguous between /b/ and /d/,mLd the results should match those of a control

condition in which the ambiguous second half of the stimulus is presented in'

isolation. On the other hand, Bopp (1980b) observed curious and rather

complex perceptual interactions between all three-itop categories at somewhat

shorter closure intervals than those used here, and it was to be sem whether

those findings could be replicated.

/
An important consideration that may bear on the generality of contrast

effects is the choice of response alternatives for the subjects. Rapp (1978,

1980a: EXp. lb) gave his subjects thetchoice of writing down two different

stops or a single stop. However, since closure intervals between 100-200 mime

tend to be too long for single stoim, the menu of alternatives may have been

partially responsible for the contrast effects observed. In the present

study, the subjects always wrote down two responses, one for the first and one

for the second stop, and they were told that the two consonants could be

either different or the same. Although a preference for reporting two

different stops may still be predicted on the grounds that the intervals are

too short for geminate stop consonants (Pickett & Decker, 1960; Rapp, 1978),

the- subjects knew that the stimuli contained VC and CV portions that they had

previously heard in isolation and that simply had to be identified in close

succession. Short of probing for a single stop at a time, this is probably as

closiS as one could get to instructions that m3re not biased in the direction

of contrast.

METHOD

Subjects

A total of twelve subjects participated. Four of them - -two paid student

volunteers, the author, and a graduate research assistant--listened to both

sets of tapes (described below). Each set was presented to four additional

student volunteers who listened to one set only. All volunteers were native

speakers of American English. The author and the research assistant are

native speakers of Austrian German and Midwestern &tits English, respectively.

Th ,
e author (BB) and a linguist collem (GC), a native sPeaker of

American English, produced the original sets o utterances. It was considered

unlikely that the author's native German would render either hie production or

his perception different frca those of the other participants, since the study

was concerned with phonetic distinctions that are similar ¶in English and

German. However, to forestall any possible objections to the author as a

speaker, two parallel sets.of stimuli'were used.
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Stimuli

Natural utterances. Speakers GC 4nd BR each recorded a set of nonsense
utterances Which included five tokens each of /abda/, /abga/, /adba/, /adga/,

tagba/, higda/ (as well as laba/,./eda/,, lagai,Which were not used in the

perceptual experiment). The utterances were produced with stress on the first

syllable, so as to preVent reduction Of the first vowel. The speakers read at

a steady speed from a raniamiZed litt into a Sennheiser MEI 415T microphone
Whose response was recorded by a Crown 822 tape recorder. ,

A representative token of a VCCV,Utterance (/adgar" produced by GC) is

shown in Figure 1 in the form of an oacillographic trace. It contains three

major acoustic segments: The segment from onset to the beginning of the
closure (ths VC portion); the closure period; and the segment from the release
of the closure to the end (the CV _portion). Roughly in the middle of the
closure period, there is a brief noise burst deriving from the articulatory
release of the first stOp consonant (the VC release. burst). Although this
buret is soMetimes absent in fluent speech (Henderson 4 Repp, 1982), it is
generally found in isolated utterances of the present kind (Repp, 1980b). All

but two of BR's and all but one of GC's VCCV tokehr contained VC release
bursts. The average durations of the three.major segients (VC, closure, CV)
were 122, 132, and299 msec for0C and 165, 150, and 240 inset for BR. The

average durations Of the VC release bursts were 22 and 21 msec, respectively.
(See the Appendix for a more detailed acoustic analysis.)

All utterances'were aigitized at 10 kHz asing the Haiskins, Laboratories

pulse code modulation system. Each utterance was divided into its three major--
segments, which were stOred in separate computer files.

Synthetic stimuli. Eight continua of synthetic syllables were generated,

four for each speaker. They ranged, respettively, from /ab/ to /ad/, from
- /ad/ to lag/, from /ba/ to /da/, and from /da/ to /ga/. To match the endpoint

stimuli as closely as possible to the corresponding segments of natural
utterances,.good-sounding natural tokens of the relevant segments were select-

ed from the recorded VCV utterances and analyzed kith the aid of a Federat
Scientific 11A-6A spectrum analyzer. The resulting computer spectrograms were
displayed onan oscilloscope, and the three lowest formants were tracked by an
automatic peak-picking procedure. The fornant tracks were then traced with a

light-pen whose output was automatically converted into frequency parameters
for the OVE IIIc serial-resonance synthesizer. In this way, synthetic copies
of /ab/, /ad/, /ag/, /ba/, /da/., and /ga/ were obtaineefor both GC and BR.

Within each set of VC Ipr CV utterances, all stiduli were assigned the
same fundamental frequency contour, amplitude contour, and duration. The

first-formant frequencies were also equalized at some compromise values, as
were the steady-state vocalic'portions. Thus, the stimuli differed only in
the transitions of the second and/or third formant.

Schemafic representations of these Stimuli in terms of connected Synthe-
sizer parameter Values are provided in Figures 2 and 3. Although their

durations were not exactly matched to the average durations of de correspond-
ing portions of each speaker's VCCV utterances (rather, they represent the
durations of the particular VCV tokens copied), they do reflect the fact that
GC generally put relatively less stress on the first sylleOle than did BR.
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Figure 1. Odcillogram of a VCCV utterance (/adga/ produced by speaker GC).
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Differences between the two speakers in forsant transitions will also be

noted, as well as the fact that speaker OC produced much higher second
fbmaants than BR. Fundamental frequency changed linearly within sttnuli as
follows: 99-91 Hs (VC) and 90-120 Hs (CV).fbr the GC eitimuli; and 132-124 Hz

(VC) and 100-58 Hs (CV) for the BR stimuli. These values again reveal
differences between the two speakers, in relative stress assignment and

intonation, which thus were preserved in the synthetic copiea.

Seven-member ayuthetic continua fron /ab/ to /ad/, /ad/ to /ag/, /ba/ to
/da/, and /da/ to /ga/ for each speaker were produced by linear interpolation
between the formant tracks of the two respective endpoint stimuli, in routhly

equal steps. All stimuli were digitised at 10 kHz.

Experimental conditions. Two parallel sets of tapes were recorded, one

using the GC stimuli and one using the BR stimuli. Within each set, there
were three subsets of tapes corresponding to three separate experimental

sessions. They, will be termed, respectively, the Backward, Forward, and
Forward-With-Release conditions.

Ibe Backward condition investigated the influence of natural CV portions

on the perception of synthetic VC portions. It included 5 tapes with,rAndom
sequences of the following:

The 7 stimuli from the synthetic /ab/-/ad/ continuum, repeated 10
times.
The 7 sttmuli from the synthetic /ad/ -/ag/ continuum, repeated 10
times.
The 30 natural CV portions (3 syllables, each from 2 different VC
contexts, 5 tokens of each), repeated 5 times.
The synthetic /ab/-/ad/ stimuli followed by the natural CV portions
after a fixed silent interval, a total of 7 X 30 = 210 combinations.
As in (4), with the synthetic /ad/ -/ag/ stimuli.

The Forward condition investigated the influenceof natural VC portions
on the perception of synthetic CV portions. It included five tapes analogous

4A1, those in the Backward condition:

_(1) The 7 stimuli from the synthetic /ba/-/da/ continuum, repeated 10
times.

(2) The 7 stimuli from the synthetic /da/-/ga/ continuum, repeated.10
times.

(3) The 30 natural VC portions (3 syllables, each from 2 differentk VC
contexts, 5 tokens of each), repeated 5 times. These stimuli &Id

not include the release bursts of the syllable-final stop consonant.

(4) The natural VC portions followed by the synthetic /ba/ -/da/ stimuli

after a fixed silent interval, a total of 7 X 30 = 210 conbinations.

(5) As in (4), with the synthetic /da/-/ga/ stimuli.

The Forward-With-Release condition assessed the perceptual contribution
of the VC release that was embedded in the closure period of the original ,

utterances. This condition included three tapes similar to tapes (4), (5),

and (3) of the Forward condition:
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The 30 natural VC portions followed by the original closure period
(which included the VC release burst) and by the synthetic /ba/-/da/
stimuli, a total Rr 210 stimuii.
As in (1), with the syntbetic Ida-/ga/
The 30 natural VC portions followed by the original closure period,
repeated 5 times.

In the Forward and Backward conditions, the silent interval separating
the VC and CV portions on tapes (4) and (5) was 130 msec on the GC tapes and
150 ssec on the BR tapes. These values matched the average VCCV closure
durations of the two speakers. The interstimulue intervals were 2.5 sec on
the tapes containing single VC or CV syllables, and 3 sec on those containing
VC-CV combinations, with longer intervals from time to time. An exception was

tape (3) of the Forward-With-Release condition, where the interstimulus

intervals were increased to 4 sec.

Procedure

The three conditions were administered in three different sessions on
different days. Me order of the Forward and Backward conditiona was varied
across subjects; the Forward-With-Release condition was always last. Within
each condition, the tapes were presented in the order listed, except that the
sequence of tapes differing only in the nature of the synthetic stimuli (lb-d/

vs. /d-g/) was varied across subjects.

When listening to tapes containing isolated VC or CV syllables, the
subjects' task was to identify the stop consonants as "b," "d," or "g." All

three alternatives were given, even when the stimuli were intencled to cover

only two categories. Tape 3 of the Forward-With-Release condition (VC

portions only) was an exception. Here, the subjects were instructed to

identify the syllable-final stop and the stop that might have followed it in
the original VCCV utterance, guessing if necessary, with the restriction that
the two stope always be different from each other. Ibus, subjects chose from
six response alternatives here.("bd," "bg," "db," "dg," "gb," and "gd"). When

listening to tapes containing VC-CV combinations, the subjects chose from nine
alternatives: "bb," "bd," "bg," "db,"."dd," "dg," "gb," "gd," and "gg." All

nine responses were permitted even though only six were intended to be

relevant to a given tape. The subjects were told that the stimuli consisted
of the VC and CV components they had heard before, that the stop consonants in
both components were to .be identified, and that tiese consonants could be
either the same or different. Single-consonant responses ("b," "d," "g") were

not permitted and certainly not appropriate under these instructions.

The stimulus tapes were played back on an Ampex AG500 tape recorder, and
the subjects listened over TDH -39 earpthones in a quiet room.

RESULTS

Identification of Natural-Speech Stimuli

Ibis part of the data is worth examining not only to ascertain that the

natural-speech stimuli were generally identified correctly, but also to cheek
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whether the 'pattern of errors- -to the extent that any errors occurred--
revealed anything about coarticulatory variation in these stimuli.

cmat portion.. The natural CV portions were presented three times: once

in isolation 5 repetitions), and twice preceded by synthetic VC portions -(7

repetitions ach time). Since there were 5 different tokens of each utter-

ance, a total of 5 X 19 95 responaes was obtained from eaeh subject to each
of the sii basic( syllables: /(ad)ba/, /(68)ba/, /(ab)da/, /(ag)da/, /(ab)ga/,
and /(ad)ga/. (The portion in parentheses indicates the original context.)

The CV portions were expected to be very accurately identified, since the
place-of-artidulation information should not have been much reduced by remov-
ing the preceding signal portion. However, this expectation was confirmed
only for the BR stimuli (99.3 percent correct), not for the GC stimuli (90.3
percent correct). Thus, while the BR stimuli were more satisfactory in terms

of intelligibility, the GC stimuli yielded errors that may contain some
interesting information. The following analysis considered the GC stimuli

only.

A first comparison showed CV identification. to be lees accurate in

isolation (86.0 percent correct) than When preceded by a synthetic VC portion
(92.4 percent correct)--a significant difference, F(1,7) 16.3, p < .01.

Although this effect Was confounded with a possible improvement due to

practice, it seems likely that it represented a true inproWement of CV
-identification in VC context. HoWever, since the error pattern across
different CV tokens was the same regardless of context, the data were pooled
for the following analysis.

A confusion matrix for the six individual CV stimuli (all five tokens
combined) is shown in Table 1. It is evident. that /ba/ was lesq accurately
identified than /4a/ and /ga/, with most of ,the errors deriving from these
tokens of /ba/ that had been preceded by /ad/ in the originel utterance. Note

that theise errors consisted of (incorrect) "d" responses to /bai; thus, they

matched the original context (Lad!). A similar, though smaller, difference

can be seen in, the errors for /da/ stimuli: "g" responses were more frequent
When the original context had been lag/ than when it had been /ab/. While

-this difference was not exhibited by all subjects, the difference in /ba/
identification was significant, F(1,7) 14.7, p < .01. Thus, here is an
indication of a coarticulatory influence of a preceding stop on speaker GC's

production of /be/.

We may ask whether CV identification was in any way influenced by the
nature of a preceding synthetic VC portion. Inapection of the data revealed

that the number of (incorrect) "d" responses to /(ad)ba/ increased more than
twofold as the synthetic VC precursors changed from /ab/ to /ad/; however, the
error probability was about the same for preceding /ad/ and leg/. The meaning

of this pattern is not clear; it does not represent a contrant effect.

-
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IMP

Stimulus

Table 1,

ConfUsiOn Matrix for CV Stimuli (GC Set)

Raellonse (percent)

"b" "d"

(ed)ba 69 30

(041) be 93 7 0

(eb)da 0 98 2

(4g)da 1 93 6

(ab)ga 0 6 94

(ad)ga 0 6 94

VC portions. The natural VC portions were presented three times without

VC release bursts and three times with VC release burets. In each case, the

stimuli occUrred once in isolation (5 repetitions) and twice followed by

synthetic CV portions (7 repetitions each time). Since there were 5 different
tokens of each utterance, a total of 5 X 19 95 responses wee obtained from

each subject to each of the two versions of the six basic syllables:

/eb(da)J, /ab(ga)/t /ad(be)/, /ad(ga)/, /ag(be)/, and /eg(da)/.

Since =released syllable-final stops are generally not easy to identify,
subjects' labeling of VC stimuli without release bursts vas not expected to be
perfect.t Overall, OC's VC tokens were correctly identified on 86.4 percent of

the trials; BR's tokens, on 93.8 percent. As expected, GC's stops wene more
accurately'identified when the VC release buret was included (92.2 percent
correct) than when it was missing (80.6 percent correct); however, there was
no Oifference for BR's stope (94.0 vs. 93.6 percent correct). In contrast to

CV syllables, identification of VC syllables did not improve in the context of

.an added synthetic stimulus portion. For GC's tokens, the percentages were
87.7 in# isolation and 85.7 in context; for BR's tokens, the corresponding

percentages were 93.4 and 84.0.

ConfUsion matrices are shown 'in Table 2. Effects of original context

were avell but generally in the expected direction. Thus, for example, GC's
more "b" responses but

fer "g" res see than /ed(ga)/. Because of the uneven distribution of
tokens of /ad(111)1/ without a.release burst received

ve
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Table 2

Confusion Matrices for VC Stimuli (GC and BR Sete),
Without and With Release Bursts

Response (percent)

Stimulus Without release buret Withrrelease buret

GC "b" "d" "g" "b" "d" "g"

ab(da) 95 3 2 93 6 t

ab(ga) 95 2 3 95 3 2

ad(ba) 10 81 9 2 91 7

ad(ga) 8 78 14 Is 0 94 6

ag(ba) 14 22 64 t 4 95

ag(da) 8 21 71 1 14 85,'

BR

ab(da) .99 1 93 7 0

ab(ga) 99 1 0 90 7 3

ad(ba) 7 88 5 2 98 0

ad(ga) 3 92 5 3 93 4

ag(ba) 3 5 92 1 2 97

ag(da) 2 8 90 1 6 93
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errors, no statistical analysis was conducted on these data; while there may

be same suggestions of coarticulatory influences of a following stop on VC

production, no strong evidence for such effects can be seen.

Identification of second (syllable-initial) stop from VC pottion plus

nasality burst. In the subcondition Where the natural VC portions were

WiiiiiiferinsolatiOn and included the release burst of the syllable-final
atop, the subjects were asked to identify also the following, syllable-initial

stop (guessing if necessary). Their success in doing so was assessed by
considering only those trials on which the first stop was identified correct-

ly, for the subjects had been told thai the second stop was always different

from the first. About 92 percent of the trials met that requirement.

Table 3

Identification of Second Stop, Given Correct Identification
of First Stop, fram Isolated VC 'Portions Including Release Burst

StiMulus

"b"

GC

"d"

Reeponse (percent)

Correct "b"

BR

"d" "g" Correct

ab(da) -- 81 19 80 20

69 63

ab( ga) -_ 43 57 54 46

ad( ba) 69 -- 31 65 35

79- 73

ad(ga) 11 -- 89 1 9 81

aft( ba) 80 20 - - 70 30 MID

78 81

ag(da)

Mean

24 76 Ow mi.

75

9 , 91 ORM,

72

Table 3 shows theee conditional response percentages, as well as percent

correct scores (50 percent correct is chance level). It is evident that

performance was much better thaa chance for both sets of stimultas a whole,
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and for each place .of articulation of the first stop, although scores were
significantly lower for labial than for- alveolar or velar stops

[7(2,14) 6.3, J2( .05, in the OC set; 1(2,14) s' 5.7, ( .05, in the BR

set]. Clearly, the stimuli contained infOrsation about the place of articula-
tion of the second stop consonant. This information was almost certainly
conveyed by the VC release burst, des;dte its short duration. Unfortunately,

the present study did not include a condition in which subjects were asked to
identify the second stop from VC portions without release bursts. However, in

the author's opinion, performance in such a task would hardly have exceeded
chance. A comparison of the results of the Forward and librward -With -Release
VC-CV conditions, to be described below, confirmed that the VC release burst,
and not the pre-closure foneant transitions, contained the significant coarti -
culatory information.

The Backward VC-CV Condition

In this condition, synthetic VC stimuli were followdd by natural CV

portions. The results will be described in two stages: First, coarticulatory
effects (i.e., effects of the original VC context, which was displaced-by the
synthetic VC syllablee) will be discussed, averaging over all stimuli on a
synthetic continuut. Then, other perceptual interactions between the two

signal prtions will be examined in tenas of labeling functions for the
synthetic continua, aVeraging aver original VC contexts.

One aubjects' responsee to the BR stimuli were excluded because (although

he wet tble to dietinguish /eb/ from /ad/ and /an/ from /ag/ in ieolation) ha
labeled all stimuli-from the /ab/-/ad/ continuum as "b" and all stimuli from
/the /ad/-/ag/ continuum as "d" when they were followed by natural CV portions.

Coarticulatory effects. The response percentages are Shown in Table 4,

averaged over all members of each synthetic continuum. Coarticulatory effects

would be apparent, for example, if more "d" responses and fewer "g" responses

had been obtained to VC stimuli followed by ged)ba/ than to those followed by

gag)ba/. However, it is evident from the table that such effects were
generally absent. The largest difference obtained (9 percent more
responses when OC's /ad/-/ag/ stimuli were followed by gab)da/ than when they
were followed by gag)da/) was not in accord with the predictions. All other
differences, whether in the expected direction or not, were extremely small.
Thus, if there was any coart1culatory information -in the CV portion, the
subjects did not maks any use of it.

Other perceptual interactions. That VC perception was not completely
independent of CV context is already evident from Table 4. First, even though

the synthetic VC stimuli, when presented in isolation, were classified only

into the two relevant categories (except for 2 percent "b" responses to GC's
/ad/ -/ag/ continuum), responses in the third category did occur in dV context.

In part, these responses may have reflected just general uncertainty and

occasional order reversals of the two responses on a trial. In part, they

mere probably due to a genuine change in the perception of the VC portion.
Second, it can be seen that the first stop was less often classified into a

given category when that category was appropriate also for the second atop.

In other words, the subjects tended tOD avoid the "bb," "dd," and_ "gg"

responses, and instead favored responses of two different consonants. This is
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) Table 4

Backward Condition: Identification of Synthetic VC

Syllables in Different Naturai-CV Contexts

CV context

GC

lab/ -lad/ jad/-/mgr
continuum continuum

Response to VC Portion (percent)

"b" "d" "g" "b" "d"

(ad)ba 61 27 12 4 26 70

(sg)ba 55 27 18 3 26 71

(ab)da 75 16 9 8 29 63

(aeda

(ab)ga

75

69

16

17

9

14

8

5

38

25

54

70

(ad)ga 68 19 13 5 29 66

BR

(ad)ba 48
,

42 10 5 54 41

(ag)ba 47 46 7 2 59 39

(ab)da 64 31 5 24 42 34

(ag)da 59 35 6 21 44 35

(ab)ga 54- 40 6 17 56 27

(ad)ga 53 43 4 15 56 29
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the expected retroactive contrast,effect. It is depicted in more detail in
Figure 4, where the baseline identification functions for isolated VC stimuli
are also shown. For reasons of clarity, only responses in the "d""category
have been plotted, which are relevant on bOth the /ab/-/ad/ and /ad/-/ag/
continua.

-

It is clear from the figure that the major influence of the following CV
portion vas a general increase in responee uncertainty, ats reflected in the
shallower slopes of the VC-CV labeling functions relative to the baseline,
provided by the labelimg functions fat isolated VC stimuli. In the GC

/ad/ eet there vas aleo a marked reduction in "d" responses to the VCportion,
F(1,7) 24.6, p < .001, which Vie primarily Aue to an increase in "g"

responses: VC stimt4i unambiguously identified as "d" in4lsolation received
30-40 percent "g" res noes in CV context.

The extent of retroactiv'e contrast may be assessed by comparing in each
panel of Figure 4 the two labeling functions for which the CV context
represented the stop categories that constituted the endpoints of the VC

continuum. Thus, more "d" responses (fewer "b" responses) were obtained on
each lab/-/ed/ continuum when the following stimulus portion was /ba/ than
when it was /de]: F(1,7) s 8.6, 2 < .05, for "b" responses, nonsignificant
for "d" responses beTause of "g" intrusiona; F(1,7) 11.8, 2 < .05, for "d"

responses to the BR set. Similarly, more "e-responses were obtained on the
BR /ad/44g/ continuum in the context of /gai than in the context of /da/,
F(1,6) is 7.2, p < .05. However, a nonsignificant difference in the opposite
'Erection wee present on the GC led/-/ag/ continuum. Thus, in three out of
four conditions there were perceptual contrast effects of the CV portion on VC
perception, but in one condition such effects were absent. The reason for
this differenbe is not clear.

Finally, we may examine the labeling function obtained when the CV

context represented the category extraneous to the VC continuum. In the case

of the lab/-40/ continua, the /ga/ context had an effect similar to "the Ida/
context for GC stimuli, but similar to the /ba/ context.for BR stimuli. In

the case of the /ad/-/ag/ continua, the /ba/ context was more similar to the
/ga/ context than to the /da/ context in both stimulus sets, but the match was
not close for the BR stimuli. Statistical tests comparing the average results
for,the two "relevant" contexts with those for the "neutral" context yielded

no significant differences.

The Forward VC-CV Condition

In this condition, synthetic CV stimuli ware preceded by natural VC
portions that did not include any release bursts. Again, the data were firtst

examined to see whether any coarticulatory effects 'were present, and, subse-
quently, whether there were any other perceptual interactions between the two
signal portions.

Coarticulatory effects. Response percentages pooled across the members
lof.each synthetic stimulus continuum are shown in Table 5. As in Table 4,

there is 'no evidence of any influence of the original CV context on the
reeponaes to the synthetic CV portions. Thus, live must again conclude that
coarticulatory cues were either not present in t VC fatmant transitions or

were not registered by the listeners.
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Figure 4. Backward condition: labeling functions.
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Table 5

Forward Condition: Identification of Synthetic.CV
Syllables in Different Natural-VC Contexts

VC context

GC

ab(da)

ab(ga)

ad(ba)

ad(ga)

ag(ba)

aig(da)-

-BR

ab(da)

ab(ga)

ad(ba)

ad(ga) .

ag(ba)

ag( da4

/ba/=/da/ /da/-/ga/
continuum continuum

Response to CV Portion (percent)

"b" "g",
11 11 Vgn

56 43 1 61 39

57 42 62 37

65 34 1 1 67 32

64 34 2 3 65 32

57 42 1 1 72 27

53 44 3 67 32

53 46 . 1 14 41 45

54 45 1 6 45 49

74 25 1
,

28 .30 42

72 27 1 29 33 38

51 48 1 9 65 26

52 47 1 8 62 30
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Other perceptual interactions. Table 5 shows that, with the exception of

BR's 771W-igal continuum, which received a subStantial number of "b"

responses, responses in the "third category" were very infrequent. Thus,

synthetic CV stimuli in VC context seemed to be more stable perceptually than
synthetic VC stimuli in CV context. However, Table 5 also shows clear

evidence of an influence of the VC portions on CV perception, which is shown
graphically in Figure 5.

Considering first the /ba/-/da/ continua, Ire see a contrast effect,

particularly in the BR stimuli.: The aynthetic CV stimuli received feeer "d"
responaes When preceded by /ad/ than When preceded by lab/, 7(1,7) = 7.0,
2( .05, for the GC set; 7(1,7) = 12.5, p < .01, for the BR set. In both the

GC and BR sets, the "neutral" /aelorecursor had the same effect as /ab/; this
was reflected in significarkt:differences between the cOmbined /ab/ and /ad/
precuraor remilts mod the leg/ iirecursor reqults, F(1,7) = 6.2, 2 < .05, for

the GC setv7(1,7) ='20.9, 1 < .01, for the BR se-t. The two stimulus sets
differed from each other in that VC precursors consistently reduced the rate

"d" reiponses relative to the isolated-CV badtline in the GC set,

7(1,7) = 126.3, 2 < .001, but not in the,BR set.

The results for the /da/-/ga/ continua were more variable., 1;11 the GC

-set, the proportion of "d" responses was only slightly lower in /ad/ context
than in lag/ context (a nonsignificant contrast effect), and in both those
contexts there were more "d" responses than in tXta neutral /ab/ context,
7(1,7) = 11.6, 2 < .05, or in isolation. In the BR stimulus set, on the other
Tiand, there Was a very large difference between the effects of /ad/ and lag/
precursors--a pronounced proactiVe contrast effect, 7(1,7) = 64.5, p < .001.

The labeling function for /ab/ precursors fell betZen these two extremes,
someehat below that far isolated CV syllables. Closer examination of these
data revealed that the decreases in "d" responses with /ab/ and especially
with /ad/ precurfors.were primarily dUe to an increase in "b" (rather than

"e) responses (cf. Teble 5). When considered in terms of "g" responses, the

contrastive effect of /ad/ vs. lag/ precursors was much smaller than the
differences _shown in Figure 5 for "d" responses, although it was still
significant, F(1,7) = 6.3, 2 <( .05. The "b" intrusions occurred even thOugh
not a single "b" response was given to the synthetic /da/-/ga/ stimuli in
isolation. The reason for their occurrence in context presumably lay in the
spectral structure of the stimuli (cf. Figure 3): The synthetic Ida/ and /ba/
were not very different in the BR set, certainly much less sO than in the GC
set.

Finally, we may ask whether the synthetic CV portions had any influence
on the way the preceding natural VC portions were labeled. There was more

' information in the data here tlianmin the Backward condition, because natural
VC portions were leas accurately labeled than natural CV portions. Changes in
VC error percentages as a function of CV stimulus number are shown in Figure
6. It can be seen thatl with'three striking exceptions, there was not much

change. The exceptions are, in the GC set, a dramatic increase in "b"
responses to both /ad/ and lag/ when they were followed by the most /da/-like
stimuli from the /ba/-/da/ continuum, and, in the BR set, a clear increase in
"d" responses to /ag/ when it vas followed by the most /ga/-like stimuli from
the /da/-/ga/ continuum. Two of_those effects are clearly contrastive in
nature; the third ("b",responses to /ag/ when followed by /da/) is mysterious
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but has been observed previously (Repp, 1980b). What is disturbing is that
all three effects were, obtained only with one stimulus set but not with the
Other, and that-no retroactive contrast was obtained in a number of other
cases portrayed in Figure 6. .

The Forward-With-Release VC-CV Condition

In this condition, the natgral VC and synthetic CV portions- were

separated by the original closure period that followed the natural VC portion.
BOughly in the center of the closure interval, there was a VC release buret of
varying duration and intensity.

Coarticulatory effects. The response percentages are shown in Table 6.

In contrast to the FOrwerd condition without release bursts (Table 5), we see
pronounced carticulatory effects here. In every instance, there was an

increase in the responae category corresponding to the original CV context
(underlined in the table), even when that category was extraneous to the

synthetic CV continuum. (The effect was significant at 2 < .01 in all four
stimulus series.) Thue, the release buret--and, possibly, the following
closure inteibal--provided significant information about the following, syll-
able-initial stop consonant, and this information was integrated with (and
sometimes dominated) the cues,contained in the synthetic CV portion.

Closer inspectioe of the-data revealed that, in all four stimulus series,
coarticulatory effects were strongest when the first stop was- labial and

weakest when it was lar. [These differences reached significance only on
the two GC continua :° F(2,14) = 5.5 and 7.2, p < .05 and 2 < .01, respective-
ly.] This finding is unexpected because, in the earlier condition where the
second stop was to be identified from the release burst alone, subjects were
most accurate with Velar bursts and least accurate with labial bursts (see

Table 3). This reversal is curious and remains unexplained.

Other perceptual interactions. TO compare the effects of preceding /ab/,
/ad/, and /ag/ plus VC release bursts on CV perception, it would be somewhat
misleading to plot labeling functions averaged over original CV contexts (as
in Figures 4 and 5). Since the release bursts provided cues to the second
stop, the /ad/ precursor, for example, which contained cues to following /b/
or /g/, would naturally be expected to generated fewer "d" responses than
/ag/, which contained cues to following /b/ or /d/, or /ab/, which contained
cues to following /d/ or /g/. On the other hand, plots of labeling functions

for all six different VC precursors would be confusing. Therefore, the

relevant domparisons are best made in Table 6.

For example, consiaer the /ba/-/da/ continua and compare the response

frequencies for the precursors /ab(ga)/ and /ad(ga)/. Both of these contain
coarticulatory cues for /g/; therefore, whatever different effects they have
must primarily be due to the nature of the syllable-final stop. It is evident

from Table 6 that, in' both stimulus sets, there were more "d" responses
following /ab(ga)/ and more "b" responses following /ad(ga)/--a clear proac-
tive contrast effect. Similar comparisons in the other stimulus combinations
reveal that, with one exception, contrast effects were present throughout and
significant (2 < .01) on three of the four stimulus eontinua. Thus, a release

burst between the two signal portions by no means reduced the perceptual
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Table 6,

Poreard..With-Releass 0Onditiont Identification of, Synthetic CV

Syllables in the"ConteXt of Diffarent Natural VePortions
- That Include the,,Originil Closure and Release *et

VC context

"0C

4b(da)

b(ga)

,ad614-

ag(ba)

ag(da)

BR

ab(da)

ab(ga)

ad(bi)

ad(ge)

ag( ba)

ag(da)

/ba/-/dar /daNge/
continuum continuum

Response tcV Portion percent)

rb. .7d7 7g" '7b" "d" "g".

,37

26

62

48

27

24

15

' 47

14

0 -

0

6

57 43

73

6i

27

33

o,

52 46 12 59 29

'41', '57 1 72 27

49 50 5 53 42

40 34 26 4 26 70

75 22 3 24 22 54

55 23 22 10 18 72

47 52 1 8 65 27

29 70 1 81 18
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interaction btween them. This Auggesti that tbe contrast is not a,purely

auditory effect.

Results of acoustic analyses of the stimuli are presented

Appendix.

the

DISCUSSION

The present experiment, though complex in details permits some fairly

straightfmrward conclusions. A suamary af the basic findings is presented in

Table 7. The three rows of this table repreaent the Backward, Forward, and

Forward-With-Release conditione, reapectively,-and the three colurlyis show the
percentages of trials on Which Vie target consonant (Ci) was classified into
the category represented by the context (C1), into the category represented by
the excised stimulus portion (C2), and into the category not represented in
the original utterance (C3). The following conclusions may be drawn:

Table 7'

Summary of VC-CV Data

Condition Stimulus Ci perceived.as (percent):

C1 C2 03

Backward VCi-(VC2)C1V 29.3 35.5 35.2

,Forward VCi(c2V)-CiV 28.2 35.8 36.0

Forwani-With-Release VC144:0(C2V)-Cili 17.7 51.0 31.3

(1) In sequences of two nonhomorganic atop consonants, there is no

coarticulatory information in either the VC or the CV formant transitions.
(In Table 7, the percentages of C2 and C3 responses do not differ in either
the Backward or the Forward condition.) While these negative perceptual

findings leave open the possibility that coartiCulatory information 'was

present but was not utilized by listeners, the acoustic analysis suggeets that

there simply were no coarticulatory shifts in stop place of articulation.

Theae negative findings override the few suggestions of coarticulatory effects

in the percePtion of isolated VC and CV s,timuli.

(2) There is coartioulatory information about a following stop in the VC

release burst, and this information can be used by listeners despite the

relative weakness Of the burst as an acoustic event. (In Table 7, third rows
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the percentage of C2 reepoases can be seen 'to be substantially higher than
that of C3 responses.) Although the burst derivee from the release of Ithe
occlusion for the first stop, its spectrua is apparently influenced by the
configuration of the articulators as they move towards (or, have already
attained) the occlusion for the second atop.

(3) Both proactive and retroactive contrist effects were observed, even
theugh the instructions encoureged ihdependent processing of VC an4/-CV
portions. (As cas 120,seen in ,Table 7,. C1 reaponsee *ere less frequent' than
either C2 or C3 responses in all three 'conditions.) Thie suppork6 earlier
findings and suggests that the contrast effects are perceptual ityorigin, not
due to to some kind of reeponse'bias:

The major theoret4cal question addressed by this paper was whether the
perceptual ocontrastiefftets in VC-CV sequences might be caused by listeners'
cospensation for coart cul,atory shifts in the places of articulation of
idjacent itop consonants. The present resulte suggest a negative answer.
This leaves two possible explanations of the contrast effects.

Oae explanation rests on the assumption of complex auditory interactions
'between the spectral cues for. place of articulation on either side of the
closure interval. This fiypothesis cannot be ruled out at present, and we need
to learn a lot more about the perception of complex auditory signals before it
can be fully evaluated. The present data do suggest that 'acoustic stimulus
properties influence the magnitude of contrast effects, but these influences
may be superimposed on a basic effect ok a different origin.

The alternative explanation for this effect is that the silent closure
interval, rather than merely separating the VC and CV portions, provides
infonsation about:the number of atop consonants involved. According to this
hypothesis, listeners poesees tacit knOwledge about the temporal properties of
speech and,, specifically, of the fact that the closures of two-atop sequences
are longer than those of single stops but shorter than those of double
(geminate) stops (Westbury, Note 1; however, see also Raphael, Dorman, &
Isenberg, 1979). In this view, then, contrast effects do not derive from some
perceptual interaction between the VC and CV portions, as a psychophysical
view of speech perception would* have it; rather, they are assumed to derive
from the perceptual integration of information provided by the VC and CV
foment transitiona and by the closure interval itself. In other words, they
derive from the fact-Mt listeners interpret speech signals with reference to
their knowledge of the nomative properties of speech. This, after all, is
the esaence of phonetic perception.

The basic principles of phonetie perception also account for a variety of
other context effects in speech perception (see Repp, 1982). However, the
precise causes of different context effects may vary. The effects of
preceding fricatives and liquids on stop consonant perception still suggest
coarticulatory dependencies, for, in these cases, the duration of the stop
closure interval seems to carry little information about changes in place of
articulation, even though it may constitute a secondary cue to specific places
of atop articuaation (Bailey A Bummerfield, 1980). In the case of two-atop
sequences, however, the information conveyed by -closure duration seems to be
the major cause of (what has been mistakenly believed to be) perceptual

contrast.
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The perceptual effects of VC.releaae bursts obtained in this study have
no direct implications for the interpretation of "contrast" effects, save for
the fact that contrast persisted in the presence of VC release bursts, which
further reduces the plausibility of any simple auditory interaction hypo-
thesis. The coartioulatory information carried by VC release bursts was due
not to articulatory accommodation (i.e., shifts in place of articulation) but
to articulatory transition and overlap. The perceptual salience of the

acoustic changes wrought by this form of coarticulation illustrates once again
the multiplicity of cues to atop place of articulation (cf. Dorman & Raphael,
1980) and listeners' exquisite sensitivity to the detailed spectral properties
of the speech aignal.
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Perceptual Assessment of Coartioulation in Sequences of Two Stop Consonants

APPENDIX: ACOUSTIC ANALYSES

Detailed acoustic analyses of the stimuli were conducted to reveal the
sources of the coarticulatory effects in the Forward-With-Release condition.
The results of these analyses are reported below.

Temporal Measurements

Method. The durations of (a) the closure interval preceding the VC

release burst (VC closure), -(b) the VC release burst itself, (c) the closure
interval following the VC release burst (CV closure) were measured on a large-
scale oscillographic display to the nearest millisecond. There was generally
little uncertainty about the beginning of (b) and about the end of (c). The

precise beginnings of (a) and (c) were soniewhat more difficult to define
(cf. Figure 1), but an attempt was made to follow consistent criteria: a

significant reduction in voicing amplitude for the ohset of (a), and a return
to near-baseline energy for the onset of (c). The sum of the three measures
yielded the total closure duration.

Statistical' tests were conducted on each of the four sets of measures
separately for each speaker, using the between-token variability as an error
estimate. Since the places of articulation of the first and second step

consonants (C1 and C2) were not orthogonal factop3, their effects on the
segment durations of interest were evaluated by meens of simple F-tests for
planned ccmparisons. Effects of Cl were assessed by comparing pairs of
utterances in whi.ch C2 did not vary (/adba/-/agbe/, /abda/-/agda/, /abga/-
/adga/), and effects of C2 were assessed by comparing utterances in which Cl
was constant (/abda/-/abga/, /adba/-/adga/, /agba/-1/agda/).

Results and discussion. Mean durations, eta ard deviations calculated
from the five-7ccasionally four) tokens of each u terance, and the results of
the significance tests are displayed in Table 8. The results are in close
ag erances reported by Repp
(1 9800.

The duration of the VC closure was affected by the place of articulation
of Cl, being longest for /b/, but not by that of C2. Thus, this portion of
the closure did not convey any significant coarticulatory information.

The duration of the VC release burst also depended primarily on Cl, being
shortest for /b/. It seemi that this variable, too, contained little specific
information about C2. The shorter duration of labial bursts may account for

- the lower ,C2 recognition scores from coarticulitory cues when Cl was labial
(Table 3), and it makes the large effect of labial bursts in hybrid VC-CV
utterances (Table 6) seem even more curious.

The duration of the CV closure, on the other hand, was strongly

4
inflhenced by the place of articulation of C2, being longest for /b/,
especially in BR's utterances. 'Ants, this portion of the closure may have
provided a cue to the place of articulation of C2 in the VC-CV hybrid stimuli.
However, note that the strongest coarticulatory effects in VC-CV perception
%Jere obtained when Cl was labial', whereas Table 8 shows that precisely in this
case the 'CV closure provided little information about' C2. This observation
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Tablet)

Average A/rations of VC Release Bursts and Closure Intervals
in' Milliseconds (Standard Deviations in Parentheses)

Utterance

.GC

VC closure

abda NM/ 77 (20)

abga (11)

adga

[71

52 (17)

ad ba 53 (13)

agba 60 (13)

agda 56 (5)

Average 62 (10)

BR

abda 66

4,

(6)

abga 68 (15)

adga

isclba

agba

57

*[ 57

41

(9)

- (4)

(12) *

agda 53 (7)

Average 57 (7)

< .05
*402 < .01

011114 < .001

VC release hurst CV closure Total closure

16 (4)

20

26 (8)

20 (10)

[19 (9)

29 (9)

45 (5)

44 (10)

*r
38 (12)

L56 (19)

59 (12)

53 (9)

138 (21)

135 (18)

116 (11)

126 (12)

138 (17)

138 (6)

22 (5) 49 (8) 132 (9)

14 (10) 67 (5) 147' (5)

**
9 (2)

*
71 (6)

......4.

149 (9)

J-19 (2) E93 (5) 169 (7)

27 (7) 57 (11) 141 (10)[

L29 (13) **[89 (10) 159 (8)

21 (4) 75 (6) 150 (9)

21 (4) 75 (6) 150 (9)
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argues Strongly for spectral properties of the VC release burst as the

principal source of coarticulatory information.

It might be hypothesized that whatever spectral cues the bursts contain

will be more effectively perceived the longer a burst lasts. To test this

hypothesis, the burst duration measurements for the five (sometimes four)

individual tokens of each utterance were correlated with the average response

percentages in the relevant category to the same tokens in the Forward-With-

Release condition. There waa some relationship in the GC set (average r

0.45) but not in the BR set (average r a -0.05), suggesting that long bursts

conveyed only little more information than short bursts.

Amplitude Measurements

An integrated measure of VC burst amplitude was obtained from the first

15 msec of each buret. The blirst amplitudes showed surprisingly little

relation to the burst durations (r -0.17 in the GC set; r 0.38, 2 < .05,
in the BR set). For both speakers, labial bursts were significantly weaker

than alveolar and velar bursts, and while GC produced stronger alveolar than

velar bursts, BR did the opposite. These differences are obviously correlated

with the percent-correct scores for C2 shown in Table 3. Correlations

computed over tokens within each utterance revealed moderate relationships

between bprat amplitude and C2 recognition in the Forward-Witb-Release condi-
tion (average r a .50 in the GC set; average r r .30 in the BRset). This

suggests that listeners were Zble to extract more coarticulatory information
from strong bursts than from weak ones. That the relationship was not very

strong, however, is further suggested by the fact that BR's bursts were

generally much weaker than GC's; nevertheless, both sets of stimuli led to

nearly equal perceptual effects (Tables 3 and 6).

_Spectral Measurements

Method. The spectrum of the initial 15 msec of each VC release burst was

obtained using an FFT program with a 20-msec Hamming window whose left edge

was placed 5 maec before burst onset. No pre-emphasis was applied. The

resulting spectra were smoothed by linearly averaging over approximately 400

Hz; moving across the frequency scale in steps of roughly 20 Hz. For purposes

of graphic display, the spectra were amplitude-normalized, and average spectra

were computed from all tokens of a given utterance. Es limates of the formant

frequencies in the vocalic portions preceding and following the closure had

been obtained previously using an UA-A6 Federal Scientific Spectrum Analyzer

(see Repp & Mann, 1982, for details of this method).

Results and discussion. Figure 7 compares the Average spectra of release

bursts for the same Cl in the context of different allowing stops. All burst

spectra contained significant amounts of energy in the region of the first

formant (71), which may indicate the presence of residual voicing during the

closure. These Fl peaks were not sensitive to C2 context, however. In

contrast, it can be seen that coarticulafory information about C2 resided in

the second-foment (/2) region, between ,1000 and 2000 Hz. The most striking

difference occurred for velar 'bursts; /go,)/ bursts had F2 peaks at consider-

ably lower frequencies than did /g(d)/ bursts. Similarly, /b(g)/ bursts had

72 peaks at lower frequencies than /b(d)/ bursts. No such difference is
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Perceptual Assessment of Coarticulation in Sequences of Two Stop Consonants

Table 9

4

1

Average F2 Frequencies in VC Release }brats and in Vocalic Portion4
Immediately Preceding.and Following the Closure, in Hz -1

(Standard Deviations in Parentheses)

Ut terance

GC

abda

abga

ad ga

VC offset

1444 (65)-

1412 (46)

1732'7-(53)

VC burst

1734 (77)
***[

1 383 (1 06)

11 920 (1 38)

CV onset

1868 (46)

- (59)
**

1860 (35)

ad ba 1728 (36) 2070 (241) 1516 (26)
**

agba 1652 (27 ) 1511 (1 38) 1424 (71)
**[

agda 1652 (33) 1'886 (99) 1840 (28)

BR

abda
* * *

1012. (23) *** (167) .1416 (61)

abga 1084 (30) 1183 (107)) n 400
***1

(42)1

adgi 1296 (43) 1 570 (99) L1532 (27)1

ad ba t292 (30) 1629 *(58) 1100 (47)

agba 127.6 (61 ) 274 (97) 1 084 (56)
***

agda 1316 (36) 1658 (41) 1 415 (38)

*p < .05
*p < .01

Hmip< .001
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evident for /d/ bursts, but'ld(g)/ bursts had a pronounced energy minima
around 1000-1200 Hs, whereas /d(b)/ bursts did not.

Table Vlists, in its center coltun, the average F2 peak frequencies of
the various bursts. Despite the wall number of tokens and considerable

variability, the effects of e2 context on labial and velar bursts wert,highly
significant in t-testa. At the same time, of course, the F2 fr4uencies
reflected the place of articulation of Cl, being lowest for /b/ and highest
for /di. (The statistipal results for the effects of Cl, most of which were
highly significant, are omitted from the table for the sake of clarity.) kote,
however, that the effects of C2 on the F2 peak frequency were at least as
large as those of Cl.

Table 9 also lists, for comparison, the frequencies of F2 in the voiced
signal portions immediately preceding and following the closure interval. It

is evident that, in general, the F2 frequency of the burst did not lie on a
trajectory between the VC and CV frequencies. It can also be seen.that, while
VC and CV frequencies primarily reflected the place of articulation of Cl and
C2, respectively, there were s4me significant coarticulatory effects. One of
them, a lower Onset frequency or F2 in /(ab)ga/ than in /(ad)ga/, was obtained
for both speakers. However, these coarticulatory variations -were apparently
not effective aa perceptual cues (Tables 4 and 5)

_ Given theSe systematic spectral differences, some relation might be
expected between 72 peak frequency and listeners' responses in the perceptual
experiments. For example, /g(b)/ bursts with very low F2 frequencies should
'lead to especially "high proportions of "gb" responses, and /g(d)/ bursts wilt
very high F2 frequencies should lead to the highest proportions of "ge
responses. Unfortunately, this hyPothesis found no support in a correlational

analysis. This leaves open the question of what aspect of the VC release

bursts actually conveyed the coarticulatory information. It may have been
some more complex,spectral property% than the F2 peaks considered here. This

is also suggested by the fact that alveolar bursts, which did not vary
significantly in F2 frequency, did trananit coarticulatory information.
Further research will be required to determine the precise nature of the
relevant cues.
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SUROATEGORICAL PHONETIC MISMATCHES SLOW PHONETIC JUDGMENTS

D. H. Whalen

AbatTact. When an [s] or [A] fricative noise is combined with

yocalic fondant transitions appropriate to a different fricative,
the resulting consonantal percept is usually that of the noise. To

see if the miematch affects processing time, five experiments were
run. Three experimeAs examined reaction time for identification of
[s] and [i], as well as the whole syllable (in one exPeriment) or
only the vowel (in the others). The stimuli -contained either

appropriate OT inappropriate formant transitions, and the vowel
infornation in the noise wee either appropriate or not. Subjects
were signiricantly slower in all tasks in identifying stimuli with
inappropriate_ -tranertions or inappropriate vowel information.
Similar results were obtained with stop-vowel ayllables in which the
release bursts of syllable initial [pj and-[kj were transposed in
syllables-contaiding the vowels [a] and [u]. En the fifth experi-
ment, enough eilence was introduced between the initial fricatives

kand vocalic segment for the vocalic Dormant transitions to be

perceived.es a stop (e.g., [stu] from [su]). Mismatched transitions
then had.a much reduqed effect on reaction time, while miamatches of
vowel qualify,slowed identification even more. The results indicate
that listeners_take into'account all available cues, even when the
4bonetic judgment seems to be based on only some of the cues.

INTRODUCTION

It is well known that infdimation about a phone is temporally spread in

the speech. signal. It is usually, impossible to isolate one piece of the
signal and identify it as one single phone. Ewen when such a segmentation
results in a stretch of sound that is identifiable as a single phone,
information about neighboring phones usually remains. The vowels of consonant
vowel syllables, for example,.can be identified at better) than chance levels
from the excised stop consonant release bursts (Plumstein & Stevens, 1980;

Kewley-Port, 1980; LaRiviere, Winitz, & Herriman, .1975b) or from the excised
fricative noises (LaRiviere, Winitz, & Herriman,- 1975a; Yeni-Komshian & Soli,

1981).

The vowel information in stop bursts and frictions is quite weak. This

is evident in our saying that these vowels can be identified at a "better than
chance" level. . If the percept were strong, the vowel would be as easy to

Acknowledgment. I would like to thank Alvin M. Liberman, Bruno Repp, Michael
Studdert -Kennedy, Harriet Magen, and Sharon Manuel for comments on this
paper. The research,and writing were Supported by NICHD Grant HD-01994.

[HASKINS6LABORATORIES: Status Report on Speech Research SR-71/72 (1982)]
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Subcategorioal Phonetic ismatches Slow Phonetic Judgments

identify frOm the part as from the Whole syllable. There is not "that much
information available. tether than constructing a vowel percept, the subject
can infer What vowel must have been prepent.

-The vowel information in a stop release burst is also not a strong enough
Vowel cue to override the information in the vocalic segment. If a release
burst from [pa], for example, ie replaced with one from tpu], our perception
of the vowel does mit change, although there is vowel information in the
burst. An artificial mismatchof that sort, in Which a cue is put in a neW
environment in Which its cue-value is not sufficient to change the phonetic
percept, will be Called a subcategorical phonetic mismatch. The cue that gets
overridden in that way will be called a mismatched cue. There are three ways
a listener can treat a mismatched cue: freTW7Eir reject it, Bo that a non-
epeedb click, pop, whistle, etc., is perceived in addition-to the speech; 2)
she can integrate it with the overriding cue n such a way that within--
category variation is perceived (as could be determined with a discrimination
test); 3) or she can ignore it. The experiments described in this paper Will
showthat mismatched cues impose.:a processing lOad. Thus the "act of
ignoring" a cue (or possibly Within-category variation) takes time. This
supports the notion that listeners are sensitive to all the information they
gather and attempt to incorporate it into the percept.

Note that in order to knoll whether to aCcept or reject a misMatched cue,
the listener must know what a poseible speech sound is. If she treats the cue
as non-linguistic noise, it mUst be because she could nOt make linguistic
Senee of the aleitory pattern. In'extreie casee, there may be gross auditory
diecontinUitiee Mismatched cues, in similar but appropriate contexts, can be
integrated. Thus it is not sufficient to say that mismatched cues are not
speech-like; given the broper environftent, they are quite natural and provide
phonetic information appropriate tO the speech sounds they were originally
produced with. It requires a complete knowledge of phonetic possibilities to
knOw whether a cue is in its apprOpriate environment or not.

iwo kinds of mismatched cues were studied in the present experiments: 1)

vowel information in fricative noises and stop consonant-release bursts, and
2) the place of articUlation information in atop bursts and in vocalid formant
trantitions Of vocalic segments occurring with fricatives. The information
about a fricative's place of articulation in formant transitions has been
shown to influence phOnetic identification'when the friction cue is ambiguous
(Harris, 1958; Mann & Repp, 1980; Whalen, 1981). Unambiguous fricative
noises, on the other hand, seem,to override mismatched transitions completely
in following vocalic segments. The perception of vowels following frictions
that were originally produced with other vowels is similarly unaffected by
that mismatched information.

A similar situation sometimes occurs with syllable-initial stops. If we

exchange release bursts froa stops produced at different places of irticula-
7 tion, the bursts often detereine the place of the resulting stop percept.

Other timesi, however,_the transitions will be the deciding cue. Sometimes the
perdeived pIace-will be different from both that cued by the burst and that
cued by the transitions (Pischer-JOrgensen, 1972). (Uhlike the fricative
noises,-no stop burst, it seems, provides an unambiguous cue, to place,in all
vocalic contexts; cf. Blumstein & Stevens, 1980; Dorman, Studdert7Kennedy, &

l681,5
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Raphael; 1977)4 Yet another parallel occurs with medial stops. If the

transitions into and out of medial stops COnflict, the second (opening) eet
usually determines the percept with no audible.contribution of the closure'
transitions (Dorman, Raphael, Liberman, & Repp, 1975; Fujimura, Macchi,d&
Streeter, 1978). Stimuli with such conflicting transitions are difficult .to
discriminate from stimuli with matched transitions (Repp,. 1977).

In many stimuli with mismatched cues, then, no overt ambiguity reeults, -
and the mismatch escapes conscioue'detection. However, it could be that the
assignment to a phonetic category was in fact slower when some cue or another
was inapprokiate. Delays in identification have been shown in_stimuli with
oVert ambiguities (Pisoni & Tash, 1974; Repp, 1981b). An alternative view
hypothesizes that the listeneee perceptual system would treat the overriding
cue for a-phone es sufficient and ignore the "subdategoriCal". mismatchee
compaetely. In this case, a listener would be able to identify, say, an
alveolar fricative equally fast whether the transitions of the vocalic segment
it occurred with were appropriate or not.

The first view presumes that the perceptual mechanism 'tries to include
the-rthonetic value of each cue in the percept, whether that cue is strictly
necessary to the identification or not. The latter view presumes that the
perceptual system attempts to make a justifiable phonetic assignment ae soon
as poesible (as in Blumstein & Stevene,.1980; Cole & Scott, 1974; Klatt, 1979;
Stevens, 1975). The former proposal will be called the "integrating" account,
since tee propoeed mechanisM atteupts tO integrate (over time and frequency)
all, information reacting 'it into a unified percept (see Liberman, 1979; ,

Liberman & Studdert4ennedy, 1978; and Repp, 1982, for recent reviews of the'
releyant literature). The latter will be called the-"disposine account,
since its mechanism attempts to dispose of each portion of the speech signal
(by passing a phonetic judgment on to enother part of the system), as it is
received.

Consider first the case of mismatched cues that precede the overriding
cue in the speecti signal. Several studies have shown that such mismatches
slow decision time. Subcategorical mismatches of transitions into medial stop
resulted in slower decision times in a speeded lexical decision task (Streeter
& Nigro, 1979). (The effect only appeared for words, not for nonwords.
Martin and Bunnell (1981) have shown that identification of final [i] and [Id

are slowed when a preceding fricative or fricative-stop cluster was originally
produced before the other vowel. Later studies (Martin & Bunnell, 1982)

examined vowel to vowel coarticulation with similar results.

The integrating account does not need any additions to explean these
results. A listener need only notice that conflicting cues are Tresent, and
she will attempt to iintegrate them intothe phonetic percept. That theee cues
can provide information is shown by their determining the perdept when the
(normallx) overriding cue is ambiguous. The disposing account can, with some
additionA, also explain theletop data by assinaing that a phonetic decision i8
made on the basis of the closure transitions, but that the decisiOn is not
firm enough to alloy it to generate the phonetic percept. When the opening
transitions conflict with the decision based on the closure transitions, it
would presumably take'teome extra time to set up another phone as the percept.
The mechanism of the disposing-account must also generate a (preliminary)
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vowel percept based on the friction to account for Martin & Bunnell's, 1982,
data).

The situation that distingt4shes these theories occurs when the conflict-

ing cues follow the overriding cue. The integrating account predicts that
such cues will.be as slowing as those that precede the overriding- cue. An

initial fricative followed by inappropriate transitions should give longer
identification times. The disposing account, on the other hand, predicts no
delay due to following -misinformation, since the correct decision would
already have been made.

Figure 1 is a comparison of the predictions of the disposing and

integrating accounts. When the mismatched cues precede the overriding cue,
both theories predict that mismatches will slow response time. The disposing
account assumes that the identification will take longer to reach criterion
level, while the integrating account assumes that the integration of conflict-
ing 'Information takes longer than integrating compatible information. (The
figure is oversimplified by assuming that integration does not begin-until all
the cues have been receivedl this- is done tor convenience of display -only.)
When the mismatched cue follows the overriding cue, the disposing theory
predicts identical times for both matched and mismatched versions of the
stimuli, while the integrating dócount predicts a delay for mismatches.

The present paper reports five experiments examining speeded identifica-
tion of fricatives, vowels, stops, and whole syllables with and without
mismatched cues. In the first experiment, the overriding cue came after the
conflicting cue. This will confirm the other results mentioned above. For
three of thet, however, the overriding cue came before the conflicting cue.
The integrating account predicts a delay, while none is predicted by the.
disposing account. In the last experiment, the transitions of the fricative-
vowel syllables were allowed to affiliate with a different phone (i.e., a
stop)* by inserting silence between the noise and the vocalic segment. The

integrating account predicts a reduction in the effect of mismatches here,
while the disposing account still predicts no effect.

EXPERIMENT 1

Experimental Procedure

Materials. A male native speaker of English recorded ten tokens of each
of the syllables [as], [as], [is], [itl], [os], [a], [us] and [us] on magrietic

tape. Mese were low-pass filtered at 10 kHz and digitized at a sampling rate
of 20 kHz. -Two tokens of each syllable were chosen so that the vocalic
portion of all eight were of equal duration, the friction of all eight were of
equal duration, and, of course, the original syllables and all combined

syllables were also of equal duration. All Judgments were thus given to
stimuli of equal duration. A vocalic segment duration of 200 msec was found
naturally in eight syllables. Seven were shortened by cutting off between 10
and 50 msec from the onset of the vowel; the resulting abruptness did not
sound unnatural. The ighth vocalic portion was lengthened 20 msec by

repeating its first 1tch pulse three times. The frictions Were 250 msec in

duration; nine were hortened by removing between 10 and 50 memo, from near the

end of the signal.
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R4 Time for initiation of response to stimulus with matched cue
Rx Time for initiation of response to stimulus with mismatched cue

Mismatched Cue Mismatched Cue
Precedes Overriding Cue Follows Overriding Cue

criterion
o informition added by, One time slice, matched cue stimulus

information addeg by one time slice, mismatched cue.stimulus

Rx

0.0 accumulation of information, matched cue stimulus
-accumulation'of information, mismatched cue Stimulus

--- integration time

Figure 1. Comparison of the predictions of the disposing and integrating
accounts for preceding and following mismatched cues.
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Once tho tokens had been aelected and the durations equalized, each
friction was combined with each vocalic segment, including the one it was
originally pro:tweed with. The reaulting 256 stimuli fell into four categories
of interest: 1) The vocalic ferment transitiona had been produced with the
same .fricative as the percept generated by the noise ("appropriate transi-
tions") and the vowel was the same se the vowel the fricative had originally
been produced with ("appropriate Vowel"); 2) The transitions were appropriate
but the vowel was inappropriate; 3) The vowel was inappropriate but the

transitions were appropriate; and 4) Both the transitions and the vowel were
inappropriate.

Some miamatchee of vowel and the vowel tnformation in the friction gave
rise to perceived (i) or [u] offglides on tbe vowel (as detailed in Whalen,
1982). Thus there ia a mixture of cue status here; some ire mismatched, and
some are reinterpreted as an added phone. Whalen (1962) ahowed that the
transitions did not contribute to the diphthong percepts. Thus the mismatched
transitione are clearly subcategerical mismatches. The effect of mismatched
vowel quality was not as readily attributable to subcategorical mismatches,
since not all of the vowel quality cues were ignored.

Each seaaion conaisted of foup blocks of;stimuli. -Each block Contained
128 triala, plus four "warm-up" stimuli at the beginning (which eere not
to/lied in the results). One token of each stimulus occerred once within the
first two blocka, and once within the second. two; the 'order was otherwise
random. The stimuli-were recorded on oge channel of an audiotape while, on
the other channel, a timing toee was recorded simultaneously with the ohiet of
the stimulus. The inter-stimulus interval wa8'2500 twee.

'Subjects. Two groups of.subjecta were tested, expert and naive. The

expert listeners were 10 researchers at Haikini Laboratories, all of whom were
phonetically trained. Two were left-handed. The naive subjects were 10 young
adults, all native speakers of English yho had Munteered for experiments at
Haekins Laboratories, and were paid for: their participation.. One was left-
handed.

Apparatus. Subjects were seated in a qUiet room and heard the etimuli
over Telephonica TDH-39 headphones. Their responses were made. by pressing one

of two buttons on a panel in front of them. The "s" response was on the left

and the "ah" response on the right. Daring the test, if the answer was
correbt and within a predefined time.limit (longer than 100 meetd and shorter
than one second), a small light on the control box in front of them lit up.
Their-response time, answer, and the correctneas of that answer went into a
computer file after each trial.

.Procedure

The subjects were instructed to identify the fricative as quicklY as
poesible: They were told to expect a few mistakes, but to slow down if they
made too many. The feedbaA light was (explained to them. Thirty stimuli were

run but not scored to give them practice. After it had.been determined that

there were no questions, 'two blocks were run with wa thirtp-second pause

between, followed by a short break. The next two blocks, separated by a
thirty-second pause, finished the session.
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Rsults
Only correct reaponaes within the specified time limits were included in

the analysis of the results. Thai responsete that were too long (over one
second) or too short (wider 1 00 maeC) were counted as mistakes. This gave an
overall.error rate of 3.4%.

. .

As can be seen from Figure 2, in apprppriatepess of transition slowed the
subjects' identifications, F(1,18)93.225, 2 < .001. The fa= bars of "the
graph show mean identificatcon time, respec'tively, from left to right, for 1)
the syllables in which both transition and, vowel were matched, 2) those where
the transition was mismatched but the vowel was matched, 3) those where the
transition was matched but the vowel was mismatched, and 4) those syllables
where both transition and vowel were mismatched. On average, subjects were 24
msec faster in their decision when the transition was appr riate (means of

Th516 seem va. 540. e inappropriateness of the vowel lso slowed the

identification 4imea, F(3,54)45.494, 2 < ,.01, by an average of .9 msec. The
effect of,apprOpriateness of transition is seen in the difference between,,the
firdi two bars'as. well as the difference between the second two. The effect
of appropriateness of vowel is seen in the comparison of the first and -'thir'd
bars and of the second and fourth bars. Further, these two effects rre
independent, F(3,54)0.91 8, n.a., far the interaction.

. .

The experts were significantly faster than the naive subjects,
F(1,18).5.446, 2 < .05. The means were 528 and 5 88 msec, respectively
Toe:ensured from the onset of the vowel). The interactions with the two,
appropriateness 'factors were not significant, though, indicating that the
effects are independent of linguistic sophistication. -------,

The vowels were chosen to contrast in rounding (/o,u/ vs. /a,t/) and
(relative) height (/i,u/ ye. /a,o/). Therefore a second anglysis was per-.
formed in which the appropriate vowel factor was eilit into apprepriate height
(where the height of the yowel matched the height of the vowel that the
fricative was originally produced with) and appropriate rounding. Appropriate
rounding was significant as a main effect, F(1,18)..4.625, p .< .05, but
appropriate height was not, F(1,18)2.076, n.s. Appropriateness of the
transition did not interact wifh the appropriateness of the vowel for either
rounding or height, F(1,18)1.696, 1.129.. The two types of vowel appropriate-
ness did interact rah each other, F(It18).1 7.846, 2 < .001. The syllables in
which both vowel features were dppi:optriate were identified faster than, those
where one or both were mismatched. hirther work is needed to determine the
limits of vowel information in fricative noise; the current Termite simply
show that it is there.

Discussion

The strongest effec% from the first experiment is that inappropriate
vocalic ferment transitions Blois identification of a following fricative.
While 'this result makes senae, it ie perhaps a bit unexpected. One miont
assume, as did Cole and. Scott (1973, 448), that the transitions serve only
to keep the fricative noise from "streaming" off and souna.ing like nonspeech.
If the transitions are only an auditory event thht leads the hearer to expect
a'fricative, then any transitions should de. Thus the listener coulci ignore
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TIME REQUIRED T9 IDENTIFY FINAL FRICATIVE

C=3 Transition and Vowel matched
CO Transition mismatched,Vowel matched

2 Cal Transition matched,Vowel mismatched
V MO Transition and Vowel mismatched

Figure 2. Times to identify the fricative as [s] r [ n], Experiment 1.
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the place infatuation in the transitions. If this "auditory" integration were

sensitive to the place of the fricative, then the transitions would in fact be

giving place information and thus be a cue. The present resulte indicate

that, indeed, place infonmation in the tranaitiOns is taken into account even

when it is overridden by the more salient friction cue.

The vowel effect is less surprising and can be interpreted in terms of

coarticalation. We would expect, on articulatory grounds, that rounded vowels

would have a large effect on the Electrum of the friction. Studies of vowel

information in frictions have shown this consistently- (LaRiviere et al.,

3975s; Yeni-Komshian & Soli, 1981; cf. Whalen, 1982). In the present results,

miamatches in rounding did indeed slow identification, while mismatches in

height did not. This result must be qualified, however, since the differences

in height were not as aystematic as those of rounding.

In general, sub-categorical phonetic
The next exFeriment was designed to see

when the fricative occurred first in

overriding cue for the fricative preceded

mismatches can slow identification.
if subjects could avoid such delays

theNutterance, that is, when the

the mismatched cue.

EXPERIMENT 2

Experimental Procedure

. Materials. male native speaker of English kecorded ten tokens of each

of the syllables [aa), [13a], [sul and [6u] on magnetic tape. These were low-

pass filtered at 10 kHz and digitized at a sampling rate of 20 kHz".' Two

tokens of each syllable were chosen so that the friction would be equally long

in all eight. A duration of 180 msec was found naturally in sev'en syllables;

the eighth was produced by removing 50 meet from a token, with a longer

friction duration. The vocalic segments varied in duration, ranging from 255

to 221 msec for [a] and 225 to 188 meec for [ta].

One other manipulation was carried out on the stimuli in an attempt to

see it the subjects were categorizing the fricative on the basis of the

fricative noise alone. Since the noise is the overriding que, a fricative

judgment could be made on it alone. If subjects make their decision rapidly

enough, then shorfening the friction should halls no effect on the reaction

time. Since the initial portion of the noise unambiguously specifies the

fricative, the response can be initiated without waiting for the vocalic

segment. Alternatively, if reaction times _vary with the 'duration of the

friction, this would indic,ate that subjects waie at least until the start of

the vocalic segment before initiating their response. A shortened version of

each friction was made by excising 50 tsec from the middle of the noise. This

left the onset and offset amplitudes intact. This. procedure caused no audible

discontinuity and generated no affricate percepts.

To make sure that there would be occasions on which the subjects would be

forced to wait for the vocalic segment before responding, two conditions were

run. In the first, only the fricative was identified; in the second, the

whole syllable. When identifying the whole syllable, the subjec'ts must wait
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for the vocalic segment to occur before they can make their jud ent. We can
then tell whether inappropriate cues havs_an effect in all cases, only when
the conflicting cues must be waited for, or never.

Once the tokens had been selected and the shortened frictions made, each
friction was combined with each vocalic segment. This gave 2 (short va. long
friction) x 2 ([6] vs. [1]) x 2 ([a] vs. [uj) x 2 (vowel that the friction was
produced with is appropriate to the vowel in the combined syllable
vs. inappropriate vowel) x 2 (vocalic formant transitions are appropriate to
the friction vs. inappropriate transitions) x 2 (tokens of each vocalic
segment) s 2 (tokens of each friction) 128 stimuli.

Each session consisted of four blocks of stimuli. Each block contained
one repetition of eagh of the 128 stimuli, plus four "warm-up" stimuli at the
beginning (which were not tallied in the results).- The stimuli were random-
ised within blocks. Test stimuli were recorded on one Channel of an
audiotape, while a timing tone was recorded simultaneously on the other
channel. The inter-stimulus interval was 2500 maec.

Subjects. The subjects were 20 young adults, all native epeakers of
English who had, volunteered for experiments at Haskins Laboratories, and were
paid for their participation. Ten were the naive subjects from Experiment 1.
Three were left-handed.

Apparatus. Subjects were seated in a sound-attenuated booth and heard
the stimuli over TDH-39 headphones. Their.responses were made by pressing one
of 2 (condition 1) or 4 (condition 2) buttons on a panel in front of them- In
condition 1, the "s"- response was on the left and the "sh" response on the
right. In condition 2, the "sa" and "she redponses were on the left, with
"ea" being directly above "Ms." The "su" and "shu" buttons were arranged
similarly on the right. During the test, if the answer was correct and within
the stated time limit (longer than 100 maec), and shorter than one aecond (for
condition 1) or one and a half seconds (for condition 2), a snall light on the
control box in front of them lit up. Their response tine, answer, and the
correctness of that answer went into a computer file after each trial.

Procedure

The subjects were instructed to identify either the fricative (condition
1) or the whole syllable (condition 2) as quickly as possible. They were told
to expect a few mistakes, but to slow down if they made too many. Thirty
stimuli were run but not scored to give them practice. After it *had been
determined that there were no questions, two blocks were run with a thirty-
second pause between, followed by a short break. The next two blocks,
separated by a thirty-second pause, finished the session.

To see if familiarity with the task made it easier to judge the friction
alone, half the subjects were given the four-choice condition (condition 2)
first, and half had the two-choice condition first. In each group, half the
subjects had participated in Experimept 1 and half had not.
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Results

Only correct responses within the specified time limite were included in

the analysis of the results. Thus responses that were too long (over one or

one and a half seconds) or too short (under 1 00 msec) were counted ae

mistakes. This gave an overall error rate of 4.7%.

Figure 3 shows the results. The left half shows the results for the

conditichi in wh4ch only the fricative was identified; the right half shows the
results for the identification of the whole syllable. The four bars of each

half ahow Ilea identification time (collapsed acrose original and shortened
frictions), re pectively, from left to right, for the syllables 1) in which

both transition and vowel were matched, 2) thdse where the transition was
mi,atched but the vowel was matched, 3) thoee where the traneition wae

matched but the vowel was mismatched, and 4) those syllables where both
transition and vowel were miamatched. The effect of appropriateness of

transition, then, is seen in the difference between the first two bare as well
as the difference between the second two. The effect of appropriateness of
vowel is seen in the comparison of the first and third bars and'of the second

and fourth bars.

Across cOnditions, inappropriate trarisifione.significantly.slowed identi-
fication by 1 1 msec, F(1,16)*1 2.97, 2 < .01. The appropriateness of the vowel

to the friction was even more significant, F(1,16)5 2.24, 2 < .001, with a

delay of 20 msec for inappropriateness. The inappropriateness of the vowel

sloWed responses more (by 27 msec to 1 4) when the transitions were inappropri-

ate, F,(1,16)8.01, 2 < .05. The difference between the two conditions was
highly significant, F(1,16)1 05..05, 2 < .001. Since -this compared a two-

choice test with a four-choice one, the difference is no eurprise.
.

The results for shortened versus original frictions, collapsed over

appropriateness of vowel,.are shown in Figure 4. (The results with the vowel
mismatched were in accordance with the predictions.) The first two columns of
each half represent the times for the syllables with the original frictions;
the next two, those with the shor,tened frictions. The first columys of each

of those pairs represent the syllablee with appropriate transitions, the

second, those with inappropriate transitions. Syllables with shortened fric-
tions were identified faster than the originals overall by an average of 33

msec, F(1,16)204.05, 2 < .001. Still, the speed advantage of the ehortened
stimuli was significantly larger in the whole syllable condition than in the
fricative condition, F(1,16)6 0.04, 2 < .001: The.shortened frictions result-

ed in a 46 meec gain in reaction time when the whole eyllable was identified,

but only 19 meec when the fricative wae identified.

These main results confom to the predictions. In the results for the
identification of the whole syllable, however, there was one anomaly. The

syllables with inappropriate transitions but appropriate vowels were' identi-

fied faster than the syllables with both transition and vowel appropriate (see

Figure 3). This did not resuLt in a significant interaction between condition

and appropriateness of transition, F(1,16)1.26, n.s. However, the triple

interaction f coition and appropriateness of vowel and of transition wasj nd

signficant, (1,16)8.75, 2 < .01. In the whole syllable condition, inappro-

priateness of thp- transition slowed idantification only if the vowel was

inappropriate as`N.well. This unexpected behavior also contributed to the
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TIMES FOR ORIGINAL AND SHORTENED FRICATIVES
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interaction of appropriatenees of vOwels and condition, F(1-06)=22.92, <

xi. The delay for syllables with inappropriate vowels was 30 maec when the
whole syllable was identlfied, compared wi:th only 11 when just the fricative
was judged.

-

A further.set of interactions reveals-that the anomaly is limited to the,
syllables 'contaAing ihortene8 frictions (see Figure 4). In the fricative
condition, inappropriate transitione slowed responses both for the original
and theshortened frictions. 'In the syllable conditiod, however, making the
transitional'inappropriatei actually speeded the decision 3 msec with the

shortened friction. the "syllables with the original friction showed, the
expected patterp, A1,16)=11.55, 2 < .01. Even across oonditioni, appropri-.
ateness of tsansition end shortened friction interacted. Alen the transitions
were appropriate, there was lees of an advantage for having tfie short friction

(26 maec compared with 39), F(f06)=15.46, < .01. The same _held for

appropriateness of the vowel msec vs. 41), F(1,16)=9.35, p < .01. There '

was a further interaction of condition and appropriateness of vowel- and of
transition with length, F(1,16)=5.71, < .05. In sum, there was one group of
stimuki, the ayllables with shortened frictions and inappropriate transitions,
that behaved unexpectedly wilenthe whole syllable was identifiet.

Neither prior experience nor order of conditions had a significant effect
on reaction time, F(1,16)=0.29, .0.075, respectively, n.s. The interactiOn was'

not significant erther, F(1,16)=0.65, n.s. These two variables interacted
with the conditions variAle, F(1,16)=7.00, < .05.t No natural explanation
for the interaction ip obvious. More.iMportant is the lack of any interaction
with the two appropriateness factors.

pit:SCUM:lion

Once again, mismatching the transitions, while it did not change the
-phonetic identity of the fricatiVb, did slow identification--in this case, of
both the fricative and the syllable the fricative was in. Migmatch of the
vowel and the vowel that the fricative was originally produced with was a more
significant factor in this experiment tHan.in the previous one. In the four-
choice condition, this is natural, since the information in the noise could be
a partial cue to the .identity_of the vowel. Yet even in the two-choice
conditi6n, where the subject could, in principle, make her decision before she
even hears the vowel, there is an effect. Further, the mismatched cues still .

slow thia identification even though 'the overriding cue is heard first.

Therefore the results support an "integrating" account and cast doubt on any
"dispoeing" account. (See the General Discupsion for a treatment of a
disposing account with a large time window.) .

If, in the two-choice condition, suijects were basing their decision
about the fricatiire on the noise alone, we mig.h4 expect the following three
patterns to emerge: 1) Inappropriateness of trafisition'would haye an effect
only in the four-choice condition, where the subject is required to listen-to

the-whole syllable. 2) Similarly, inappropriateness of voiel would have an
effect only in the four-choice condition. 3) In the two-choice condition.,
there would be no difference in response times for original ahd ,shortened

frictions. None of these expectations is fulfilled. However, there is a
tendency in the direction of eilfilling the last two, so' the following

revision is worth considering: In the two-choice condition, subjects can
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tr

occasionally succeed in making their decision before the vocalic segment

reachea them. In those. cases, the judigment would be "unaffected" tiy" the

vocalic segment and the above mentioned -lexpectations wAld hold. When the

subject is not able to ignore the vocalic segment (is "affected" by it), the

expectations do not hold; the result would be a mixture of responses -in which

the effects of conflicting caes are weakened in the two-choice. condition.

However, two major pieces of evidence conflict with this'interpretation.

\ .

,

Yirst, the transition effect is 'e ually strong in the two-choice and

four-choice conditions: That is,'_ide tification is sloied equally by mis-
matches in _transition whether the, whole syllable is identified or only the

fricatiVe. If subjects were basing their decision only on the noise, we would

expect no effect of mismatched transitiAns when only the fricative was

identified. For the transitions to have an effect, theymust be. herird. To be

heard, at least the beginning of the vocalic segment must be heaia. Thum evii-

if the vowel itself was ignored, the 50 msec difference in time should have
shown-up, as it did in the whole-syllable Yondition.,. The difference, however,

waa only 19 msec. .
N

Second-, the higher level interactices show that.the division of fricative

identifications into "affected" and:unaffected" responses is not straightfor-

ward. The time wlvantage broAght about by shortening the friction is quite

suggestive: In the four-choice condition, the gained speed (46 msec) is

almost equal to the Clit-in duration (50 mse). For the tWo-choice condition, .

the gain is okly twoAfifths of that (19 msec). This would lead us tb,expect

that subjects could make their decision on the noise alone approximately
three-fifths of the time. The discussion of the last paragraph casts doubt on

this proportion; other interactions involving inippropriateness of vowel do

the same. If decisions were either "af-tected" or "unaffected," then mis-

matchedvowel and transition cues would either slow' decisions equally (in the

affecteN identifications) or .6eignored together'(in the unaffected cases).

_Thus there shoUld, be an interaction between approbriateness of transition with

condition and interaction between appropriateness of vowel,with condition, but

no interaction9f the threee Inject, the transition effect is unaffectbd by

condition, tW vowel effect is weaker in the identification of just the

fricative, and the interaction'of all three is significant. The interaction

of appropriateness of vowel and transition itself goes against any simple

exPlanation of'the effects of the mismatch.

.It thus appears that, "Aatever ihe explanation of the effect of shorten-

'ing the friction, subjecté are not Ignoring the vocalic segment in any of

their`judgments. T4is ia not always thecase, as is shown in-Rep (1981a).

In an experiment that tested only identificatitone of the fricativ s [8] and

[A], Repp showed that inappropriate transitions did not affect reacion tine.

Shortening the noise by 50. msec resulted ih a significant reduction in

reaction time, but the difference wast only 8 msec. The subjects in the
present experiment may have been more inylined to pai attention to the vocalic

segment since half of them.partitipated in the four-choice (identification of.

whole syllable) condition before the two-choice (identification of fricative

only) condition. In addition, some of Repp'S subjects bad recently partici-

pated in fricative discrimination studiee, in which they had to concentrate on

the spectrum of the noise. However, the lack of an effect of vocalic context
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does not fit well with the shortened reaction-times for shortened frictions,

'evert if the difference is smiler. 4.

,

Some .of the interactions might lead to the following proposal: The most

typical noise will-give the fastest time in all environments. Repp (1981a)

also had some evidence that this might be the case for [Ed.+ The noise of [s]

is high-in 'frequency, and unrounded vowelp result\ in higher noises for
. 101 coarticulated fricatives. The converse holds for [6 . With the current

stimuli, the [s] noise froi [sa],is the moet decidedly s], and the [6] noise
from [6u] is the most decidedly [6], We might expect risponses4 to those

noises to .be the shortest. .For the present data, this isihot the case, even
when the identification of the fricatives alone is considfred. Instead,' the.

identification seems to be sensitive more to appropriatehess than absolute
typicality. t

-

Many complicated factors seem to be involved in the perc4tion of these
ibdified stimuli. While.the exact nature of.these factors would require a
series of tests manipulating the acoustic structure in a more detailed

id
-

ti'j.

fashion, the main point clear: Mismatch of cues res ts ins a delay in
identification. The next experiment will danonstrate this esult with stopt.-

EXPERIMENT 3

Stop release bursts are in.many waym equivalent to fricative noises.
They are noises within limited frequencies,-and they provide sugetantisl-
consonant information and some vowel information. The third.experiment Of
this series -explores the behavior of mismatched bur9f cues. In this,case the
two mismatched cues were combined in one element, the burst, so thalboth the
inappropriate vowel and consonantal information preceded the overriding cues
in the transitions and the steady-state vocalic section.

The four-choice condition of the previous experiment, in which the whole

* syllable was identified, was replaced with' one in which only the vowel was
ideptified. Differences betieen the identification.of the consonant and of
thi vowel would have a better chance of emerging if the different tasks were
more ehzilar. 4Also, the subject must still wait for the mismatched cues to
occur before identifying the vowel, yet the task ofhhoosing between two vowel
categories ls mtich easier than that Of choosing among four syllable -catego-
ries.

t

Experimental Procedure

Materiale. Atmale native speaker of English recorded ten tokens of each
9f the-eyllables [pa], [pu], [kis], and [ku] on magnetic tape. These were low -

"pass Iiltered at 10 kHz and digitized at a samyaing rate of-20 kHz. Two

tokens of each syllpre\xere chosen, with the requirement that the release
burst of the stop be 5 leselo

t

n duration. The burst was defined as a segment
of noise with an emplitud rise and fall occurring before the aspirated
tornant transitions. The Iyllables were either 500 msec in duration (with
[a]) or 350 msec (with [u]). All the [u]ss were of a much shorter duration,

and there wds no pressing jmmd to have the stimuli of exdttlk the same

duration, so the syllables were not modified.
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.Once the tokens had peen selected, the bursts were isolated and then

reconibified _with, each vocalic segment. The vocalic foment transitions were
the overriding cue in ail cases for the experimenter. Some 'subjects
complained of disagreement, especially in the [u] syllables. A non-speeded

- identification of the consonants was added to the expertmedt to epees the
magnitude of the disagreement. .

The mismatched cue, the bur`st, again came before the deciding cue, that
is, the vocalic torment transitions. The resulting 64. stiinuli fell into four
categories.similai.to those that were of interest beforel-,. 1) The information
in burst matched both the transitions and the vowel; 2) The vowel information
maicted but the stop information conflicted; 3) The stop information matched
but the vowel information c ic ted; 4) Bo th the vowel and the s to p
information- in the burst conflicted with the transitions and vowel of the
syllable:.

Each session consisted of two conditions: , judging the consonant and
,tudging the vowel. Two blocks of stiinuli occurred in each condition. Each
block contained 1 28 trials, plus four "warm-up" stimuli at the beginning
(which wbre not tallied in the results). .Two 'tokens of eaCh stimulus occurred
within each block in random order.. The stimuli yere recorded on one channel
of an audiotape while, on the other channel, a timing tone was recorded
simultaneously with the onset of, the stimulus. 'The inter-stimulus interval
was 2500 msec.

Subjects. Two groups of subjects were teeted, export and naive. The

expert listeners were.10 researchers at Haskins Laboratories, all of whom were
phonetically trained.. Eight had partiCipated in'Experiment 1. Two were left-
handed. The naive subjects were 10 young adults, all native fleakers of
Ehglish who had volunteered for experiments at Haskins Laboratories, and ware
paid for their participation. .nne hod participated in Experiments 1 -anfrd 2._

One was left-handed.
4

Apparatus. Subjects were seated in a sound-aftenuated booth and heard
the stimuli over TDH-39 head phones Tfieir responseEL were made by pressing one
of two butions on a panel in- fron of them. In the consonant condition, the
"p" response malg on the left and the '"k" response on the right. In the vowel
condition, the "a" response was onthe.Aeft and the "u'-' reeponse on the Tight.
During the test, if the &newer was cornect and within the stated time limit
(longer than lao_msec and_ ehorter thanrone and one half seconds .for the
consonant condition,- shbrter than pne seAnd fo4' the vowel condition), a *small
light on the control box in front of them lit up. Their response time,
answer, 'and the correctness 'of that answer went into a. computer fileieter
each trial.

4

Procedure

The suhjects were instructed to identify -the consonant or vowel as
quickly aa possiblee They were told to expect a few mietakes, but to,sloif
ylown if they made, too many. Since subjects were not unanimous in their
judgment of the step. identity, they were told to, expect to Ilfsagree with the
feedback in some instances.- The feedback light was explained- to them. Thirty
atimuli were run but not scored toi give them practice. After it had been
determined that there were no questions, two blocks tere.run}rith a thirty-
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second -Dause between, followed 'by a shbrt break. The neXt Niondltion,
*consistting of another two blocks separated-by ai.thirty-llecond pause, finished
tht e session.- Order of the conditions vas counterbalance across sublects.

After the reaction time experiments were over, the first block was
presented afain for non-,speeded identification of the consonants. These
results vete tallied'separately from the speeded identifications.

Results .

Only correctl responses within the specified time limits were included in
the eihalyais of the results. ,Thus,responses that were too ong or too short
(under 100 maec) were Qounted as miistakes. This gave an overall errorrate of
4.6%.

Figure 5 shows the results in a way that ia parallel to the previous
results. The effect.of the appropriateness'of the transition was significant,
F(108)74,79, 2 < .05. Ow average, subjects were 4 meec 'Mater in their
7decision when the transition was Appropriate.- The ,effsct was- only' present
when the consonant was identified.* This is shown by the interaction of
condition witit,appropriateness of transition, F0,18)=14.308, < .01.

appropriate transitions plowed identification ofthe consonants TCondition
3 mem, but sped identification of the vowel by'3

Iriappropriate vowels did not slow identification significantly,
F(1,18)111080, n.s., despite a ,trend of 2 msec in that direction.
Wisidentifications of the stop may have obscured this result, so an analysis
was done' of the data foT syllables containing the vowel [a]. The identifica-

( tion of the ittops in tired' syllables was correct 99.4% of the time for\ all
subjects. These results were analysed in the same manner as the full test
results. Inapproprieteness of transition did not have any effect,
F(1,18)1E0.40,n.s., but inappropriateness of voiel did, f(1,18)6.99, ( .05,
Tor a delay'of 7 msec.

. The experts were significantly faster 'than' the naive subjects,
F(1,t8).09.067, 2 < .01. The means were 378 and 500 Meec, respectively. This
lector was involved in n9 significant interactions.

Results for the non-speeded identification of the consonants appear in
Table 1. They are summarised as percentage of misidentifications of the
consonants. Results are collapsed across consonant and vowel category, and
are divided in the same manner as the results disPlayed in Figure 5. The rate
of misidentification corresponds to increase in reaction time, but it is not
-certain that ambiguity in the stimuli is aufficient to account for the
results. Four of the subjects accounted for 48.7% of the misidentiftications.
The other sixteen subjects were correct at least 94.5% of the time. A second
analysis las done on the 10 subjects with the highest accuracy. There were no
changes in the variables and interactions that were significant. However, the
misidentifications.still parallel the reaction times (see Table 1).
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TIMES FOR IDENTIFICATION OF INITIAL STOPS AND FOR VOWELS

1=i Transition and Vowel matched /
CM Transition 'mismatched ,Vowel matched8 I= Transition matched,Vowel mismatched
1132 Transition and Vowel mismatched,
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1 0

14011 1
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1 114
16 6111

6 16 011
666 1414
11.1 1 4.4

100 fill
161 610
111 6164
166 111
116 0111
111 11
110 1 11
111 111
166 1111
116 061
161 1111
11 044

1 1111
.6 10

111161
1 10
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10 0

111
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11
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11
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4.111II
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Figure Times to identify the stop or the vowel, Experiment 3.
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A

Tdble

Results of Consonant Identification Ilask

Transition was matched mitched datched mismatched

Vowel was matched matched mismatched mismatched

% misidentification
4

for all twenty subjects 1.6 17.0

for ten best ubjects 0.3

Discusesion J
3.4

4.1 6.4

1.9 2.5

Overall, inappropriate consonantal information in the burst slowed reac-
tion tise. This effect, however, did' not appear in the results for the
syllablab with [a]. Overall, making the vowel informatioa in the etop,burst
inappropriate to the vowel doea not slow identifidation of that stop. When
the results for syllables with [a] are considered alone, however, inappropri-
ateness of vowel does slow reaction, time.' While these results confirm the
previous reenilts for the fricatives to some extent, they must be treated with

'caetion.

Since the tbursts were necessarily chosen for their minimal place informs-
-

tion, their lack of, a slowing effect is not too surprising. The acoustic
effects of the articulation on the burst are less clear than the effect on
fricative noise, and the etop and transitions interact in complex ways. The

stop can be identified to some extent from the burst alone (Kewley-Port, 1980;
Tekieli & Cullinan, 1979; Winits, Scheib, & Reed, 1971), but.theye bursts must
contain less place information for this experimental design.

Vowels can be identified much better tfianchance from the frictiOn of a
coarticulated fricative by itself (Yeni-Komehian & Soli, 1981). The vowel
information in release Vursts is generally poor, even for bursts of longer
duration than the ones used here (CUllinan & Tekieli, 1979; Kewley-Port,
1980). Thus any4e4ay caused by inappropriate vowel information may actually.
be due 4 the burNe being taken as appropriate to a, stop not among the'
choices in the task.

Although the vowel effect in the stop syllables is promising, the results
of this experiment do not provide strong support for. the *notion that

subcategorical mismatchee slow phonetic judgments. Pbr this phenomenon to be
studied with stops, it is apparent that more control over the etimuli is
needed, which is probably available only tn synthesis.
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EXPERIMENTS 4 AND 5

In itcperimente 1 and 2, fondant tranaitions have been shown to provide
information about the fricative that cannot be ccimplaetely ignored even ithen
that information does not determine the category judgment. If the transitions
,were taken to give information about a segment' other than the fricative.,
however, we would expect them not to affect the speed with ithich the fricative
ia identified. One way to make the transitions "affiliate"Iiith another phone
'is to insert silence artificially between the friction and the vocalic segmentk:
(cf. Best, Morrongiello, & Robson, 1981; Mann & Repp, 1980). With a suffi-
cient amount Q1ajlence preceding, transitions can be perceived as stops in
fricative-atop cuaters.

When 60 msec of silence was introduced between the friction and the first
pitch pulse of the fricative-vowel syllables frau Experiment 2, stop percepts
resulted in about -half the cases. Generally, the [6] transitions yielded
stopa, while the [8] transitions were usually perceived as an interdental
frioative [G$ ]. The unexpectedneas of this reetult led to a reexamination of
the particular atimuli usidt As seen in Figure 6, there is-a portion of the
noiae just before the onset of voicing that is much .1.ower rn amplitude than
the rest of the friction (as seen.in the waveform), and that twe recogni;able
traces of formant transitions- (as seen in the spectrogram). This token of
[ta] is typical. of the eight syllables used in Experiment 2. Although. the
first pitch pulse has been used as a demarcation between fricative and vowel
(including transition) in Previous experiments, the ransitione need not begin
with roicing. When the fricative gesture ends and the vowe l,. gesture begins-;
there can be a brief period 'when the, tongue is not close enough to the roof of
the inouth to produce real fridtion but voicing has not started. What, results
then is essentially aspiration. This aspiration can be seen as part of the
transitiona, just as it is with voiceless stops.

Ilhfin these observatione are taken into account, it is clear that there is
just as much justification Or "treating the "aspiration" as part of the
transitions aa for excluding it. If "the onset of voicing dennes a point that
excludes some of the tranaition, it is not as surprtsing that introducing
silence at that point will not /goys result in the perception of a stop. The
"aspiration" deserves to go with' the vooalic segment as well. In fact; when
an appropriate amount or silence is introduced 10 msec before the onset of
voicing (thus including a portion of aspirated transitions with the vocalic..
portion)., stop percepts result with all the syllables of Experiment 2..
Stimuli with 60 msec of si,lence inserted 10 msec before the first pitch pulse
were then chosen for an experiment to. determine whether the differing
tranStions slowed identification eyen when they 'effiliated with another
phone, in this case, a stop. To justify the original result, however, the now.
location had to be tested in the original paradigm. Experiment 4, therefore, /
is s replication' of Experiment 2, and Experiment 5 tests the theory that the
tranaition effect wilt disappearb when the tranations affiliate with a
different phone.

EXPERIMENT 4

The four-choice condition of Experiment 2, in which the whole syllable
was identified, was again replaced with one in wkiich only tlfe 'vowel lies.
identified. In addition to the reasonp for thp revised procedure given above
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for Experimett 3, there we the added.neoeseity of comparing Experiments 4 and

5. Since the syllables of Experiment 5 consist of three phones, it would be

difficdlt for the subjects to identify only the first and third.

Experimental Procedure

!Uteri& le. The syllailes [5a], ['ba], [au] and [1su] from Experiment 2

were geed. The ,shortened versions of the frictions were not used. Thus there

were right fricative and eight vocalic segments (since two tokens of each type

e tured)*, with the difference being that the vocalic segments now contained

t)
memo of voiceless transitions, and the frictions were correspondingly

.t

ahor. r. Main, each friction was combined with each vocalic segment,

incl ing the one it was originally produced with. This resulted in 64 unique

stimuli, comprising the same grdups of interest: 1 y both transitions ank

vowel sfiality were appropriate; 2) transitions were appropriate but vowet9

quality, was mismatched; 3) vowel quality was matched but transitions were not;

and 4) both transitions and vowel quality were inappropriate.
)

,`Proadilre. Each seseion consisted of two conditions. In one, subjects

identified the fricative as quickly as possible; in the other, they identified

the vowel. An unsoored practice block of thirty stimuli was given before each

condition. Beall condit1on consisted of two blocks separ5ted by a thirty-

second pause. The order of the conditions waa counterbalanced across sub-

jects. The general\ prodedure wms the same aY Experiment 2. In the fricative

condition, the "s"$+esponse button was on the left and thy "sh" on the right.

In the v.bwel condition, the "a" button -was. on the left and the "'U" on the

right.
.

Subjects. Two groups of subjects were tested, expert. and naive. The

expert listeners werp 10 researchers at Haskins Laboratories, all of whom were

either phonetically trained and/or had experience in phonetic research. One

was left-handed. The naive subjects were volunteers who were paid for their

participation. None was left-handed.

Results

The error rate Ids 4.3% overall. Answers longer than one becond ( in both

conditions) were counted as errors. .

Figure 7 shows the results in the
transitions resulted in a significant
Inappropriate vowels caused a 12 maec
two factdre were again independent, F(1

same rgnner as before. Inappropriate

6 -mem delay, F(1 0023. 35," < .01.

delay, F(1 , 18 )78. 43, 2 ( .01: .theee

;18).0 n.e.

Identification of the fricative *as faster than that of the vowel Iv an

average of 68 mem, F(1,18).1 9.82, .2 < .01. The slowing effect of inappropri-

ate tranettions wasthe same whether the vowel or the fricative was identi-

fled, F(1,18)0.03, n.e. The vowel effect, on the other hand, waa smaller

when the fricative had to be identified, F(1,18)46.66, < .05.

vs.

'

The expert subjects were 47 maec faster than the naive subjects (435

482 overall meari) , but this difference waa not significant, !,(1,18)2.382,

ne None of the interactiens with the expert/naive. facto& was significant.
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Figure 7. Times to identify :the fricative or the vowel* Experiment 4.
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Transition and Vowel matched
Transition mismatched ,Vowel matched
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Transition and Vowel mismatched

IDENTIFICATION
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FRICATIVE ONLY

IDENTIFICATION
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VOWEL ONLY
Figure 8. Times to identify the fricatiVt Or the vowel, Experiment 5.
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Discussion

As before, miesatching the tiansitions, while it did notchange the
phonetic identity of the fricative, did slow identification. 4a_this case,
the identification Iiite eAther of the fricative or just of the vowel.n Thd

, de/ay caused by the inappropriateness of the vowel was again larger than that
'caused by inappropriate Iransitions (12 msec vs. 6 msec). However, the

1 transition effect ens morir reliable. .Also, the transition effect doed not
weaken in the two-choice condition. Mat is, identification is slowed equally
by mismatches in transition ,whether the vowel is identified or only the
fricative, as we would expect free, ExPeriment 2.

Some.of the finer details of this experiment asd Experiment 2 do not
match, but the ovepll picture is clear. Inappropriateness of transition
leads to a delay in phonetic ideitification of both the fricative and the

vowel; inapprepriateness of vowel gives a similar', somewhat larger delay..
These two effects are independent. The next 'experiment explores tHe effect Of
the transitions when they affiliate with a phone other than the fricatives
they were originally-produced with.

EXPERIMENT 5

Experimental Procedure

Materials. The syllables [04, [ta], [su] and [tu] from Experieent 4
were usled, but with'60 isec of silence inserted between the friction and the
vocalic segment. This gave rise to a stop percept in all combinations. The
procedure was otherwise the same,as for Experiment 4. \\,_

Subjects. The subjects of Experiment 4 partiCipated.

Procedure. The procedure of Experiment 4 was used.

Results
-

The error rate was 4.1% overall. Anvers longer than one second in both
conditions) were counted as errors.

. Figure 8 allows the results in the same fashion as the previous experi-
ments. Inappropriate transitions reeulted in a significant 4 msec delay,
F(1,18)=5.41, 2 . .05. Inappropriate vowels caused a 17 msec delay,

F(1,18)=81.99, 2 < .01. As before, the slowing effect of-inappropriate
transitione.,was the same whether the vowel or the fricative _was identified,
F(1 ,18)=0.5e; n.s. This time, however, the vowel effect was also the same in
Toth conditions, F(1,18)=2.25, n.s.

Subjects were significantly slower (by 124 msec) in identifying vowels
than fricatives, F(1 ,18)=39.69,,2 < .01. Note that this is almost exactly 60
msec more, than ihe difference in Experiment 4 (without the 60 msec of
silence).

The expert subjects were again faster (this time by 47 msec) than the

naive subjects (484 vs. 531 overall mean), but this difference was not
significant, F(1,18)=2.37, n.s. There were no interactions with this factor.
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An analysis that pulps:red Empeliments 4 and 5 was run. This revealed

three interactions of interest. First, responses were slower to the syllables

with inserted silence (459 vs. 507 msec), F(108)23.26, p < This was

due largely to the vowel identification, F(1-08)..23.26, p < .01 (see Table 2).

Since the syllables in Experiment 5 were 60 msec longer than those of

Experiment 4, it is natural that the vowel judgments should be slower by
approximately that much. The consonant judgments were also slower in Experi-

.

ment 5. A separate analysis of variance of just the fricative identifioa -
tions, however, shows that this difference is not significant, 11(1.418)=1.81,

n.s. This indicates that, while the listener is'saiting long enough to
integrate the.information of the vocalic segment into the fricative percept,
she does not need to wait for the syllable to finish before she makes her

judgment.

Table 2

* Mean Reaction Times (iir msec) for Identification of Fricative 'vs. Vowel

Occurring in Experiments 4 and 5.

fricative vowel

Sip 6- 425 493

Exp 7 445 569 '

The prediction that the effect of inappropriate transition@ would be
greatly reduced is fulfilled: While the absolute duration is-(not much shorter

(4 mime vs. 6 msec), the transition effdct is much less reliable in ExpertAnt
5, F(1,18) of 5.41 fOr Experiment 5 vs. 23.35 for Experiment 4. It might seem

thea this is the iesult merely of physical separation of the two cues

(friction and transition). With the same separation, however, thei vowel

effect strengthened, both in duration of the delay and its reliability: 12

maec, F(1,18) of 28.43 for Experiment 4 vs. 17 msec, F(1,18) of 82.00, for

Experbient 5.

Discussion

Inserting silence between the friction and the vocalic segment so that a
atop was perceived did not change the perceived phoneti6 category of the

fricative. Nonetheless, the mismatch *Fai trensitions did slow the subjects
somewhat. The delay caused by the inatpropriateness of the vo1,1 was again
larger than that caused by-inappropriate transitions (17 msec vs. 4 msec). In

this instance, the vowel effect was much more reliable.

The tnansitions of [u] vocalic segments did not significantly affect

reaction time, while the effect of inappropriate vowel quality was much

greater for [u] than for [a]. Neither pattern showed up in Egteriment 4.

l932!)6
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Since the transitions fcrr high vowels are /shorter than those for low vowele,t

it could be that only the transitions of low vorls give information about a

preceding fricative. The previously noted effect of stop-affiliated transi-
tions-on fricative percepts (Rapp & Mann, 1981) used only the vowel [a].

Even with addet silence and a. new (stop) percept, the general pattern

established in the previous experiments remains: Inappropriateness of transi-

tion (in the one case where such an effeat had .been abown in perceptual
etudies previously).leads to a delay in phonetic igentification of both/the
'fricative and the vowel; inappropriateness qf vowel gives a similar, somekhat
larger delay. These two effects are independent.

The prediction that the ,effedt of inappropriate transitions would.be
greatly reduced by the insertion of silence (Experiment 5) is .fulfilled.

While the abeolute duration of the delay caused by inappropriate transitions

is not much shorter (4 msec ve. 6 msec), the transition effect is much lbse

reliable in.Experiment 5, F61,18)..5.41, than in Experiment 4,F(1,18)=23.35.
It might seem that this is the result merely of physical separation of the two

cues (friction and transition). With the same-separation, however; the 'vowel
effect strengthened, both in duration of.the delay caused by inappropriateness
and the reliability of the effect: 12 msec, F(1,18) of 28.43, for Experiment
4 vs. 17 msec, F(1,18)4of 82.00, for Experiment 5.

GENERAL DISCUSSION AND -CONCLUSION

The ilve experiments described-in this paper provide convincing evidence

that listeners take cues into" account even when those cues seem both

superfluous and ineffective. The vowel information in fricative noises and--1
stop bursts and the consonant information in vocalic formant transitions both

are generally too weak to do more than cause subcategorical variation, yet

reliably slow down identifications if they'are inappropriate. This slowing

occurs whether the information pertains to the particular phone being identi-

fied, or to the phone that just.happens to be presented at the same time. And

finally, the mismatches cauep just ae much delay whether they precede or
follow the overriding cue.

This last result is further evidence that listeners do not interpret the

speech stream in ,a strictly left to right fashion. Other evidence to that

effect has been found. For example, Repp,, Liberman, Eccardt, and Pesetsky
(1978) found that a stretch of eilence was or was not treated as a cue to stop

manner depending on the phonetic judgment made on the next segment. Miller

and Liberman (1-979) and Miller (1981) found that speaking rate, as determined

by length of a following vowel, influenced the [b] -[w] bdundary. Both these

and other instances of later information affecting an earlier boundary involve

timing. Various "disposing" theories (e.g. Klatt, 1979) have incorporated

methods of withholding certain phonetic judgments until length information has'

been gAthered. However, the present judgments do not depend on duration. In

the fricative-vowel syllables, the place of the fricative is completely

determined by the noise. Length could, in some cases, determine voicing. But

there is no apparent reason for waiting until after the transitions have been

processed to make the place decision. Thus the speech mechaniem seems to
integrate all cues available not only across the frequency range, but also

across the time and frequency ranges together.
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It might appear that the difference.between the integrating and diensing

accounts is the size of the time frame for analysis.- This is not the case.

The primarylpistinrtion is that disposing accounts wish to treat each time

slice as a Dingle (audAtory) event ind to extract all inftnzatidn from just

its "gross spectral shape" (Bluestein, Isaacs, & Mertus, 1982; Stevens, 1980).

A disposingtheory with*a_large time window would thus need to extract, for

example, both the stop consonant and the vowel Ms one spectral shape. If,

on the other hand, the temporal window is increased but more than one speCtral

analysis is done, then the two theoriee would be indistinguishable.

Listeners do .accumulate information about phonee during the reception of

the speech signal. It is poseible for them, in the proper paradigm, to make
decieions of fticative identity based on the noise alone (Repp, 1981a). *The

accumulation of cues, then, is continuous, even if adjustments to their values
ate made in response to later cues. When the whole signal must be processed,

as in the identification of the vowel in the- present experiments, the

integration of cues seems to take place consistently.
4

The present results do not tell us very specifically just how long a
listener waits before she reaches a decision. Recent work by Martin and

Bunnell (1982) shows that vowel-to-vowel coarticulation, manipulated in much

the same way as the present stimuli, holds across intervening4consonDnts.

Thus the syllable is not the absolute limit ti the suldategoricalpmatching'

process. A transient cue like a'set of foment transitions, though, may be

more tightly bound to the syllable in which it occurs. Only further

experimentation will decide the issue.

The delays in identifidationlue to phonetic mismatches are small but

A highly reliable. This suggests' that subjects are not overly concerned that

one or two minor variations are introduced, but must still take they time to

integrate the cues 'processed. But consider the problem with synthetic-speech.
Unlike natural speech, whickhas almost everything right, synthetic speech14s

just barely enough right to* be understood. Even "fully" intelligible syn-
thesis may iMpose an unacceptable processing load for general usefaness.
Those features that make a synthesized syllable just a bit harder to process

(for example, getting the transitions slightly wrong after fricatives) may not

be apparent even to the most critical listener. ,Yet the small delays may be

adding up, requiring more thze to be spent on phonetid processing, and leaving

less time for semantic processing. If synthetic speech is to be listened to

for long periods with the intention.of getting the sontent straight, the

synthesis must be more than interpretable. It must be accurate in ways that

the person doing the synthesis cannot hear directly (cf. Nye & Gaitenhy, 11973;

Pisoni, 1982).

t -

Finally, it should be noted that the proposed attempt by the listenesT to

Ole sense of all she hears does not cdntradidt the evidence that &he can

restore parts of the signal that are missing (Samuel, 1981; Warren, 1970).

There is a difference between a lack of information and the presence of
conflicting- information. 'A demonstration of just that distincltion in the

present paradigm is being planned. But for now, we still have ,further

evidence that the listener knows what a possible articulation is and attempts

to integrate all cues in-the construction of her phdnetic percept.
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TOWARD A D FAL ACCOUNT OF MOTOR MEMORY AND CONTROL*

Elliot L. Saltmaan and J. A. Scott Kelso+

1. , INTRODUCTSON

Recent approaches to problems of complex, coordinated movement have
elphasised that mot, control arises from the task -epecific fdpamic system
defined in a given actor-environmeht context. We suspect.that motor learning

\ and ,motor memory phenomena are likewise groUnded in movement dynamics. Hence,

a reformUlation of.certain memory and learning problems with reference to

dynamic principles is undertakan here as a necessary first step. In the
following sections'we will: a) offer a constructively critical overview of
several assumptions evident in current workon Motor memory; b) attempt to

sketch out a generalised type of dynamics-that might lead to a unified
approjer to problems in sensorimotor control, learning, and memory; and c)
offera brief aid speculative reformulation of questions relating to short
term motor memory phenomena.

2. MOTOR MIKAR)AND CONTROL:
CRITICAL,REMAREFTWSOME QUESTIONABLE ASSUMPTIONS

1
Considerable empirical advances have ben made in the areas . of motor

'memory and control in the last decade, yist we perceive some undercurrents
among oar colleagues to the effect that progress has become,sfunted, particu,
larly in the memory field.1 This may be a general trend,' arising,from the
realisation that much'more attention needs to be paid in the first place to
the information being detected and used in the functional context of sensori -
motor tasks, before we cen ascertain anything about tge nature of memory
procesees themselves. Even the standard metaphora of the memory theorist --
'such as stoiage and retrieval - -have been seriously questioned (e.g., Estes,
1980). To be sure, something changes as animals behave adaptiiely with
respect to their environments, and that something allows.new performances to

*A slightly revised version of this paper will appear iin R. Magill (Ed.),
Memory and control of action. Amsterdam: North Hollan4A in press.

+Also Tapartments of Biobehavioral Sciences and psychology, University of
Connecticut, Storrs, OT.
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Betty Tuller, and Michael Turvey.
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occur and old.ones to be improved upon. But what chahges? And why does such

change persist?

Convention.has it that what changes is some ihing or accumUlation o

things in the animal itself--an assumption that may be only partially correct.
This assumption has been sufficiently enticing, however, to lead the biochem-4

ist and the neuroacientist to seek structural changes in so-clied "simple"

organisms as a function of various conditioning regimes (cffKandel, 1976;

Thompeon, 1976). The phyaiochemical basis of the "engram" is a hotly pursued,
topic of research that is laden with hidden assumptions, a primary one being

that engrama exisi to begin with. One can readily see some ef the problems

here; even in species with low numbers of neurone., it has not been possible to

relate neuronal patterns to behavior isomorphically (df. Selverston,. 1980).

"Context" continuee to plague and puzzle ue. Even the ethological concept of
"fixed action pattern".as a behavioral counterpart'to a unique set of neural
eventa is under heav'y fire at the moment in studies using the %pry organisms

that Lorenz used to establish the idea. Ullman (1979), fof example, has
shown that the/lizard (aceloporus) does not remOcre competition between two

behaviors (!e..0., aggression and eating) by choosing one and suppressing

others. Rathfr, the lizard's response to conflict is rich and varied. In

what ahe calls "merging" (to contrite with a single type of competition
resolution), elementel of both .flahaviors are seen, as reflected posturally ih
limb-egnfigurations, temporally in the movements themselves, and spatially in

overall orientation. These observations suggest strongly that fixed units of

behavior are not selected as a whole in immutable form. The consequences are

obvious for a theory of engrams that are isomorphically related to specific

behavioial patterns.2'

In the.realm of psychology, few find it appealing to propose individual

memorial counterparts for every possible.behavioral vAriation. All neverthe-

,leab assume that something is stored, that information is somehow accumulated,

that skills and habits era ,thinga tfiet are acquired,. In this style of
thought, representations exist under,a number of various guises--templates,

perceptual traces, internal models, schemes, generalized motor programs, and

the like. Our intent here is not to commence a diatribe against reRresenta-

,tionalism (but see Fodor & Pylyshin, 1981; Turvey, Shaw, Reed', & Mace, 1981,

for a lively debate). Rather, we,would like to raise some questions about

certain assumptions that seem implicit in current approaChes tO motor memory

and control in order-to suggest alternative stylea Of inquiry to those that

presently redominate. .

-

Often the way we aek questions determines what solutions we expect.

Perhaps asking4the question differently or changing its focus-will allow,.if

net new ineights, then at lesat an elaboration of perspectives that can be

differentiated. We thtnk that it can be argUed justifiably that current

approaches to memory and control are dominated by certain singular themes (or

styles of ingeiry) that most have agreed en. Differences in perspective are

nested within the same atyle of inquiry; they may be more 2 product of the

manipulations that people perform in their experiments than any fundamental

difference in outlook. If correct, this intuition suggests a reason for our

stymied progress. Rather than variations on a theme, perhaps we need,

contrasting themes (cf. Kelso, 1981; Kugler, Kelso, & Turvey, 1982). gut. of-

the aims of this paper, following recent theoretical and empirical WOrkNe

A.
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comphx, functionally defined coordinateCactivAies, is topromote dynamical
principles on which.to ground an understanding of motor memory and control.
WO' will attempt to sketch out a generalised type of abstractly defined
dynamics that may provide a depg-thre point toward solving certain long-
standing problems in the Memory and control area. But, since our role here is
_to provoke and perturb, let us first do some conbciousness-raising on the.
status of What we perceive to be the status gm.

. 2.1..-,Assumption 1: Skill Development as the Accumulation or Construction of

Cognitive 6presentations -

The acquisition of skill is difficult to understand, acecording te

Assumption 1, without hssuming that practice allows us tp store a large number
of movement patterns, or, more correetly some say, thé-perceived consequences
of our actions. Whether we abstrcf out.the%key features of how the movements
were-produced and call it a sch a or generalised motor' program is not really

the issue. The issue is the univeraal agreement that we accumulate, abstract,
or construct something that is stored centrally as a memory or knowledge
structure. For example, a common view of skills such as boxing that Remand
fast reactions of the performer is that people:

...use cues in the situation to tell what will probably happen

next: They anticipate. This constitutes cognitive skill.

(Italics ours) Redundancy inherent in the situation is stored in
memory. The skilled person has quick access to that knowledge
structure that allows prediction and anticipation." (Keele, 1982,

p. 157)

And,'further analtgising from research on cognitive skills such as chose,

Keele (1982) offers the idea that skill dependa "...largely on extended
practice. involving tkouselads of hours. In that time people accumulate a
'vocabulary' of thousinde of patterns (or situations) that they can recogniz,
and they build an extensive repertoire of strategies and responses to deal

with those patterns" (p. 159).

To be fair'to Keele, these ideas are advanced as "quite speculative" and
hypothetical. flowever, they not at all unusual in the area of potor
skills. Most would offer littne argument and there is certainly a gilowing

consensus that motor skills have a heavy cognitive component (at least.,

initially), and that action sequences are centrally represented even in the

highly skilled. -But it might be a mistake to place skilled behavior in the
cognitive domainat leaat perceptual-motor ones like boxing. And it might he

a mistake to assume that the brain or mind contains remnants of our

experiencescognitive and otherwise. An alternative"to this accumulative or

constructive view of skill acquisition is one 'that does not appeal to

cognitive operations to make sense of incoming stimuli, but that rather

suggests that the information being picked a becomes more and more precise

and subtle as skill develops. This view argues that the skilled performer
becomes attuned to increasingly subtle perceptual information as a functihn of

experience (cf. Gibson, 1966, 1979). The contranting perspectives afforded by

the aikumulation/construction versus attunement approaches represent entirely

different theoretical accounts for the simple fact that experience changes the

animal (Michaels & Carello, 1981). Accordipg to the latter alternative we do
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not become skilled by increasing the number or compleprity of memories (or
knowledge, structures) in the animal' a brain; rather, we discover and become

.sensitive to, i.e., resonate to (cf. Gibson, 1966, 1979, and commentaries by
race, Runeson, and Grose:berg on Ullman, 1980) increasingly complex and
differentiated information structures realised by events defined over the
actor and environment. In Runeson's (1 977) terms, we become increasingly
smarter special purpose devices,3 attuned to complex information that is
always available for detection in terms that are uniqatt and apecific to the
acts that animals perform. Prediction and anticipation are consequences of
this characterisation, i.e., information is specific to what can be done
(wediction) and when it can be done (anticipation). 'Our ability to use such
information ie exquisite. Two examples will illustrate these points.

11.

Todd.(1 981) has considered- the outfielder's problem of trying to catch a
fly ball in terms of the vieual information currently available that specifies
whether the ball will land behind or in front of the fielder'i present
position. Todd identified several sources of such "predictive" information
and demonstrated, using animated computer displaya, that subjects could detect
and uae such information in perceptual judgments. In fact, .it appeared that
subjects were eensitive to information spedified in the following relation
between optic and physical variables, in which optic variables refer to the

\projection of the physical event onto a two dimensional planar surface:

1 -AY/2R > VY' x VR'/(R')2

where AY physical vertical acceleration of gravity,

R physical diameter of ball,
VY' optic vertical. ball velocity,
1/11' optic ball dilation velocity,
R' optic ball diameter.

When equation (1) is satisfied, the ball 'will lana in front of the,observer.
Note that the visual information spedifying final landing point relative to
the obaerver is available throughout the ball's trajectory. In other words,
th&-information available at a ...liven point in time is "predtive" in that it
specifies a task-releiant apatiM relationship that will occur subsequent to
that point in time. Note that for this relation to be useful, the obberver
must be sensitive to (and presumably must discover) the critical ratio, AY/2R,

between the acceleration due- to` graVity and ball size. Pfrumably, the
observer's sensorimotor system is posturally faminer with the graviti vector;
however, information specifying the ball size and hence the critical rati6
obvioualy depends on the specific ball-akill context (i.e.,. baseball, soft-
ball, basketball, etc.).

(1 )

The second example of intrinsically predictive visual information is due
to Iee (1 976), who identified the optic invariant specifying the time-to-
contact of an object approaching an observer (or vice veraa) at a conatant
velocity along the line of sight. This information ia apecifisd by:

202
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%

1/V20 (2)

where Vr of dilation ai the retinal image.of the object. 'Wben the

observer a riving a car and approaching a stationary obstacle,- such

information eines time-to-collision. In this context, Lee described time-
to-collision margidvalues at which the driver would havadto start decelerat-
ing with a given bragi-lower when Araveling at a givenThurfent velocity in
order to stop short of the otletacle (assuming steering contreis are ignored).
With reference to problems of coorilinated movement, we should point out (in
the sp*vit of Warren & Shaw's- (1961)*discussion) 'that such margin values'may
be used to sdale spatiOtemporar'pereeptual information to the power-generating
,capacities of the actor ingiven task situation. For example, there exists
a margin value for the ttoott whicir one can initiate a successful jump when
running towerd a jumpable 00tacle at a given speed. This time-to-jump margin
value will vary across ortenieMS with different power to body-mass ratios,
i.e., organisms with greatatioireihanas ratios can initiate successful jumps

at smaller margin values.

2.2 Assumption 2: Genetia 1_2*Tose Processes and Devices

Those of us who were in graduate courses in psychology.otisarning in the

1960s and 1970s were likely impressed by the enormous MArts of our
predecessors to provide a general theory of learning. This was truly an
admirable goal and most of us would still like to believe that a small set of
general principles underliee all forms of learning. A claim that has recently
been made (Johnston, 1981) is that such general principles should be sought in
the relationships between animals and their natural envirOnments. This
ecological approach contrasts with-previous "general process" efforts that
have restricted their studies to defining the characteristics of . animals

lf

themselves For example, a taciX assumption of the latter type of approach
was what ligman (1970) called the "equiValenoe of associability" assumption,
that it s equally possible to learn any relationehip between stimulus end

response. Much recent work, however, has shown that there are biological
constraints on what can be learned (e.g., tollea, 1972). Animala do not

operate in universal contexts; they are not general-purpose machines. The

elegant conditioning experiments of Garcia and colleagues-attest to this claim
(e.g. Garcia, 1981;*Garcia & Koelling, 1966, for review). Briefly, Garcia

showed that rats aan learn to avoid sweet-tasting water when ii is paired with

toxicosis, but not if it is paired with foot-shock. Moreover, in the former
case the pairing does not have to be temporally contiguous; delaying the

noxious W (unconditional stimulus) up to two heurs still resulted in learning'

V) avoid the sweet-tasting water (CS). All of this evidence (and much more,
see Johnston, 1981) contravenes the principle of equivalence of associability

and strongly supports the view that those activities that are part of the
animal's natural habitat.or niche can be learned easily while others cannot.

The biological-constrainte perspective appears to have had no visible

impact in the 'motor behavior literature (where it should be most relevant).

For example, it was totally ignored in a recent meeting on motor memory and

learning (North American Sorety for the Psychology of Sport and Physical

Activity, Asilomar, CA, 1981 . The area of motor memory, borrowing heavily
from the verbal learning area, continues to deal with "items of information"
or "items to be remembered" as ita relevant stimuli. In fact, the more novel
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and arbitrary the "item" to the activities that people perform--so the

argument goes--the better we are able to understand hew new "items" are

learned and remembered. This view of movements as "items" is a vestige of
associationiam; in fact it is iasociationiam (cf. Jenkins, 1979). It assumes

Oat perception, learning, and memory are geneial-purbose processes;, it

assumes that anything that rill produce ail effect constitutes a stimulus item;

it evoker& descriptions of the information base that are animal-neutral (hence

"items"); it rejects the claimL-supported by Much recent work--that behavior
is constraiped by particular aspects of environmental strudture to which an
animal is sensitive. According to Assumption .2, then, movements are learne0,
controlled, and remembered by general purpose devices tliat process movement
information in the same manner regardless of the functional or task context.
It should be noted that this assumption is evident not only in human motor
control and memory research, but also in the field of robotics. Thus, for

example, it has 'been generally assumed that robot limbs can perform different
tasks according to the-same general purpose planning and control operations,
e.g., joint velocity planning and servoing for both manipulator arms (e.g.,

Whitney, 1972) and hexapod walker legs (e.g., McGhee & Iswandhi, 1979).

In contrast with the general purpose approach, we wish to argue that

motor learning, memory, and control processes arg not neutral to an ac 'on's

functional dr task context. In this.regard, one assertive claim to be de

here is that we should reject "items" as constituting the what of, memory, just

as we should reject "muscles" (admittedly less arbitrary to the control of
activitykthtin "items" are to memory) as the what of control and coordination
(cf. Kelso & Saltmman, in press). Instead, we should give a good deal of

thought to the types of tasks organisms (including humans) perform, in

recognition of the fact that tasks that meet existing constraints are easier
to perform than others that do not. Consequently, any natural informational

units that may be relevant to understanding that which we call memory and

control need be defined functionally; that is, with respect to the tasks that

animal's can perform. General purpose theories of control and memory-are too
powerful in this regard, because they offer viable accounts of phenomena that

never occur natur.Oly as well as those that do. They fail to acknowledge that

evolution and development play an economizing role by restricting the'types of

activity that creatures perform to those that are behaviorally useful.

We have invested a good deal of effort in identifying what we believe to

be significant units of control. These are not individual degrees of freedom

of the system like muscles, or preestablished arrangements between receptor

and effector elements (the reflexes that Sherrington (1906) referred to as

"likely fictions"), or prescribed arrangements among instructions (central

programs, etc.). Bather, they are functionally specified ensembles of muscles
and joints that act as coherent units during task performances and whose
component elements vary autonomously in a mutually constrained manner (e.g.,

Boylls, 1975; Fowler, 1977; Greene, 1971, Mote 1; Kelso, Southard, & Goodman,

1979; Saltmman, 1979; Turvey, Shaw, & Mace, 1978). We shall have much more to

say abgut the organization of these action units as discussion proceeds.

2.3. AssuMption 3: Cues and Features

An extension of the "movement as a to-be-remembered item" approach is to

partial up the movement and identify the various "features" or "cues" that

21
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could be coded by a subject in a reproduction, task.4 Thus the problem for
motor memory becomes one of identifying which cues are "codable" and which are
not. The prototypical case is the distinction between distance and locaSion
cues--an inure that on its own must have provoked thinty or forty articles.

If one acceila that these aspecta of movement can in fact be differentiated,
the result is that location reproduction is better than distance. Numerous

accounts have been offemi for this,finding. Many of the early studies (and
many of the latek blies as well) argued that litcation is more effectively
reproduced because there are kinesthetic receptors for joint position but not
for distance (but see Kelso, Holt, & ,Flatt, 1980), or that distance is less
directly coded because it requires an interpolation of velocity. Another type

of interpretation followed Lashley's idea of a space coordinate system. Limb
positions were thought to be more easily coded than distance because they were
referred to an internal representation of spatial coordinates rather than
being kinesthetically determined. Thus, identical spatial pisitions could be
reproduced with either limb (as long as direction of movement remained

constant)- and would not require the continuous,availability of kinesthetic
inforiation from the same limb (af. Wallace, 1977). More recent interpreta-
tions have kept in vogue with the,visual and verbal memory literature. With

respect to the former, information about ,end location his been viewed as
"centrally.arousing a visuo-spatial map" for "retrieval purposes in-subsequent
reproduction" (Housner A Hoffman 1981). With respect to the latter there has

l

been a good deal of attention gi en to using verbal labels as retrieval cues
for movement positions (e.g., Sh a, 1977) or to subjecting location to greater
depths of processing (cf. Craik A Lockhart, 1972). Thus location "persists"

becauas it can be analysed more deeply than distance.

Alr of these accounts commit what has been called a first-order

isomorphism fallacy (FOIF for short; Summerfield, Cutting, Frishberg, Lane,
Lindblom, Runeson, Shaw, Studdert-Kenliedy, A TurVey, 1980), namely, of taking
the predicates that result from deseribing or"observing a phenomenon (e.g.,

the position of a limb), aasigning those predichtes to a memory structure in
the brain (e.g., as a location code, a visuo-spatial map, perceptual trace...)

'and of claiming, thereby, to explain the phenomenon. One problem with this
strategy, of course, is that we could take am observable kinematic or kinetic
movemenf feature (e.g., relative force, movement distance or duration, hand
location, etc.) to which an organism is behaviorally sensitive and posit an
entity in lie head that is responsible for detecting, coding, or remembering
it. The same criticism also applies to studies of motor control that

investigate the so-called "content" or "structure" of central motor programa.
Thus, reaction time to initiate a movement can be related to many measurable
or observable dimensions of upcoming movement with little or no guarantee that
the said dimension is coded in the motor program (cf. Kelso, 1980.- Assigning
movement cues and various kinematic/kinetic dimensions to isomorphic memorial
counterparts as agents of recall and regulation is tautological, and appears
to confirm only the assumptions of the experimenter.

This FOIF is not restricted, however, to researCh in control and memory
of limb movements; it is common in speech perception research as well. There

the concept of detectors for phonetic contrasts has gained prominence even

though virtually every such contrast differs along many distinct dimensions

(e.g., Liberman, 1982; Studdert-Kennedy, 1982). Is there a contrast detector

for each dimension or cue? Consider' the well-studied case of voicing
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distinctions in atop consonants, e.g., /b/ veraus /p/ & Abramson

1964). Up to now nearly twenty different cues have been found that distin-
guish the contrast, among them aspiration energy, first formant onset frequen-
cy, fundamental frequency, the timing of laryngeal action, and burst energy.

No limit for the nUmber of possibilitiesaccording to some authorsis'in
sight (e.g., Bailey & Summerfield, 1980; Lisker, 1978).

In short, many studies in motor control and memory (as well as in other
areas, e.g., speech perception) have revealed that oroanisms can respond to a

wide range of isolable and distinctive event features that experimenters

manipulate. Such behavioral data, however, do not constitute evidence for the
psychological reality of the corresponding isomorphic feature codes,or detec-
tors.

3. MOTOR CONTROL: A GENERALIZED DYNAMICAL PERSPECTIVE

A recent theoretical approach to motor control (cf. Fitch & Turvey, 1978;

Fowler, 1977; Fowler & TUrvey, 1978; Greene, 1972; Kugler, Kelso, & Turvey,
1960 has looked to nested structures of constraints on dynamic system

parameters (e.g., stiffness and damping coefficients) as sources of movement
organization. According to this view, higher oOer global constraints specify
a pattern of such parameters that allows the limbs (or any-articulators) to
become task-specific, functionally defined, special purpose devicee. This

constraint structure will be referred to below as the organizational invariant
(cf. Fowler & Turvey, 1978) characterizing a given action type. Lower order,

local constraints specify values for those parameters left free;.to vary once
the global constraints have been implemented. We ehall refer Id these local
constraints as tuning parameter8.5 For example, the arm will behave as a
reaching device if globally constrained by the organizational invariant to
behave as a damped masg-spring syatem; and the leg will behave as a hopping

device. if constrained td behave as a limit cycle system. These global

functions may be tuned by local constraints.specified by perceptual informa-
tion specific to the immediate actor-environment context. Thus, the reaching

arm will self-elluilibrate to a value specified by the perceived looation of
the target, and the hopping leg will cyclically attain a pedirtopping height

specified by the perceived heights of hop-overable obstacles in the path of

qocomotion.b

We would like to promote a yerspective on _action that argues that
coordinated movements are functionally defined and (ideally) adaptive events

whose spatiotamporal coherence and power requirements are governed by the
simultaneous confluence'of global and local constraints. In thip framework,
defining one's unite of analysis is a critical first step in understanding the

bases of movement coordination and regulation. The argument has been made in

/numerous places (e.g., Bernstein, 1967; Boylls, 1975;APowler, 1977; Gelfand,

Gurfinkel, Tsetlin, A Shik, 1971; Greene, 1971; Kelso & Saltzman, in press;

Kelso et al., 1979; Kugler, Kelso, & Turvey, 1980; Saltzman, 1979; Turvey,

1977; Weiss, 1969) that single muscles and/or joints are not the proper
elements with which to build an adequate theory of multiple degree of freedom

systems able to perform sensorimotor tasks successfully in the real world.

Rather, the appropriate elements are collectives of muscles/joints that act as
coherent units according to the global, functionally specific task constraints

defined acroaa actor and environment. Such units have been called synergies,
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coordinative itructures, linkages, etc. These terms reflect the synchronic or

spatial coherence that this Sype of constraint organization bestows upon the,

actor's musculoskeletal systea. Thus, if one analizes a movement into

discrete time slices, such'synchronic organization may be observable as ratios
of muscle activity or joint motion that remain relatively invariant across
time slices. Although such time slice descriptions are useful for movement
analysis and robotics control applications, one should not be seduced into
thinking that coordinated, biologically controlled actions can be reduced to

transformationally related, time slice concatenations of linkage motions.
Biological actions are beat viewed as,events that have diachronic or temporal

as well as spatial coherence; they span a characteristic, intrinsically

defined period of time according to the global, task7specific fmaction by
which the moveaent is orgsnized. This position echoes Bernstein's (1967)
assertion that movements mai be likened to morphological objects in'that "they

do not exist as homogeneous wholes at every moment but develop in time, that
in their essence they incorporate time coordinates" (p. 68). . Airther,

"movements are not chains of details but structures which nre differentiated
into details" (Ibid., p. 69).7

Finally, biological actions axe characterized not only by their

spatiotemporal properties but also by their power-generation requirements.
Conaider, for example, running to intercept a soccer pass. For this task to

be successfully accomplished, information must be specified about where the

ball is spatially, where and when it will arrive at an interceptable location,

and how much energy must be dissipated by the body to reach,that particular

space-time locale (Lee, 1980). The earlier discussion of Lee's (1976) braking

problem and the time-to-collision margin values (see Assumption 1 section)

underlines the relations between perceptual information and energetic

'constraints on activity. Let us now proceed to a more detailed treatment of
diganizational invariants and the rather abstract bases of their dynamic

organization.

3.1. Organizational Invariants, Degrees of Freedom, and Task-spatial Axes

It is worth emphasizing that skilled acilons are goal-directed. ,Such

goals are defined in terms of environmental outcomes that are relevant to the
actor's desires and current behavioral repertoire. For example, skills

entailing the limbs typically involve creating characteristic patterns of
motion and/or force at the limb-environment interface; speech entails

articulator motions that shape the vocal tract to create characteristic

acoustic energy patterns in the airstream produced by the lungs. *In all

cases, however, the effectors relevant to the task are parts of a Coherent

multi-degree of freedom ensemble. The coherence of such ensembles arises from

the functionally specified, task-level structure of constraints (i.e., the
geometry Of constraints) defined over the dynamic system spanning the actor
and environment. Thus, for example, the -ac-t of reaching entails a global,
functional organization of the joints and muscles in the arm that guides the

hand to a target under the influence of gravity. It is reasonable to
hypotheaize that this organization is invariant across different specific

instnnces of reaching. Fowler and Turvey (1978) have spoken of such global

principles as comprising -the organizational invariant of a coordination

problem, as the "function that is preserved invariantly over changes in the

specific values of its variables" (p. 23).
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In this framework, understanding the functional basis of a particular

skill involves discovering the system of global control constraints that
characterises that skill's organisational invariant. Such discovery presum-
ably underlies both the deWelopmental/skill acquisition process and .the

process of analysing experimentally the skilled perfordance of well-learned
behavior. Obviously, there is an important difference between the discovery
tasks in the tao cases. Adapting Pattee's (1973) discuesion of the origin and
operation of natural control systems- to the present issue of skilled actions,
we may say Ihat the pioblem of the aalgin of a skilled behavior is quite
distinct from the problem of the performance of a skilled behavior. The basic

distinction is that the performance of skilled actions assumes the existence
of an organised system of control cOnstraints, whereas the origin problem must
account for-the establishment of these constraints. Such origins "must begin
with low selectivity and imprecise functi n and. gradually 'sharpen up to high
specificity and narrow, precise function" Pattee, 1973, p. 41).

1

There is a curious and possibly significant parallel between the

discovery processes of the unskilled novice and the Uninformed scientist. It

might be justifiably argued that the novice's and the movement scientist's

understanding of the oranizational invariant -Uhderlying. a particular skill
may be progressively facilitated by gradually increasing the number of degrees
of freedom controlled or measured during performancee of coordinated actions
relevant,to the skill-. 16 the case of skill acquisition, one can characterize .
the early stages of learning in both adults and children by a tendency to keep
much of the body relatively, stiff or rigid, thereby reducing the kinematic and
kinetic complexity of the performed movement (e.g., Benati, Gaglio, Morasso,
Tagliasco, & Zaccaria, 1980; Bernstein, 1967; Fowler & Turvey, 1978; Saltzman,
1979; Wickstrom, 1977). Further refinements of skill are then said VO entail
selective relaxation of these constraints (i.e., differentiation of the

constraint structure), guided by the progressive discovery of the patterning
of reactive forces supplied by the functionally poupled dynamic system of

actor and environment. The early rigidity or stiffening control constraints
on the kinematics and kinetics of limb movemente may be likened to the

physical.constraints provided by training wheels on the motions allowed ,and

forces encountered by a novice bicycle rider. Essentially, these early
constraints play two roles. The first is to provide a rough approximation of
the skilled aption that nevertheless achieves the relevant goal, i.e.,

satisfies a crudely specified organizational invariant. The second is to
facilitate the discovery of stbe supporting dynamics by extending the time
interval over which task-stability is preserved (i.e., the bicycle moves in a
controlled manner without falling over). According to Fowler and Turvey

(1978), the organizational invariant for a skill is information specific to
die underlying, functionally constrained dynamics of that skill. Such

information by definition remains invariant and is revealed through time over
transformations relevant to that skill. Extending the temporal range of task
stability thereby increases the range of time spanned by these exploratory
transformations, and enhances correspondingly the -`discovery and

differentiation process.

In the case of the scientist's analysis of a well-learned skill, one can
similarly obierve that increasing the allowable degrees of freedom of movement
in the experimental task can reveal progressively more subtle aspects of the
organisational invariant underlying that skill. Consider, for example, the
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well-known masar.spring model of limb cont in target acquisition tasks.

Many recent studies in diotor control involving positional control at a single
joint have led to the conception that such movements are controlled by a
system qualitatively similar to a (nonlinear) mass-spipg system (e.g.,

Patrolman, 1966; Kelso, 1977; Kelso, Holt, Kugler, & Tungby, 1980). These

movements are characterised by their equifinality in that's given target angle
may be achieved deapite variation in initial position Wand despite perturba-

tions -to thelmovement trajectory imposed en route to the target. Fel'dman

(1966, 1980) and others (e.g., Kelso, 1977; Kelso & Holt, 1980; Polit & Bizzi,

.0 1978; Schmidt & McCown, 1980) have described such systems ad rotational metes-

spring systems: in which target angles,jare specified through oontApllable

agonist and antagonist muscle equilibrium lengths. If one were to stop here,
one'would assume that the organizational invariant underlying such tasks was
defined relative to joint-level control systems. However, these tasks are

highly constrained instances of well-practiced reaching or paAnting actions
that are normally defined functionally over time, three spatial dimensions,
and the'multiple 'joint hand-arm-trunk linkage system. It is reasonable to

assume, then, that the organisational invariant governing the eimple joint
positional control case representa a constrained .version of tke global

monstraint structure underlying the more generalized reaching/pointing skill.
That is; one is led to suspect that the mass-spring organization discovered in
aingle joint tasks might not be'tied literally to control at single joints,
but might rather indicate a more abstract functional mode of organization
characteristic of reaching and pointing tasks in general. Since this char-

acterisation is one of function and not mechanism, however, it may account for
the qualitative behavior of a wide variety of materially different systems

(e.g., the compensatory behavior of the jaw and lips to unexpected perturba-
tions, the invariant position of the hip prior to the swing through of the leg

in the step cycle).

Recently'several investigator's (Abend, Bizzi, & Morasso, in press;

Georgopoulos, Kalaska, & assey, 1981; Morasso, 1981; Soechting & Lacquaniti,

1981; Weidman, Denier van der Gon, & Derksen, 1980) have supported such

suspicions in reaching atudies involving two joints. (shoulder and elbow) and

two spatial dimensions of hand motion. In these cases, they found a relative
invariance of the spatial properties of the hand trajectories across different

reaohing movements. Typically, the hand moved in an approximately straight
line from initial to final positions, and exhibited a single-peaked velocity

curve in this tangential direction. If movements'were organized solely with
respect to a target joint angle configuration, one would expect equifinality,

but not quasi-straight line trajectories. The existence of such trajectories

suggests that, in addition to specifying ad equilibrium linkage configuration,

the stiffnesses across the joints are distributed to produce motion approxi-

mately in the direction of the current target. It is interesting to note that

the single degree of freedom experiments may have precluded discovery of this

control constraint on spatial trajectory by physically prohibiting trajectory

variation in the non-tangential direction. Thus, relaxing constraints on the

degrees of freedom of motion allowed in the target acquisition paradigm has

actually enhanced our understanding of tile organizational invariant governing

such tasks.

One might also speculate that relaxing the experimental constraints

4 further will result in yet richer characterizations of the reaching organize-
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tional iivariant. For example, if one restricted hand spatial motion to two

dimensions and allowed motion at three joints (shoulder, elbow, and wrist)',

thstre would be MO unique relationship between hand potation and joint angle
configuration. If one again found spatial equifinality and trajectory invari-

.
ance, yet additionally found variation in final hand position-linkage cOnfigu -

ration relations, then one might conclude that the organisaUonal invariant

underlying reaching tasks was abstract indeed (i.e., abstract in the mind of

the scientist - -not necessarily abstract in the sense of mechanism). However,

just as the earlier invariances could be produced via specification of dynamic

system paraieters (i.e., equilibrium angles, stiffness distribution), one
might again suspect that this configurational equivalence property of the
organisational invariant might also be based on dynamic principles%

The4type of organizationil invariant discussed above was specific to

reaching skills, and served to organise the acting upper limb functionally as
a special purpose reaching device. In this case, the hand behaved as though
governed by an abstract, spatially defined mass-spring system. Different

tasks, however, entail different organizational invariants through which the

limbs (or any set of articulators) become different functionally defined,

special purpose devices. One further brief example from the robotics locomo-

tion literature will illustrate this point. Raibert and his colleagues
tRaibert, Brown, Chepponis, Hastings, Shreve, & Wimberly, 1981) have described

two aspects of the -organizational invariant governing lower limb control
during locomotion. They noted that legs do two things during walking or

running: a) they change length to establish a cyclic _temporal framework of

vertical hopping (i.e., they alternate stance and transfer phaseS); and b)

they move back and forth to propel the body and provide balance. For present

purposes, we will focus on the vertical aspect, and note that the."mmrtical

controller" is organised to maintain a hopping cycl4 tor any desised peak
hopping height of the body, i.e., this aspect of locomotor function is

organised with reexect to the task-specific, spatially vertical axis between
the support surface and body center of mass. Furthermore, this spatially
invariant behavior is provided by an underlying limit cycle dynamic organiza-
tion, analogoua to the "squirt" syste involved in the escapement mechanismiof

a pendulum clock. The pendulum clock's escapement mechanism, however, only
allows a constant force impulse to be injected on each cycle of pendulum

*swing. Raibert et al.'s (1981) model of a locomoting device is more complex,
since it can adjust the size of the impulse on each cycle to maintain a

desired body height. Thus, the vertical behavior of this model shows

equifinality with respect to the vertical task-specific spatial (task-spatial)

axis, and appears to be organized according to an abstract, spatially defined

limit.cycle system.

In summary, we are thus led to the following informed intuitions

concerning the organisational invariants underlying different functionally
specified skills: a) they may- be defined in a highly abstract, geometric
manner relative to task-spatial axes; b) satisfying such abstract invariance

acroes taek instances may be allowed by appropriate specification of the

underlying dynamic parameters that functionally characterize the 'linkage

system in the current task-actor-environmeat context; and c) the Subtleties of

the orgadisational invariant's etructure may be progressively revealed and
differentiated by selectively increasing the controllable, degrees of freedom

in the task' at band, and by permitting variation in the transformitions

imposed On these degrees of freedom.

,1
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3.2. Motor Memory Revisited

. In the introductory portion of this paper, we suggested that motor memory

phenomena might arise from dynamic aspects of movement. In Section 3.1 we

argued that the correct units of analysis for coordinated actions were .

functional unite defined in a task-specific manner across actar and environ-
ment. A glven coordinated movement was 'viewed as an event posseseing

intrinsic spatial and temporal coherence, and a characteristic constraint
ntructure (anoorganizational invariant) was described that might provide such
coherence by establishing,a functionally appropriate global organization over

the dynamic parameters of'the actor's linkage system. The dynamics involved

11) were defined in an abstract manner, and governed behaviora showing paint or

limit cycle stabilities relative to task-spatial locations or axes.

If movement reproduction is a task that is sensitive to movement

dynamics, it is sensitive to this highly abstract type of dynamics. ,From thia

perspective, it is not surprising that Apatial and/or joint configUration
equilibrium positions might persist over time, given the underlying general-

ised task-epatial mass-spring system described above for reaching tasks.

Additionally, it may not be too eurprising that the direction of motion toward

a target in such positioning tasks influences reproduction accuracy (e.g.,

Wallace, 1977), Esince trajectory direction was sqggested to be controlled

dynamically pprOpriate, perceptually s ecified constraints on the pattern

of linkage joint stiffness parameters. G ven that equilibrium configurations
and stiffness distributions may be characterized as local constraints (i.e.,

tuning parameters), one might arrive au the hypothesis that motor memory
phenomena are related to the relative pe sistence and stability characteris-

ttca of tuning constraints. Suspecting such a relationship, we would wonder

why such a relationship should exist in the first place. Why might dynamical-

ly defined tuning constraints persist at all? What is it about motor memory

that it should be selectively sensitive to such motor control parameters? And

finally, could motor memory itself be a consequence of a more,general ability

to detect control constraints persisting after movement execution?

Ay couching one's questions concerning motor memory and learning in the

context of functionally specified and dynamically implemented global and local

control constraints, we believe that the crude beginnings of a-unified account

of control, memory, and learning of coordinated actions may be within reach.

4. CLOSING COMMENTS

Here we would like to summarize briefly and selectively our main points:

(1) .There is information that is unique and specific to the organism's

dynamics and to the spatiotemporal and energy demands of the tasks

that organisms perform. Thus, attention to thelinformational basis

for knowing what to do, when to do it, and how to do it is a first

step to exploring mechanisms. In this regard, margin values of
detectable information may be discovered that are specif1773 an

action's power requirements. As skill develops, the detected infor-
mation pertaining to the guidance of activity becomes more subtle

and increasingly precise. Skill acquisition need not be equated
with the elaboration or strengthening of internal memorial knowledge

structures.
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(2). The language of motor control and memory proceises is not likely to
be one Of cuesCor features based on a movement's observable. or
measurable properties. We iuggest instead that one look to the

underlying 'dynamic system parameterization that gives rise to a

-movement's kinematic or kinetic observables. In other words,

dynajios is the language of motor memory and control. Such dynamics .

are defined abstractly with respet to functional) task-spatially

defined locations or axes.

Motor control and coordination are likely to fall under the rubric
*f functionaliy specific, special -purpoae processes: They are less

likely to depend on general process views obtained from other areas
of bioiogy and 'psychology. The limbs can become different types of
funs:Atonally defined, special purpose devices for different types of.
teaks by virtue of global constraints defined over the underlying
dinamic system parameters. This global constraint dtructure is

labeled the oremizational j.nvariant. Nested within these global
constraints are a set of local constraints or tuning parameters by
which a movement is tailored to the specific details TrEh7liiik's
actor-environment context. We suggest that one can gain a better
experimental portrait of an action type's.organizational invariant
by systematically increasing the degrees of freedom controlled and
observed in the experimental task. Finally, we also suggest that
motor mem9ry phenomena in reproduction paradigms-may be intimately
related to the degree of persistence of a movement's local tuning
constraints.

(3)
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FOOTNOTES

1Kost of the work in the area of motor memory has been done by
researchers in physical education, kinesiology, and human performance, while
cqntrol is a much larger field. Even in the area of control, however, some
apparently simple problems have resisted consensus. For example, Stein (in

press). poses the question "What muscle variables does the nervoua system

control?" without providing a definitive answer, yet this question has been on
the neuroacientist's mind for at least 50 years.
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2At a larger acale, attributing a person's erroneous behavior in certain

laboratory tasks to a lesion in the frontal lobe leads tp elegant cause-effect

neurological models of apraxia. Unfortunately, such models aro embarrassed if

not infirmed by the patient's ability to perform the same tasks when the

situational context is sufficiently rich (e.g., wife to husband: "Hang that

picture on the wall," versus neurologist to patient:- "Shelf me how iou hammer

a nail," of. Kelao e'Taller, 1981).

'Note that the "generalised IQ" of such special purpose devices may be

quite low. The polar planimeter, for example (cf. Runeson, 1977), is a rather

simple mechanical device that provides a sensitive measurement of the area of

a bounded planar figure. However, it dan perform only crude measurements of

the conceptually "simpler" periMeter length of the figure.

4Introspection as a methodology for psychology bas had its day, but it

can often help us us to appreciate the nature of the problem. In the case of

motor memory, what actually is remembered? A movement? Or a piece of it such

as a cue? If the reader, was asked what movement eh; produced yesterday at

3:00 p.m., how would she respond? If anything.is remembered it would be task

referential--,like drinking, going to the toilet, talking to a colleague--but

the movements associated with such actions are hardly remenbered. In riding a.

bicycle after many years, What is remembered? Hardly a sequence of movements.

Nore likely it is the capability to transform the system (person-bicycle-

environment) such that the right properties are revealed, i.e., that transfor-

mation across the links of the body that allows-one to achieve equilibrium on

an unstable object.

5The reader should note that -the present use of aparameter :unina is

distinct from two previous uses of the term "tuning" (i.e., spinal unina and

biomechanical tunina) in the motor control literature. Spinal tuning

describes phyaiological patterns of modulation of the spinal cord elements as

discussed by Gelfand, Gurfinkel, Taetlin, and Shik (1971), Garfinkel, Kota,

Krinskiy, Paltsev, Fel'dman, Tsetlin, and Shik (1971), and Kots (1977).

Biomechanical tuning (cf. Greene, Note 1; Saltzman, 1979) is defined relative

to skeletal joint motions and muscle forces. In this biomechanical sense; a

movement can be described by the contributions of main biomechanical variables

and ,tusina biomechanical variables. Main variables provide a joint motion, or

muscle force pattern that roughly approximates a desired movement pattern.

Tuning variables are used to improve the movement approximation provided by

the main variables.

6At first glance, organizational invariants and tuning- parameters appear

similar to the concepts of generalised motor programs or schemes and variable

parameters (of. Keele, 1981; Pew, 1974; Schmidt, 1975, 1980), respectively.

They ars quite distinct, however. The latter concepts are based on a

movement's observable kinematic or kinetic' feature (e.g., movement time,

measured force output, uscle/joint groups, etc.),jehereae the former are

based on the movement's underlying dynamic parameterization, which gives rise

to its kinematic/kinetic observables.

7The mass-spring model of position centrol at a single joint it, appealing

withinothis framework since it Trovides a movement with intrinsic temporal

coherence, i.e., the movement's duration ia specified by the system's mass and
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stiffness parameters. It is tapossible by definition, however, to talk of
spatial coierenc across joints in single joint motions. Thus, in our later
discussions of a geakeralised mass-spring model for multiple degree of freedom
positioning tasks, we vill suggest a possible way to define auch synchronic
conitraints with reference to underlying dynamic parameters.



IS THE "COGNITIVE PENETRABILITY" CRITERION' INVALIDATED BY CONTEMPORARY

PHYSICS?*

Peter N. Kugler, N. T. Thrvey,+ and Robert Shaw++

4

-
Pyl (1 98(i) advocates and extends a popular view that the model

source for the explanatory concepts of cognitive science is the science of
formal symbol-manipulating machines. The argument is that the proper vocabu-
lary for Constructing adequate explanatory theories of the knowings of inimals
and .humans is the representational-computational vocabulary of computational
sciencS and artificial intelligance.

The representational-camputational perspective on kaowings is far from
reeent; it 'has appeared in various forma for over two millennia, being
intimately linked with philosophical attitudes variously termed "representa-
tional. realism ," " ind irec t realism ," " ideal int ," an& " phenomenal ism ." By and
large, these attitudes follow from a distinction between the "physical" object
of reference and the "phenomenal," or intentional, object, that is said to be
directly experienced atd to which behavior is referred. It has been common-
place over ...the ages to question the coordination of the two kinds of Objects,
and 'it Ms 'seemed a simple enough matter to identify slippage between them.
In consequence, it has frequently been concluded that the reference object
might just as well be excluded from explanatory accounts; there are doubts
that it can be known, and even doubts that it actuallY exists. Me
representational-computational vocabulary and its allied philosophical pos-
tures question or deny that the world is knoyable. Animali and humans can
only know the phenomena (stinse data, repnesentations, etc.) that their brains
or minds supply' (see libdor, 1980). In sum, philosophy and science have been
unable to characterize the animal-environment relation in a way that allows
that what animals know is real, existing independently of their knowing it.
This state of affairs is curiously tolerated despite its obvious contradiction
of the scientific enterprise (see Maw a Turvey, 1980, on ltdor, 1 980).

Among the many assumptions and intellectual commitments that prohibit a
realist posture (see Shaw & Turvey, 981; Shaw, Turvey, & Mace, 1 982) is the
assumption that contemporary physical theory is complete. The complete
theory's failure to accommodate regularities in, biology or psychology gives
license to propose new, often special--in the sense of extraphysical--
principles. Pylyshyn proposes "cognitive penetrability" *as a methodological
criterion that is sufficient (but not necessary) to distinguish thOse phenome-

*Also in 'The Behavioral and Brain Sciences, 1982, 2, 303-3 06.
+Also University of Connecticut. ,

++University of Connecticut.
Acknowledgment. This work was supported in part by NICHD Grant HD01994 and
BRS Grant RR05596 to Haskins laboratories.
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na vhoes explanation requires the privileged vocabulary of representation and

computition from those phenomena that can be appropriately described by
physical law. Our reading of what is necessary for the "cognitive penetrabil-
ity" criterion is a good deal more general than fylyshyn's, but we believe it
to be accurate. The necessary condition is that the behavior of the system in
uestion be nondeterminate,.,that is, mot dominated 12y boundary and initial

'-conditions. A. we describe below, this necessary condition is met by a broad
class of physical systems termed "dissipative structures," systems that are
indeed "mere" instantations of physical law and, therefoi-thii-ariterienr--
systems that do not entail the representational-computational vocabulary. It

seems to us that the criterian is diluted, if not invalidated, by recent
extensions of physical theory. Because of this fact, we question its
completeness and its propriety for natural phenomena.

Before turning to a description of dissipative structures, let us remark
on an aspect of Pylyshyn's argument that we find especially puzzling - -the
conjunction of Pylyshyn's pursuit of nondeterminacy as the necessary condition
for genuine cognitive processes and his advocacy of fornal symbol-manipulating
machines as the model source for explaining such processes. Pylyshyn wishes

to earmark for cognitive science behavior that is not determinately bound to
environmental events; such behavior, it is argued, can be accounted for

exclusively by the representational-computational vocabulary. However, no

suggestion is given of how the various algorithms and representations are to
be 'nondeterminately selected. Computational devices ,are all determinate
machines in which the output is completely syecified by the initial conditions
(input) and boundary conditions (algorithns and representations). Oddly, by
Aelecting the formal symbol-manipulating machine as his model source, Pylysh -
yn, like other proponents of his view, fails to offer any nontrival distinc-
tion between the popular model of cognition and any prototypic behaviorist
mOdel, that is; between cognitive science and behaviorism.

Dissipative structures as consequences of conditions on natural law. An

analogue to Pylyshyn's "yenetrability" condition can be shown to existin
physical systems governed by natural law when such syAtems are construsias
dissipative structures. Although this ilea requires careful and complete
development, a sketch of the argument cliKebe given as follows: Classical
reversible equilibrium thermodynamics describes the thermodynamic behavior of
a system only when the system is in or near a state (condition) of

eqpilibrium. In addition, the Aystem may exchange neither matter nor energy
with its surrounds. Systems meeting these conditions are referred to as

isolated closed systems. The behavior of these systems is characterised by a
tendency to run down to a maximum state of disorder, zero information*, and
loss of the ability to,do work (Bridgeman, 1941). This behavioral state is
entroydc equilibrium, and once a system is in this state nothing new can
emerge as long as the cOnditions of the system remain isolated and closed.
Under these conditions, the thermodynamic analysis is complete. The reversi-
ble quality of these systems is evident in the fact that if a perturbation
occurs to the syatem under these conditions, the system responds by going

through a succession of states, all of which are at entropic equilibrium. In

short, the entire event occurs in a state space in which all points in the
space are hamogenous with respect to entroydc equilibrium. The concept of
reversibility is reflected by the fact that there are no preferred points in
the entroydc state spsce: States may reverse themselves and still maintain
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the condition of entropic equilibritn. Under these conditions the system's

behavior is completely determinate and specified by initial and bdundary

conditions. Such conditions do not alaow for the possibility of autonomy or

self-organisation. While some real events (such as very slow processes in the
sacrovorld) are rather well described by the conditions surrounding classical
reversible equilibrita thermodynamics, most interesting events regarding bio-
logical and psychological systems are not.

Our suspicion is that Pylyshyn' a concept of "natural laws" is based on
the above conditions, namely those of an isolated, closed (thermodynamic)

system. We would suggest, however, that a model for a biological or cognitive
system is poorly represented by the conditions of isolated, closed systems. A

more appropriate model might be found in the less familar conditions of open

physical systems (that is, systems that exchange energy and matter with their

surrounds). While the natural laws pertaining to open conditions are the same
as those pertaining to closed conditions, systemic behavior under these two.

conditions is dramatically different. In particular, when certain conditions
manifest themselves, the behavior of open systems need not tend toward a state
of thermodynamic equilibrium but more generally toward a steady state regime
displaced from equilibrium and maintained by a continual flow of free energy
and matter into and out of the operational component of the system (Iberall,

1977, 1978-a, 1978-b, 1978-c; Horowitz, 1978; Prigogine, Nocolis, Herman, &

Lam, 1975). The necessary conditions for such behavior are:

1. A reservoir of potentiarl energ-y from which (generalized) work can

arise;

2. A microcosm of elements with a stochastic fluctuating nature;

3. A prese'nce of nonlinear componente;

4. A scale change such that a nonlinear canponent is critically ampli-

fied (in the sense thatl`tbe system's own dimensions now resist the previously

dominant effects of the initial and boundary conditions).

If these conditions are present (see Szentagothai's, 1978, commentary on

Pucetti & Dykes, 1978), then the possibility exists for the transition from
the stochastic steady-state condition to a spatially structured steady-state

condition or a time-dependent limit cycle regime characterized by homogeneous

oscillations or by propagating waves. These regimes are stable in virtue of

the amplified nonlinear components, and are maintained in virtue of the
"disSipation of energy." The manifestation of, these open systems is hence
achieved by drawing spontaneously on potential energy sources, so as to remain

stable in the nonlinear sense while dissipating energy (that is, so that there

is a greater loss of order in the surround than the gain of order by the

system iiielt--the behavior of such systems is said to be "lossy" with respect

to energy). Prigogine (Glansdorff & Prigogine, 1971; Nicolis & Prigogine,

1978) has termed such systems "dissipative structure? to illustrate .that

their formation and maintenance require a continuous flow of matter and energy

. from an outside source. The behavior of diseipative structures is prototypic

of their thermodynamic engines (cf. Iberall, 1977; Yates & Iberall, 1973) in

that the mean states of the internal variables are characterized by "fluxes"

and "squirts" of energy that become constrained by nonlinear components so as
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tO behave in a limit cycle manner (Katchalsky, Rowland, & Eatmenthal, 1974;
Kugler, Kelso, & ttrvey, 1980, t62; Winfree, 1967; Yates, Marsh, & Iberall,
1972). In this manner such systeia resolve the internal degrees of freedom
problem that manifests itself sp blatantly in formally closed, artifactual
systems. Whereas artifactual systems are not capable of self-organimtion or
autonomy, dissipative structures reveal possible insights into such problems.

In particular, dissipa ve structures are associated with a situation
called "order through fluctua ion" (Prigogine, 1976). Under the above condi-
tions, certain structures may arise from the amplification of fluctuations
resulting from an instability of a "thermodyanamic branch." Because symmetry
is broken, new structures are\formed. These new structures may possess new
functions that correspond to a higher level of interaction between the system
and its environment (Prigogine & Nic-olis,_ 1971, 1973). The symmetry-breaking
in'stabilities are dependent on scale factors, and the concomitant bifurcation
points in the fluctuation phase provide places where the autonomy of the
dissipative structure exerts itself. While the thermodynamic branches 1 em-
selves are determinately specified by stability and bifurcation theory., the,.
Actual choice of which branch (stability mode) the system enters may ultimate-
ly be non-determinately specified by a dimension intrinsic to the system (as
opposed to determinately specified, a notion associated with closed systems,
or indeterminately specified, as associated with a randomizing component).
If, however, a system is composed of sufficiently small ntmtbers of fluctuating
elements, the system's behavior will be dominated by the boundary and initial
conditions and can never exhibit autonomy (Nazarea, 1974)

It is only when a system is "scaled up" beyond some critical dimension
that nonlinearities are able to be sufficiently amplified to lead to some
choice between various solutions (thermodynamic branches; Hanson, 1974). Only
under these conditions do the system's own dimensions become sufficiently
influential to resist the previously dominant effects of initial and boundary
conditions. It is at this point that the system achieves some autonomy with
respect to the outside world and may be said to be nondeterminate. In other
worts, prior to the scaled-up condition, the system behaves in a determinate
fashion; after the critical condition is reached, the system's behavior
becomes nondeterminate and autonomous on some dimensions, an autonomy that may
be manifested in the macrostructure of the system's behavior.

Under these conditions the behavior of the system is not "causally"
linked to the environmental conditions and therefore might be said to come
under the so-called penetrability criterion. But should we be willing to say
that cognitive factors enter into systems simply because such weak links exist
in the causal chain? lb answer yes would be tantamount to ascribing the
epithet "cognitive" to systems considerably less evolved than humans and not
necessarily animate. That cognitive factors might enter is clearly a hypo-
thesis that goes far beyond the mere existence of tiondeterminacy in a system's
linkage to its environment. 'libr this reason, it seems to us that Pylyshyn has
failed to make a cogent case for the usefulness of his "cognitive penetrabili-
ty" criterion. For, to accept it we would either have to consider the
possibility of beliefs, motives, and the like entering into purely physical
systems of the dissipative variety, or have to ignore their existence
al together .
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Finally, we note that a dissipative system will manifest a stable
regularity on certain dimensions of its behavior owing to the, nonlinear
components that have been sufficiently amplified. This regularity may be
disrupted if the system fella below the critical scaling conditions. However,
if the system is in the critically stable domain, then any perturbation on the
input side of the system will only temporarily disrupt the system's regulari-
ty. In addition, the regularities are not necessarily contingent on their
material substrates (Thom, 1979). Systeme sharing the same dimensionality but
not necessarily the same substrate will share a calmon set of stable
regularities. (This, we would claim, is the physical equivalent of Pylyahyn's
transparency oonditon.)

A hint at how "cognitive" phenomena might be explained in the
nonprivileged vocabulary of ,physical theory. Here we consider a phenomenon
that in its apparent organisational complexity is, on prima facie grounds, not
unlike the phenomena of interest to cognitive science. Ctir purpose is to show
how phenomena of this kind might not require a privileged vocabulary for their
explanation and how a realist perapective on such phenomena :night be pursued.

Representations and algorithms, while introduced as a convenient way to
inquire into the organisation of systemic activity, very often assume ontolog-
ical reference apart from inquiry (Dewey & Bentley, 1949). With this assumed
status, it is tempting to put such "between things" that coordinate animal and
environment into the role of explanatory first principles. 11or example, if
one says that the relation between aspects of a system's input and aspects of
ite behavior is programmatic, then one is tempted, with regard to the input
aspects, to Attribute the systematicity of the system's behavior to the
systematicity of a program, and in the case of biological systems, to assign
this new object a location emewhere in the animal's nervous system,. To

equate a program with the causal basis of a behavior is not only to introduce
sui generia a special explanatory principle, but is, additionally, to sub-
scribe to a view in which the orderliness of a phenomenon is said to be owing
to an explicit, a priori description of that orderliness. In summary, a
program or representation is conceived as an ordering of details that precedes
a behavior and is causally responsible for the Ordering of behavioral details.

Me goal of the realiet's style of inquiry is to minimize first
principles: By rigorously considering the reciprocity among complementary
componenta as a global property; many "between things" sui generis mey prove
=necessary to account for the animal-envircinmeitt relationship (Kugleri et al.,
1982; Shaw & Purvey, 1981). Ikuler the constraints of this style of inquiry,
the orderliness of a systemic phenomenon--such as a behavior--is not owing to
an a priOri prescription for the system but rather is an a posteriori fact of
the system--that is to say, a property that arises from within the system
during the course of the system's existence. Any explanation of a natural
systemoic relation that appeals to some a priori embodiment of that very
relation would be rejected by the above perspective; for such an explanation
ia a step toward phenomenalimn and a step away from realian and, in
consequence, a step away from a unified view of physical explanations
regarding natural phenomena. By the precepts of a realist's view .the appeal
to a mediating factor, or a "between thing" as an a priori source of
behavioral order arisee from On incorrect perspective on the phenomenon.
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To illustrate this point, let us apply the dissipative structure story

developed above to the phenoaenon of insect architecture. Consider, for

ample, the early phase of termite nest building, in which pillars and walls

are constructed sufficiently close together to permit the formation of arches.

The construction proceeds in two stages: In the first stage building

materials are randomly deposited. In the second the termites tend to

aggregate and to accumulate material at far fewer sites than the number of
original deposits.

An individual termite relatea to its surroundings chemotactically, moving

on a local chemical gradient. Me attractant is- a scent the termites

contribute to the buildcing material during their manipulations. When the

accumulation of building material through random deposits is low and the

umber of deposits relatively few, the diffusion of the scent is homogeneous

over the area in which material is being deposited. This means that as far as
the individual termite moving on local gradients is concerned, any locale is
as good as any other. Imagine now a termite moving through the building area '

after some amount of random depositing has occurred. Me -greater the number
of random deposits, the greater the likelihood that an individual termite will
pass in the neighborhood of a deposit. In terms of the attrac.tant's diffusion

in the air, the place of a deposit defines a local maximum, a place where the

density of pheromone molecules is at its greatest. In the neighborhood of a

deposit, therefore, chemotaxis is biased toward the coordinates of the

_deposit. In consequence, a place where a deposit has been made is a place

that "Invites" further deposits to be made. Speaking formally, the latter

identifies an autocatalytic reaction--the accumulation of material at X is
increased by the liery presence of material at X. Me criticalness of this
autocatalytic component rests with an appreciation of the fundamentals of

nonequilibrium, irreversible thermodynamics, that is, with the fUndemental

character of open taystems. A further exposition of open systems will permit

us to take the next step toward an understanding of the architectural

achievement of termites as a necessary a posteriori fact.

For an open system there must be a source of high potential energy and a
low Potential energy sink such that in the drawing of energ*from the higher

order form and relegating it to the lower order form, work is done in a
generalised fashion. H3re commonly, we say that across the boundaries of an

open system matter and energy are continuously in flux. As described above,

open systems alp consistent with familiar thermodynamic law in that, being
dissipative, tair operations lead to a net increase in entropy on the global

scale.. At the' same time, however, these very operations generate negentropy

or structure on a local scale. Me emergence of a (new) structure depends on

the presence of nonlinearities id' the system and a sufficient change of scale

in one or more system dimensions.

Fluctuations, understood as spontaneous deviations from some verage

macroscord.c behavior, will always occur in an open system with many degrees of

freedom. When the fluctuations, and hence the deviations, °are not large--such

as might be the case at low fluxes of energy--the response of the system is

uaually to restore the original state, that is, to move as close aa possible

to maximum entropy and hence 'away from structuralimation. However, the

presence of nonlinearities, cambined with a scaling upward of, say, energy

flux, allows for a pronounced amplification in fluctuations, such that the
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system is driven to a new average state of fewer degrees of freedom. In
short, where an open system with nonlinearities is at a critical distance from
equilibria', a new structure emerges.

Returning to termite architecture, the autocatalytic reaction, by which
the presence of material at a site stisulates the depositing of more material,
is a nonlinear contributor to the dynamics of the termite-nest system. As the
rand= depositing proceeds, some sites will accumulate more material than
others. Such being the case, the nonlinear autocatalytic factor determines

I that, given two sites with unequal accamulations, the site with more material
will grow at a faster rate than the site with less material. In the spatial
diffusion of the pheromone moleculea, marked inflections will appear in the
aiffusion space defining "preferred" locations on which the chemotactic
trajectories of the termites will converge. The diffusion space is no longer
homogeneoua; the previous stable state of affairs, characterized by the random
depositing behavior of the termites, gives way to instability and, in turn, to
a new stabilitya stage of activity in which the termitea "coordinate" their
individual activities at certain sites, producing, by their combined efforts,
pillars and mills. Now, if in a certain area two large deposits are in close
proximity, then we may suppose that within that area the distribution of
pheromone molecules will articulate gradients pointing toward a local region
of greatest density between, and approximately at the height4,of, the two
deposits. ale can intuit how termite movements on these gradients, according
to the simple ohemotactic principle, will eventuate in links between the two
proximate deposits, that fa, to the formation of arches.

In Prigogine's terms (Nicolis & Prigogine, 1978; Prigogine, 1976; Prigo-
gine It Nicolis, 1971) the termite nest is a dissipative structure--a stable
organisation that is maintained away from maximal entropy through the degrad-
ing of a good deal of free energy. The form of the nest arises as an a
posteriori fact of the termite ecosystem. It is not owing to a plan or
program invested a priori in the individual termite or in the "collective"
termite. Mat self-actional explanation, which would make "plan" a principle
sui generis, is replaced by an explantition of ireater generality that is
consistent yith physical theory.

Terms such as "algorithm" and "memory" are commonly used in inquiry to
fulfill the role of an a priori ordering principle. Obviously, from the
argtments prestated here, such t,erm8 and the roles assigned to them are
suspect and may well owe their èz&atence to an improper analysis of the
phyaical conditions surrounding the Iinoenon they are meant to account for.

Concluding remarks. We have argued that the necessary condition for
"cognitive penetrability," conceived in its most general form, fails to
segregate thOse phenomena requiring the privileged vocabulary of
representation and computation from thoae accommodated bi the nonprivileged
vocabulary of physical. theory. We have further questioned the propriety of
the representational-computational vocabulary being used to reject realism
simply because epistemic relations between animal and environment may lack a
deterministic' character. Consequently, we suspect that the search for
fundamentals in cognitiabe iscience would fare better in the long term if it
chose a model source 'that embraces the conditions of autonomy and
morphogenesis as an a posteriori fact in the spirit, perhape, of Piaget
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Ne

(1977), Prigogine (1978), or Berrill (1961)--the vocabulary of physical

theory--rather than a model source that mbraces conditions of neither kind--
the vocabulary of formal machine theory. Admittedly, this suspicion, if
valid, seriously reduces the promise of any immediate gratification from the
very popular representational-computational approach to cognitive phenomena.
Rat perhaps it would not be too harmfUl to ask computer scientiste who address
cognitive issues to temper their hubris, since the difficulty of the search
for a scientiftc basis to realign counsels the need for considerable patience.
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LMADEQUACIES OP THE-COMPUTER METAPHOR*

M..\Claudia Carello+, T. Turvey++, Peter N. Kugler+++, and Robert E. Shaw++++

1. INTRODUCTION

One of the most popular tacks taken to explain cognitive processes likens
them to the operations of. a digital computer. Indeed, the tasks for the
cognitive scientist and the artificial intelligence scientist often are seen
as indistinguishable: to understand how a machine or a brain "can store past
information about the world and use that memory to abstract meaning from its
percepts" (Solso, 1979, p. 425). lle fact that there are machines that appear
to do thillb, to varying degrees of ccess, is often taken to imply, almost by
default, that cognition would have to embody the same steps in order to
achieve the same results. In what follows, we shall outline our objections to
this attitude and consider briefly some alternatives.

2. 'A CHARACTERIZATION OF COMPUTATIONAL APPROACHES TO COGNITION

The prototypic embodiment of the computational view is to be found in the
early work of A. M. Turing who, guided by his introspections of how he
computedi designed a hypothetical machine that could be programmed to compute
any function that wail computable by algorithm. If an algorithm deuld be
written to describe a particular cognitive function, then the Universal Turing
Machine could be programmed to execute that function. On extension, if the
machine could be made to "act like a human," that accomplishment was meant to
provide insight as to how a human acts. Of course, the universality of the ,
Turing Machine benefited from its hypothetically infinite memory capacity,
hypothetically perfect reliability, and a computational speed that, hypotheti-
cally, could be as fast as the task required. 'In short, Turing's "invention"
was meant to be an ideal device operating under ideal conditions.
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v
Such a devic has appealed to students of cognitive phenomena on several

fronts. the reason for this allure is obvious if we examine the framework
within Which most cognitive scientists operate. At bottom, it is assumed that
the sense data with Which a perceiver ie provided relate equivocally to their
sources in the environment. The input to the brain ie so referentially opaque
that the meaningfUlness must somehow be restored (or recovered) by the
perceiver. This is accomplished by means of internalised cognitive procedures
that operate on the sense data, combining and transforming them in various
ways until, finally, a reasonable facsimile of-the world has been constructed.
If these cognitive procedures, can be captured in the form of algorithms, it
means that they can be executed without the intervention of a mystical agent.
TO construe procedures as a sequence of simple, discrete, deterministic, and
finite instructions that can be executed by a machine presumably rid cognitive
cience of the omniscient goblins that too often seemed to creep into accounts
of knowing the werld.

No doubt, this framework of indirect realism--knowing the world through
an internally constructed and stored representation of it--contributes to the
vigor with which cognitive science has embraced computational science. When
it is coupled with the early belief that neurons, which are the substrate of
the cognitive machinery, have only the same discrete character as switches
(i.e., they either firs or do not fire; they are either on or off), which are
the substrate of the computational machinery, t4e marriage of mind with
computer seemed ideal. Unfortunately, ideal properties have little to do with

the natural Circumstances in which knowers of the'real world find themselves.
It( is from this perspective that we will initiate our criticism of computa-
tional approadhes ib cognition.

3. FAILINGS OF THE COMPUTER METAPHOR

3.1 The Emphasis on Logic Is Misplaced

A Universal Turing Machine is an ideal mathematical object; it represents
a formal manipulation of'symbols and owes allegiance to criteria of logical

consistency but not to Physical laws and constraints. Thus, for example,
physical variables play no essential role in the concept of algorithm. In

reality, however, every logical operation occurs at a minimus cost of KT of

energy dissipation (where K is Boltzman's constant and T is temperature) and,

in fact, occurs at a much higher cost to insure reliability.

Of course, a computer instantiation of a formal operation entails the
dissipation of-energy, but what distinguishes the computer from the anital in

this respect is that the compUter has a single demand (computation) On

relatively unlimited energy resources, whereas the animal had multiple demands
on limited energy resources. For sound physical reasons, a formal operatiOn
that is logically possible and biologically realisable may not be ueefUl. It

is acknowledged among thoae Who would simulate "mind" on a computer (e.g.,

Harr, 1976) that the conetruction of an algorithm for some purpose is
trivially fettered. Algorithms can be like "just 80" stories (a designation
that highlights excessive imaginativeness about causalities, as in Kipling's

account of how the elephant got its trunk) in the absence of a serious attempt
to view them in the context of the physical biology of the ayatet for which
they are intended.
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TO be redundant, the mere xisteace of an algorithm does not constitute

Issi xganation of a Phenomenon. That is to say, simply because an algorithm

can be written to simUlate a given activity of an organism, it does not
necessarily follow that the organism uses such an algorithm in performing the

activity in question (Oumminsi 1977). The algorithwis merely a deecription
of the activity; it may be Just one Of several alternative descriptions.

While se as .scientists might need a description in order to talk about a given
activity, and an artificial device needs an algorithm in order to simulate
that activity, natural 'Systeme do not nequire explicit instructions in order

to perform their natural activities. On the contrary, for natural systems it

.

is largly the free intdrplay of forces, not priori prescriptions, lhat

realise stationary and transitory states. The. ignificande of considering a
system's continuous dynamical processes will figu e repeatedly in thie paper.

3.2 Discrete Operations Are Overvalued

Underlying the equating cognition with computatiOn and repredentation

is the thesis that intelligence can be accounted for or simulated by discrete

happenings in automata.: It is claimed that, just as continuous functions and

variables can be represented by a finite set of discrete symbols and rules, so

can intelligent operations of mind. Thus, for any system of sufficient

complexity to be ascribed the epithet 'intelligent,' one paricular type or

mode of systemic fUnctioning-the discreti eymbolic mode--is advanced as the

only aspect of the system's behatior that is significant to understanding its

intelligence.: .

'
.

This thiseis is fundamentally- flawed.' 'To -anticipate, for any complex

system, the label "inteVigent" belongs most legitimately to the dynamical

mode that creates and interprets the diecrete mode, and less legitimately to

the discrete mode-that is (merely) a product (Cf. Pattee, T974).

To fix this ides of.discrete mode, censider a continuous dynamical system

such as the motion of a number of particles in a potential field. TO describe

this process, the phyeiciat UBOO a few equations .relating a small number of

symbols. That is, by igndring most of the detaile,,a rate-dependent process

is translated into a rate-independent structure. In expressing an Understand-

ing of the continuous process throUgh a discrete set of equations, the

physicist is said to be osperating in the discrete, symbolic mode. It is

universally recognised 'that this discrete, symbolic mode is essential for

clear and esact descriptions and it would be universally recogniied that the

physicist eipibited an act of intelligence in arriving at the abstractions in

question. '

To further fix this idea af a discrete mode, Ve note that observers of

nature may not be alone in its ase: Biological systems in general may rely on

discrete (self-) descriptions for their successful functionEhg. A prime

example is the genetic code, a rate-independent'structure (as far as we can

tell) that relates the nucleotide symbol vehicles to their corresponding amino

acids. There are two notable features of: this particular example of a

discrete description. First, the genetic code Nis descriptionsp simple and

incomplete relative to the detailed continuous dynamics that it controls. The

structure of the amino acids and how they are to-fold and operate as rate-

controlling ensymet are processes involving tens of thousands of interacting
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degrees of freedom. Second, the meaning of the genetic code cannot be
assessed by transformations or translations into other discrete descriptions.
Little headway is made toward interpreting the meaning of the code by

transcribing the DNA strings into messenger RNA strings or messenger RNA
strings into linear polypeptrke strings. One string is as good a description
as any other, and all fail to convey the meaning. Rather, the interpretation
or meaning la in the folding processa continuous dynamical process--which is
not self-described in the cell's code (Pattee, 1974, 1977; Waters, Nets 1).

We can only explain the meaning of the DM

,

string by reference to thee
dynamical mode that it complements. Noreove ; it makes a lot of sense to
argue that vs can only xplain the origin of the DNA string by reference to

i

continuous dynamical processes.

The discrete mods sight be, characterised, generally, as singularities
condensed out of continuous dynamics, a characterisation that is consonant
with recent attempts to generate biological organisations from the

iiingularitiee of a dynamical topology (s.g., Shaw, 1950; Thom, 1975). This

bharacterisation, however, will be considered incomplete to the extent that
one hplieves that the discrete mode must be structurally embodie0 (and a
forticiii that structure and innotion are complements). The genetic code is
paid to be mbodied by the DNA string and specific structural embodiment is
advanced as a criterial property distinguishing rate-independent rules from
rate-dependent laws (Pattee, 1973; Yates, 1980). It is not clear that the

occurrences that dynamical topology attempts to portray, such as bifurcations,

have a structural, embodiment; they do not appear to be associated with symbol

vehicles, to use Pettee's terminology. Even granting that the singularities

of a dynamical topology might produce embodiments, there would ,remain

unanswered the question of thi origin of the privileged statue of the genetic

code as a suppressor of eome select, dynamical degrees of freedom.

The DIA string is the most carefUlly stUdied example of the discrete mode

of description in a natural context that we can currently lay out hands on.

It is illuminating in this respect: In natural systems a discrete description

can be neither created nor interpreterlii-ihe disciW6W-ille7-*The strong

implication is that the discrete mode of symbolic description that is

characterisic of automata models of intelligence is insufficient for the task

of capturing natural intelligence. The dynamical mode missing from a pntative
comput:;iiimulation of intelligence is to be found only in the writing of the

comput programs and in the reading of the computer outputs.

What kind of machine, therefore, is more apt for the task of simulating

intelligent activity? One answer would be a machine that eiecutms in two

complementary modesthe dynamical and the discrete (see Section 4). It would

be a mistake to assume that,* more accurate simulation of intelligent activity

Oen be achieved by automata that perform parallel rather than sequential

computations if by "parallel" is meant discrete operations occurring concur-
rently. Rlaberating the discrete mode of functioning will be of little avail

in the absence of complepentary, continuous dynamical processes (Patti's,

1974). It would, of course, enhance t4e computer as an extension of human

capabilities, but that is a very different matter.
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3.3 Self-cosplexing Is Not Poesible in the Discrete Mode

As noted above, one perapeotive oh the origin of discrete elementS it;
that singularities emerge frog extensive changes in an.underlying cOntinuam.
As long as there it a continUous dynamical process and the possibiiity of
variation in the 'magnitude of certain dimensions, then.new (in the sense of
qualitatively different) discrete events .(or observables or descriptions) can
emerge. The evolution of structure that is incident to scale changes in one
or more variables affecting an open system, is becoming increasingly better
understood (e.g., Prigogine, 1980; Soodak & Iberall, 1978). For the present,
.we wish to recOgnize that where continuous dynamical processes are artificial-
ly suppressed, as in fOrmal automata theory or in a computer model of some
aspect of cognition, the intrinsic generation Of new primitives is precluded.
A system executing solely, in the discrete mode cannot self-cOmplex. The
general argument is that any skstem whose present competence is defined by a
logic of a certain representational power cannot progreits through operation8
in the discrete mode to a higher degree of competence'(e.g., Fodor, 1975).

Suppose the operations in the discrete mode are the projection and'

evaluation of hypotheses. An hypothesis is a logical formula, as is the
evidence rot its evaluation, and both formulae must be expressed in the
cliscrete symbols of the- system's internal language. If the evidence is
sufficient to confirm the projected hypothesis, then the fact to which the
hypothesis corresponds can be registered in the representational medium.
Importantly, however, the range of hypotheses projected and the range of
evidence considered,are both restricted to the expressive range.of the symbols
available to the system. Any hypothesis or any evidential source that must be
expressed in symbols other than those available .cannot be entertained. In
.sum, a system executing solely in tb discrete mode cannot increase its
expressive power. It cannot develop e capacity to repFesent more states of,
affairs at some later date than it can i.present in the present. What it can
do is to distinguish, within limits, states of affairs that occur from those
that do not. The order of complexity achievable by a system executing solely
in the discrete mode is frozen; it is determined by the order Of complexity
with which it began. How is the order of complexity raised in a system witli
no continuous dynamical prOcesses, such as a computer: By coupling it to an
external intelligent device (e programmer) that writes in new symbols and
discrete rules.

To summarize, when information used by a system is construed lingUisti
cally, that is, ignOring the relationshipebetween symbols and dynamics, it
cannot spontaneously increase in expressive power. In order to do so, such a
system would have to be endowed with preadaptive foresight, 1)Ossessing
predicates that are currently useless but will be relevant' some dak. Since

this is not pOssible, computatronal models are limited to the order of-
complexity with which they began. They cannot outperform the control rule8
that govern their Operation (Tomovic, 1978). Natural systems, on the other
handy are open to compleXity and require a construal of control information
that is self-complexing. Using the,fixed hardware of computers to explain
brain function is useless becaulle the computer was designed relative to human
brains. The symbolic descriptions entailed by the hardware must be tied to
the dynaMics of the human user.
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3.4 An Artificial History Is So Substitute for a Natural History

For artificial systeus, algorithms and data are needed in order to

provide an artificial history for a device that has no history in a natural
environment (Shaw & Todd, 1980). In other words, there is not a natural
relationship between a compiater and an environment, so a relation (in the form
of progress) must be imposed. Animals, however, do have 4 natural and

utually constraining relation with their
(
ironments by virtue of ontogeny

and phylogeny, and dynamical laws. They da7not need to embody knowledge about
that relation explicitly; the mutuality is a fact of animal-environment

. systems (for a diacuspion of animal-environment mutuality, see Gibson, 1979;

Michaels & Carello, 1981; Shaw & Purvey, 1961).

3.5 The Specification of Representations (and 'Computational Procedures) Is
Unprincipled

A representation may be defined as an abstract or concrete structure
whose properties symbolize the properties of some other structure by means of

a relation. An adumbrated in 3.2, a discrete, alternative description of some
complex process is distinguished, in part, by its limited detail with respect
to the detail of the process that it represents. Presumably, wherever
represedtations are realized, it is of little practical utility to represent a
thing in other than reduced' form. Two closely related questions should be
raised: (0 on what grounds and by what means does a particular representa-
tion get created rather than another, symbolizing a particular set of

properties rather than another: and (ii) what determines how much detail a
representation should include given that it does not equal the detail of the

reference object? A theory of cognition that abides by the

repreaentational/computational point of view must give a principled basis for

answering these two queries. No such principled basis has yet been advanced

and it is not.rikely to be forthcoming.

Let us look at the two questions from the perspectives of physics, the
perceiving organism, and the scientist seeking a computer simulation of visual

perception. In physics, the two questions press the need for a more profound
understanding of dynamics. Ape second question requires (among other things)
an account of how simplicity grows spontaneously from complexity, where
complexity, is eqpated with the number of degrees of freedom that can be
followed in detail in a dynamical description, and simplicity is equated with
the degrees of freedom remaining in the alternative description, given the
equation of constraint. As already noted, there are encouraging.) signs that

this account can be given in the coupling of statistical mechanics and
nonequilibrium thermodynamics (Morowitz, 1968, 1978; Prigogine, 1960; Soodak &

Iberall, 1978). However, understanding how some detail is lost and, thus, how

structure can emerge from less structure, or even homogeneity, is not

sufficient. Together the two questions require not just an explanation of how

some detail is lost but an explanation of how that loss is special: A

continuous dynamical process and its boundary conditions specify an alterna-
tive description that is privileged with respect to the dynamical processes
that it constrains. Physics has no choice but to try to understand an
alternative description (a representation) as an a posteriori fact of dynami-

cal processes. It requires a theory of specification, of how a particular

2,1
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conjunctift of dynemical processes and boundary conditions specifies a partic-
,ular non-holonomic constraint. Again, the recent attempts of-Thom (1975) to
derive biological organisation froM the qualitative properties-of a dynaMical
topology may prove helpful in this regard, as eight the work of Haken (1977)
and others to track Mathematically a system's competing nonlinear modes. The

point is that phyaics Must pursue a principled account of the specification of
alternative descriptions. A Similar pursuit, however, does not characterize
the representational/computaIional approaCh to cognition.

Indirect realism (the philOsophical orientation of cognitive .science)
supposes that the ability of an organiam to perceive significant aspects Of
its environment rests on the ability of the organism to represent those
aspects internally. To perceive a thing x that is a token of type X will
involve a set of descriptora proprietary to X in this sense: They are
neceesary and sufficient to distinguieh X from other types and they are near
optimal for distinguishing among X's tokens. Further, -given the standard
construal, to perceive a token of X requires that the proximal data cast in
the internal Vocabulary of sensory transducers be recast in the intiernal
vocabulary appropriate to type, X. The outputs of transducers are noncommittal
on the type X of which x is a token. It is this fact that engenders a well-
motivated reservation among orthodox perceptual theorists (e.g:, Gregory,

1970) about feature detectors and the like. Admitting to the significance of
the discovery for understanding perception, they point to the non-trivial
problem that the same featural data can mean any of several alternative
things.

There are two implicit acts of specification in the preceding, neither of
which is addressed satisfactorily, if at all, by the representational/
computational view of mind: (i)-- the conditions that point to a particular
descriptor set as proprietary to X; and (ii) the means by which non-committal
outputs from transducers or feature detectors point to X's descriptors as
being the ones appropriate for describing the current proximal stimulation.
One might say that both of these are simply matters of induction. But the
problem of induction (Goodman, 1965)--here, the problem of why some represen-
tations or why some descriptor set ihould be "projected" rather than others--
is resolved, it would seem, only by assuming a non-inductive act of (oaten-

/ sive) specification. In the apirit of the Gestalt proposal of a LaW of
PragnAnz, some scholars posit a benchmark, a simplicity metric, that weeds
out a priori the unacceptable projections from the acceptable projections
(e.g., Fodor, 1975; Hochberg, 1978). To avoid a vicious regreas, the origin
of this metric must beautside the purview of nondemonstrative inference.

Turning to the Seeing Machines of Artificial Intelligence, it ie tempting
to regard some of them aa fulfilling what might be taken conventionally as the
criterion for a successful simulation of perdeption (e.g., Marr & Nishihara,
1978). They begin with the description of the retinal mosaic produced by a
thing x and they end with a deacription of x in the vocabulary appropriate to
its,type. Such siMulations, however, are with respect to things of a single
type and the problem of which descriptor set to use never arises. The builder
Of a machine designed to eee things of type X.addresses only the question of
how the transducer output from a given x can be reliably transcribed into the*
descriptor set S and how & deedription of x (as the stimulus) in terms of S
can be reliably matched to tokens of X in meMory, also described in terms of
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S. The detersination of the proprietary set of descriptors S is, of course,
an intellectual achievement of the scientist who programmed the- seeing

machine. Mb account of how the proprietary set S might arise without
intellectual intervention is attempted. Admittedly, the giving Of such an
account is difficult and perhaps beyond the scope of curreint science.

Nevertheless, a general theory of specification is logically prior to and
perhaps inclusive of a 'general theery of representation (Shaw, Turvey, & Mace,
1982; Turvey, Shaw, Reed, & )Iace, 1981): attempts to build the latter in an
unprincipled fashion (ignoring specification) seem misguided.

3.6 Natural Cognitive Systems_ Are Non-determinate, Which Is a Property That
Discrete Automata Do Not Have

Proponents of the computational point of view no doubt would agree that
where physical principles can account for a phenomenon, they should be allowed
to do so. But they would also contend that where ghysical principles fail,
special, extra-physical principles (i.e., not contained within physics but
compatible with the laws there identified) must be brought to bear. These

speeial principles must be called upon to explain cognitive phenomena- with,
presumably, the privileged vocabulary of representation/computation.

FYlyshyn (1980), for example, offers "cognitive penetrability" as the
criterion for seeking extra-physical explanations. As interpreted pby

Kugler, Turvey, and Shaw (1982), the underlying necessary condition for

cognitive penetrability "is that the behavior of the system in question is
non-determinate, that is, not dominated by boundary and initial

conditions." If this reading is correct, then a puzzle arises for those
wishing to explain such behavior on the basie of foKmal symbol-manipulating
machines; Linear and computational devices are detAminate; the output is
completely specified by the initial conditions (input) and boundary eonditions
(algorithms and representations). Where is the nondeterminacy that is Sup-
posed to characterize cognition?

Moreover, even the condition of nondeterminate behavior does not seem to
demand the privileged cognitive vocabulary. Dissipative structures (Prigo-
gine, 1980) are physical emetems wherein nonlinear components constrain fluxes
of energy such that the system's behavior resistsolithin limits, the initial
and boundary conditions to which it is subjected. More generally, living

things as members of the class of open systems exhibit, to varying degrees,
freedom from initial and boundary conditions suggesting that non-determinate
systems rather than determinate should be the source of metaphors for
cognition.

4. ALTERNATIVES TO THE COMPUTER METAPHOR

The relationship between'computer science and the behavioral and brain
sciences has been a symbiotic one in which each domain effeciively raided the
other for explanatory concepts. But a denial of the exclusive use of the
computer metaphor demands a new direction for cognitive science. If not in

computer science, then where are the model constructs for understanding

cognition to be found?
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Two alternatives will be presented. They are alike inOhat both try, as

much as possible, to explain cognitive capabilities without reference to

"special" (in the sense of extraphysical) entities. Both are moves away from

the notion that human and animal intelleCtual abilities require uncommon

explanatiOns. The shared strategy is a simple one: DisCrete symbOl strings

(e.g.i representatione, propositions, rulea) are not to be offered as knee-

jerk explanations of those coordinations oforganism and niChe that constitute

the phenomena of knowing. The processing of symbol strings need not be

considered as an explanation Of cognitive phenomena Where physics will

suffice. The two alternatives we will describe differ with regard to the

point at whiCh, or whether or not, symbol-string processing has to be

introduced- In other words, that a good many "privileged" cognitive abilities

are more simply understood in terms of underlying physical principles rather

than in terms of processing symbol strings is not questioned; whether or not

all cognitive abilities are to be understood only in terms of physical

principles distinguishes the alternatives described here.

What may be considered the less,extreme approaCh takes issue with the

emphasis of standard theories on the discrete mode to the neglect of the

dynamical mode,of a system's behavior in trying to understand that system's

intelligence. Rather, our first alternative is an argument (anticipated in

Section 3.2) that neither mode alone is sufficient. Intelligence is only to

be understood as a coordination of discrete symbols and continuous processes

with explicit recognition of their incompatibility (Pattee, 1974, 1977, 1982).

The more extreme approach is motivated in part by a reluctance to embrace

notions that are consonant with the dualism of mind and body, a dreseed down

version of animal-environment dualism (Michaels & Carello, 1981; Turvey &

Shaw, 1979). On this account, the notion of discrete, symbol manipulation and

continUous dynamics as formally incompatible, complementary processes is

unsatisfactory: Symbol-matter dualism (Pattee, 1971) is not only continuous

with the classical dualisms, but it is those dualisms in their most unadorned

form. But if the complementarity strategy were to be denied, what would

remain? Quite simply (sic), it would be the strategy of elaborating continu-

ous dynamics. By this dynamical, strategy, the eo-called discrete mode would

be relieved of ad explanatory role and-relegated to the status of just one way

(out of several or many ways) that a complex system might behave.

The more extreMe approach is motivated further (and relatedly) by a

concern that indulging the Complementarity Approach may not be in the best

lOng-term interests of science. Literally interpreted, the complementarity

claim holds the discrete, symbolic mode--aus control information and qua

information acquired by measurement (Pattee, 1973)--distinct from physics.

This is partly in response to a strategy wherein many physicists have pursued

a view of "information" as just another physical variable, like energy or

matter (e.g., Layzer, 1975; Tribus & McIrvine, 1971). The objection is that

equating "information" with negative entropy or a measure of objective order

fails to capture the role that "information" playa in explanations of

biological and psychological phenomena. To the criticism that the orthodox

physical interpretation of information is too narrow, the Complementarity

ApproaCh (literally interpreted) adds the criticism that it is a category

mistake (Ryle, 1949): -Information in biological and psychological contexts is
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not reducible to physics. In short information requires a proprietary,

extraphysical explanation.

Pattes has persistently prodded the scientific community to consider

seriously information's ontological status. His impression is that definitive
arguments in favor of or against information as a physical variable cannot be
constructed because such arguments depend on clear and agreed upon conceptions
of control and measurement that currently elude us (Pattee, 1979). The terms
"control" and ."measurement" pick out two relations between dynamics (a rate-
dependent process) and information (a rate-independent process) and they

identify two, as yet unresolved, epistemological iesues. Coming to grips with
the concept of information, therefore, is not just a matter of more physics.
In the meantime a variety of considerations give the nod to complementarity
and not to physical reduction (Pattee, 1979, 1982; Yates, 1980).

Complementarity is advanced as a principle that calls for simultaneous use of
formaIl lapapatible descriptive modes in the expanation of natural
p enomana. Rather than attempting to dissolve the dualisms (symbol/iifTWFT
mind/body, subject/object, etc. ) the advocated strategy is to accept them as
fact.

Unfortunately, an endorsement of information and dynamics as complementa-
ry raises the spectre of a scientifically intractable problem, viz., the

origin of information, and it is this spectre that the more extreme approach
wishes to avoid. The detour can take only one direction--that of elaborating
dynamics. It cannot, however, skirt the epistemological terrain carefully
mapped out by Pattee. We are sure that Iberall (1977) can be counted among
those pursuing a dynamical route to information and we suspect that it is the
route most consistent with the goals of the ecological approach to knowing
that was conceived and developed by Gitison (1979).

Each of these approaches--the Complementarity Approach and the Dynamical
Approach--will be discussed in more detail in the next four subsections.
While we will align ourselves with the Dynamical Approach, we nonetheless note
a certain kinship with the Complementarity Approach to the extent that both
orientations share misgivings about the Diacrete Mode Approach that dominates
cognitive science. '

4.1 The Complementarity Approach

We have identified two modes of system functioning where the discrete
mode is characterized as rate-independent operatioum on a finite set of
symbole and the continuous mode refers to the rate-dependent interplay of
dynamical processes. What would it mean to understand cognitive abilities as
a coordination of these two modes? One strategy is to look at actual living
systems to see how they use symbol strings and dynamics. Beginning at the
cellular level, for example, and up through the evolutionary scale, how do
strings and dynamics coevolve? Are there universals of string/dynamics
interactions that might be appropriate to an understanding of the cognitive
functioning of living syetems (Pattee, personal communication)? Consonant

with this strategy, let us return tO the problem of enzyme folding (see
Section 3.2) for an examination of the complementarity of the two modes.
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Recall that this particular example consists of two qualitatively differ-
ent phases: the genetic code synthesizes an amino acid string that then folds
into a fUnctioning engyme. The translation of the DMA symbols into amino abid
strings is a discrete symbolic process, while the folding of the one-
dimensional,amino acid string into a three-dimensional machine is a continuous
dynamical process. The former is a constraint on the,latter. To describe the
relation as one of constraint is an important step, for it suggeete that the
system's meaning--its dynamic ability--does not merely reduce to a symbolic
representation. The symbolic mode harnesees the forces responsiblesfor the
function but the symbolic mode ie not equated with the function. But neither

is the dynamic mode completely autonomous. The folding of the enzyme cannot
proceed until the code provides the necessary constraint. In other words,

neither mode alone is sufficient for the activity in question.

The effort -to ground cognitive abilities in the complementarity of the
discrete and dynamic modes is a significant departure from standard computa-
tional/representational approaches. The significance lies in the observation
that the discrete symbolic mode--the "information" processing--is kept to a
minimum in natural systems (Pattee, pereonal communication). Information

construed linguistically does not provide all of the details for a given
action; it acts as a constrqint on natural law eo that the dynamic details
take care of themselves. In other words, most of the complex behavior of
living systems is eshentially self-assembly, which is "set up" by symbol
strings but not explicitly controlled by them. This should be no less true of
the cognitive activity of biological systems. Complete comprehension cannot
be had by appealing to symbol-string processing or-physics alone. Both must
be used together but in a special way: Use physics cleverly so that symbol
strings need only be used sparingly in order to assure the parsimony of the
explanation.

'The failings itemized in Section 3 with regard to the computer metaphor
are addressed by the Complementarity Approach as follows: (i) By looking at

the coevolution of symbols and dynamics, this approach necessarily and"
pointedly incorporates the constraints that a system's physical biology places'v
on ite behavior; (ii) In the assertion that neither mode alone is sufficient,

1

the dynamic mode is granted equal footing with the symbolic mode in embodying
a system's intelligent activity; (iii) By acknowledging that natural systems
Oo not execute solely in the discrete mode, the Complementarity Approach can,
in principle, account for self-complexing where new primitives emerge from the

underlying dynamics; (iv) The coevolution of symbol strings and dynamics
obviates the need for a syetem's history to be carried, in cumbersome detail,
by the symbolic mode and suggests, instead, that the natural history is
captured in the complementarity relationship; (v) Two principles, parsimony
and minimal information, are offered as guidelines for the introduction of the,
.detail to be carried by a symbol string; (vi) The dynamic self-assembly of
natural systems, of which cognitive systems are an example, is constrained but
not determined by the symbolic mode.

4.2 The Dynamical Approach and Ecological Realism

In Section 2.0 we suggested that it vas the framework of indirect realism
that made the computer metaphor alluring to the behavioral and brain sciences.
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A framework of direct or ecological realism, however, will not share the same
sympathies. Indeed, direct or ecological realism, as promoted by Gibson
(1979) and others (e.g., Michaels & Carello, 1981; Purvey et al., 1981),

disallows many of the construSts that are part and-parcel of a representation-
al/computational orientation and demands a very different class of machine in
order to model cognitive activity.

Consider the folloving comments of Gibson in reference to orthodox
approachee to perception:

Adherents to the, traditional theories of perception have recently
been making the claim that what they assume is the processing of
information in a modern sense of tbe term, not seneations, and that
therefore they are not bound by the traditional theories of percep-
tion. But it seems to ate that all they are doing is climbing on the
latest- bandwagon, the computer bandwagon, Without reappraising the
traditional aseumption that perceiving is the proceasing.of inputs.
I refuse to let the:1k pre-empt the term information. As I use the
term, it is not something that has to be processed, (Gibson, 1979,
p.-251) ,

Not even the current theory that the inputs.of the sensory'channele
are subject to "cognitive processing" will do. The inputs are
described in terms of information theory, but the processes are
described in terms of old-fashioned mental acts: recognition,
interpretation,'inference, concepts, ideas, and storage and retriev-

al of ideaa. These are still the operations of the mind upon the
deliverancee of the senses, and ,there are too many perplexities
entailed in this theory. It will not do, and the approach should be
abandoned. (Gibson, 1979, p. 238)

The gist of those quotations is plain: Perceiving does not invoive

cognitive intermediaries; it does not involve the making of representations or
the evaluating of propositions. The central and fundamental role of explicit

symbol-manipulating procesees in the orthodox treatment of perception is

repudiated by Gibson. For Gibson, information in the case of vision is

optical structure that is lawfully generated by environmental structure (e.g.,

the layout of surfaces) and by movements of the animariboth movements of 'the
limbs relative to the body and movements of the 4tedy relative to the

environment). This optical structure is not similar to its sources, but it is

epecific to them in the sense of being nomically dependent on them. For

Gibson these nomic dependencies comprise an important subset of the laws at
the ecological scale that make possible the control of activity.

By the 'perceiVing of a thing x' Gibson means something Very particular,
namely, that (1) there is information about the thing x in the sense of
specifid to the thing xt and (2) the information about the thing x ia picked
-up,.or detected, by the organist (see Turvey et al., 1981, for a more detailed
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discussion). It is because of the specificity of information identified in
LI that the fulfillment ofS3noes .221 involve interpretive, elaborativat
restorative, constructive, etc., operations. Considerable confUsion surrounds
this assertiommon misreading is that it denies the organism (or its
central nervous system) any substantive role in perceiving. In truth, what
the assertion denies is the orthodox interpretation of that role. Information
in Gibson's sense does not require processing (by epistemically laden opera-
tions) but its ;lick lua does involve processes. Gibson (1966, 1967) gives
hints that these processes are closer to the processes identified by physics
and gystems theory than to the pr ceases commonly identified by neuroscience,
psychology and computational a ie ce. Thus he refers, informally, to

'resonating,' 'optimizing,' 'aymm icalizing,' 'equilibrating,' 'orienting,'

'adjustipg,' and the like.

Although one could read the foregoing terms as labels for happenings in
the brain, Gibson resists this move. He ascribes these terms to the states of
a perceptual system, where a ,perceptual system is defined by an organ and its
adjustments at a given level of functioning, and where incoming and outgoing
fibers comprise a continuous loop (Gibson, 1966, 1979). And he intimates that
the states to which at least some of these terms refer may well be distributed

over the organism and its environment: Do a perceptual system and the

information that it picks up comprise a unitary system that 'equilibrates'?

The computer provides a metaphor for the processing of information in-the
orthodox treatment of perceiving, but what kind of machine could provide a
metaphor for the pick up of information in Gibson's heterodox treatment of
perceiving? We do not believe any sttph machine currently exists.
Nevertheless some steps can be taken toward ife definition.

To begin with it seems that the machine in question muat be of the
dynamic sort (governed ,by law) rather than of the symbolic sort (governed by
rule). Second, it seeme that the machine in question must be an ensemble of
special purpose dynamical responses to specific dynamical challenges.

Gibeon's construal of information impliep that there are properties of ambient

energy distributions that are unique and specific to behaviorally related
properties of the environment and to .the organisea relationship to the

environment (e.g., moving forward rectilinearly, .turning, etc.). These amti-

ent energy properties are not J.eplaceable by (putatively) more elemental

properties. It has been suggested that if the pick up of an ambient energy
property Of the kind envisaged by Gibson ealso see Lee, 1980, for an
established instance) does not, therefore, involve a preliminary decomposition
into more molecular properties (followed by a knowledge-guided inference or
synthesis), then that piók up must be achieved by a device tailored to the
.property (Runeson, 1977). The notion of an eneemble of special purpose

dynamical solutions raises questionstof the physics that molds them and the
physics that relates them. Answers are beginning to take shape (e.g.,

Iberall, 1977,-1978-a, 1978-b) and will be required if the machine in question

is tolmaterialize.

A more disquieting queation is raised by the simple recognition that for
a dynamical machine to suffice as a metaphor it would have to be

ayetematically affected by its challenges. It would have to have a history.
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Gibson (194., 1979) speaks of perceptual systems being "attuned" to

infOrmition in the two senses of (i) becoming able to detect a particular
information kindv and (ii) becoMing better at detecting a particular

information kind. The disquieting question ia how a machine governed solely
and strictly by dynamical laws can have a history given that dynamical laws(

are ahietorical. On this question it would appear that the Dynamical Approach/
.must give way to the Complementarity Approach. Dynamical hietory in the
'Completantarity Approach has a placehOlderthe ditcrete, aymbolic mode--but
What and where is dynamical history's placeholder in the Dynamical Approach?

In the next section we take.a look at potential machines as examples of

dynamical machines that are necessarily purpoae; in section 4.4 we
elaborate the queation of history in dynami s and express some thoughts on how

it might be addressed.

4.3 The DyrAmidal Approach and POtential Machines

It is irenic that A. M. Turing, who is unsurpassed in his contributions,
both to the concept of discrete automata and to the computer metaphor for
intelligent activity, should have made a seminal contribution to the explicit

understanding of potential m chines (Turing, 1952). Indeedi_ one might regard

the pinamical Approach as a cçll to rally behind the rifii-(i452) rather than

the earlier (1950).rring Tan the Complementarity Approach as a call to rally

behind both Turings .

What is a potential machine? It is any system in which "potentials"
(remedy, energy reservoirs) are available for the play of the system's
trajectories in state space (or mathematical domain). The "themes" from which

the eyetees trajectories are fashioned include attractors, basine, and

separatrices. These themes emerge and dissolve as a funCtiOn of changes in

.the layout of potentials. This layout of pOtentiala plays (implicitly) the

same organizing role as the governing dynamic equation set plays (explicitly)

in the digital computer.

The governing logic tor a potential machine braids topological properties

with physical laws (e.g., conservation principles). The end-prodUct is a
geometrO-dynamic logic that generically couples physics to geometry (Abraham &

Shaw, 1982; Thom, 1975). The geometro-dynamic logic is universal for poten-

tial fields; that is, the design logic is independent of the material

composition. Because of the generalizable nature of dynamic patterns, it is

possible to use the layOuts of attractors, baeine, and separatrices of one

material substance to study the dynamic properties of a materially different

system with the same or similar layouts. In other words, a substitute

geometro-dynamic field can be Used to study the unfolding (or evOlution) of

trajectories for a wide class of dynamic syetems (many of which defy direct

experimental manipulation). Several examples of the machines are: (0 the
photo-elastic machine (Frocht, 1941); (ii) the Hele...Shaw parallel-plate ma-

chine (Lamb, 1932); (iii) the Chladni-Faraday vibrating Machine (Faraday,-

1831; Waller, 1961); (iv) the Rayleigh-Bernard simmering machine (Fenstermach=

er, Swinney, Benson, & Golub, 1979); (v) the Covette-Taylor etirring machine

(Koschmeider, 1977). An example of a potential machine in biology is the
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pieso-electric effect in bone grostha transduction of mechanical stress

patterns to electric voltages to bone growth. 1
A

Each of -the above is a physical machine that imulates the behavior of

some eystem without any symbolic representatio of that behavior. The

simulations or "solutions" are not.the reeult of formalisms entailing some
form of recureive.function theory but rather are the resultiDf equilibrations
occurring within competing processes ,of energy flow systems. For these

machines, the field "solves" ite own self-defining equation sets. Whereas

dynamic modeling with a digital computer. may provide accounts of single
trajectory solutions', it does not provide accounts of the continuum field
properties. This limitation is the reciprocal of that of potential machines;
that is, a'pOtential machine can exhibit propertiee of a continuum field
nature tUt it cannot isolate a single trajectory solution nor precisely
identify the initial conditions of an equation,set. We briefly describe two
potential maChines and an unsuccessful programmatic attempt to build general
purpose potential machines.

4.3.1 Photo-elasticity: A photo-elastic analogue for solving problems

in field mechanics (Frocht, 1941; Lovet 1944; Sommerfeld 1934). The theoret-

ical similarity between field problems in Hamiltonian ray mechanics and
Newtonian particle mechanics can be experimentally realized using photo-

elastic components to model t4e field dynamics of stress properties in

mechanical systems. The photo-elastic field's similarity in character to the
Hamiltonian ray mechanics field properties allows for its use as a dynamic
simulator for problems in Newtonian continuum mechanical problems. In this
sense, an electro-megnetic field can be used to generate solutions to problems

involving a continuum mechanical field. Analogue machines can be designed
that Aimulate or "model" the stress fields arising in continuum mechanical
fields. There is reciprocity in simulation allowing for the inverse possibil-
ity of a continuum mechanical field to be used to "model" or "simulate" an

electro-magnetic field. The photo-electric simulator involves a piece of
stressed plaatic through which a polarized light field is passed. The index

of refraction generates a patterned field of stress contours that is propor-
tionally similar to the stress contours of a related mechanical field. These

simulations are not analytic. Rather they are dynamic simulations involving
no explicit processing of symbol strings. The problems are solved dynamically

within the field; that is, the system's trajectories are powered by the

available potentials and constrained by their geometrical layout in accordance

with the conservation principles. As long aa potentials provide a source of
energy to the system, equilibrating trajectories will be defined.

4.3.2 Hydrodynamics: The Hele-Shaw simulator. The Hele-Shaw simulator

(Lamb, 1932; Shaw, 1980) was designed to solve a limited set of problems in
fluid mechanics. The machine is a hydrodynamic device in othich a two-

dimensional liquid flow is established between close parallel plates. Various

obstacles can be inserted into the flow stream so as to create new source/sink

layouts associated with consequent changes in the-field's kinetic patterns.
For the most part, those results could be generalized to my two-dimensionikl
flow field whose structure was constrained within the laminar domain.
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4.3.3 lin attempt at a general purpose electro-dynamic com ter: The

Gutenmakher emterprise. Drgital and potential mschines distinguish on the
issue of self-organisation: Poteatial machines self-organise; digital ma-
chines (as yet) do not..., A digital machine's set of trajectories (output state
space) im formally closed and explicitly restricted-by limits defined in the
equation set. A potential machine's set of trajectories is open and can
evolve as a function of ranges and domains of accessibility for the operation-
al parsaeters. Whereas the digital machine is a general-purpose device that

can be designed to instantiate an indefinitely large number of rules, a

potential machine is a special-purpose device that is successful in special-
ised circumstances bOrvirtue of a particular geometry linked to a particular
subset of phyaical laws. This restriction on potential machines has severely
limited its applicability as a general purpose computer. Gutenmakher (1963)
details the most extensive programmatic attempt at using a potential machine

as a general-purpose computing machine. The Gutenmakher laboratory was
Russia's brain-trust to compete with the digital computer evolution(in the
West. The Russians sought an "electro-logical, chemico-logical, mechanico-
logical-device" in the belief that it would prove to be a more general purpose
(and powerfill) device then the discrete automaton. Their attempt failed for

two major reasons: (i) it was premature, and (ii) dynamic logic is necessari-
ly special-purpose, unlike digital logic, which can be general purpose. The

machine pursued by Gutenmakher could solve classes of problems untouchable by
the digital machine; the economic needs, however, were for a general-purpose
device. (In part, the failure of the Gutenmakher project accounts for the
present inferiority of Russian computer technology.)

4.4 The Dynamical Approach: Duality Rather Than Complemen,erity?

Although the potential machine is the model that seems better suited to
the framework of ecological realiem, we can identify two related problems that

must be resolved in order for such a machine to be minimally adequate to model

cognitive phenomena: (1) complementarity is continued, and (2) time (and,
therefore, history) plays no role in dynamical law. In this section, these
problems are identified and a framework in which the resolution might be found

is skttched.

The two types Of machOes--the potential and the symbol manipulatingcan
be distinguished aa law-governed and rule-gpverned, respectively. In the

language of the Complementarity Approach, these would correepond to the

dynamical and symbolic modes. With regard to problem (1), then, the two

classes of machines continue the distinction between the two modes and enforce

the diatinction between those aspects of phenomena each can be said to

describe: Phenomena per se, in uninterpreted 'form, favor the common bases
established in potential machines, while formal simulations of phenomena falinr

the representative forms provided in symbol-manipulating machines. We have

not yet resolved, therefore, the paradoxical relationship aescribed by Pattee

(1982):

Complementarity is not to be confUsed with tolerance of different
views. It is not- reso u on o a con ra c on, as you Mese

agree that we are simply "looking at the problem from different
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V.
perspectivee...Rather, it is a sharpening'of the paradox. Both

modes of description, though formally incompatible, must be a part
of the theory, and the truth is discovered by studying 'the interplay

of the opposites (p. 27-28).

Potential machines and symbol-manipulating machines are considered oppo-
sites insofar ae the former are law-governed and the latter are rule-governed.
But is this itself tfie criterial dietinction or does it merely create the
critical property by which the two classes of machines are necessarily

distinguiehed? If the latter, what might this property toe? One important

feature of dynamical laws in traditional (Hamiltonian) physics is that time is
an extrinsically imposed state label. As a consequence, the future state of
the system ean be predicted only on the basia of current state information and
the law. In other words, the history of dynamical systems cannot' be

reclaimed.

With regard to problem (2), then, a potential machine under classical,
Quantum mechanical, or relativistic dynamical law would be a machine whose
history would play no role in its future. (In contrast, symbol-manipulatina

machines are equipped with -a history by a program.) There is clearll

something lacking in potential machines when applied to humans and animals
with learning hietories to guide them. Bertrand Russell (1921) suggested that

the omission is one of mnemic determination--current constraints must be

augmented by historical constreints that produce a tendency. But if classical

laws are not time-bound, how can dynamical models (potential machines) be

adequate models for peychological (mnemic) phenomena? The answer depends on
the possibility of introducing mnemic relations into the laws. that govern

potentkal machines. It is, our contention that this is currently being
accompliehed under the efforts of contemporary physicists such as Prigogine
(1980), Iberall and Soodak (1978) and Haken (1977), and others to make-time an
intrinsic part of dynamic law 'such that history is no longer an alien concept.

If this is indeed the case, how afe "opposites" such as mnemic (past
temporal) constraints and Physical (future-pending) constraints to be con-

strued? Complementation enforces dualism, which is not countenanced by

ecological reaIism. Yet theee oppoeites are not simply symmetrical perspec-

tivee. Rather; we sUggest that the relation is one of duality (a matheme4i-

ehlly defined relation as opposed to dualism, a philosophically defined

poeition) wherein there existe a class of potential machines, PK, governed by
future-pending laws and a dual clase of potential machines, PK', .governed by

paet-dependent lave. We can only speculate about the possibility that there
existe a class of Machines, DK, With a generalized dynamice that incorpOrates
PK and Plr'is Coordinated Cdual) eubmachines. (Shaw and Todd [1980] proVide a

formal deecription of an analogous pair Of dUal abstract maChines.)

Because the Complementarity Approach fineeees many of the failinge of the
computer metaphor simplk by acknowledging the role of dynamics in natural
/systems, the solUticas from the dynaMical approach will not be appreciably
different. Rather than itemize them a ain therefore jet,741,444,00,447,44e,
ssue on wn cn ne zwo approac es er s g lean ly. That issue is the
specification of representations.
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The computer metaphor was criticised because there le no principled basis

for specifying (i) which representations are Created and (ii) how much detail

a particular representation should include (see Section 3.5). The Complemen-

tarity Approach does not address point (i) specifically but irdoes address a

relatedAvint, namely, when a repr,50entation should be created by putting a
premium on parsimonious explanations--if the physics is getting too complex, a

symbol or symbol string should be allowed to restore aimplicity. And, given

the conviction that cognitive systems should be consonant with other natural

systems, point (ii) is answered with the stricture that the detail carried by

a representation should be minimal. We are noA at all convinced, however,
that such a tactic solves the problem satisfactorily. It seems to be a tactic

for the scientist trying to explain nature rather than a tactic of nature
itself.

In denying the equation of 'information with representation and in

promoting the equation of information with specification, the Lynamical

Approach, tempered by Gibson's ecological realism, substitutes the question of

how representations' are specified by questions of the kind: How is optical

structure specific to what activity can be done (by an organism of a

particular type in a particular setting), how it can be done, and when it'can

be done. For example, how is optical structure specific to a place that

permits stepping down (rather than, say, falling off), specific to how the

stepping down is to be conducted and specific to When the stepping down should

be initiated.

0yr impression is that answering questions of the nomic dependence of

optical etructupe on facts of, the animal-environment system will illuminate,

in a. very general way, the apecificational perspective on information empha-

sised by the Dynamical Approach. One might say that, in contrast, the(

Complementarity Approach emThaeises an indicationel or injunetional perepec=:'

tive on information, preserVing the qualitative'tenor of formal information

theory. Not surprisingly, Gibson sees the latter as a misplaced emphIseis: ,

There ia a vast literature nowadays Of speculation about the media

i of communication. Much of it is undisciplined and vague.' The

concept of information most of ue- have comes from that

literature." "...we cannot explain perception in terms of communi-

cation; it is quite the other way around. We cannot convey

information about the world to others unless we have perceived the,

world. And the available information for our perception is

radically different from the information we convey. (Gibson, 1979,

p. 63; autEZ171.7711711M7)

The indicational sense of information is not exclusive. It is distinct

from the epecificational sense and predicated upon the specificational sense.

In short, understanding information as specific le logically prior to under-

standing information as indicative (compare with Section 3.5). Explicit

ammwm.mmm.......,..carmagfiLIAL.11112_1211.71117 distinguishes the Dynamidal Approach from the

Complementarity Approach.

9,
04.1)
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PERCEPTUAL INTEGRATION OF SPECTRAL AND TV4FORAL CUES FOR STOP CONSONANT
PIACE OF ARTICUIATION: NEW PUZZLES

Pruao H. Repp

Abstract. A replication of a recent study by Tartter, Kat, and
'3lue Note 1) was attempted in four parallel experiments. The

experimente concerned the way in which VC and CV foment transitions
are perceptually integrated into a single stop percept when they
occur in a VC-CV utterance, separated by a variable silent closure
period. Certain aspects of the Tartter et al. data were replicated,
but there was extreme variability both across different stimulus
sets and across individual listeners. While the results disconfirm
earlier findings of ccmplete CV transition dcminance, they offer few
clues as to how listeners derive the phonetic percept frau the cues
in the signal.

INTRODUCTION

The -perceptual information for stop consonants in intervocalic poai.tion
is distributed over time and can be divided into preclosure, closure, and
postclosure cues.. The duration of the closure provides important information
'about stop manner and voicing, as well as some cues to place of articulation--
the feature that the present study ,is concerned with. The major cues for
plaCe of articulation, however, reside in the spectral changes immediately
precedipg and following the closure interval, viz., in the preclosure (VC) and
rostelosure, (CV) formant transitions'. (An especially important cue, the CV
release burst, is generally omitted, from -synthetic stimuli used in perceptual
studies-, and the present experiment, follows suit, for better or worse.) Since
.these spectral cues can -be integrated into a unitary stop consonant percept
over closure intervals as long as 200 msec (Repp, 1978), they represent_ an
especially interesting case for investigating the mechanisms of phonetic
perception.

One question concerns the weights given to these temporally separated
cues. Is the perceived place of articulation determined primarily by the VC
transitions or by the CV transitions? One way to find out is to juxtapose
conflicting sets 6f transitions. A number of experiments have shown that,
when the closure interval is too Short to permit perception of two different

Acknowledgment. This research was supported by NICHD Grant 11D01994 and by
BRS Grant RR05596 to Haskins. laboratories. I am grateful to Janette
liknderson for help in running subjects, and to Arty Samuel far stimulating
discussions.
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atop consonants in sequence, perception nearly always goes with the CV

transitiona. For example, when the syllable /ab/ is followed by /da/ after
only 20 msec of silence, listeners generally report /adai, rarely /abdai, and
never label (Abbe, 1971 ; Dorman, Raphael, & Liberman, 1979; Fujimura, Macchi,
& Streeter, 1978; Rapp, 1978). These findings suggest that the CV transitions
are a far more powerful cue than the VC transitions.

1k:waver, a recent study by Tartter, Kat, and Samuel (Note 1) has
challenged this conclusion. Their approach differed from that taken in
previous experiments in that they did not juxtapose conflicting transition
cues, but instead chose rCughly, compatible VC and CV transitions for their
stimuli. At first blush, it seens that this procedure could not yield any
useful information. However, Tartter et al. took advantage of between-subject
variability in the following, rather ingenious way.

They constructed ev synthetic CV continua): ranging krom /ba/ to /da/ and,
by simply playing the stimuli backwards, obtained a corresponding VC continutm
ranging from /ab/ to /ad/. °Then they concatenated corresponding (mirror-
image) stimuli fran the Irc and CV continua with varying silent intervals in
between, which-icesulted in several /aba/ to /ada/ continua. The usefulness of
this paradigm derived "from the fact that not only was the average location of
the /b-d/ category boundary different on the VC and CV continua, but there was
also considerable individual variability in boundary locations. This enabled
Tartter et al. to perform a correlational analysis ,to determine whether, on
the whole,- perception of the VC-CV stimuli resembled more that of the VC
canponents or that of the CV components in isolation. 'The results showed,
surprisingly, that neither VC nor CV perception was a strong predictor of VC-
CV perception, at 'any of the different silent intervals. The only significant
correlations were obtained between CV and VC-CV perception when the closure
intervals were very short (0 or.25 msec). This effect was reminiscent of the
perceptual dominance of the CV transitions found in earlier studies, although
it was much weaker. Another noteworthy finding was that VC-CV identification,
at very short closure durations (0 or 25 melec) tigs- unrelated to VC-CV
identification at longer closure durations (50 or 100 msec) , which suggested
that the nature of the perceptual integration of VC and CV cues changed
between 25 and 50 msec.

Although Tartter et al. were not able to conclude much more from their
data than that the perceptual interactions between the different cues were,
rather complex, their findings are nevertheless intriguing. The absence of.9
any strong dominance of -the CV transitions suggests that this effect may have
been an artifact of earlier procedures: The juxtaposition of strongly
conflicting VC and CV transitions, and the consequent acoustic and articulato-
ry ditscontinuity in the speech signal, may have disrupted the natural process
of,, perceptual integration and produced a klnd of maskinf effect (cf. Massaro,
1975).. The stimuli of Tartter et al. were more realistic than the earlier
stimuli in that they contained relatively compatible formant transitions, and
theymay have pennitted perceptual integration of the sort that occurs also in
the ,perception of natural speech. Their results,' even though they are not
easy to interpret, may nevertheless be more "ecologically valid" than the

'earlier, deceptively simple findings of near-total CV transition dominance.
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-The present study is a replication and extension of the Tartter et

al. experiment. (Their study also included conditions in which VC or .CV
stimuli were followed or preceded by transitionless vowels; these conditions
will not be considered here.) A replication seemed useful not only because of
the nomplexity of their results but also because of two apparent methodologi-

cal weaknesses., One 'concerned their stimulus materials. Their CV series

constituted the center stimuli of a continuum previously used by Miller

(1 981), but the labeling functions obtained were considerably flatter than
expected (Miller, Note 2), suggesting a possible loes in quality' due to

multiple dubbing, or simply unusually high variability. Also, the VC stimuli

were rather crude, being merely the mirror images of the CV stimuli. One aim

of the present study was to use improved stimulus materials. The other
weakness of the tartter et al. study wae that the authors permitted only "b"

and "d" responses to VC-CV stimuli.. Esther, studies suggest that, at the

longeet closure interval used (100 msec), and perhaps also at the shorter
ones, subjects may occasionally have lieard sequences of two different stops

("bd" or "db") but were not able to report them-. In the present study,

therefore, all four types of responses were permitted.

The present experiment extended the Tartter et al, study in two ways.

First, two ixtrallel sets of synthetic stimuli were empldyed. One of them wae
modeled after natural speeeh and, therefore, was slightly more realistic than
the Tartter et al. stimuli. In that set, the VC and CV transitions were not

mirror images of each other. However, to replicate the Tartter et

al. procedures more closely, and also to investigate the possible role of
differences in detailed stimulus structure, a second, acoustically different
set of stimuli was employed in which the VC Old CV transitions were mirror
images of each other. The second extension consisted of the uee of Id-g/ as

well as /b-d/ continua. Thus, with two stimulus sets .and two different

phonetic contrasts, the present'study provided a strong test of the internal

consistency of the results.

METHOD

Subjects

Ten paid student volunteers and the author served as subjects in the-

first half of the experiment (GC stimuluti set). Eight subjects returned for

the second half (SD! stimulus Bet); two new volunteers and a 'research

assistant also took the *test. The data of all subjects will be reported, for
listening experience seemed to have no systematic influenCe on the responses.

Stimuli

The first set of stimuli, called GC (after the speaker from whose

utterances the synthetic stimuli were derived), has been described in detail

in Repp (1 582). The Bet originally comprised 7-member lab/-lad/, lad/-lag/,

/ /da/ , and / da/- /ga/ continua. Only five members of each continuum were
used in the present study (Noe...1-9 from the lad/-lag/ continuum and Nos. 2-6

from each of the other three continua). All stimuli were generated on the OVE

Mc serial resonance synthesizer at Haskins Laboratories. Note that the VC

and CV stimuli were not mirror images of each other; they differed in formant

trajectories, pitch contour, duration, and amplitude. Within each continuum,
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however, the stimuli differed only in the transitions of the second and third
foments.

The second set of stimuli, called SYM (for "symmetric"), was also created
on .the OVE IIIc -synthesiser, but without any 8 pec i fic hman model. It, too,
cmpriaed four 5-member continua. The VC stimuli were exact mirror images of
the CV stimuli. All stimuli were 250 msec long, had 50-Asec linear formant
transitions, 200-msec steady. states, and .linearly :changing pitch contours
( rining in VC and falling in CV stimuli). The steady states of the three
lowest fonnanta were at 771, 1233, and 2520 H. The terminal frequency of the
firat foment wee at 285 Hz in all stimuli, that of the second formant ranged
frost 1067 to 1425 liz in the /b-d/ aeries and was fixed at 1770 Hz in the /d-g/
series, and that of the third formant ranged -from 2311 to 2670 Hz in the /b-d/
aeries and fran 2769 to 2396 HZ in the /d-g/ series.

All stimuli 'were digitized at lb kHz and recorded on tape in random
sequences. For each stimulus set, there were four tapes, two for each
phonetic contrast. For the /b-d/ contrast, for example, the first tape
contained the 10 individual syllables fron the /ab/-/ad/ and /ba/-/da/
continua, repeated 20 tirnea, while the second tape contained the five pairings
of corresponding :stimuli frail the VC and CV continua at three different
closure intervals (20, 60, and 100 msec), repeated 20 times. The tapes for
the /d_gi contrast were similar. Identical random sequences'were used for the
GC and SYM tapes.

Procedure

The subjects listened to the GC and SYM tapes in separate sessions. The
order of the /b-d/ and /d-g/ tapes within a session we e counterbalanced across
subjects. The tape with the isolated Syllables was presented before the tape
containing the corresponding VC-CV stimuli. Itie subjects were asked to assign
the coneonant in each stimulua to either of the two relevant categories (e.g.,

or "d"). The task for the VC-CV tape was to write down all consonants
heard, choosing from the four relevant possibilities (e.g., "b", "d7, "bd",
"db").

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The stimuli of each continuon were labeled with reasonable consistency.
lb reduce the data to manegeable proportions, average response percentages
were computed over the five stimuli on each continutin. Mese average results
are plotted in Figure 1. Each panel shows the.data for isolated VC and CV
syllables (on the very right) and three functions representing responses to
VC-CV stimuli, with closure duration on the abscissa. The solid function
plots the percentage of single-stop responses in the category liated on the
ordinate, while the two functions labeled VC and CV include, in addition, all
two-atop reaponsea in which either the VC or the CV portion wee assigned to
the category on the ordinate. Thus, for example, for the /b-d/ continua, the
solid function is based on "b" responses only, the VC function on "b" ,and "bd"
responaes, and the CV function on "b" EMI "db" responses. The percentages of
"bd" and "db" responses may be obtained by subtracting the solid function from
the VC and CV functions, respectively. The reason for plotting the data in
this way is that, if VC and CV perception become increasingly independent as
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closure duration increases, the VC and CV functions would be expected to reach
asymptotes at the response percentages for isolated VC and CV syllables. A

misatch indicates that significant perceptual interactions persist. at the
longest closure duration.

Let us now consider the data in some detail, focusing first on the /b-d/
continua (left-hand panels). In the GC set (top panel), the isolated VC
stimuli elicit:5d considerably'more "b" responses than did the isolated CV

stimuli; however, this difference is not interpretable because the VC and CV
stimuli did not bear any special relation to each other. In the SYM set
(bottom panel), on the other hand, there were somewhat more "b" responses to
isolated CV stimuli. This result is contrary to the finding of Tertter et al.
who obtained more "b" responses to isolated VC stimuli in their symmetric
stimulus set. Me cause for this difference is not known.

Me response functions for the VC-CV stimuli in the /13-d/ series show
little sensitivity to the closure duration variable. A small minber of two-
stop responsea emerged at the longer closure durations. In these respects,
the results for the GC and SYM sets are quite similar. However, they differ
in the relation of the VC-CV results to the results for isolated monosyll-
ablea. 'From the GC data one ,would have to conclude that, at the shortest
closure duration, VC and CV cues contributed about equally to the stop
percept. At the longest closure duration, the VC function approaches the
level of isolated VC syllables, but the CV function shows a higher rate of "b"
responses than isolated CV syllables, indicating that CV perception was not
independent of the VC context. In the SYM set, on the other hand, the VC-CV
functions start out at a level that suggests dominance of VC cues. (A similar
patern was obtained by Tartter et al. but was not interpreted as dominance
for reasons mentioned below.) At the longest interval, the VC function is
close to the level for'isolated VC syllables, as it was in the GC data, but
the, CV function reflects fewer "b" responses than were given to isolated CV
syllables.

Coo the basis of these data, it may be argued that, at the longest closure
duration, the VC transitions exerted an assimilative effect on the perception
of the CV transitions. In view of the persisting high rate of single-stop
responses, such an assimilative effect would not be surprising. What is
surprising is that, in this interpretation, the VC transitions emerge as the
more salient CUB. Mere is certainly no indication of CV dominance in these
data.

Consider now the reaults for the /d-g/ continua (right-hand panels). In
the GC set, isolated cy stimuli received more "d" redponses than isolated VC
stimuli; again, this difference is not meaningful in itself. Mere was no
difference at all in the SYM set. The VC-CV results reveal striking
divergences. Crie feature the, two stimulus sets have in common is a fair
proportion of two-stop responses at the longer closure durations, "gd"
responses, being far more frequent than "dg" responses. However, the two
stimulus sets differ strongly in the effect of closure duration on single-stop
responses: "d" responses increased with cloaure duration in the SYN set but
decreased in the GC set. If "g" responses had been plotted instead, a

moderate decrease in the GC set would have contrasted with an extremely
pronounced decrease in the SYM set. As can be seen in the figure, this
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difference is related to the fact that, at the shortest VC-CV closure duration
in the SDI set, subjects were much lees likely to report "d" (and much more
likely to report "g") than for either stimulus component in isolation. In the
GC set, on the other hand, no enich tendency was evident; the results at the
shortest closure duration suggesty daninance. Tne results at the longest
closure duration are similar for the two stimulus sets (indeed, similar to the
/b-d/ results) in these respects: The VC function is close to the results for
isolated stimuli while the CV function is not. The higher rate of ,"d"
responses to CV syllables ,in VC-CV context than in isolation suggests a
contrastive effect of VC cues on CV perception, which is consistent with the
presence of a fairly large proportion of two-stop responses. Closer examine-

tion of "gd" responses, which constituted the large majority of two-atop
responses for the /d-g/ series, revealed that they derived primarily from
ccabinations of /g/-like VC and CV transitions. This confirms the greater
perceptual lability of CV transitions in these stimuli.

In summary, the data in Figure 1 present a rather ...confusing picture. Me

eubjects' responses to VC-CV stimuli with a very short closure duration
suggest VC dcainance in two conditions, CV dominance in one, and a strong
nonlinearity in the fourth. Increases 4n closure duration affected 'he two
/d-g/ continua in opposite ways and the two /b-d/ continua hardly at all.
Two-stop responses were more frequent on the /d-g/ than on the /b-,c1/ continua,
and there was a striking asymmetry favoring "gd" over "de responses.
Finally, the data at the longest closure duration suggest a dependence of CV

perception on VC perception but not vice versa; the effect is assimilative for
/ti-d/ continua but contrastive for /d-e. continua.

In additien, it must be mentioned that individual variability was
considerable. In each-condition, there were some subjects whose 20-msec VC-CV
results suggested CV dominance, etArs whose results suggested VC dominance,
and still others whose results suggested neither. A number, of subjects did
not give any two-stop responav at all, not even at the longest closure
dutation, while others gave a farge number. Mere was absolutely no relation

16tween the magnitude of the category boundary difference between, isolated VC

and CV syllables and the proportion of two-stop responses given by individual
subjects; in other we4ds, whether or not a subject reported hearing two

different stops in VC-CV stimuli d id not depend on the degree of phonetic
mismatch of the two sets of transitions--another disturbing result. The

effect of closure duration on VC-CV identification was more consistent across
subjects, but even here there were striking exceptions. For example, one
subject (who listened only to the GC set and gave not a single two-stop
response) showed a systematic decrease of "b" responses with closure duration
in the /b-d/ condition and a systanatic increase of "d" responses in the /d-g/
condition. Both patterns were highly atypical (cf. Figure 1). Needless to
say, the pattern of VC-CV identification responses at the 100-msec closure and
its relationship to the responses for isolated VC and CV syllables also
exhibited substantial variability.

The moat confusing part of the results derives from ccmparisons of VC-CV
results with those for isolated VC and CV stimuli. Tartter et al. argued that
this comparison is not"meaningful after they had found that transitionless
vowels preceding CV or following VC stimuli significantly affected consonant
perception. In other words, there may be performance changes between mono-
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and disyllabic stimuli that have nothing to do with VC or CV dominance.

Nevertheless, one might have expected., these changes to be in the same

direction in different ettmulue sets and .for different eubjects, which did not

seem to be the case here. Instead of pomparing response frequencies for mono-
and disyllables, Tarttsr et al. relied on .a correlational analysis that was
also performed on the present data. For each stimulus continuum, all

intercorrelations of five average response percentages (VC, CV, and sibgle-
stop VC-CV responees at three closure durations) mere computed over subjects.
These correlatiOns are shown in Table 1.

Table 1

intercorrelations Between Average Single-Stop Response Percentages.

CV

/b-d/

20 60 100 CV

/d,ej

20 60 100

GC

VC, .53 .35 .35 .55 .06 -.11 -.08 -.05

CV .38 .38 .41 .50 .50 -.05

20 .82*** .55 .72** -.18

60 .81es. .34

SDI
. I.

VC .21 .26 .58* .32 .45 .24 .48 .25

CV .894" .77**- .26

.*

-.18 .28 .33

20 .76** .28 73" .08

60 .68** .58*

p < .05
**p < .01

mutt < .001

The leftnost cell tn etch matrix represents the correlatiOn betVeen VC
and CV identification. It tended to be positive but was not significant in
any of the four conditione. The three bottom cells contain the intercorrela,-
tions between VC-CV results at different closure durations. The pattern is

very clear here: Responses at 20 and 60 :Nab were positively correlated and
so were, to a slightly lesser extent, the responses at 60 and 100 meec.
Reeponses at 20 and 100 meec, however, were not significantly related to each

other. This pattern is eimilar to that obtained by Tartter et al. who found a
discontinuity betweea 25 and 50 maec Of closure duration, which suggested to
them a qualitative change in the process of cue integration. If such a change

occurred in the present stimuli, it must have happened right around 60 msec of
closure duration, for the 60-msec data correlated with hoth the,20-msec and
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the 100-msec data. Thus, while the present data are less .compelling, they are

not incompatible with the findings of Tartter et al.

Finally, consider the six correlations between monosyllable and disyll-

able identification. There was considerable variability kiere, and only one

out of four conditions (SYM /b-d/) yielded any significant correla1ions at

all. The correlations in that condition suggest CV dominance at 20 msec and,

to some extent,"at the 60-msec closure duration as well. Tartter et al. found

a very similar pattern in their symmetric /b-d/ etimulf. It is irrteresting

that precisely the condition most closely resembling 'the Tartter et

ak. experiment yielded caaparable correlational Nresults. What is disturbing

ia that at least two of the other conditions gave entirely different, possibly

random, patterns. Thus, even though the correlational findings of Tartter et
al. have been replicated, their generality is called into question by the

present data.

CONCLUSIONS

The present study served two purposes. First, it provided a replication

of Tartter et al. (Note 1). In the condition most closely resembling

Experiment II of Tartter et al. (/ba/-/da/, SIM stimuli), similar results were

indeed obtained, and two-stop responses proved to be infrequent. Therefore,

concerns about the quality of stimulus materials and about restrictions on

response choicea in the Tartter et al. study can now be dismissed. Second,

the present investigation extended the Tartter et al. paradigm to asymmetric

VC-CV stimuli and to another phonetic contrast (/da/-/ga/). The results

obtained in these additiOnal conditions show that the response patterns in any

particular conditionhave little generality. The relative perceptual weights

of the VC and CV transition cues and the effect of variations in closure

duration seem to depend strongly on the individual characteristics of the

stimuli.

Because of this lack of generality, only two very modest conclusions are

possible. One is that previous findings of strong CV transition dominance in

the- perception of VC-CV stimuli with conflicting transitions do not apply to

the perception of stimuli with more nearly compatible transitions. The VC

transitions seem to plaiy at least as. important a role as the CV transitions in

these latter stimuli, which certainly are more representative of natural,

speech. The other conclusion is that the perceptual integration of the VC and

CV formant transition and closure duration cues into a single stop consonaht

perCept seems to be an exceedingly complex business. This statement may be

taken as (admittedly weak) support for the view (Bailey & Summerfield, 1980)

that phonetic parcepts are not computed by weighting and recombining separate-

ly extracted cues, but that they are qualities dewved from-extended acoustic

patterns by a heuristic based on articulatory plausibilityi.e., Ain general

speech knowledge.
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ACOUSTIC LARYNGEAL REACTION TIME: FOREPERIOD AND STUTTERING SEVERITY EFFECTS*

Ben C. Watson+ and Peter J. Alfonso+

Abstract. An earlier paper (Wataon & Alfonso, 1982) presented a

model of the laryngeal reaction time (LET) paradigm that included

several factors that appeared to affect LRT values. The present
'.study assesses the effects of two of these factors: foreperiod and

stuttering severity. The former was asseseed by the uae of thirteen

foreperiod durations. The latter was asseseed by classifying

experimental subjecta as either mild or severe stutterers. Both

factors significantly affectedoLBT values. More importantly, theee

factors demonstrated a compoeite effect on group LRT differences.

Specifically, mild stutterers' LRT values,approached normal values

as 4oreperiod increased, while severe atuttörers' LRT valuee

remained significantly- greater than normal vpluee at all

foreperiods. Reaults are diecuseed in terms of differential

posturing and/or vibration initiation deficits underlying

stutterera' delayed LRT values. We caution that acoustic

aeasurementa alone are insufficient to specify fully the nature of

the unaerlying deficits.

A number of experiments (most notably Adams 4 Hayden, 1976; Cross &

Luper, 1979; Cross, Shadden, &, Luper, 1979; Starkweather, Hirschman,

Tannenbaum, 1976) showed that stutterere as a group are significantly slower

than normals in initiating phonation in'reamaso to reaction signals. Using a

simple reaction time paradigm that allowed subjects one to three aeconde to

prepare for a known response, we unexpectedly failed to replicate the reeultme

of the above experiments (Wateon & Alfonao, 1982). That is, we failed to find

a significant group difierence in laryngeal reaction time (LRT) between
stutterers and nonatutterere, a difference we will refer to as the LBT effect.

However, we did find significant within-group LRT differences beteen auditory

and visual reaction signal conditions and between isolated vowel and phrase-

initial vowel reeponse conditions. The latter resulta suggested to us that

*A portion of the data reported in this paper was firat presented at tbe

annual convention of the American Speech-Language-Hearing Association, Loa

Aagelea, California, November 1981. A iimilar version of this paper will

appear in the jouriial of Fluencl Disorders.
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our LRT meabutements were indeed Sufficiently sensitive to* detect an LRT
effect if one, existed. Other recent investigations have also failed to

demonstrate', a significknt LBT effect in both phild ari-4dult stUtterers
(cf. Cullinan & Springer, 1960; Murphy & Baumgartner, 1981; Venkatagiri, 1981,
1962). The study reported here AB motivated by our original experiment, as
1Nll as other recent experiments that failed to demonstrate a significant Lilt.
effect.

We are interested in isolating those factors that form the basis for
significaill,LBT differences between stutterers and their controls. To this
end, we have conducted experiments based on the model of the LRT paradigm
developed in our original experiment. The model includes factors related to
the perception of the reaction signal, -production of the reaponse, 4nd factors
specifically related to characteristics of stuttering sutjects that inCluence
LRT values. For example, We included in the model "reaction signal modality,"
a perceptual component, and "response type," a production component, based on
our findings of significant LRT differences for both nonstutterers and
stutterers as a function of reaction signal modality (visual vs. auditory) and
reSponse condition (isolated VB phrase-initial vowel).

There were two purposes to the'study reported here. The first purpose
was to investigate further the effects of tWo other factors on stutterers'-LRt
-values as well as ou the LRT effect. These factors are inclUded in the model
as foreperiod and stuttering severity. ,We argued that bur failure to find a
significant LRT,effect in our original'experiment was related to our use of
relatively long foreperioda and to the mild-to-Moderate severity rating of our
experimental group.

The foreperiod factor is included in the "Perceptual Component" of the
model although pr6duction events may also occur during this interval. In our

experiments, foreperiod is defined aB the interval between the presentation of
the warning cue and presentation of the phonate cue. Sufficiently long
foreperiods provide the subject with time to prepare for a known response
(Niemi & Naatanen, 1981). PreparatOry activity that may occur during the
foreperiod includes perception of the warning.cue, formulatiOn and transmis-
sion of appropriate motor commands to posture the speech mechanism for the
required response, and movements of- the various components of the speech
.hanism to Achieve the required pre-phonatory posture.. The exten.t of

'preparatory,activity that actually occurs is a function of foreperiod dura-
tion. Thus; short foTeperiods may restrict preparatory activity to perception

,of the warning/cue and perhaps to formulation and transmission of motor
commands, while long foreperiods may, permit formulation and transmission of
motor commands.4nd posturing of the speech mechanism before presentation of
the phonate cab'.

1

The notion of a foreperiod effect 'on nonstutterers' LRT vAlues is

supported by, Izdebski's (1980) observation of a U-shaped function When 1RT

values are plotted across,a range of increasing forepesiods. That is, he

found that LRT values decrease to a minimum`as foreperiod increases to about
1500 msec and then,increase asjoreperiod increases beyond 1500 msec. These

results suggest that LRT values occurring at foreperiods less than 1500 msep
reflect the subject's inability to complete preparatory activity. Increasing

LRT values beyond 1500 nisec may reflect the subject's inattention to the task

or failure to maintain the pre-phonatory posture. We have argued previounly
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that stutterers' LET values may be particularly dependent upon foreperiod
duration. Specifically, we hypothesized that when certain stutterers are
given sufficient time to posture the speech mechanism, they will demonstrate
Meg values similar to those of normals. We concluded that the long foreperi-
ods used in our original experiment (one to three seconds) provided stutterers
with ample time to achieve the appropriate posture before the initiation of
phonation and contributed to our finding of a nonsignificant IBT effect.

The studies referred to above that reported a significant LRT effect (and
used isolated vowels as the repponse, a task similar to one of the response
conditions in our original exfoeriment) did not incorporate warning cues in
their experimental designs (cf. Adams & Hayden, 1976; Cross & Luper, 1979;

Cross et al., 1979). Consequently, it cannot be determined if the stutterers
in these experiments achieved the appropriate response posture before the
presentation of the phonate cue. Mus, experiments that report significant
LRT effects but do not include a warning cue may reflect stutterers'

difficulty with posturing the speeoh mechanism before phonation onset as well
as difficulties associated% with initiating the response. It seems possible
that certain stutterers' delayed LRT values may be related to posturing, that
is, pre-phonatory events (as suggested by Freeman & Ushijima, 1978), while

other stutterers' delayed LRT values may be more directly related to initia-
tion of the response, or perhaps a combination of posturing and initiation_
activities. If this is the case, one may suspect that certain stutterers' .LRT
values will approach normal values as foreperiod increases. However, other
stutterers' LRT values could remain significantly greater than normal values
throughout the entire range of foreperiods. The first hypothesis under test
in this study -states that there is a foreperiod effect on stutterers' LRT

values. To test this notion, we extended the range of the foreperiods from
100 msec to 3000 msec., Specifically, those stutterers with deficits only.in
posturing the speech mechanism will demonstrate LRT values approaching normal
values as foreppriod increases, while those stutterers with deficits in

initiatifig the response, or in both posturing and initiation, will demonstrate
LRT values significantly greater than normal values throughout the range of
short to long foreperiods.

Me second factor that may affect stutterers' LRT values is stuttering
severity, included in the model under "Subject Characteristics." The results

of several studies (Hayden, 1975; Lewis, Ingham, & Gervens, Note 1; Watson &

Alfonso, 1982) suggest that mild stutterers may exhibit MT values more
similar to normals than would severe stutterers. Additional support for this
notion is found in a comparison of resulth obtained in our original experiment
and in a study by Reich, Till, and Goldsmith (1 981). The average severity
rating of our experimental group was mild-to-moderate. However, Reich et
al. (1 981), using stuttering subjects classified as moderate-tgrsevere,

obtained a significant LRT effect" The experimental procedures were very
similar between the two sttidies. Both 'included foreperiods of similar

duration, for example, yet the results are clearly different. We suggest that
differences between the results of these studins may, in part, be attributable

to differences in the seuttering .severity,ratings of the experimental groups.
Finally, support for a stuttering severity effect on timing is found in data
reported by Borden (1 982). Specifically, she observed that severe stutterers
displayed significantly longer vocal and manUal "execution" time values than
nonstutterers, while none of the dj.fferences between, mild stutterers and
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Figure 1. Results of the stuttering severity analysis.
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nonstutterers reached significance. Thus, the second hypothesis under test is

that there is a stuttering severity effect on stutterers' LRT values. That

is, we expect that a group of severe stutterers will demonstrate greater LRT

values than will a group of mild stutterers.

The two hypotheses described above assess the independent effects of
foreperiod and stuttering severity on atuttezers' LRT values when compared to

nonstutterera. However, it would be interesting to determine the relationship
between foreperiod and stuttering severity. Consequently, the second purpose

of this study was to assess the combined effect of foreperiod and stuttering

sitverity on stutterere' LRT values. For example, we hava hypothesized that
certain stutterers' LRT values could, approach normal values as foreperiod

increases, in that these stutterers' delayed IRT values may be primarily

related to difficulty in posturin,g the speech mechanism. Alternatively, we

hypothesized that LIU values of other stutterers could remain significantly

different from nortaals throughout the entire range of foreperiods, implying

that _these stutterers' delayed IRT values may be related to .difficulty

initiating the response or, perhaps, a combination of posturing and initiation

difficulties. We Would like to ascertain if groups of stutterers, classified

by severity, can be characterized according to %he "posture" versus the

"initiation" hypothesis. That -is, is it the 'case that mild atutterers'
primary difficulty is posturing the speech mechanism while severe stutterers'

Ir*pary difficulty is some combination of posturing, and response. initiation.

'The- -third -hypothesis tests this notion.. Specifically, we expect that mild
stutterers' LRT values.will approach normal values, while severe stutterers'

LRT vellues will remain significantly greater than normal values, as foreperiod

inc rease .

In summary, the-tfirst purpose of this study rs to determine the effects

of two factors included in the model (Watson & Alfonso, 1982) of the LRT

paradigm on the IRT effect and on stutterers' LRT values. The second purpose

is to test the notion that qualitatively different deficits, posturing versus

initiation, underlie mild and severe -stutterers' delayed IRT values.

METHOD

Subjects
-

Subjects participating in this study included ten adult stutterera' and

five adult nod:stutterers. In order to test the effect of stuttering,severity

on stutterers' LRT values, it was necessary to classify the experimental

subjects on this dimension. Stutterers were classified on the basis of three

separate analyses of severity. First, a certified Speech-Language Pathologist
subjectively rated severity of the stuttering subjects during conversational

speech and speech while reading the Rainbow Passage. A second certified

Speech-Language Pathologist objectively rated the same speech samples using

the Stuttering Severity Index (sH) (Riley, 1972) and the Stuttering Interview

(SI) (Ryan, 1974)-.

The results of the, stuttering severity analysis (shown in Figure 1)

indicate that the experimental sUbjects could be classified into two distinct

groups: fi,ye severe stutterers and five mild stutterera. Since reaction time
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Reaction Signal
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*Figure 2. One sequence of stimuli used to assess the effect of foreperiod .on

MT. The reaction signal varied from 100 to 3000 msec. Reaction

signal onset served as the warning cue, offset as the phonate cue.
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values may be affected by subject sex and age (Birren & Botwinick, 1955;
Isdebski, 1980; Weiss, 1965), we matched the control group against the average
age and sex ratio of the two stuttering groups.

Test Stimuli

Figure 2 illustrates one sequence of the stimuli used to assess the
effect of foreperiod on LlIT values. Each sequence was separated by a variable
interatimulus interval (ISI) of eight to twelve seconds. ISIs of this
duration require that subjects breathe normally between response sequences.
Consequently, subjects are not able to remain in a phonatory position between
responses. The reaction signal consisted of the synthetic vowel /a/. Onset
of the reaction signal aerved as the warning cue and the offset served as the
phonate cue. Subjects were instructed to "get ready" to phonate when and only
when they heard the warning cue. Duration of the reaction signal varied from
1 00 msec to 500 maec in 100 msec increments, 700 msec to 1 500 msec in 2 00 msec
increments, and from 2000 matac to 3000 msec in 500 msec increments, a total of
13 foreperiods. A "terminate phowition" signal was presented tio seconds
after the phonate cue. The terminate signal consisted of the synthetic vowel
li/. Each -of the 13 sequences was replicated five times, randomized, and
output onto -audiotapti using the Haskins. Laboratories Pulse Code Modulation
(PCM) syetem.

Procedures

Stimulus sequences were presented simultaneously to the subject, seated-
in a soundproof booth, and to track one of a two-track tape recorder.
Subjects' responses were recorded on track two of the tape 'recorder. Subjects
were instructed- to phonate the vowel /a/ immediately at the offset-of the
reaction signal and to continue phohation un,til presentation of the terminate
igna1, All subjects iere allowed 21 trainiing sequences, including long and

short foreperiods. Although most subjects required fewtir than the maximum
dumber of traiping seqiiences to learn the relatively simple task, all subjects
were exposed ko training sequences containing long and short foreperiods.
Response sequences were presented in two seyen-minute tests separated by an
optional three- to five-minute rest interval.

Fluency Criteria

We followed the same .procedures used in our original experiment to insure
that only fluent responsep were analyzed. First, subjects were instructed to
identify any production that they thought was dysfluent. SecOnd, the experi-
raentei noted any production that he thought was dysfluent. No responses were
omitted on the basis of the first two criteria. Finally, productions were
excluded from the data set if the waveform showed certain irregularities that
may be, related to non-audible stuttering, such as isolated pitch pulses before

, the onset of continuous phonation. As a result of the third criterion, three
responses were excludei from the mild stutterers' data set, one respoWse was
excluded from the severe stutterers' data set, and no responses were excluded
from the nonstutterers' data set. Thus, 322 LRT values were meastrect for mild
stutterers, 324 values were measured for severe stutterers, and 325 values
were measured for nonstutterers.
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Measurements'

Data were analysed with the aid of a computer waveform editing syeteM at
Wahine Laboratories. Temporal resolution Of the waveform analyzer is acbu-
rate to one-tenth of a millisecond (Nye, Reiss, Cooper, McGuire, Mermelatein,
& Montlick; 1975). LRT values were defined as the interval between the offset
of the phonate cue and the onset of the first regular pitch pule(' of the
*voiced vowel /a/.

Statistical Analyses

All data were subjected AO several multiple correlation regression (MCR)
analyees (Cohen & Cohen, 1975) for the following reasons. First, the
procedUre permits analyeie of interaction effecte between Interval (foreperi-
od) end nominal (stuttering severity) level independent variables, a capabili-
ty not provided by traditional multiple analysis of variance procedures.

Second, MCR analysis permits experimenter selection of spedific group compari-
sons. Finally, NCR analysis allowe for the evaluation of nonlinear relation-
ships, such as the hypOthesized relationehip between f6repaiiod and LRT. Ihe

statistical deeign Used in_this experiment wad a subjects within groups

(=Thal, mild, severe) by condition (foreperiod) repeated measures MCR. This
desiin requires separate MCR analyses to determine (1) the significance dt the
between-subject (stuttering severity) main effect and (2) the within-subject
(foreperiod) main effect and interaction (stutterimg severity x foreperiod)
effect. The first MCR analysis-was conducted to determine the significance of
the stuttering eeverity factor. For this analysis, the subject group variable
VaS coded to permit separate ,comparisons between nonstUtterers and,mild
stutterers and between mild and severe etuttetere.': The second MCR analysis
was conducted to determine the significance of the foreperiod factor and the
interaction between stuttering severity and foreperiod. For this analysis,-

the subject group variable was, once again, coded to permit comparisons'

between normals 'and mild stutterers as well as between mild and severe

stUtterers. A third MCR analysis was conducted to determine the magnitude of
the nonlinear relationship between foreperiod and LRT for each group in order
to determine whether there was an optimal foreperiod effect. Finally,

comparieons between group mean LRT values at each foreperiod were conducted
using the nonparametric Randomization Test for Independent Samples, since

aeveral of the criteria required by parametric analyses were not fulfilled by
these data (Siegel, 1956).

RESULTS

Figure 3 displays a summary. of LRT varues for the complete data

set.1 Each data point in this figure represents the average of all analyzed
responses per eubject pooled across the five subjects in each .group. LRT

values are 0* eased in group means and two etandard deviation dispersions for

the three sub act groups apd 13 foreperiod conditions. Aleo shown are group

means and 8 rd deviations collapeed across the 13 foreperiod conditions.

LRT valUes for onstutterers are shown as closed circles, formild stutterers

as open ci es, and for'seVere stutierert as open triangles. NOte-tbat this

figure demo es that LRT varies as a function of subjechc group and

foreperiod.
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The first two hypothesee in this study predicted foreperiod and stutter-
ing severity effects on LRT. The results of NCR analyses of these main
effects as well as the stuttering severity by foreperiod interaction effect
are summarised in Table 1. This table shows that both the stuttering severity
and foreperiod factors are signifidant < .01). .

Pirtial regression coefficients obtained from the between-subjects NCR
are presented in Table 2. Coefficients for both the nonstutterer versus mild

stutterer and mild versus severe stutterer group comparisons were significant
(.2 .01). These results indicate that the three groups' LRT values were
significantlyrdifferent when collapsed across the 13 foreperiod conditions.

Table 3 shove resulte of analysee of the power of the polynomial
describing the relationship between foreperiod and LRT for each subject group.
Second-order polynomials were found for the nonstutterers and mild stutterers.
That is, LRT values for these subjects decrease to a minimum and then increase
ae foreperiod increases. A nonlinear relationahip between foreperiod and LRT
was also reported by Iskebeki (1980) following analysis of a reduced data eat.
He found, using only.'normal subjects, a second-order relationship between
foreperiod and LRT. However, our data indicate that the relationship between
LRT and foreperiod for,severe etutterers is different. For these subjects,
Table 3 shows that a third-order polynomial aleo becomes significant and
approaches the second order term in best describing the shape of the 'curve.
This implies that LRT values for severe stutterers tend to decrease to a
minimum, then increase to a maximum, and then decrease again as foreperiod
increases. These resulta emphasize the difference between severe stutterers
versus mild stutterers and nOnstutterers. For example, the data shown in
Figure 3 for mild stutterers and nonstutterers show single maximum and minimum
values, yielding a single inflection point in the curve. A curve of predicted

LaT values, representing least-squared deviations, was obtained by solving
regression equations for each group. Analysis of predicted curves indicates
that the inflection points for nonstutterers and mild stutterers occur at 2000
and 1500 msec, reepectively. For severe stutterers, there is less difference
between maximum and minimum LRT values and the curve has two inflection

pointe, 900 and 2500 msea. Note aleo that the fastest LRT for nonstutterers
occurred at a foreperiod of 2000 msec, consistent with the results reported by
lzdebski (1980). For the severe stutterers, fastest LRT values occurred at a
foreperiod of 500 msec. The foreperiod at which the fastest LRT value
occurred for mild stutterers is less clear, but seems to be around 1300 msec.
Thus, minimum LRT values also seem to vary as a function of group membership.
Finally, it appears that foreperiod has a greater effect on the maximum and
minimum LRT values of nonstutterers and mild stutterers than it does for the

severe stutterers' LRT values. To summarize, the results reported thus far

supportthe first two hypotheses of this study. That is, both the etuttering

eeverity factor and foreperiod factor were shown to affect LRT valuee

significantly. In addition, partial regression coefficients revealed that the
stuttering severity main effect reflects significant group differences between
nonstutterers and mild stutterers as well as between mild and severe stutter-
era when LRT values are collapsed across the 13 foreperiods. Finally,

foreperiod has a greater effect on nonstutterers' and mild stutterers' LRT
values than on severe Autterers' LRT values.
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1(

Summary of

Main gffects

Table 1

&in and Interaction ,Rffects

F df

Stuttering severity 8.88" 2,12

Foreperiod 2.8.0 12,144

Interaction Effect

Stuttering severity
by foreperiod .415 24,144

"P.99 (2,12) 6.93
imp.99 (12044) 2.31

'F.95 (24,144) 1.59

Table 2

Partial Regression Coefficients for Stuttering
Severity Factèr

Comparison

Nonstutte'rers vs.

mild stutterers

Mild stutterers vs.
severe stutterers

F.99 (1,13) 9.07

57.36

- 53. 59 12.39**

df

1,13

1,13
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Table 3

Summary of Power Polynomial Analysis of Foreperiod

Power term Inc R aqr. F df

Nonstutterers linear .27 4.17 1,11
quadratic .30 08.10* 1,10
cubic .06 1.45 1,9

ft
Mild stutterers linear .17 2.27 1,11

quadratic .33 11.61" 1,10
cubic .16 4.64 1 , 9

Severe stutterers linear
1
:11 1.39 1,11

quadratic .36 13. 33" 1,10
cubic .26 8. 66* 1,9

*1.95 (1,11) 4.84
*F.95 (1,10) 4*-96

mq.99 (1,10) 10.04
*F.95 (1,9) al 5.12

The third hypothesis etated that there was a difference between non-
stutterers' and stutterers' (grouped by severity) LRT values as a function of
foreperiod. Our original experiment revealed nonsignificant differences
between nonatutterere and mild-moderate stutterers at 1, 2, Old 3 second
foreperiods. Hence, in the present study, we expected 12. find significant
differences between nonatutterers' and mild stutterers' 'MT values only at
foreperiods lees than 1100 meec. Conversely, we expected to find significant
differences between nonatutterers' and severe stutterers' Lwr values at both
short and long foreperioda. These hypotheses were ttested by conducting post-
hoc group comparisons by using the Randomization Tait for Independent Samples.
Results of these compariaons are shown below the abscissa in Figure 3. The
aymbol N refers to nonstutterers, and the aymbols 14 and S refer to mild and
severe stutterers, respectively. A solid line connecting groups indicates no
significant difference between group means. Xesults of this analysia reveal
that severe stutterers' LET values are significantly greater than nonstutter-
ere' at" all of 13 foreperioda <,.05). On the other hand, mild stutterers'
LET values are significantly greater than nonatutterers' at only 5 of the
first 7 foreperiods, that is, at foreperiods leas than 1100 msec. However, we
unexpectedly found significant LRT differences between nonstutterers and mild
stutterers at 4 of 6 foreperioda equal to and greater than loo Msec. Thus,
reaults of group comparisons as a function of foreperiod clearly support mu'
hypothesized differencs between nonatutterere end severe stutterers' LRT
values, but only partially support our hypothesized differences laeltween

nonstutterers' and mild stutterers' LRT values., In general, these results
demonatrate that mild atutterera' LRT values approach those of nonstutterers
as foreperiod increases, while severe stutterers' LRTs remain significantly
greater than nonatuttrers' throughout the entire range of foreperiods.
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DISCUSSION

The first interesting finding of the present study is that of a

significant - stuttering severity factor. This finding is consistent with
reaction time data for complex vocal and manual responses reported by Borden
(1962). Using the same stuttering subjects used in the present study and a

constant foreperiod equal to one second, she observed significant group
differences betimes nonetutterers and severe stutterers for the execution of

perceptually fluent counting and finger tapping responses. Differences
between nonstutterers and mild stutterers for the same tasks failed to reach

eignificante. Thus, results of this and the Borden study indicate that

stuttering severity affects group timing differences for both simyle and
complex vocal responses as well as for manual responses. Furthermore-, these

results suggest that the delayed JET values demonstrated by the experimental
subjects may represent an underlying deficit in general motor control in

stutterers as a group. Finally, ithese results suggest that the magnitude of
the delay, and correspondingly thir magnitude of the deficit, is reflected in

the stuttering severity rating. Of course, acoustic measurements alone do not
permit analysis of the motor corrtrol processes occurring before the onset of
the acoustic response. later in, this discussion, we will suggest procedures
that may .allow analysis of motor control proceeses during posturing and

response .onset.

Perhaps the most interesting arid important, finding of this study is the

composite effect of the, stuttering severity and foreperiod factors on the

significance of group LRT differences between stutterers and nonstutterers.
Specifically, we observed that mild stutterers' LRT values approach normal
values as foreperiod increases, while severe stutterers' LRT values are

signifiCantly greater than normal values throughout the range of foreperiods.
These results are n general-.agreement with the findings of our original LRT

experiment. That study failed to show significant group MT differences
between nonatutterers and a'group of mild to moderate stutterers for foreperi-

ode equal to one, two, and three seconde. Although the present study reports
nonsignificant differences at only 2 of 6 foreperiods in this range, it should
be pointed out that the results of the present study reflect fewer subjects

per group, fewer responses per subject, , and the use of non-perametric

statistics. With these differences aside, the present study supports our

original experiment in that the differences between mild stutterers' and

nenetutterers' LRT values are significantly less than "the differences between
nonstutterera' and severe stutterers' LRTvalues.

:a,
Throughout this paper, we have noted that lan foreperiods permit

subjects to complete activity required to posture the epeech mechanism for the

voiced response. Consequently, the finding that mild stutterers' LRT values

approach normal values as fetreperiod increases, whereas severe stutterers' LRT

values do not, suggests that different deficits may contribute to delayed LRT

values for the two groups of stutterers. Specifically, with regard to the
comparisons between nonatutterers and mild stutterers, our results generally

support the hypothesis that mild stutterers' primary difficulty is posturing

the speech mechanism. However, it is also likely that our mild stutterers
have some diffioulty initiating vibration, since their MT values do not
become identical with those of the nonstutterers. Results of the comparisons

between nonetutterers and severe stutterers as a function of foreperiod
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ea,

suggest that these stutterers may haVe both posturing and vibration initiation
deficits.

Reaction time responsea have teen studied with' reSpect to their premotor
and motor components (Eotwinick & Thompson 1 966) Follbwing this example, we
have chosen to study the posture and in.3:tiationcomponents of the reaction
time response in an attempt to understand betterthe qualitetive differences
in the deficits underlying stuttterers' delayed /0 values. These components
are schematically represented in Figure 4 .< The '1),osture coiponent is repre-
sented,by a series of processes related to perception of the warning and/or
phonate cue, formulation 'and transmission of neuromotor commands to posture
the speech mechanism, posturing of the speech Mechanism for the required
response, and formulation of neuromotor commandsLto initiate the response.
The formulation of neuromotor commands for initiation May occur simultaneously
with the formulation and transmission of neuromotor-comniands.for posturing.
Poetural processes are also taken to include preplionatory gestures. The
initiation N mponent is represented by processes related to the tran a ission
and execution Df neuromotor commands 'for the response. The consequ ces of
executing these commands are: (1) muscular adjustments, (2) ar iculator
movement, and finally, (3) acoustic output. Figure 4 demonstrates the special
case in which foreperiod duration Permits completion of all postural activity
prior to the presentation of the phonate cue.

Ile interval required for perceptual processing of the warning and
phonate cue will vary as a function of stimulus modality and intensity
(Elliot, 1968; Murray, 1970; Watson & Alfonso, 1 982). There is conflicting
evidence regarding the effect of stimulus modality on the LRT effect. For

,example, significant group reaction time differences between stutterers and
nonstutterers have been reported for auditory but not for visual stimuli by
McFarlane and Prins (1978) and McFarlane and Shipley (1 981). Conversely,
Watson and Alfonso (1 982) failed to find significant between-group LRT

differences for auditory or visual stimuli. Thus, it is not conclusive
whether stimulus modality influences the LRT effect. However,,,Kohfeld )
has shown that stimulus modality and, intensity parameters interact in a
complermanner and, more importantly, that cross modality reaction time
differences may reflect the faiiure of experimenters to insure that visual and
auditory stimuli are presented at psychophysically equal intensity levels. In
addition, cognitive and affective factors, such as instructions to the. subject
and the experimental seteing (Murray, 1 97 0), as well as a variable foreperiod
(Niemi & Lehtonen, 1982) may intOrkt with stimulus parameters to alter the
duration of perceptual processes. Thus, the durAtion of the perceptual
processing interval is determined by several variables. The effeets of
stimulus-related variables may be reduced by maintaining constant stimulus
modality and intensity parameters for all subjects. Though it is not possible
to measiire the duration of perceptual processes in humans direbtly, Wall,
Remond, and Dobson (1 953 ) provide an estimate of this interval based on
'physiological data obtained from anesthetized animals. Recording ele6trical
activity in pyramidal tract neurons in the motor cortex, they observed a
latency of approximately 30 msec between the onset of a visual stimulus and
the onset of neural activity. These data suggest that the contribution of
perdeptual procsing acti.ity to ovetall MT values may be relatively small.
To summarYze, it is not possible to measure the duration of perceptual
processes directly. However, by controlling stimulus intensity and modality
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parameters, the duration of this interval may be held relatively constant
acrosa subjecta.

Me interval required for the completion of rieuromotor processes (i.e.,
formulation and tranamission of appiwriate neural commands to the peripheral
ktusoulature) may also contribute midimally tO overall IRT values in the simple
reaction time paridigm. Estimates of formulation latencies are noi available
for human subjects. However, the transmission velocity of neural Impulses
along the recurrent laryngeal nerve is approximately 56 meters/second in
nonstutterers (Flisberg & Lindholm, 1970). This value, in additiOn to a
residual ,latiency of 1.5 tO 2.5 meec due to synaptic 4junctions and the
decreasing diameter of peripheral nerve fibers (Basmajian, 1970), yields an
estimated maximum transmission latency in nonstutterers of approximately 3.0
meec. Thus it appears that although the duration of perce'ptual and neuromotor
processing components in the LAT paradigm cannot be directly measured, it is'
likely that the cont4ibution of- both of these prooesses to group lirr
differences is relatively insignificant.

Posturing the speech mechanism for the onset of an isolated, voiced vowel
requires muscular adjustments in the respiratory, laryngeal, and articulatory
systems. In the respiratory System, these adjustments result in the optimiza-
tion of thoracic muscle tension. Optimal muscle tension levels, in turn,
facilitate raPid generation of stifficient stubglottal pressure for phondtion'
initiation (Baken, Cavallo, & Weissman, ,1979). In the laryngeal system,
muscular adjustments, modify vocal fold tension and position to facilitate
phonation. Articulatory adjuatments result in achievement of supralaryngeal
vocal tract postures appropriate for the reqUired response (e.g., the isolated
vowel /a/). We assume that posturing activity within these systems will occur
simultaneously. Furthermore, it is likely that the niiture of the posturing
activity within any "eystem is, in part, a funcition of the qualitative
interaction between systens. For _example, there may be differences in
respiratory and laryngeal coupling for the onset of voiced versus voiceless
vowels. In addition, articulatory postures may affect laryngeal posturing
(i.e., constriCted versus_o,pen vocal tract configurations).

In the aerodynamic domain, respiratory posturing also occurs with respect
to lung volume. For example, Izdebski and Shipp (1978) have shown that a lung
voltne of eipproximatel, 50% vital capacity yields faster LRT values than do
pre-plionatory 'lung voltanes of 25% and 75% vital capacity. In addition,
Hoshiko (1965) found that nonetutterers usually initiate phonation,from about
50% vital capacity. Thus, this value appears to represent an 4lisptimal lung
volume for the initiation of vocal fold vibration.

It is also true that IRT values are affected by processes included in the
initiation component. These include transmission end execution of initiation
neuromotor commands, muscle contraction, coOrdinated movement of speech struc-
tures, and finally, generation ,of the resultant acoustic -output. Reaction
time measurements of the latter three processes can tre obtained and are
illustrated in Figure 4,

lastly, we should emphasize that posturing deficits in stutterers woufd
delay initiation of the response. For example, the ,latency of vibration onset
for stutterers may be prolonged if the vocal folds are "hyper-postured," that
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is, postured with" excessive tension 'and adduction, or abnormally postured
(i.e., simultaneous adduction and abduction, cf. Freeman & Ushijima, 1978).

Hyper-postured vocal folas would likely result in abnormally high levels of
gldttal resistance and, therefore, the need for higher levels of subglottal
pressure, while abnormally postured vacal folds would prevent the accumulation
of sufficient subglottal pressure to ihitiate vibration. Finally, markedly.
constricted srticuIatory postures increase,supraglottal pressures and, thus,
may prolong vibration onset latencies. The': pOint we wish to make is that the
.delayed reaction time values'in these instances would reflect postural iather
than initiation deficits.

We aisume that the contribution of perceptual processes itn this study to
between-group differences wee insignificant.since stimulus modality and inten-
sity parameters were held relatively constant for all subjects. In. addition,

.it is likelY that the contribution of neuromotor process to the LRT effect was
insignificant. The finding that mild,stutterers' LRT Values approach those of
nonstutterers as foreperiod.increases, suggests that the primary difficulty
for-this group- of stutterers is related tcf posturing the speech mechanism.
However, !ince 'MT "'values for mild stutterers did not become identical with
those of nonstutterers, it is also possible that these stutterers have some
degree of difficulty initiating vibration as well. The effect of foreperiod
on severe stutterers' LRT values is diffeednt. The finding that severe
stutterers' LRT values fail to appfoaCh those of nonstdtterers ai foreperiod
increases, suggests that severe stutterers may have difficulty in both
posturing the speech mechanism and initiating vocal fold vibration. What is
important, Is that the underlying deficit may bo.- qualitatively different
between-mild and severe stutterers. Unfortunately, LRT measures obtained from
acoustic analysis alone do not permit prepfise specification of the loci of
deficits in phonation onset activity in tEese stutterers. For example, it is
.possible that mild stutterers have the same-type of deficits as do severe
stutterers but to a lesser degree. Thus, we feel pat we havSmade the most
of acoustic measures of LRT. That is, we need to investigate those activities
that occur before the onset of voicing.

The advantage of obtaining simultaneous measures in the acoustic, move-
ment, and EKG domains is discussed by Baer and Alfonso (in press). They
suggest that simultaneous measures may, be particularly informative in LRT
experiments because-they provide information regarding activity prior to onset
of the aceustic signal corresponding to vocal fold vibration. For eiample,
the combined duration of perceptual and neuromotor processes may be inferred
from EKG signals recorded from intrinsic laryngeal muscles. That is, the

latency between the offset of the warning signal and the onset of the EKG
signal in the laryngeal muscles may yield an estimate of the lime required to
complete perceptual and neuromotor processes. .Inaddition, 'EMG measures may

be useful in documenting the latency of onset, synergy, and amount of muscular
activity during"pre-phonatory posturing of the spesch system as well as during
generation of subglottal pressure by the respiratory system,* Di.rect observa-
tion of ches14-wall and vocal fold movemente, via Respitrace (Cohn et al., Note
2) and .trt'deillumination instrumentation, respectively, may also provide

information regarding the amount and coordination of respiratory and laryngeal
posturing activity as well as the interaction between laryngeal posturiikg and
respiratory system activity during the generation of subglottal pressUre.
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In conclusion, the results of the present' study support the results of
our original experiment by demonstrating a sighificantstuttering severity
effect. Fu'rthermore, the present results support the notion that mild . and
sev'ere stutterers' prolonged LRT values may reflect different,ial deficits in
posturing and/or vibration initiation: We recognize, however, ;that acoustic
analyses alone will not specilically reveal the nature *of de-ficits
contributingsi to 'stutterers' delayed LEIT Values. We plan future LRT

experizIents incorporating simultaneous measures in the acoustic, movement, and
124G domains. Only through the use of simultaneous measures can the nature of,
defic its underlying stutterers' often reported d iffic ty in initiating .

'Zonation be systematically described.
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FOOTNOTE

'The. present 'study .reports results obtained from statistical analysis of
the complete-data set. In ao doing, it is consistent with most LRT studies
comparing nonstutterers with stutterers. However, tyo procedUres ere some-
times Ivied to eliminate the maximum and miniintmi LRT values prior to group
comparisons... The rationale for either of these procedures .iythat LRT values
significantly faster than. the- mean -reildct anticipatory responses occurring
before the phdnste cue, while values significantly slower than the mean
reflect the subjects' inattention to the task. As an example of one
procedure, Izdebaki and Shipp (1 718) and Isdebski (1 980) used statistical
tests *to eliminate only significant outliers. As ,an example of the second
procedure, Reich et al. (1 981) omitted the fastest and slowest responses of
each subject before group comparisons. In a forthcoming paper, we will
discuss the effects of various data reduction procedures on the LRT effect.
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DISINHIBITION OF MASKING IN AUDITORY SENSORY MEMORY*

Robert G. Crowder+

Abstract: A series of experiments was performed on the dhfference
between single- and double-masking agents in auditory memory: Single
or double suffixee "wsre presented following immediate memory lists,
with parametric variation ion the delay of the suffixes relative to the
end of the list. The main interest was in the shape of ths masking
function produced by the timing of either the single suffix or the
second of two suffixes. °Disinhibition was shown to occur, although it

, wait weak in absolute magaitudel

The purpose of this report is to oi)rovide further information on the
oCcurrebte of disinhibition in auditory memory. Disinhibition is a teri that
describes a particular experimental result that occurs when a second interfer-

ing or Masking event leads lo better performance On some target- inforeation
than would have been 'Obtained with only a -single mask. Crowder (1978)
reported disinhibition in immediate "memory after finding that a series of
three suffixes. (extra words) following auditory memory-span lists led to

better pOnformance on the last list item than did only a single suffix. This

finding was' interpreted within the framework of a. model for auditory memory
that aseumes a grid7like representation following rules for lateral inhibi-
tion. In. the sections that follow, other references td%. disinhibition in
psychology will be reviewed and then the Crowder (1978) model will be

described.

Disinhibition in Cognittve PsycholOgy.

The theoretical and empirical status of disinhibition has been worked out
very completerY for the retinal-celli of the horseshoe crab (Ratliff, 1965).

These retinal cells form a two-dimeasional grid in which it is possible to
deliver light stimuli-to, and record electrical activity from, individual
cells. Dieinhibition is a property bf a certain 'forM of lateral. inhibition.

Therefore, the first step in explaining disinhibition is to describe how

lateral inhibition works.

*Also in Memory & Cognition, 1982, 10, 424-433.

+Also Yale University.
Acknowledgment. This research was supported by Grants BNS77-07062 and BNS
8005838 to R. Crowder and by NICHD Grant HD01994 and NSF Grant BRS RR05596 to
Haskins Laboratories. Experiments 1 and 2 were conducted by Jeffrey Friedman
while a senior at Yale University. Georgia' Nigro collected the data for

'Experiment 3. I acknowledge 'with pleasure the assistance of Virginia Walters

in all phases of thie rosearch program.
*,
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Recurrent- . Nonrecurrent

Figure 1. Nonrecurrent and recurrent lateral inhibition networks. Unit A is

considered the target and units B and C the masks%



:if Making in Auditory Sensory Memory

For lateral. inhibition, the important pattern of results is that the
firing of a unit to stimulation is reduced when a neighboring unit is also
being stimulated at the same time. This lateral- inhibition is explained by,
the assumption that units send not only excitatory messagts -to the next stage
of organisation, but also inhibitory messages to neighboring units at the mune
stage. Me-degree of /literal inhibition is related to how far 'the two units
are from each other. At very short distences, the two units' activ.ities seem
to combine rather than to inhibit each other. At great distances,, two units
behave independently, that is, one unit responds the same to its stinoilation
whether or not there is another active unit at a distance. The greatest
lateral inhibition-1) found at an intermediate spacing on the retinal mosaic.
It is, ,not importantL-what these distances are in real units; the important
point is t0e inverted U-shaped masking function based on the distance of the
target and masking cells.

Figure t shows two forms of lateral inhibition for three hypothetical
units, A, B, and C. These units are simultaneousiy emitting excitatory
in:pulses (+) to the next level and also inhibitory impulses (.:) to each other.
In 'both types of lateral inhibition, nonrecurrent and recurrent, the firing of
A will be reduced by the simultaneous activity of B. However, there is,an
importent difference between the two inhibitory circuits, a difference that in
fundamental t9 the concept of disinhibition. In nonrecurrent lateral inhibi-
tion, the damage to one unit caused by the other is not 'related to liow much
the first unit has itself been inhibited. Mat is, the, amount that A ill
inhibited by B depends only on how active B is before'being inhibited by A.
In recurrent lateral inhibition, the amount of damage that B. can cause A

already reflects the damage that A has caused B. In other words, in the
recurrent.model, the inhibitory effect of one unit impinges on,-a neighbor
above the poiqt at Ifhich the neighbor branches out and sends inhibition back
to the original mit..

Disinhibition- is a property of recurrent, but not of nonrecurrent,
lateral inhibition. To see this, consider a third unit C, 'in Figure 1,-
connected to A and B according to either arrangement.. Assuming our interest
is in the firing of Unit A, we can add activity in B, noting a.reduction in
the actiO.ity of A. This is the case with either arrangement from Figure 1 and
it establishes that A and B are relqed by some form of lateral inhibition.
The next.question is what will happee as a consequence of making the third
unit, C, 'active. In nonrecArrent lateral inhibition, the activity; in C will
certainly reduce the output of B, but it will not influence the timount of
inhibition coming from B to A. This is bpcause the inhibition fed by B to A
has already been sent out before the unit C contacts B. In recurrent lateral
inhibition, hoyever,, the activity pf C will inhibit B before B has sent out
its inhibitoryfinfluenees. This means that C win reduce the ability of B to
inhibit A. Thus, with recurrent lateral inhibition, a mask applied to a mask
( C applied to B) should increase actillity of the target (A). This is the
defining outcome for disinhibition.

The limited, scattered literature based' on these ideas in psychology
encompassea three broad approachea to application of the modal:
electrophyaiologicalr theoretical, and behavioral. In the auditory 'domain,
electrophysiologiCal work by Galambos and Davis (1944) established analogues
of the "receptiye fields" that were later demon'strated by Hubel and, Wiesel
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Diainhibition of Maisktng in Auditory Sensory Memory

(1 962) in cats' visual systems. The center-surround, organization of these

networks includes the same logic outlined above and verified for the horseshoe

crab retina.

Theoretical explorations of the lateral-inhibition and disinhibition

ideas have included abstract investigations of the mathematical properties of

syatems following the Ratliff (1 965) equations (Berman & Stewart, 1978) and

also some paychological theorizing. Milner (1,957) found it necessary to

include lateral inhibitory assumptions i his realization of Hebb's cell

assembly theory, for example. More recently, Walley and Weiden (1 973) have

offered a thebry of selective attention deriving' from concepts of lateral

inhibition.

In human perception, there have been at least two areas in which

disinhibition as the name of an experimental result has been observed. In

visual masking, reports by Robinson (1 966) and Dember and Purcell (1 967)

established diainhibition in tachistoscopic researdt. In one kind of experi-

ment, a faint disk can be inhibited by a surrosading ring but disinhibited by

a second ring that surrounds the first ring, There continues to be a lively

interest in this phenomenon (e.g., Bryon & Banks, 1980; Turvey, 1973).
Howelrer, an isoaated report by Deutsch and Feroe (1 975) is most relevant to

the issues at hand because it shows disinhibition within the domain of

auditory short-tera memory. The Deutsch and Feroe experiment will be consi-
dered in ,some detail in order to set the context for the present research.

The Deutsch and Faroe (1 975) study. Deutsch and, Feroe asked subjects for

same-different judgments on pairs of tones (a standard and a comparison tone)

that were either identical or were .5 whole-tone *steps apart. (A whole-tone

step is equivalent to two keys on the piano separated by exactly one other

key, without regard for black or White. In terms of hertz, the ratio of notes

a whole-tone step apart is 1,125:1.000.) To make -the task nontrivial, they

interpolated six interference tones between the standard and the comparison.

'The interpolated tones never came within 1.5 whole-tone steps of the standard

in their baseline or control condition.

In one experiment, the second of the six interference tants was allowed

to cote close to the standard and comparison tones, however. 1 This critical

interference tone was either, in different conditions, the same as the fisst

(standard) tone, or 1/6, 2/6, 3/6, _
4/6, 5/6,, or 6/6 of a whole-tone step away

from it. Thus, the second interference tone was deliberately made similar to

the standard and comparison tones.

The results of this comparison can be described in terns of errors on

"same" trials. When the critical second interference tone was identical to

the standard (and also identical to the comparison, since only "same" trials

are under consideration), performance was better than in the control condi-

tion, in which all six of the interference tones were .from at least 1.5 steps

away. In the other conditions, there was an inverted U-shaped masking

function; Performance waa worst when a 4/6 whole .tone step separated the

second interference tone from >the standard. When the separation was a whole

tomb (6/6 step); performance was not different from the control condition, nor

was it different when only a 1/6-step separation was used. These results are

shown in the lower function of Figure-2. In other words, the most interfer-
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Disinhibition of Masking in Auditory Sensory Memory

glk

once occurred mt an.intermediate separation of the mask and standard target.

This outcome fits the typical pattern for lateral inhibition, with moat

masking at an intermediate spacing of target and- mask along some relevant
distance dimension.- Here, however, the, aimension is tonal distance rather
than spatial dietance on the retinal mosaic)

In the next experiment, Duetech and leroe made both the second and the

fourth of the six interfering tones similar in'Atch to the standard. For

this arrangement, the standard.and the-second and fourth interfering tones are
being considered se a target and two masks. The second interfering tone was
fixed 'at a 4/6-tone separation, the interval that produced the most interfer-
anCb in the previous comparison. The fourth interfering tone in this new
experiment was varied in pitch relative to the second interfering tone in the
same degrees used before: 0, 1/6, 2/6, 3/6, 4/6, 5/6,'and 6/6 whole-tone
steps apart.

The logip, behind the second experiment of Deutsch and Feroe was that the

fourth the inte4terence series should mask the second 'tone in the
interference eries. Thia-mesking should be strongest at the same separation
(4/6 tone) that produced the strongest masking between the second'interfering
tone and the target. However, one cannot Aserve masking going on among

interference tones directly. The only performance Measure is the same-

different response on "the comparison tone. Provided the system operates

according to recurrent lateral inhibition, however, there is a prediction to
be made relative to lperformance on the same-different task: The effect of
double mas4ng (both the second and' fourth of ,the interfering tones)'should

occur in the form of disinhibition, with the fourth interfering tone producing
better performance on, the standard tone than would have occurred'with only the
second interfering tone operating. This would be because the fourth

interference tone would inhibit,activity of the second interfereece tone and

the second interference tone would thereby be less able to inhibit the target.

Figure 2,(upper function) presents the Deutsch-Feroe results for the

double masking conditions. Several aspects of the results are noteworthy.
First, in general, having both the second and fourth interfering tones close
in pitch to the standard produced more errors than having only the second'one

close in pitch. This-seems, on the face of it, to represent the 'opposite to

disinhibition--two masks' leading to worse performance than one. One might

have insisted that disinhibition would be shown,enly to the extent that a

4ouble-masking condition led to better perforrance than a single-masking

condition. However, that conclusion.would be premature. The-real question is

whether, when the distance separating the second interfering tone frod the

target is fixed at 4/6 of a whole-tone step, performance gets better or worse
when the fourth interferidg tone is set up to piterfere with the second.
Thus, the relevant point from t:he single-mask curve is the one at 4/6-step
separation, and that point is to be compared with those on the double-mask

curve of Figure 2. Of the latter points, it is the 4/6-step separation

between the second and fourth interfering tones that is of greatest interest,

and ffiere is an unambiguous °absolute" disinhibitiot effect. Furthermore, the

functional relationship between mask delay and performance is precisely

opposite for the double- and single-maak conditions. Whereas inhibition in
the single-mask conditions was an inyerted U-shaped function of mpak delay,
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Main:Witt= df Maaking'in Auditory Sensory MeMory

there*is a U-shaped function when one conSiders the timing of.the second of

4iwo-hasks-

Deutsch and Feroe's experiment thus demonstrates disinhibition in audito-

ry short-term memory. Presektly, the result will be rationalfzed-within a
theoreticalcontext.that draws on ideas of.lateral inhibition from sensory

psychop*y, but this is a form of.cognition that is obviously "higher" than

the qetinp o the horseshoe crab. The second lessOn of this experiment is

that theimpor, ni signature of disinhibition, empirically, id as uch (or

more)6e fUnctional relation between performance and delay in sin le- and

douhlekaskconditions as it is the simple observation of better perf MC e

with dOubleVthan with single masks. ' The experiments to be reported below are

similar in l:Cgic and design to the Deutsc and Feroe experiments;

, . '

A M for Disinhibitiom in Auditory MeMor . -

.Figure3 prepents a schenatic model basea on assumptions made by Crowder

(197g; seealso Crowder, 1981, 1982). Thip grid symbolizes a two-dimensional

memory 'representation for auditory events.' Entries are classified by time of

arrival and by "channel." At this point, the definition of "channel" reinains

unclear. Words spoken by two different speakers would comelover different

i
channels, the more so if the two speakers were of different sexes. Words from

the same speaker, but located differently in auditory Sp/Me, would be entered

on different channels as well. The channel separation of a speech sound and a

nonspeech sound (tone) would be extremely large compered with differences

among speech channels. Changes in pitdh or strees from a single speech source

might or might not produce functional channel separation. Jn any case, it is

quite easy to accept that a'single source remains ordinarily-on one channel

and that the classic operations dfNse,lektive attention for channel separation

-(voice quality, location,'and ddlron) result in multichannel stimulation'. That

much granted, there is no need at the present level of development of the

i
theory to be obsessed with the exact defining features of channel differences.

..

The model assumes that lOtinctions.in :time of arrival and channel are

'registered in a neurally;spatial formt:,and that there is some senSe in which

information priving at d.ifferent time* "goes to different places," as does

informati.on arriving over ditterent channqs. This two-dimensional_ memory

array obviously sets the stageforepgying'the ideas of lateral inhibition,

which dejart from the two-dimeneional array-formed by cells in the retina.

. .

-.
,

,;;,:

So. far, the',grid Model specifies onlythat an auditory event will produce

activation of some.kind at,the inter-potion formed by its arrival time and

should also provide information about... at*occurred et a partAular time on a
ksource channel. For the'representatip, ,to "66 useful-in a functional sense, it

particularch4nnel. As Figure 3 indidates,, this problem is add4ssed by the

astumption. that grid entries Consist of crude spectrogrqms of the auditork

eventA.n. qUestion. The idea of asensory:store holding spectral information
. ,

for auditory events is also *a feature of',Elatt's (1980) speech perception

Mode).,.
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phannels

Figure 3. A representation for auditory memories in two-dimensional neural

space. Entries are classified by channel of entry and time of

arrival. The 'entries themselves are equivalent to rough spectro-

grams.
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bisinhibition of Masking in Auditory Sensorx Memory

'Thus, FigUre 3 models the state of the auditory memory system following

Presentation of two steady-state vowel sounds distinguished by-their second-

formant frequencies, both occurrihg on the channel marked "signal" and

occurring one after the other. It is assumed that entries like those ahown in

Figure 3 operate according to the rules of recurrent lateral inhibition.

Specifically, this means there should be an inverted U-shaped masking function

relating the masking effect of one entry upon another as a function of the

euclidian distance between them; distance either in source channel or in time

Of arrival. Furthermore, if the ford° of lateral inhibition is indeed

recurrent,,a second maskfng stimulus should degrade the firstmasking stimulus

in a way that produces disinhibited performance on the target iltem.

Application of the grid model, to the'Deutsch and Feroe (1975) experiment.

%In Figure 4, the experiment of Deutsch and Feroe.is schematized in terms of
the grid model. 71 and T2stand for the standard and coeparison tones,
respectively;, 12 and 14 stand_for the seCond(and fourth in the series of the

six interfering tones (the other interfering tones were distant enough to be

out of the picture). The only significant change is a simplification of the
model to the effect that the dimension of pitch is substituted for channel.

It seems reasonable that,,in a,conteXt where only tones differing in pitch can

occur, the tónotopic organization would stand for channel differences. One

can imagine the tonotopic organization of Figure 4 as an expanded "blowup" of

just one segment of the larger channel dimension represented. in Figure 3. The

model of Figure 4 ia simpler, furthermore, because the information contained

Lat one of the grid imtersections need only be a unidimensional activation. In

this sense, the analogy to the visual system is much closer: Information in

the network is only that a particular location was active.

From the.Deutsch and (Feroe result of Figure 2, it can be seen that pitch

separations of 1/6 or 2/6 whole-tone steps- lie within the integration zone of

the representation of the standard. Separations of 5/6 or 6/6, on the other

hand, lie beyond the reach of the lateral inhibitory connections. Shown in

-Figure 4 are 4/6-step separations of the standard from the second interfering

tone and of the latter from the fourth interfering tone.

Application to the suffix experiment. The major point in Crowder (1978)

was application of the Figure 3 model to the stieul)a suffix experiment.

Briefly, the reaaoning.is that each of the memory list items gets entered, as

it is heard, at the appropriate intersection of arrival time and input

Channel. 8y the time the end of the list comes; a process called "damped

oscillation" (Cornsweet, 1970) will have' reduced the potency of the entries
for the'early list positions, and, therefore, it is legitimate to restrict
attention to the final end of the iist. :8...9A4ley and Hull (1979) and Engle

(1980) have recently provided solid evidende that the last serial weition is

the only place to look, in modality and suffix experiments, for evidence

relevant to auditory sensory memory.

In the situations of interest here, the information all comes in over a

single channel. (AlthOugh one could argue that different spoken items carry

spectral information that varies like the tones of the Deutsch and Feroe,

1975, experiment, the important channel determiner may be the speaker's

fundamental pitch and not the changing formant structures.) In the control
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Disinhibition of &eking in Auditory Seilsory Memory

condition of'the suffix experiment, there is either no item following the last

memory stimulus, or there is a recall1cue on another-channel (a buzzer or

tone) that is 6o-far removed in the grid that-it might as well 'not haVe
occurred for purposes "of the auditory store. (Of course; that does not mean

it is ignored by the subject. Two stimuli can quite well be out of reach on

the aUditoryinemory representation but w1nd up in a -common working memory

store.) Of the last few items, then, the final one should have an especially

strong repreeentation oh-the grid because it is receiving inhibition from only

one, rather than two, directions. When a suffix is added on-the same channel
as the memory list, it is the suffix that receives the benefit.of this edge-7

sharpening process: Now the final memory item is, like the other memory

items, ge4ing inhibition from both of the tit() items neighboring dt.

DiLnhibi,tión occurs when a second suffix is added after the first suffix, for

e reasOns explained above.

The focus (Tom which the present resArch derives is the set of

predictions for gnhibition as a function of grid separation between the last

memory item and one or two suffixes. Grid separation will be operationalized

here as time separation rather than channel separation. There are quite a few

published experiment:6 on the tiMing of the suffix. Crowder (1978, figure 5,

page 515) presented a composite graph from several experiments varying the
timejelay between the last memory item and a single suffix from 0 to 2 sec.

The measure of performance was how damaging the suffix was to the last memory

iteM. The form of the overall function was an inverted U, with maxiMum

interference occurring somewhere between .5 and 1.0 sec. We may conjecture

that this is analogous to the lower function of Figtife 2, the inverted U

obtained by Deutsch and Feroe (1975) for a single meek as a fundtron of its

separation from the standard. , The purpose of the first experiMent in this

seriee Was to demonstrate this U-shaped function within a single experiment

and to estimate the spacing at which a single suffix has its maximuM .effect.

bis estimate Can then be ased to fix the first of two suffixes and test for

disinhibition as a function of the spacing between,'the first and second

suffixes

EXPERIMENT 1

In this experiment, there were nine conditions, with parametric variation

in the time Separation of the last memory item from a single suffix. ft was

eXpected from previous work (see CroWder, 1978, Figure 5) that there weulebe

an inverted U-shaped function relating the size of the suffix effect to suffix

delay. The purpoee was to make a numerical estimate of the inflection point

of this function at which masking is greatest.

Method

Subjects. The subjects were 20 paid volunteers of college age. Most

were Yale undergraduates and 12 were males.

4

Design. All subjects served in nine conditions, which varied according

to the time delay between the last item in the memory list (nine digits) and

the occurrence of the suffix "go." There were 90 trials, ten each for the nine

delay conditions. These were randomized within blocks of,nine trials so that
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no condition repeated itseltuntil all nine had curred. Two vereions ,of the
experiment were prepared: In the second, the'Memory items were exchanged onla
random basis, so that wherever the digit 9 occurred in the first version, tfie
digit 7 might occur in the second versioni for example, and so on. However,
the order of suffix delay conditions was the same for the two versions. This
meant that performance in a given condition was based on a., total of 20
different nine-digit stimuli.

Materials. The nine digits, the word "go," and the word "ready" were
recorded 'by a male speaker. They were then digitized /by the Haskins
Laboratories Pulse Code Modulation system and stored in computer files. 4)ther
routines were then available for sequencing these utterances in specified
timing relations and Onthesizing them on audiotape. Thest`procedures assured
that a given utterance sounded identical regardless of the list Dr experimdn-
tal condition in which it occurred. s, Experiments of this sort are*basically
impossible without these precaUtions, for the prosodic output %of a real-time
speaker4Ts quite likely to be affected by the same variables as'those tested

16*. as experimental manipulations in suffix'experiments.

Each of the digits and the Werd "go" were placed in a 500-msec frame in
euch a way aa to be roughly "P-centered" (Morton, Marcus, & Frankish, 1976).
No effort was made, however, to correct the natural tendency for some diqits
to be spoken faster than otilirs, so there wqs some variation among them in thy
amount of silence. A 100-msec gap was placed between all adjacent items On
the test tape. Thus, it sounded as if the list were being spoken rhythmically
at a rVe of.600 msec/item.

41w

A trial began with the word "ready," followed by a gap of 500 msec, and
the nine digits, set at a,stimulus onset asynchrony of 600 msec. The stimulus
onset asynchronrof the nintii memory item relative to the suffix was varied in
100-1sec Steps* from 100. to 900 msec. To accomplish this, the memory iteMs
were recorded on one channel sand the suffix item was recorded on the second
channel of a stereo tape recorder. Fifteen seconds were allowed after the
suffix, for written recall, before the next ready signal occurred.

Procedure. The stimuli were presented to subjects who were tested in
to.five individuals) over loudspeakers placed- at different

sides of therodm. How loud the materials eeemed depended on where the
sUbject sat, as did, to a slight extent, the relative loudness of the memory
itpms And Buffikes (see Crowder, 1978, for data dn the importance of these
faCtors). In any case, the memory items and the suffix were on "different
cha4nele" with respect to the model,of Figure 3.

I

:,The instructions called for written, ordered recall. The subjects were
toW:that the suffix "go" was a signal telling them when to write doWn the
niWdigits. Opposite each trial number was eteset of nine blanks that were to
be filled in from left to right, with no backtracking. If the subject failed
to remember what went in a position, he or she was tO, draw a dash insthat
space. There was a 2-min break halfway through the session.
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Results

Figure 5 shows the results, in the lower'curve.in each panel, markea
"eingle." In-the upper panel are the normalized proportion of errors on the
final serial position. For each subject, the errors on the last position in

each condition were divided by the total nuiber of errors made on all
positions in that condition. In the lower panel, the raw number of final-
position errors is given. The normalized errors are the more analytical
scores, because they discount the-operation of variables that influence
performance all across the list rather than just at the end. The layout of
Figure-4 (and of the others in this series) 'is different from that used by
DeUtsch and Feroe (1975) (see Figure 2) only in that the double-mmAk curve has
been ehifted to the left in order to lie over the single-mask curve.

Clearly,'the single-suffix data show the piedicted, inverted-4J form, with
the largest effect at an tntermedtate delay. An overail one-way analysis of

variance was conducti prior to testing for trend. The result is given in the

first )row of Table 1 in the, column labelled "Overall F." ' In fact, the
reliability of this analyeie was borderline, P(8,152) 1.92, MSe 3225.4.

< .10; however, a glance at Table 1 showe That Exiberiment 3 of the present .

eierieklielded a reliable F for this particular comparison. 'Furthermore, the
oPtained functiOn was the one predicted. Trend analyses of the first four
degrees are also shown _in Table 1, where it is seen that the eipected

quadratic coMponent was hfghly signifidant. The best-fitting quadratic func-
tion, obtained by a least squares method, is shown to the upper panel of

Figure 5 for these data. The fttted function reaches-amaximum at 548 msec.

Table 1 1
411PStatistical Summaries of Ekperiments1 - 4; Normalized Error Proportions

Experiment Overall F Trend Com4onents

and Condition p-way ANOVA)

Linear Quadr. Cubic Quartic

Experiment 1:
One Suffix F(8,152)..1.92, p < .10 1.33 7.28* .00 .06

E4eriment 2:
Two Suffixes F(8,232)2.27, p < .05 .91 3.61 1.33 89

Experiment 3:
One Suffix F(8,280)3.11, p < .005 9.70* 6.49* 7.42* .47

Experiment 3: ,

Two Suffixes 1 .75, n.s. .47 2.48 .06 1.12

Experiment 4:
Two Suffixes F(8,472)2.04, P < .05 3.36 5.04* 1.58 3.83

.05

$4., kJ
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DiScussion

The results of Experiment 1 giva,Ahe information needed fdor continuing

with double-sant conditions: The quadratic function relating single-suffix
delay to performance.was amply confirmed with a relatively small number of
observations. Although there 'was no need for a no-suffix control in this
experiment, the obtained magnitude Of the suffix effects in Figure 5 was

rather smaller thdn that found in studies USing comparable teChniques. This

is almost surely a result of having placed the suffix and memory items on
different loudspeakers and having given them different spatial sources. This

channel separation is expehed, from the 'model of Figure 3, to reduce the

suffix effect overall. It was built into tee design of Experiment 1 in order
to minimize direct, integration masking of the memory item by the suffix (see

Crowder, 1978).--In any case, the magnitude of the suffii effect was not at
stake here, only its dependence on the suffit delay.

EXPERIMENT 2

The second experiment used two suffixes, the first fixed at a delay of
500 msec in all conditions. The purl5ose Was to see whether the relation
between second-suffix delay and performance would- be a mirror reflection of
the single-suffix performance, as woul0 be expected from the disinhibition
assumption. The second suffix was presented at the same nine stimulus onset

A
asynchronies (100, 200, ... 900) relative to the first suffix as were used in
Experiment 1 to separate the single suffix from the last metory item.

Method

The experiment was similar ,in all details to ExperiMent 1 with the

following exceptions: The n was increased from 20 to 30 subjects, 19 of whom
were males (from the same source ae Experiment 1). There were three versions

of the same 90 memory trials, produced by isomorphic mapping of individual
digite from one version to the next. Ten subjects received each of the three
versions. Finally, the word "go" was said twice at the end of each list, the
first time at a Stimulus onset asynchrony of 500 nisec and the second time at
one of nine stiMulus onset asynchronies varying in 100-meed steps between 100

and 900 msec. The memory stimuli and second suffix were recorded On one
stereo channel and the first suffix on the other. As iq, Experiment 1, the two

channels :fere separated by means of loudspeakers placed on different sides of
the experimental room. Keeping the memory items and the first suffix.on

separate channels was intended to reduCe integration masking of the last

memory iteM, that is, masking thrOugh a process of simple "drowning out." It
will be seen in Erperiment 4-that these channel differences turned out to be

inconsequential in the present type of experiMent.

Results

Figure 5 shows the results of'Ekperiment 2 in the 'upper-A:notions af both

panels. A statistical summary of the outcome is in Table 1, second roW. The

overall F was statistically reliable (.2 < .05) in this experiment, indicating

, that the normalized errors on the last position were significantly affected by

the placement of the second suffix. The form of the function is weakly curved

in the mirror image of the single-suffix function from Experiment 1. The
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reliability of the quadratic tre%1 in Experiment 2 was just short of the .05
level of confidence, F a 3.61, 2 < .10. The best-fitting quadratic function
is written in Figure 5-for the data of Experiment 2. It is notable that the
Iminiftum of ,this function is very close to the maximumtof the function from

Rxperiment 1 (557 vs. 548).

Discussion

By and large, these data faIl idto the predicted pattern for recurrent,'
lateral *inhibition. Two features of these data are worrisome, howevee:

First, there was no "absolute" disinhibition.in the sense that two suffixes
led to better target perforMance than one. Second, the resulte frpm the first
two studi9e were not statistically impres4ivel. When the quadraticrend was
reliable-lExperiment 1Y, the overall F for conditions was not, and Where the
latter was reliable, the irend fell Aust short of statistical significance.
For these reasons,_further data were collected with very similar experimental
procedures.

iXPERIMENT 3

The third experiment combined Experiments 1 and 2 into a single design.
'The same stimulus tapes were used ie in the earlier studies, but the two
loudspeakers were placed side by side, so that all materials came from the
saMe apparent source in both conditions. Thirty-six subjects received the
single-suffix tape and another 56 received the double-suffix tape. Within

each condition, there were three mappings of individual digits into the basic
schedule of memory items.

Results

Figure 6 shows the results of arperiment 3, plotted the same way as those

of Experiments 1 and 2. The statistical outcomes are summarized in Table 1,

third and fourth rows. In the single-sUffix condition, there was a highly
significant overall F for conditions and significant trendS for linear through

cubic degrees. The best-fitting quadratic function is shown in the figure;
its maximum is 646 msec, which is slightly less than'100 msec different from

the maximum for the function fitted to the _single-suffix conditions of
Experiment 1.

The results for the double-suffix conditions of Mcperiment 3 are much
less impressive. There was no reliable overall effect of second-suffix delay
here, nor was any trend component close to reliability. However, Experiment 3

did show reliable absolute disinhibition: On Positions 6 and 7, performance
was significantly better with two suffixes than with one, t (70) 1.93, 2 <

.05. The present experiment is a more appropriate place to look for absolute
disinhibition than Experiments 1 and 2 because there was no confounding

between suffix number and suffix location and because the subjects were more
closely comparable, at least in time of testing. In fact, the results of

Experiments 1, 2, and 3 are really quite cOmparable if one looks at

disinhibition as measured by the difference between normalized last-position
errors in the single- and double-suffix conditions. Such data are shown in

Figure 7. The correlation between these two sets of points is +.56, which
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shows that both data sets are reliable, and that there is considerable shared

variance between them..

The restriction of disinhibitión to a narrow range 'in timing of the

, single- and double-masking w&ents is consisteht with what was found by Deutsch

and Feroe (1975). In their experiment, abeolute diainhibition was obtained
only,When the maximum of the single-mask condition was covered to the minimum

of the double-mmak condition (see Figure 2). This also raises a note of
caution for experimenters seeking to replicate the effect: Unless these time
intervals are delicately calibrated, it is quite likely that one will miss the

:Phenomenon (e.g., Watkins A Watkins, 1982).

EXPERIMENT 4

.

The precarious consiatency'of the statistidal evidence from Experiments

1, 2, and 3 raisesstill another danger. Perhaps the pattern of Figure 6 is

coming entirely from the single-suffix condiiiens, with.the double-suffix

conditions serving as little mOre than basellne controls. The significant

overall F from Experiment 2 and the associated quadratic trend would be

considered Type II errors from this viewpoint. The final experiment in this

series was sa effort to determine whether a U-shaped masking function, with
reliable quadratic trend, is "really there" in double-suffix experiments of

this type. It was also intended to clear up whether diversity in the spatial

Sources of 'the two suffixes makes a difference. In the .double-suffix
conditions of Experiment 2, the first suffix was on the opposite channel from

that which had carried the memory stimuli and the second suffix returned to

the stimulus channel. In Experiment 3, however, all information came over a

single channel.

Method

The method of Experiment 4 was identical to those of the first three

experiments exceptbfor the following points: Sixty new subjects were used, 30

in each of two groups. In both groups, there were always two suffixes. One

group corresponded to the spatial arrangement of Experiment 2 and the other

group corresponded to the spatial arrangement of Experiment 3.

Results

An overall analysis of variance with spatial location of suffixes as one

factor (single versus double source) and second-suffix delay as the other

showed no main effect of spatial location or interaction of spatial location

with second-sutfix delay, F < 1.0 for both.' Therefore, the two spatial

arrangements have been combined for all subsequent analyses, making this a

single-factor, nine-condition experiment. Figure 8 shows the results for
.normalimed last-position errors in the upper panel. The raw errors are shown

below, with the single-suffix conditions of ExperLment 3 added fOr eomparison.

The last row of Table 1 shows that the overall effect of second-suffix delay

was statistically reliable and that the only reliable trend component was the

quadratic one. The best-fitting quadratic funCtion hag" a minimum at 408 mime:
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Discussion

The results of Experiment 4 confirmed that the U-shaped masking function
for second-suffix delay is not wishful thinking or a false positive. If one
wishes to make the comparison shown in the lower panel of Figure 8 between the
conditions of the present experiment and the most comparable single-suffix
conditions available in this series, there is also ample evidence here for
absolute disinhibition. Them are the two hallmarks of disinhibition--the
mirror reversal of the masking-delay function and the occurrence of absolute
disinhibition. There seems to be no reason for retracting Crowder's (1 978)
hypothesis that suffix experiments can be explained within the grid model and
that it is a form of recurrent lateral inhibition that seems to relate entries
on that grid.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The results of these four experiments differ in statistical impact and
the fitted functions from them show different idiosyncracies. However, a
common theme in them is the predicted quadratic trend. The minima and maxima
of the best fitting quadratic functions show a reasonable conveigence ont-

something in the neighborhood of .5 sec as the critical spacing for the
strongest lateral inhibition on the grid. There is also some evidence for
absolute disinhibition in comparisons of performance in single- and double..
suffix conditions.

It could be objected that the results of these experiments depend somehow
on using normalized errorsIlin the final position as the main response measure.
Watkins and Watkins (1 982) have taken strong exception to this practice, for
example. Cale worry might be that the auffix(es) could be affecting items more
than one back in the series and, if so, part of the- experimental effects might
be serving in the normalization background. If so, the argument goes, one's
response measure would be tampering improperly with the effect itself. There

are many considerations on both sides of this issue. Rather than tb weave
through these arguments here, an alternative data analysis is offered in Table
2, which corresponds exactly to Table 1, except the raw error frequencies on
lbsition 9 were used instead of the normalized proportions. Ta two analyses
show much the same picture. The result of ncperiment- 2 was not as strong with
raw as with normalized errors, and the ananalous result of the double-suffix
conditions in Experiment, 3 was pushed over the criterion of re iability with
the new measure. However, the all-important finding of Experiment 4, which

established the U-shaped quadratic trend for double-suffix conditions, was
just as convincing in Table 2 as in Table 1. Thus, although normalized errors
are still the preferred performance index, the conclusions of this research do
not change if an uncorrected measure is used.
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Table 2

Statistical Summaries of Experiments 1 - 4: Raw Error Frequencies

'Experiment
and Condition

Experiment 1:

Overall F
(1-Way ANOVA)

Trend Components

Linear "Quadr. Cubic Quartic

Caie Suffix F(8,152).0.86, p < .10 44 12.92* .24 .56
Experiment 2:

Two Suffixes Z(8,232).0.21, n.s. 45 1.12 1.23 .00
Experiment 3:

One Suffix F(8,280).18.-83, p < .0005 22. 18* 21. 94* 16. 96* .23
Experiment 3:

Two Suffixes F(8,280)5.06, p <. .0005 8.16* 7.21* .21 .39
Experiment 4:

Two Suffixes Z(8,472)=2.32, p < 05 4.46* 4.87* .20 .22

p < .05

These experiments show that it is not easy to obtain absolute disinhibi-
tion. Only when the timing relations of the two suffixes were exactly right
did the double-suffix condition lead to improved-last-item recall. It would
not be surprising if other investigations (Watkins & Watkins, 1982) would have
pOor luck showing disinhibition if they used only one set of target-mask and
intermask delays. Also, it should be noted that the original demonstrations
(Crowder, 1978) compared one with three suffixes, whereas the present studies
compare one with two. The mathematics of recurrent lateral inhibition
networks are complef enough that it is not Rtrvious what the relation should be
of double- and triple-masking conditions. In. the absence of a formal simula-
tion of these outcomes, it remains possible that our understanding of
disinhibiton is incomplete in this way also.

The magnitude of disinhibition is quite small, however, in these experi-
ments, It would be highly risky to use the amount of disinhibition as an
indicator of anything else. Rather, the importance of suffix disinhibition is
to settle which type of lateral inhibition, recurrent or nonrecurrent, is the
one to use in formal modeling based on the ideas of Figure 3. '

Does disinhibition in the Auditory system carry implications that go
beyond the realm of formal models? It seems likely that a system: with the
machinery for a sort of temporal edge-sharpening would indeed be important in
cis:mains such as speech perception and music. However, these applications
should be accomplished with the overall model rather than with the hecific
assumption& connected with disinhibition.
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR, Journal of Phonetics*

Leigh Lisker+

Dear Sir,

The-idea that a notational device can of itself explain a body of
observational data seems to be held by certain linguists. I have in mind,
specifically,'a recent paper by Walsh and Parker (Journal of Phonetics, 1981,

9, 305-308), which takes Rsphael (Journal of Phonetics, 1975, 3, 25-33) to
leek for presuming to describe a ,physiological finding of hie as an explana-
tion for the greater length of vowels before voiceeothan before voiceless
coneonants in 14 lish. ITney advance, instead, the (to me) curious view that
this greater duration is explained by calling it an effect "triggered" by an
"abstract" yropert7 of the phonological set /b,d,g,.../. Since this abstract
property, i+voice]; is said by them to have "a number of acoustic and
articulatory correlates" (p. 306), one of them no doubt the longer vowel
duration, this so-called explanation is quite circular. Rsphael's study,
seriously misrepresented by Walsh and parker, aimed to find out whether the
vowel length difference is attributable to a difference in the "motor ccxamand"
for the vowel, to a difference only in the relative timing of 'vowel and
consonant "commands," or to some canbination of the two. It was, in Raphael's
words, designed to investigate "the physiological activity which must underlie
durational aifferences, no matter what their cause" (p. 25; emphasis added by
LL). For Walsh and Parker, however, it seems that to name is to explain.
ally thus can we understand what they mean when they write, in the inflated
style fashionable among linguists, that the abstract [tvoice] feature "pre-
dicts" relative vowel duration.

Not only does either an abstract or an observable [tvoice] feature
dimention not explain vowel length variation, but it is surely prejudicial to
assume that it is the longer vowel before /b,d,g,.../ that needs expletining
rather than the shorter one before /p,t,k,.../, or that it is appropriate to
deal with vowel duration without attention to the correlative consonant
duration. Walsh and Parker are entirely correct when they emphasize that the
[+voice] feature as conventionally defined by phoneticians is inadequate for
identifying obstruents as members of the /b,d,g,..0./ and /p,t,k,.../ sets.
This long recognized fact is what motivated' the once prevalent view that the
two sets are more reliably distinguished by a difference of articulatory force
attense] or [tfortis]) than by one of voicing. Since a vowel is longer
before a voiced consonant belonging to /b,d,g,.../, it may be that we learn to
pronounce the longer vowel even before a "devoiced" consonant assigned to the
same set, i.e., a consonant that may be otherwise identical phonetically with
an abstractly and observably [-voice] consonant of the /p,t,k,.../ set. Me

*Also Journal of Phonetics, 1982, 1 0, 333-334.
+Alec University of Pennsylvania,.
Acknowledpent. Thie work was supported by NICHD Grant HD01 994 to Haskins
laboratories.
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fact that a vowel is longer before a voiced consonant does not imply that a
vowel is longer only before a voiced consonant; vowel length differences do,
after all, ftmction distinctively in many languages. It may be true, on the
other band, that even in languages with distinctive vowel length there is a
connection between vowel duration and consonant voicing.

Assuming that we are reluctant to regard the vowel duration difference
that is preserved despite the voicelesaness of /b,d,g,.../ as a case of a
phonemic 13p1it in progress, we 'may speculate that vowel shortening is an
effect of the devoicing gestures associated with /p,t,k,.../, while the
devoicing of /b,d,g,.../ has a very different etiology. This might be the
case, in particular, where /b,d,g,.../ are phoeetically voiceless even though
adjacent to intervala associated with voiced aegments. In such a context
voicelessness could result from a cessation of glottal airflow with no change
of the larynx from a [voice] atate. In that Omit physiological data would
have an explanatory value not possessed by either acoustic data or by the
abstract [voice] feature. Moreover, it would make more 'understandable why
listenera label some consonants b, d, A,... despite their voi elessness, and
why linguists prefer to transcriSe 'Them phonetically as [Iml,i,... rather
than [p,t,k,...].

gi
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IS IT XIST-REAMNO? COMMENTS ON THE PAilos BY MANN, MORRISON, AND WOLFORD AND

FOWLER*

Robert G. Crowder+

my comments, on the stimulating papers by Mann (in press), Morrison (in
piess), and Volford and Fowler (in press) come under four headings. First, I

identify their differences with respect to the organizing theme. Second, I

disclise the central diffiCulty, for theories of reading disability, posed by
the high co elation betWeen reading and IQ, and wayi of deaSing with this

o In the third and fourth sections, I comment on the individual
papers and summarise What I think are the main lessons to be learned from this
collection.

How the Papers Diffei

One crucial question' posed, in these papers is whether the disability
ebown by_PoOT SVadersjs more general or less general than the process of
reading itself. If one thinks the problem with disabled readers lies with
letter perception, then one has implied the problem is_ less general than

reading; if one thinke the problem is in low IQ, then one has implied it is
more general. Of the three participants, Mann (in prese) has identified

herself and her colleagues at Haskins Laboratories with the "less general"

pOint of, view. Their pOsition is that it is a eubcomponent of reading that
hOlds"baCk the typical poor reader-,-bis or her inability to achieve and
maintain a phonetic code for short-term memory. This is not to say that the
defective phonetic coding does not compromises other processes than reading; in
research that I shall mention again below, Brady, Shankweiler, and Mann (in

press) have shown that phOnetic perception in the auditory mode is also

differentially impaired in poor readers.

Morrison (in prese) and Wolford and Fowler (in press) think the typical
problem witb reading disability is more general than the reading skill itself.

The former attributes the problem to difficulty in the learning of irregular

rule Syetems, of which the especially relevant example is the set of
correspondences between graphemes and sounds in English. Wolford and FOwler
(in press) attribute the problem to difficulty in generating a response on the /

basis of partial information. These two mechanisms are quite obviously more

abstract than a specifie, phonetic-coding deficit.

*In,press, Developmental Review.

+Also Yale University.
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A second dimension of variation among" these three papers is whether they
asaign the reading deficit to a proossa that is specifically linguistic or
not. There le no reason that our three authors ahould have assorted
themselves in the same way on these issues as on the first but they do:
Kann's endorsement of phonetic coding as the major problem puts her quite
clearly in the linguistic-deficit camp, whereas Morrison and Wolford and
Fowler,have chossm more abstract cognitive deficitp.

I third dimension of variation is on the latter of who axactly consti-
tutes the impaired-reading population we are concerned about. Mainly, the
question is whether or not to consider IQ differences as an inherent part of
reading disability. I would have expected more discussion of this very
important point than I found in these papers. Wolford and Fowler alone come
out And face the issue head-on, in a refreshing survey of IQ differences
between groups of good and poor readers "matched" on IQ. Even with deliberate
matching to remove this confounding, the vast majority of studies do ehow an
IQ advantage for the good readers; Wolford and Fowler conclude that the

association is an inescapable one. In the opening paragraphs of his contribu-
tion, Morrison assumes the opposite position. So does Mann, by virtue of the
effort ahe and her colleagues have made to exclude IQ differences from
good/poor reader comparisons. This issue sets the stage for the next section
of my own paper:

What to Do About IQ Differences

As an impresaionable teenager, I learned from the instructor in- my

undergraduate tests-andrmeasurements course a powerfUl law of psychology:
"All good thinga go together." The correlation between readin rformance and
,IQ ranges from around .50 to .60, in unselected lower school po lations, to

over .60 in high school (Sternberg, Note 1). In view of this correlation
between reading and IQ, .nothing could be less interesting th to select .

children on the basis of high and low reading ability alone and to show them
different on one's 'favorite information-processing measure. At the very
least, the skills uaed in reading are only a tiny subset of the skills that
contribute to IQ acoree. Since all th&-skills idll tend to go together in
unselected populations,/it should not be surprising that one predicts the

other.

If one takes seriously the definition of- reading that distinguishes it
from language comprehension over the 03ral-auditory channel (auding), then .

reading skills are hot only a tiny, but also a very specific hubset of all the
skills that are measured on the .major IQ tests. That is, when a reading test

measures comprehension, we would not want to say that a low-scoring individual

is a "poor reader" unless we know that his or her comprehension in reading is
poor in relation to his or her comprehension of the same material in auding.

With tests of reading that mix in ability to comprehend language--written or
spoken--it is indeed a thorny problem whether the IQ test is fundamentally
different from the reading test at all, or just a larger set of cognitive
skills. If the proper distinctions among reading, auding, and comprehension
are made, however, these teats would not properly be used to identify poor
readers.
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,

w The issue that lies behind these commonplace observations is not an easy

one: If, our definition of reading disability is to exclude intelligence as a
factor,,then does this mean that children of low IQ are ineligible to have
reading disabilities? What are,me to do with the fact that tests of IQ in
some cases make use of reading skills, and vice versa? What of the fact that
the miXture of skills tapped by both reading and IQ tests changes as one goes
from Age six to sixteen?t. These mattera are the subject of several searching
analyses in the opening section of the edited collection by Benton and Pearl
(1978). For the moment, we can agrbe that one's research strategy should
differ depen4ing on whether, like Mann and the Haskins group, one considers IQ

9

a potentially,troublesome covariate of reading or, ike- Wolford and Fowler,

one considers reading to measure a fundamental com 4ent of IQ.

What can be done if one wants to investigate reading disability with IQ

held constant? I think there are four solutions, and variants on them, that
have lieen used:

1. One can take pains to match good and poor readers on IQ. This is the

most popular control method and the most worthless. For one thing, Wolford

and Fowler (in press). have demonstrated that the "matching" doesn't work--22

out of 23 studiet they inspected ahOwed that the good readers were smarter, on

the average, than the poor readers. The size of the numerical IQ difference
between groups is irrelevant, as is the fact that the difference is typically

nonsignificant. The nonsignificant difference is to be expected if some group
IQ measure with low reliability is used, or if there are few subjects, either

or both of which circumstancesare often the case. The size of the,obtained

group difference in IQ is not relevant in view of the potential regresaion

artifacts that exist. This regression artifact is the really telling argument,

gainst matching. The problem is of course that tests-of IQ are less than

perfectly reliable. This means that some of the children scoring high are
really high by accident and would score lower on another round, of testing;

likewise, some of the children scoring low are really closer to normal than

their score indicates, and would get a higher score on another round of
testing. If, instead of administering the IQ test again, we administer a.test
of Something that is cOrrelated with IQ, such as a reading subekill, we would

expect the children who were "accidentally too high" and "accidenta4y toe
low" to mOve back towards the overall population mean. In order tO match

groups of readers on IQ, it is necessary tO take good readers who have low
IQ's for their group and poor readers who have high IQ's fOr'their group.
(Thie id becaUse the traits are eio highly correlated in the general popula-
tion.) What matching does ie virtually to guarantee that-the scores-or the

good readers will improve on any measure that is Correlated with IQ and that

the scores of the poor readers will go down for statistical-ireasons Alone.

Thus, one can go through life testing good and poor readers-on information-

processing skills and, aa long as these skills are related to IQ, one will

always,find good readers doing better than poor readers.

)2. Another remedy for the IQ-reading correlation is to use a control
task of some kind and ahow that good and poor readers do not differ on it.

This method is referred to as convergent-discriminant validation in testing

circles. The preaumption behind this strategy is that this control task does
not tap into the reading akill but that it does correlate with I. In such a

csse, the contribution of IQ could be discounted as responsible for the
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differences observea in the two reading groups. Juet anything cannot be used

as a control task, of course: If, for example, the control task is so easy as
to produce a ceiling effect, so difficult as to produce a floor effect, or so
uareliable as to be insensitive to anything, then it is no good as a control
taak.

Brady et al. (in press) have given us a good example of the control-task
strategy that avoids these pitfalls. They were interested in the possibility
that Feeding ability is related to the ability tO achieve.a phonetic code from
speech, ad well SS from print. They found that identification of phonetic
segMents wall equal for good and poor readers when the intelligibility of
speena was high; however, when masking'hoise was added, the poor readers
suffered a significant impairment relative to the good readerh. The special
strenglh of this experiment was in a control task in which the sounds to be
identified were naturalistic, non-linguistic sounds. The addition of noise to
these sounds reduced performance to the same level it had for speech sounds;
however, the amoUnt Of tWis reductidn was the same for good and poor readers.
Thus, we may cOnclude that it im the protessing of linguistic segments that
discriminatee good and poor readers, not just general auditory identification.

The control-task methodologj can be useful When wisely applied, but it is
no panacea. There remains the danger that the control task chosen, eVen if it
is of comparable difficulty to the ostensibly reading-related task, is not
sharing much variance with IQ. In the Brady-Shankweiler-Mann study, for

example, the reasons why adding noise to speech damaged speech-perception
performance might not be the reasons why adding noise to natUralistic sounds

'Aamaged performance on them. By way of an analogy, to include tying of
shoelaces as a control task in reading research might be an empty experimental
gesture even though there can be not the slightest doubt it is correlated at
least with mental age.

3. A third way of dealing with the IQ-reading correlation is to accept
the tonfounding of good and poor reading-group differenceswith IQ, at_face
value, but to,show that it could not be responsible for the obtained reaults.
Say a particular pattern of data is obtained when subjecte are split into
groUps on the basis of reading ability; perhaps the good readers show phonetic
confUsions but not the poor readers. 'The danger is that IQ could somehow be
responsible for this pattern. The remedy suggested here is then to split the
entire group of eubjects by IQ, pooling together the good and poor readers.
If IQ is respOneible ,for the reading-group difference, then the same pattern
Should 'appear in thie-iecond analysis. That is, the high IQ subjects would,

in this case, show the evidence for phonetic coding. If that is not the
result, however, if the IQ split produces no differences in Ohonetid coding,
then we may be assured that our original observation shoUld not be, rubbished
by an IQ-regression artifact.- Mark, Shankweiler, Liberman, and Fowler (1977)
have used just this tedhnique in one of their experiments.

There are cautions that go with thie method, of courae. If we select for
low and high reading performance, we almost guarantee that a subsequent split
on the basis of IQ will produce a relatively restricted range (again because

of regression). If the resulting partition of subjecte on IQ prodUces a weak
bUt nonsignificant copy of the reading split, there is no protection at all.
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4. The beat means of dealing with the IQ-reading association is probably

statiatical control. One simple solution is to weetIQ as a covariate in
asseasing the influence of reading ability. Mann and 'Inier solleagues report

several usea of this in her (Mann, in press) paper. Fancier techniques are

possible: With adequate prior measures of IQ, reading performance, and other
predictors, as well as criterion measures on the information-proceseing task
of interest--all including reliabilities--one is in a position to teases out
the operating relationahips with multiple- and partial-correlation methods.
Good examples of thia approach are beginning to appear (Jackaon & McClelland,
1979). A recent paper by Perfetti, Beck, and Hughes (Note 2) carries this
type of analysis still further: These three investigators employed the logic

of causal analyeis, through time lag correlations, to face the issue of which
component skills "enable (their term) the later reading akill. This kind of
approach means testing more aubjects, for picking extreme groups allows one to
eliminate intermediate cases. But the extra cost of testing more subjectseer
small compared to the cost of turning in results that cannot be interpreted.

The Mann PaPhr

In her paper, Mann (in presa) continues the carefUl effort by investiga-
tors pt Haskina Laboratories to associate reading disability with processes at
the,phonetic level of the spoken language. As she herself states, and others
have increasingli concluded (see Crowder, 1982, Chapter 9), it is dubious that
the speech-tased process in reading has much to do with lexical accese.

Rather, the interest is in a phonetic ahort-term memou system that would hold
verbatim information pending higher-level linguistic Irocessing. Readers are

thus hypothesised to use speech in "...reading situations where sedtence
etructure is at stake...when their task involves recovering the meaning of
written sentences and not° simply words alone..." (Mann, in press). My

comments on Mann's paper concentrate on this hypothesis from two points" of
view--whether sentence-level comprehension really does depend on a verbatim
ahort-term memory and how we ehould interpret the association of this short-
term memory with reading disability.

First, however, I want to acknowledge the sensitivity shown by .Mann and
Hkskine workers to the IQ issue, Which I just finished discussing. In moat of
their recent atudies, Mann and her colleagues have applied either an appropri-
ate statistical adjustment,(covariance analyste) to rule out an IQ interpreta-
tiOn of the advantage shown by,good readers, or have shown that an IQ split of
the subjects does not produce the pattern of interest (solution number 3,
above). It is to be hoped that the work-in-progress done in collaboration
with Shankweiler and Smith (Mann, in press) will receiye the same thorough
treatment.

Is a phOnetit (verbatim) short-term memory really necessary for under-
:standing what sentencea mean? The rational argument for this hypotheais iS
cOmpelling: The language has many distributed forms, for example, auxiliariee
separated from their main verbs by considerable distances; it seems preposter-
ous that eaCh word could be processed "all the way up" as it.is encountered in

the stream of print or speech. This consideration is so compelling I still
believe it, deep down, despite recent evidence that it may be Wrong!
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Many of Us have taken it for granted that the short-term memory .that
serves language comprehension in this way would be phonetic, that is to say,
capable of holding the words themselves at the segmental level for later

c

analymie. Levy (1978) reports research that is highly troublgtor
(count-

for this

assumption: Her technique was to present an articulatory dist
ing) along with the visual presentation of three sentences4 The measure was
subsequent discrimination of these sentences from,other sentences with seman-
tic or lexical modifications. The basic finding was that recognition of the
sentencel was reduced coniiderably by the simultaneous articulatory distrac-
tor, a result that suggested- that the distractor task incapacitated the

1
phonetic short-term memory syatem that is necessary for reading. The problem

comma in anothpr study, in which the memory measure was discrimination of true
and false paraphrases of the presentation sentences. Here, verbatim informa-
tion was not worth anything because the words tested were not those originally
presented. Of course, retaining the meaning of the sentence remained crucial-
ly important. Ia this paraphrase task, performance with the distractor was no
worse than in the control condition, where phonetic processing was left free.
Thus, it seems from this result that reading for meaning does not depend on a
verbatim ahort-ters memory system, otherwise articulatory distraction would
have harmed memory for meaning. Therefore, we might conclude, if a short-term
retention system is important in reading, it is not a phonetic short-term

retention system. ,

Hitch and Baddeley (reported in Baddeley, 1979) have reported a similar

outcome: They gave subjecta sentences expressing simple propositions that
were either true or false (BEES HAVE WINGS) and had subjects either carrying a

simultaneous digit-memory load or performing a concurrent articulatory-

distractor task. The finding was that keeping the articulatory (phonetic)
system occupied with the distractor task had no effect on true/false reaction
time. However, the digit load did interfere. Again, comprehension seemed not
to depend on an intact speech system, as the hypothesis of Mann and of many of
the test of ualthild predict.

Carpenter and Dahneman (1981) have offered a different kind of evidence
that suggests comprehension does not ordinarily wait_longenough for a process
of phonetic'enalyais and ahort-term storage. In their "garden path" materi-
als, subjecta read sentences with words such as WS in the context of text
about fishing. The word immediately following BASS was, however, GUITARIST,
which underpinee the first interpretation that would have been applied to BASS
(that it rhymed with PASS). The measurement of interest was in viaual

fixation times, word by word. As would be expected, nothing special happened

up to and including the word BASS. However, fixation times were reliably
longer on the word GUITARIST in the garden path sentences than in appropriate

controls. This means that during the time of a normal fixation, typically a
quarter second, analyais of that word had gone on to a level that responded to
semantic anomaly.

yrassier and Rayner (1982) have shown much the same thing with syntactic
anomaly. Their subjecti read sentences auch as WHILE SHE WAS SEWING THE
SLEEVE FELL INTO HER LAP. Here, it is the word FELL that receives the longer-

than-normal fixation. The fact that people extend their normal fixation

period of around 250 milliseconds, on this word, means they must have detected
its anomalous role in the parsing solution that they had been constructing up
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to that point. If the syntactic:I/semantic.' analysia that supports this had been

awaiting the formation of a phonetic string in short-term memory, it would be

a slower process. I certainly had not previously dreamed that parsing and
analysis of meaning occurred while the pereon is, still looking dt the word in

question. Certainly, a phonetic short-term memory representation of a word

woad be hard to set up within the first 250 milliseconds that t'he subject

la,id eyes on it. If the trailing phonetic process referred to by Mann and the
Haskins group were comparable to the eye-voice span of oral reading, we should

have expected the "cognitive alarm" to have sounded only a0Me three or four
worde,after the eyes firet reated'on the troublesome word FELL.

4111
Thus, we have two discouraging results for the Haskins 'argument that a

phonetically based short-tem retention aystem is a necessary supporting
process for reading sentenced. kret, we find that comprehension of the

meaning for aentencee is unimpaired by eliminating the phonetic syatem through

articulatory diatraction. Second, we find that high-level comprehension

proceases can occur within the quarter...Second or so- that the eyes are still

fixated on a word, too fast tor a trailing phonetic process.

My second reflection on the Mann (in press) paper concerns the direction

of `effect that connects a deficit in phonetic processing and a deficit in

reading. Morale, Cary, Alegria, and Bertelson (1979) demonstrated that

learning to read, in illiterate Portugeee adults, has -the consequence of
dramatically improving performance in, a phonetic segmentation task similar to

those used with children by the Haskins group. The linguistic maturity that

goes with reading thua seems to depend not bnly on age but on specific

training in only the reading akin itself. I think this is different from the
conclusion Mann (in press) wishes to reach in the concluding section of her

paper, about how linguistic skill may presage reading success. The argument

that the former presages the latter comes from the circumstances that the two

akills were measured in kindergarten and a year later, in first grade,

respec tively.

To make a camel argument, however, more is required, The time-lagged

correlation technique, for example, measures the predictor and criterion beth,

at each of tWo times. The telling outcome is when the predictor at Time 1

correlatee better with the criterion at Time 2 than the criterion at Time 1

with the predictor at Tide 2. (This would be trUe if smoking at age 20
correlated with ltmg cancer at age 50 more highly than cancer at age 20
correlated with smoking at age 50.) Perfetti et al. (Note 2) have begun to

take this logic seriously in their investigations. (It is ,interesting that

people-shy.away from the word "cause" in this fieldv Mann and her associatee

talk of "presaging" and Perfetti et al. talk of "enabling.")

The danger is of course that the kindergartners who did well in Mann' a

segmentation teak are those who had _already learned to read, and they

performed well in segmentation precisely because theytliad learned, to read.

The linguistic awareness that allows segmentation would then be a consequence

of reading acquiaition and not a precondition for it. At a different level,

with second=language .learning, I can testify that it was only when hit with

Istin that I began to gain awareness of grammar in my own language. Thue, it

may be a.general rule that "linguiatic awareness" is a consequence of formal

instruction rather than a precondition for it. Would learning to read resUlt
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in children's relying more on a phonetic ahort-term memory code than before?
The objection I am making is less attractive in this instance but the need for
something like causal analysis is no less pressing.

In conclusion, I want to be clear that the value of Mann's contribution,
.and that of her colleagues at Haskins Laboratories, is not weakened byLour
ignorance of which way the causality goes,. It is important that reading seems
specifically to track phonetic Skills in children, even when IQ is removed.
That association has received impressive documentation by the Haskins group.
By comparison, there is only a loose set of suggestions that other cognitive
factors play a central role. Anyone wishing to advInce one of these
suggestions seriously faces an enormoup task. The remaining two papers in
this group have tried to establish just that, and so it is with narrowed eyes
that I turn to them.

The Morrison Paper

According tolgorrison (in press), the controlling deficit with disadvan-
taged readers is their difficulty with irregular rule systems, such as
grapheme-to-phoneme correspondences in English. One question that needs to be
raised, in connection with the Morrison paper, is to what extent the problem
lies in one particular irregular rule system--spelling-to-sound correspon-
dences in English--as opposed to a general deficit with all itregular rule
systems. If it is "knowledge about words and how 'they are pronounced"
(Mbrrison, in press) that is to blame, then the question becomes how this
hypothesis is any different from that of the Haskins group or from one of the
"processing deficit" hypotheses that Morrison wishes to reject. It sounds to
me as if the failure to translate letters into their corresponding sounds is
none other than a failure to achieve phonetic coding.

It is not clear, either, whether the irregularity of English spelling
rules, by itself, even contributes to the difficulty that some American
schoolchildren have learning to read: If the irregularity were to blame, then
in lsnguages such as Spanish, there should be little or no difficulty; the
same would be true of different writing systems, such as Japan's, which do not
ude the alphabetic principle. However, recent evidence tndicates such
language communities do, indeed see reading disability Amnong their children
(Stevenson, Stigler, Lucker, Lee, Hsu, & Kitaiura, in press) previous claims
to the contrary notyithstanding. (I thank Robert Sternberg for bringing this
article to my attention.)

If, on the other hand, Morrison iants to suggest that disabled readers
are poor at mastering au irregular rule system, then another two questions
emerge:

The first of these is whether it is only because irregular rule systems
are more difficult than regular rule systems that poor 'readers seem to have
particular trouble with them. The sad fact is that easy tasks seldom produce
large differences between normals and disabled populations, whereas difficult
tasks do. This is true whether one is looking at normal and disabled readers,
normal and amnesic adults, or at young and elderly populations. I have
spelled out this problem in some detail in Crowder (1980) for the case of
aging and memory capacity. What it means is that we should be particularly

h.
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suspicious when group differences emerge only, or especially, in the most
difficult of the tasks or conditions under study. Morrison (in prese)
acknowledges that there may be ceiling effects in the data of his Figures 1,
2, and 3, in which the difficulty of individual letter-sound rules is shown
separately for normal and disabled readers. That admirable candor still does
not alert ugil to how insidioue the problem is. For example, among the
individual conditions shown in those figures, I calculated the Pearson
correlation between the differenqa between normal and disabled readers and the
overall performance level of the normal readers- This correlation was -.60.
Furthermore, a look at the figures shows that even within letter classes, this
correlation was substantial.

The second question raised by the assertion that there is a general
problem with irregular rule systems, in disabled readers, is what confirming
evidence there is from outside the realm of reading. In the absence of hard
evidence that disabled readers are systematically poor with irregular rule
systems of any kind, the Morrison (in press) hypothesis would have to be taken
on faith. The fact is, 'there are several pieces of evidence that rule
regularity is not 'a relevant dimension to reading disability: (1) Mann (in
press), in her Figure 1, has shown that the failure of poor readers to use a
phonetic code in short term memory extends to _spoken sequences, as well as
written. It cannot be claimed that spelling-to-sound rules are to blame when
there is nothing written in the experimental procedure. (2) There is the

Brady, Shankweiler, and Mann (in press) experiment, showing that poor readers
are at a disadvantage in perceiving phonetic segments through speech (but not
naturalistic sounds). Again, when there is no writing, we cannot talk of a
spelling-to-sound conversion problem. Finally, (3) there is evidence that
poor readers are in trouble with rule systems that are completely regular.
Supramaniam and Audley (Note 3) have examined reading in seventh-through-ninth
graders in- relation to the Test of Primary Mental Abilities. They found a
correlation of .72 between the numerical-arithmetic eubscale of this test and
word recognition, the highest association in their data. This last4 result
supports the claims of Morrison and of Wolford that reading disability is more
general than just a reading problem. But it extends this claim in just the
wrong direction for Morrison's hypothesis, arithmetic being perhaps the most
well-behaved rule system we have!

The Wolford and Fowler Paper

WolfOrd and Fowler (in presa) have presented an important new observation
aboUt-the difference between good and poor readers: The latter are systemati-
cally unable or disinclined, to Make use of partial information to select a
correct alternative. They noted that the apparently greater use of phonetic
information by good readers than by poor readers is inferred, by the Haskins
group, from the relative prevalence of errors that preserve one phonetic
aspect of the correct item. In a spirit of magnificent skepticism, they
obserVed that poor readers' failure to use partial information is an alterna-
tiVe explanation for the same data.

The question was then why the good readers don't also use partial visual
information and, in so doing, commit errors of visual confUsion. Wolford and
Fowler responded correctly that nobody makes visual confUsions in the short-
term verbal memory task that Conrad 1967) and others have used, neither young
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subjects nor adUlts. To offer a fair opportunity for good readers to make use
of partial visual information, then, we need a task where it is plausible to
expect visual factors to be more important than they are in short-term manory.
Such a task is the so-called whole-report procedure. In this task, the same
number of letters is presented for report (four) as in the short-term memory
task. Ibwever, they are presented aimultaneoualy for only 117 milliseconds,
rather than successively at a rate of 600 milliseconds apiece. Furthermore,

recall of the letters is immediate in the whole report task, not delayed by
numerical distraction as in the short-tem memory task. It is likely before
the fact, therefore, that the limiting factor should be memory in the short-
term memory task and visual acuity in the whole-report task. Sure enough,

adults make primarily visual errors in the latter, not phonètic errors
(Wolford N.Fowler, in press).,

The strildng new result turned in by Wolford andi Fowler (in press) is

that on the whole report task, good readers make aignficiantly more visual
confusions than the poor readers, who do not differ from chance. There were
not any appreciable phonetic confusions for either group in whole report.
With the same subjects, and comparable stimulus materials,, the Haskins-Conrad
reault was replicated for short-term memory; there, the confusions were ail
phonetic and good readers made more of them than poor readers. The force of
thin pattern of results is to produce an enormous leap in the generality of
the confusion-error result: As Wolford and Fowler say, the more general, and
therefore preferable, conclusion is that the good readers tire better able than
the poor readers to deal with stimuli analytically, and to use partial

information to select a response choice. This conclusion is greatly enhanced
by the two other experiments Wolford arid Fowler (in press) report. I shall
not describe them here, but both generalize the partial-information hypothesis
in teaks that are satisfactorily different from the letter-string tasks

described above (and from each other).

Although they practice the artifact-prone matching technique of dealing
with IQ (Number 1 in the list given earlier in the paper)_Wolford and Po*ler
place themselves among those who consider the ekills in readingespecially,
using partial information--inherent in the very definition of intelligence.
The problem would then become to set out the individual skills measured in IQ
tests and see which of them load most heavily on the partial-information
factor. It may well be that Wolford and Bowler themselves have stated the
crucial wocess a bit too narrowly and that, as they suggest in the "closing
sentences of their paper, the really pivotal skill is the capacity for
analysis; without analytical capacity, using partial information and a great
many more things are difficult. The experiments Wolford and 143wler offer are
not really capable of distinguishing the capacity for analysis of parts within
a whole from wing those parts for response selection. It is to be hoped that

yet more converging investigations can distinguish these possibilities.

So, perhaps disabled readers are less intelligent than normal readers
with respect to analytic skills. I expect this hypothesis will be a valuable
one with regard to "garden variety", poor readers: I reserve the right to

suggest that there may be a special class of disabled readers, sometimes
called dyalexica, for which this analysis is insufficient (see Crowder, 1982,

Chapter-W-These are the individuals whose auding is perfectly normal and
grossly discrepant from their reading, those who form a bon!) at the low end of
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the reading-skill distribution, those with a familial history of reading
problem's, and those for whom the ratio of boys-to-girls affected approaches

4/1. I take it this symposium does not aim specifically at this very special
population and so I shall not continue in this vein; however, I personally
would rather be reserved terme like "reading disability" for these children
and adults.

Lessons to Take Home

There is no shortage of theories and hypotheses in the area of reading
disability. What we need more of are facts that fit together. The hypotheses
will surely come and go, even as they have in the most advanced sciences, but
the facts, if generated by clean expe#imental or quaei-experimental logic,
will endure. On these tenns, I believe we can carry away two very solid new
pieces of factual information from this set of papers.

1. Good readers make visual confusions more than poor readers in a whole

report task. I have just finished reviewing this finding of Wolford and
Fowler (in press) and so I won't harp on it more now. I think it puts in a
more general light the "special relationship" between phonetie-vocessing and
reading established by the Haskins group.

2. Brady, alankweiler, and Vann (in press) have shown that good and poor
readers differ in phonetic perception under noisy stimulus-conditions but not
in identification of naturalistic sounds.

These two new facts may be rationalized together by the Assumption that
when noise is added to speech it results in fragmerrked stimuli, similar to
those 'postulated by Wolford and Fowler to be especially hard for poor readers
to use.

In answer to MorriAts (in press) challenge then--why reading?--the
weight of the new evidence points in the direction of a general ansaer. It is
not just reading that suffers in poor readers; they are subject to deficits
elsewhere in cognitive fUnctioning. We have seen Is-the poor readers at a

disadvantage listening to speech, remembering "meaningless" Chinese char-
actets, and, in the work of Supramaniarn and Audley (Note 3), performing poorly
in numerical-arithmetic skills. Thus, if Morrison meant."Why reading and not
other skills as well?"--we can answer that the other skills are, after all,
affected. For flaure investigators, a. big priority for the agenda is then to
see which "other skills" are the ones that go with reading. On this matter,

the present papers have formed a promising beginning.
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FOOTNOTE

'A reviewer has pointed out, quite correctly, that we should not be glib
in assuming that "strictly auditory taski" would not be affected by literacy.
Knowing the orthography may well influence lexical representation and organi-
zation. For example, Seidenberg and Tanenhaus (1979) demonstrated orthograph-
ic effects in rhyme monitoring with only auditory'stimuli. On the other hand,
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not all speech perception tasks

influences. Highly analytic tasks
and Tanenhaus, would be expected
perception would likely not. Wiih
al. study (in press), there is no
lexicon, of course.

would likely, be subject to ,iorthographic

, like the rhyme monitoring of Seidenberg
to show such effects while direct speech
the nonsense syllables used in the frady et
orthographic representation waiting in the
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OLD PROBIENS AND NEW DIRECTIONS IN maroR BEHAVIOR*

J. A. Scott Kelso+

"As long as man has existed, he has puzzled over the 'agencies' by which
animal action was affected." So said Franklin Itaring (1930, p. 1) in a
remarkable little book on the history of reflex action and its relationship to

...the development of physiological' psychology. However, although some notable
Imerhologiets have contributed to an understanding of the processes underlying
the organization of movements, it is probably fair to say that in the last
thirty years or so, psychology in general has expressed only a dabbling
interest. There are signs, and this book is one of them, that the times are
changing. Part of the impetus comes from neuroscience, which has told us for
a long time that a healthy portion of the brain contributes to the generation
and regulation of movements (e.g., Everts, 1779). If, as the popular press is
wont to inform us, the brain constitutes "the last frontier," the study of
motor control becomes even more interesting than one might first have thought.
Still another push for a more serious consideration of action processes comea
from the newly developing area of cognitive science. Donald Norman, for
example, in hia paper on "Twelve issues for cognitive science" (Norman, 1980)
identifies "the problem of output, of performance...{as] too long neglected,
now just starting to receive its due attention" (p. 23), and the issue of
skill as not just "...a combination of learning and performance. More the;
that, perhaps a fundamental aspect of cognition" (p. 24)

Of course, none of this is particularly new to a small, and persevering
group of people in physical education and kinesiology who have been plugging
away in the laboratory for some years now, experimenting and speculating on
what goes on when people acquire skill and control movements. The fact is
that for even the simplest of movements, no one really knows. The author of
this book, Dick Schmidt, is a leader in the kinesiology field. Among other
achievements, he has contributed two interesting and provocative papers to
Psychological Review (Schmidt, 1975; Schmidt,, Zelaznik, Hawkins, Frank, &
Quinn, 1979) that combine theory and data about the learning and control of
dimple movements.f

*Review of Motor control and learning: A behavioral emphasis, by Richard
A. Schmidt TaiuTmpaign, Ill.: Human KinetiCsTiontemporary Psychology,
in press.

+Also University of Connecticut.
Acknowledgment. Preparation of this review was supported by NINCDS Grant NS:-
131617 to Haskins laboratories. Betty Tuller, Elliot Saltzman, and Eric
Bmteson provided helpful commients on an earlier version.
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Here Schmidt turns hie hand to' producing an undergraduate textbook whose
cover claims it to be "...the most comprehensive book on motor behavior to
date." With some reservations, but with no little sense of awe, I have to
agree. Frevioue textbooks, in the opinion of many, have possessed a sort of
supermarket quality--plenty of isolated facts collected from all sorts of
diverse settinga but little or no structure to hold them together. In short,
as someone said in a rather different context, they turned out not to be worth
your green stamps. This book is a welcome change and, as a tektbook geared to
undergraduates "...with little or no background in experimental psychology or
the neuroaciences" (p. xii), it represents a first-class effort.

The emphasis of the book, as the title indicates, is largely behavioral.
Its major aims are "...to understand the variables that determine motor
performance proficiency, and to understand the variables that are most
important for the learning of movement behaviors" (p. 5). Yet the book also
promises an integration of the behavioral literature with the fields of
biomechanice and neural control. Though this is welcome, it probably overex-
tends the author a little, as indeed it might anyone. Biomechanics and neural
control are rapidly expanding fields whose tools and techniques are constantly
clanging. Each discipline could contribute not one, but many books to the
area of motor control. It is unlikely that investigators end teachers in
either field will get too excited about the integration presented Ore. Each,
I suspect, might feel a bit shortchanged. In Chapter 3, for-example, there is
a brief, though useful discussion of kinenatics. But this just about covers
Schnidt's treatment of biomechanics and is probably not enough to keep the
biomechanics people happy. M for neural control, much of the author's
treatment deals with work on locomotion and so-called "spinal generators" (in
relation to open-loop, motor programming processes discussed in Chapter 7),
although there is also a, fairly brief presentation of the role of sensory
receptors that might contribute to motv control (in Chapter 6, which
emphasiaes closed-loop processes). I doubt if this is enough for the student
interested in integrating motor behavior with associated neural control
processes, although it provides a good hint of the possibilities.

For me, ;he guts of the book are in Section 2, which contain( eight
chapters undei the heading Motor Behavior and Control. These are bounded by
rather conventional but necessevy chapters (at least if a semester course is
envisaged) dealing with the history of the area and scientific methods
(Section 1) and mOtor learning and memory (Section 3). The latter section is
a bit disappointing; there is no recognition of the important biological
constrainta perspective on learning (see Garcia, 1981; and Jahnston, 1981, for
recent review), and ethological. approaches are completely ignored. As Saltz-
man and myself have recently pointed out (Saltnnan A Kelso, in press), the
area of motor memory and learning continues to deal with "items" as relevant
stimuli (cf. Schmidt, Chapter 4 and p. 606), a term that is completely neutral
to the kinds of functions people and animals perform. Treating motor memory
as a collection of items linked to traces "in" memory is a vestige of old
verbal learning theory and associationism. It tacitly assumes what Seligman
(1 970) called "equivalence of associability," that it is equally possible to
learn any relationship between stimulua and response; it fails to recognize
important evidence that animals do not or.erate in universal contexts, that
they are not general-purpose machines (e.g., Bolles, 1972). In contrast to
SclEidt'a critique of task-oriented approaches (p. 82ff), maybe it is time to
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give more thought to the types of tasks organises (including humans) perform,
in recognition of the fact that those tasks that meet existing constraints are
easier to perform than ovhers that do not. Perham, as Greene (1 971) and
others have long -argued, we need a theory of tasks that takes as its goal a
clarification of the intrinsic relationship between a particular environmental
structure and the animal, rather than focus, as Schmidt does, on the
characteristics of animals themselves (e.g., the" heavy emphasis on the
commaition and structure of so-called motor programs, a topic that I'll
return to).

Relatedly, the psychologist readin4 this book may be surprised to find
very little on the action aystem as a coherent perceptual-motor, or, for that
matter, motor-peroeptual unit. In fact, this book deals with perception
hardly at all. 'Do the extent that it does, it does so in a way that many
might find unsatisfactory. For example, some reference is made to the
important role of optical flow fielde in the visual control of movement (e.g.,
p. 96). Ibwever, these are treated as no more than inputs to stimulus
identification in a conventional, stage model of information processing. Of
course, the latter involves the assumption that the 'system constructs its
various memory representations on the basis of its inputs, while the theoreti-
-cal import of the optical flow work is that the information for action is
readily available to a suitably attuned performer. Thus, in this viewpoint
(Gibeon, 1966, 197 9), skill doesknot require the construction or accumulation
of cognitively based representations; rather, the information being picked ui
becomes more and more precise as skill develops. Putting Gibieon in with
information procegsing approaches mislead's, more than informs. This aside,
the main point is that a book with a largely behavioral emphasis might have
elaborated more fully the importance of perception for the planning and
control of action. Arbib (1960, 1981) has made some nice contributions in
this regard, which are conspicuous by their absence in Schmidt's book.

Also, Sjnidt could be criticized (and this may be nit-picking on my
part) for ppetuating a distinction between "sensory" and "motor," which in
the minds many no longer holds water. Yet it crops up in a number of
placee t oughout the text. In his discussion of motor ort-term memory
(itself possibly a misnomer), for example, Schmidt harbors t e suspicion that
the memory'wasn't about motor things at all, but "...rather was concerned with
the retention of sensory information about the feedback associated with the
target position" (p. 62 3). And, in his earlier mention of Ikakuda' s observa-
tions that many skilled athletes exhibit fundamental movanent patterns that
resemble reflexes, the author suggests that it is not because the tonic neck
reflex is being recruited when the baseball player jumps to catch the fly
ball, but rather because the player is "merely.looking at the ball" (p. 224)
Bat in both these examples and elsewhere in the book, the author can be
faulted for trying to draw too simple a contrast between sensory and motor
events. In the days of Bell and Magendie this may have been permissible; in
1982 (and indeed much earlier), the data no longer allow it. Interactions
between so-called afferent and efferent pathwaye occur at all levels of the
neuraxia (cf. Milea & Everts, 197 9; Roland, 1978; Smith, 1978). Central
signals modulate, and are modulated by, the activities at the periphery;
consequently, attributing undue importance to afference as cloeed-loop theo-
riea do, and efference, as in motor program' theorizing (cf. Schmidt, Chapters
7 and 8) is at best misguided. Students bf motor behavior are ill-served when
the distinction is overly emphaeised.
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In reading through the book, I was both pleased and surprised that the
author incluied some issuss that have not previously been central aspects of
his work.( Among these are a nice discussion of tuning (in Chapters 6 and 8)
and the so-called degrees of freedom problem identified by Barnstein ( whoNt
the way, was writing as early as the 1920s (e.g., Bernstein, 192 6), not as

Schmidt says, the 1940e). Par sone of us, a rationalization of hoe the many
potentially free vanables became regulated in the course of coordinated
movement remains at the core of a viable theory of action systems. Schmidt

quite rightly points out that the degrees of freedom: problem is "...one
difficultY for the closed-loop model, and for any other model that holds that
the contractions of the yarious muscles are handled by direct commands from
higher centers" (p. 245). However, the "other model" in this case happens to
be very close to the .author' a favorite topic, motor programs, which, in spite
of some provisos that have been introduced for the involvement of feedback
during movement execution, still remains in the modified definition as "...a

wentr al structure, capable of defining a movement pattern" (p. 299), and still
retains "...the essential feature of the open-loop concept" (p. 299), that is,

direct ccemand specification to muscles.

Thus, Schmidt argues that Wadman, Denier van der Con, Geuze, and Mol's
(197 9) work on the trilikasic electromyographic pattern between agonists and
antagonists during rapid elbow flexion can be explained by motor programming:
"It is as 4f%the individual said, 'Do the arm movement,' and a motor program
vas called up that handled all the details, producing the DIG pattern found.

In this way the number of degrees of freedom involved in the limb action, from
the point of view of the stages of information processing, is reduced to one"

(P 247). 'Of cOurse, it is precisely this type of account that Bernstein
warned us against--that i, when asked the question: "How are the degrees of
freedce of the motor apparatus regulated?", one responds that the details are
taken care of by a motor program. This is a fait accompli, but not an
ex planation.

liasewhere, my colleagues and I have argued that the strategy of assigning
orderly and regular behavior to a construct such as a program or reference
level that embodies said order and regularity is fraught with problems. Here

is not the place to elaborate these (but see Kugler, Kelso, & Turvey, 1980;
Kelso, 1981; Kelso, Holt, Kugler, & Turvey, 1960) except to emphasize that an
alternative strategy is available. Such a strategy seeks to explicate the
necessary and sufficient conditions for orderly behavior to arise, and to

understand the dissipation of the body' B many degrees of freedom as an a
posteriori fact of its dynamical organization, not as an a priori prescription

for the system.

For example, it is very tempting, on the basis of elegant kinematic
evidence by Shapiro, Zernicke, Gregor, and Diestal (1 981) regarding the

proportions of time spent in the various phases of human locomotion, to

assume, as Schmidt does, that "...a given gait is controlled by a given

program" (p. 31 5, see Schmidt, Figures 8-1 2). But thie account ranks in
Rudyard Kipling' "just so" category. Because one observes a different phasic
pattern for walking and jogging, there is no reason to conclude that walking

and jogging are controlled by different prograMs.
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Indeed, if recent work on- horse locomotion is an indicator, a very
different account is 5oeible, and one thet for thia reviewer, at least, is
slightly more revea1i1. Thus, Hiciyt and Taylor (1 981) have found, using
metabolic meaaures of9xygen consumption, that the minimum energy cost per
unit distance is almoet the same for a horse whether it walks, trots, or
gallops. These three stable locomotory modes, therefore, correspond to

regions of minimum energy dissipation. Like many other examples of phase
tranaitions in naturei, these modes can be "broken" when the system becomes
unstable. Thus, it becomes extreaely expensive energetically for a quadruped
to maintain a talking mode at increased speeds. A sudden and discontinuous
transition occurs at a critical velocity value and the animal switches into
the next stable, and leas energetically expensive mode. This is not a hard-
wired and deterministic phenomenon: horses can trot at speeds at which they
normally gallop, but as anyone who has watched pacers on a race track imows,
it takes a lot of training and is metabolically costly. My point is not that
we laiow a lot about gaits and gait trtsitions (we don' t); it is that there is
promise here in an account that dra on theories of nonlinear dynamics and
nonequilibrium phenomena in general. Common features of such phenomena (and
there are some remarkable similarities across many different natural events,
cf. &ken, 1977) are that when a stable system ie driven beyond a certain
critical value, bifurcations may occur and qualitatively new forms arise.
Importantly, for Schmidt's interpretation, no "program" or "central represen-
tation" of the upcoming behavior exists prior to the occurrence of the new
apace-time organization.

In conclusion, many of my remarks have really spoken to the second main
claim on the cover of this book, that "...New hypotheses are
advanced...resulting in new insights and, in some cases., conclusions that
differ from prevailing views." My remarks attest to the highly volatile and
stimulating nature of a field that is presently undergoing contiickuti,change.
Me problems of action, as I remarked at the beginning, are deep,ones that
have puzzled scientists and philosophers for a long time. A textbook in this
area is not like Gray's Anatomy; it reflects only one person' s view- of the
state' of the art. To the extent that a textbook is a desirable thing in the
motor behavior area (I believe it is, but many I suspect, might find it

premature), this one by Sctraidt presents the issues as he sees them in a

coherent and well-organized way. I recommend the book highly to those
psychologists who want to find out more about motor control. But in the same
breath, I would warith...em that what they see befoip them today may be grist
for the mill tomorrow. 'Nat's as this reviewer, and I suspect the author,
would want it to be.
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DISCOVERING THE SOUND PATTERN OF A LANGUAGE*

Michael Studdert-Kennndy+

A typical middle-class kmerican child of six years can recognize nearly
8,000 root words (according to Mildred Temp lin, 1957). The child has learned
these words over roughly four years, at an average rate of five to six a day.
Each word is fonaed, according to a Bet of language-specific rules for
constructing syllables, by combining a few of the several dozen articulatory
patterns that generate the consonants and vowels of an English dialect. How,

we may well ask, does the child learn the perceptual and motor patterns that
will permit it to build so large a lexicon in so short a time?

That is the question to which these two volumes are addressed. They
comprise the proOeedings of a conference of 34 linguists and psychologists,
convened by the National Institute of Child Health and Human Developent in
Bethesda, Maryland, during May, 1978. Ihey form a compendia: of theory and
research done over the previous decade in the young field of child phonology.
According to a rough count by Jenkins (given in a chapter of shrewd canments,
criticiem, and advice at the end of Volume 2), over 90% of the references in
these voltam: are, to works published since 1968, and over 60% to works
published since 1975.

Child phonology begins (as Ferguson and Yeni-Komshian [Vol. 1, chap. 1]
remind us in their useful introductory survey of its history) with the
publication of Jakobeon' Kindereprache, Aphasie und allgemeinn Lautgeaetze in

1941. jakobeon's proposals quickly bediake standard dogma because they offered
an elegant integration of phonological development into %the then-dominant
structuraliet account °of phonology. Central to Jakobson' a ;coition we the
view that babbling during the child's first year was mere randam articulatory
exercise and that learning to speak was a linguistic matter, abrupt in onset
and entailing the development of particular phonemic oppositions before other
particular oppositions in a fixed, universal order.

Noww/er, the discontinuity between babbling and speech is more apparent
than real, the consequence, Lieberman (Vol. 1, chap. 7) suggests, of the
phonetician's lack of a descriptive framework for pre-speech. MacHeilage
(Vol. 1, chap. 2) points out that this lack is now being rectified. He

concludes a succinct account of xhat we know and do not know about adult

*Review of Child Phonology, Vol. 1: Production, and Child Phonology,
Vol. 2: Perception, by Grace H. Yeai-Komehian, James F. Kavanagh, and
Charles A. Ferguson (Ede.) (New York: Academic Press, 1980), Contemporary
Psychology, 1982, 27, 510-512.

Also Queens College and Graduate Center, City University of New York.
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control Of speech production with the enticing suggestion that studies of pre-
speech may be amenable to treatment in terms of the coordinative structures of
action theory. A coordinative structure, or synergism, is a set of muscles
constrained to act as a unit. For example, Ste7:1-c-Wro17: 1, ,chap. 5) provides a
framework for classifying vocal behavior during the first 15 weeks of life and
finds- that many features of adult speech are present but uncoordinated. Thus,

variations in pitch slid vocalic etruc tura are observe& during infant cry,
whereas consonantal sounds such as clicks, friction noises and trills occur
during vegetative processes. Stark proposes that the developnent of speech
involves the harnessing and coordinating of these features into the precisely
timed patterns of babble.

Stark's approach meshes neatly with that of Oiler (Vol. 1, chap.- 6), who
reports validating studies of a framework for describing the developnent of
phonetic control during the first year of life, from tiat he terms the quasi-.
resonant nuclei of nonreflexive vocalizations in the first month to the

variegated babbling of the eleventh and twelfth months. His system promises

to break a bottleneck in the study of pre-speech vocalizaticin, taking the
first step toward norms that may permit early diagnosis of deafness or other

pathologies. lbwever, 011er's chief conceim ii31with the theoretical issue of
explaining the regularities of infant developnent. Do they simply reflect
general anatomical and physiological maturation? Is there evidence of
conscious, speech-related vocal activity during the first year of life? When

do the first signs of shaping by the language community appear?

The last question is also raised by Lieberman (Vol. 1., chap. 7) in a
preliminary report on a longitudinal acoustic study of the speech of a small
group of normal, middle-class children from birth through pre-school.

Particularly valuable here, both for nnuative purPoses and as evidence of
changes in phonetic scope of the vocal ract, are a dozen formant frequency
plots on whicA one can observe the stei increasing extent of each child's

vowel quadrilateral. Interestingly, the childtren do not mimic adult foment
frequencies, even though for many vowels they could do so, by appropriate
vocal tract maneuvers. Instead, already by the fourth month, vowels are
falling into their "proper" acoustic relations, a fact consistent with the
hypothesis of an innate normalization mechanien. The data' also discount
Jakobson's claim of discontinuity by illustrating the anooth emergence of the
vowels of words from the vowels of babble.

More on Jakobson

Lest it seem that I am flogging Jakobson'ss horse past death, let me note
that his theories are cited (and disputed) in 10 of the 13 chapters in Voltnie

1. Indeed, Menn, in a lucid and thought:provoking chapter (Vol. 1, chap. 3)
on the historical development of phonological theory (with the witty epigraph

"Beware Procrustes bearing Occam'e razor"), suggests that "the entire cautious

and meticulous modern tradition of child phonology field-work was forged
by...[ the] necessity" of establishing counter-evidence to Jakobson's arguments
(p. 28):

This is, in fact, precisely the focus of Macken' s chaiter on the

acquisition of.syllable-initial stop systems (Vol. 1, chap. 8). There are two
possible tests of Jakobson's claim of a fixed, universal order of developnent--
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across children within a language and across languages. Macken does both.

She tests Jakobson' a prediction of an invariant sequence for store (1p/ before

/p:t/ before /p:k/) on case studies (by others) of fi4e Biglish-learning

children and concludes that the beat she can do is to reformulate the

prediction as "flight before back" and then assign it no more than a high

probability of being right Testing Jakobson' a prediction that the first

store will be voiceless unaspirated, on her own English and Spanish data, she

finds strong support, but also evidence of language-specific ,patterna in the

timing, ordering, and phonetic structure of the first stop contrasts, /bdg/,

that seem to reflect relative frequencies of these stops in the language being

learned.

The role of language-specific frequenciese4, of course, very much to the

point and still far from clear. 'coke (Vol. 1, chap. 10), reporting a novel

and ingenious study on the prediction of child speech errors, presents

arguments and evidence that there is no such effect. Nonetheless, there does

Seem to be much more croas-rlanguage and within-language variation- than

Jakobson would predict. Thus, in a careful study of the production of word-
initial English fricatives and _affricates by 73 children between two and six

years, Ingram and hie colleagues (Vol. 1, chap. 9) found much the same order

that previous studies have reported,.. but with considerable variation fjom

child to child, from word to word, and even from time to time within a word.

Contextual variability has, incidentally, no less clin,ical than theoreti-

cal interest. Menyuk (Vol. 1, chap. 11) reports studies of both perception
and production, demonstrating that children with suspected_ central nervous

system ;abnormalities may present quite different patterns ok error according

to whether they are assessed with nonsense syllables or familiar words, in a

test situation or while playing with other children. Taken with the numerous

studies reported in these voltmles in which normal children display their
diversity, Menyuk' a report should encourage caution in the assessment of a

child's phonological capacity.

Continuity and Discrimination Abilities

In Voluae 2, Perception, we again confront the continuity issue--though

not explicitly formulated, garb:ape because Jakobson himself did not consider

the infant's perceptual capacities. However, Bluastein, once Jakobson' s

student, fills the gap in a chapter (Vol. 2, chap. 2) reporting her work with

Stevens on the spectral structure of stop consonant release bursts. Crossing

the psychology of Hume with the linguistics of Jakobson, Bluastein posits

"innate biological mechanisms...selectively tuned to primary, [linguistically]

unmarked, invariant acoustic cues" for place of articulation, in conjunction

with "marked...secondary context-dependent cues" whose linguistic function the

infant learns "as a direct consequence of the coOccurrence of these cues with

the invariant acoustic properties" (p. 19).

The hypothesis of "innate biological mechanisms" stems, of course, from

the many studies precipitated by Minas and his colleagues (1 971) when they

successfully transposed from visual to auditory research the high amplitude

sucking procedure for assessing an infant's discriminative capacity during the

first three to four months of lire. Eilers (Vol. 2, chap. 3> describes the

paradigm and others suited to later age ranges--heart rate variationlias an
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index of tttention (1-8 months) and visual reinforcement (by an animated toy)
of head turning toward the locus of a 'stimulus change (6-18 months). Eilers
also review many studies using these techniques to demonstrate that infants
can discriminate virtually every major acoustic property that underlies a
phonemic contrabt in English. Few negative -findings have been reported, and
such inconsistenciea as there are between studies seem to be due to inadequate
acoustic specification. For example, researchers generally (Eilers is no
exception) seem tmaware that voice onset time (VOT) waskriginally defined as
a special case of a general articulatory variable (the timing of laryngeal
action) that would generate any and all of more than a dozen acoustic cues to
voioing distinctions. Unwary synthesis can thus produce different responses
to the same value of VOT due to differences in, say, release burst energy or
the onset frequency of the first foment.

In any event, what we now belie is a- rough,taxonomy of infant psychoacous-
tic capacity for discriminating (not categorizing) certain dimensions of
speech sounds--in all likelihood, a general mammalian capacity that tunes,
rather than is tuned to, speech. Kuhl (Vol. 2, chap. 4) has higher goals.
Her current research makes direct tests, by the headturning technique, of an
infant'a caPacity to form categories of speech sounds. Her data show that'6-
month-old infanta can learn to categorize: (1) iokenei of /a/ versus li/ and
of /a/ versus /o/, spoken by a male, a female and a (synthesized) child on two
different pitches; (2) tokens of syllable-initial or syllable-final /5/ versus
IS/, and If/ versus /0/, spoken by several talkers with /'i,a,u/; (3)
(according to preliminary data on a single infant) tokens of initial, medial,
or final /d/ versus /g/ , spoken with /i,a-,u/. This reaearch directly
confronts crucial issues of segmentation and_ invariance, across speakers and
phonetic contexts, and is, in my view, the most interesting current work in
the area.

Nonetheless, if 6-month-old infants are indeed able to segment syllables
and form categories of their component consoniatal and vocalic portions, what
are .we to make of the apparent perceptual difficulties of older children?
Barton (Vol. 2, chap. 6) provides a critical analysis of the methods used to
assess a child's capacity to discriminate (that is, distinguish between two
stimuli) and identify (that is, refer a stimulus to an internal representa-
tion, perceive phonemically). Whatever the task, performance varies with many
factors, such as word status (real vs. nonsense), word familiarity, feature
composition, and of course, age. In general, 2- to 3-year-old children seem
to identify at least familiar words quite accurately. But why should
familiarity be a factor at all?

Of course, some sounds are more difficult than others. Barton shows that
there is no evidence for any general order of perceptual acquisition in either
Russian or Big lish (the only lailguages on which there have been studies, it
seems). But certain distinctiona are notoriously difficult--for example, /f/
versus /0/ (on which Kuhl's infants were successful), or In/ versus /1/. For
the latter contrast, Strange and Broen (Vol. 2, chap. 7) report a careful
study of tVenty-one 3 -year-olds in which they found evidence of a perception-
production link: If a child had difficulty with the identification teak, she
was more-likely to have difficulty producing / r/ or / 1/ than if she did not.
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Perhaps the solution to the puzzle lies in paying more attention to just
how a child's perceptual capacity is measured. Strange and Broen (Vol. 2,
chap. 7) Provide an excellent discussion of this matter as it bears on the
relation between perception and production. They suggest that measures of the
two processes should be in some sense coordinate: "It would seem...more
reaeonable to compare[ the]...kind of. perceptual capacity [assessed in

intuits] with an empirical assessment of the physiological capacity to produce
these sounds (i.e., with motoric 'capabilities independent of linguistic
volition)....[as in]...prebabbling vocalizations" (p. 149). They point to our
lack of "a concept of 'intentional, coordinated perception' ...comparable to
our understanding of apeech production as the articulation of lexical items
with the intent to communicate linguistically" (p. 150).

Implicit in this argument is the assumption that perception and produc-
tion somehow march together. Straight (Vol. 1, chap. 4) in a somewhat naughty'
and polemic chapter argues, to the contrary, for two sepakate and distinct
components in auditory and articulatory processing. Much of his argunent
stems from what he himself acknowledges to be an "egregious...lack of
knowledge of the literature on child and_ adult speech perception and produc-
tion" (p. 67). hit he has also been overly impressed by those well-known
cases in which a child knows that sha is saying, for example, [fIs], when she
should be saying [fI5]. This, of course we would expect if learning
tO speak entailed the gradual marshaling of subtly interleaved motoric
structures so as to capture the delicacies of dialect.

Perception and Action

In fact, perhaps the most "st#iking achievement of the child in learning
to speak is that it learns to reconstruct the language of its community with
such precision-. One is not surprised that mothers begin ,to exaggerate their
articulation, clarifying their ,ptionetic execution, just when the child begins
to utter its first words (Mitlaheen, Vol. 2, chap. 9), nor that a Spanish child
learning English as a second language will display an appropriate ihift of a
few milliseconds, away from the Spanish and toward the English boundary, in
judgments ofa.,a VOT continuum .(Williams, Vol. 2, chap. 10). Perception has

evolved to control action (and action to control perception). There is no

sound reason to believe that the evolution of language has led to their

divorce.

In conclusion, what do these volumea lack? Nothing, I think, except

perhaps a chapter on the pre-speech developnent and communicative use of

prosody. Allen and Hawkins (Vol. 1, chap. 12) do, in fact,_2rAivide a thorough
review of a sizeable literature on the developnent of sylrSole stress and
rhythm, as well as a report of their own research on syllabic weight and
accentuation in 3- and 5 -year- old s . And Clumeck (Vol. 1, chap. 1 3 ) reviews

the acquisition of tone in Mai and Mandarin Chinese, showing that pitch
begins to be used for lexical contrast only when the child begins to use words
modeled on the adult language. What we miss among the chapters on pre-speech
is some account of the infant's first attempts to communicate, and of the
gradual differentiation of segmental from suprasefirental utterance.

Nonetheless, these voltnes provide a solid review of an increasingly
complex field with deep imptications for our understanding of the biological
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bases of speech and language. The editors are to be congratulated on

collecting a group of essays that will certainly influence the direction of
research in the field during the coming decade.
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errata

Trading relations in the perception of speech by five-year-old children, by

Rick C. Robson, Barbara A. Horrongiello, Catherine T. Beet, and Rachel

K. Clifton. Haskins Laboratories Status Report on Speech Reeearch, 1982, SR-

70, 255-274.

p. 255 Acknowledgment.

MR Grant M0100332 to Rachel Clifton should be added.

p. 266 Paragraph 3, 1. 5 should read:

p (correct) (2 [p ("say" on first member of comparison) - p ("say" on

second member)2 [p ("stay" on first member) p ("stay" on second

member)]21 4. 4.
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Speech Perception: ,

rhytWa, timing, vowels, stress, monoayllables
phonetic, auditory, differencea '

duplex, fusion, binaural
viaual, auditory, infants, left hemisphere
coarticulatidb, atop consonants
phonetic identification, reaction time,
coarticulation

Speech Articulation:
kinematics, atrese, rate
musclea, neural, acoustic

Reading:
pronunciation, recognition4 orthographies,
deep vs. shallow

Motor Control:
memory, motor, dynamic theory
computer metaphor, criticism
cognition, behavior, determinism,
diseipative eyeteme
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